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Energy storage systems for the utilization of intermittent power sources have
received increased study over the past few years. However, the type and degree
of storage required for optimal utilization of wind energy and the total costs
and utility of the resulting wind turbine/generator/storage system have not
been thoroughly analyzed. The purpose of the SIMWEST (Simulation Model for
Wind Energy Storage) program described in this document is to provide a tool
for performing this needed analysis. It is a tool to aid in the design of
an optimal wind energy system for a given application and to allow the result-
ing system to be evaluated and verified through realistic simulation.
SIMWEST consists of a library of system components and a precompiler program
which allows these components to be put together in building block form. The
present library contains components for five types of energy storage systems.
They are pumped hydro, battery, thermal, flywheel, i fid pneumatic. The SIMWEST
program, as described here runs on the UNIVAC 1100 series of computers.
Other computer programs exist for the simulation of wind systems and vari-
ous forms of energy storage. However SIMWEST is the only program capable of
simulating total wind systems containing any one or combination of the above
types of storage and at the same time having the flexibility and depth required
to perform thorough and meaningful parameter studies.
11 GENERAL APPROACH
The structure and much of the software for the SIMWEST program is based on
a computer program called EASY, whi ,^.J; was previously developed by Boeing Com-
puter Services, Inc. (BCS). SIMWEST consists of two basic programs, and a
library of system, environmental, and_load-components. The first program,
the Model Generation Program, is a precompiler which generates computer mod-
els (in FORTRAN) of complex wind energy generator/storage/application systems,
from user specifications using SIMWEST library components. The second program













tion analysis. It handles input, output, integration of system dynamics,
and iterates to obtain convergence of variables involved in implicit loops.
The combination of these two programs provides a powerful tool for analyzing
alternate storage system designs.
Figure 1-1 shows the general organization of the SIMWEST program. In addi-
tion to the two programs described above, there is a third which performs
file maintenance. it is used to incorporate user supplied data for new sub-
system models. Although the program is shown to be made up of a number of
subprograms, it can be executed as a single batch program by supplying the
model description controlcards and the control cards describing the desired
analysis to be performed and the desired tabular and/or plotted output.
1.2 SIMWEST LIBRARY
1.2.1 Overview
^•,	 The SIMWEST library is listed in Table 1-1. It is made up of five types of
' components:
	
h sical environmental	 load lo g i cal, and ut i li ty.P	 P y	 ,	 9•	 y•
Physical components encompass such things as motors, generators, iransmis—
sions, flywheels, etc. These components model actual physical hardware which
might be used in a wind energy system. The selection of the particular SIM-
NEST library set of physical components was based on the requirement that
it be capable of modeling five types of energy storage systems mentioned
previously: thermal, flywheel, battery, pumped hydro and pneumatic.
The degree of detail in the component models is based upon two design cri-
feria. First, all models should contain sufficient detail to simulate all
ph-ysical characteristics and constraints having significant impact`on the
systems overall cost effectiveness. Second, the models should be designed
r
r	 to minimize computer time and required user specification. It is assumed







TABLE 1-1 SIMWEST LIBRARY COMPONENTS
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTAL 1
WIND TURBINE AT WIND WD
TURBINE/GENERATOR WP AMBIENT TEMP TP
AC INDUCTION GEN. GE
FIXED RATIO TRANSMISSION GR LOAD
RECTIFIER RE ELECTRICAL. LOAD LO
BATTERY BA THERMAL LOAD TL
INVERTER IV
x ADMITTANCE AD LOGIC
COMPRESSOR (PNEUMATIC) CO POWER DIVIDER PD
ADIABATIC HEAT EXCHANGER POWER ACCUMULATOR PA
& (INPUT CYCLE) HX PRIORITY INTERRUPT P1
ADIABATIC HEAT EXCHANGER SWITCH SW,SX,SY,SZ
(OUTPUT CYCLE) HY
PNEUMATIC STORAGE VESSEL CS UTILITY i
BURNER BN COST MONITOR CM
TURBINE	 (PNEUMATIC) TU SATURATION SA
INDUCTION MOTOR M0 RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR RN
a
c VARIABLE RATIO TRANSMISSION TR TEST FUNCTIONS AF
` FLYWHEEL/CLUTCH FL TABLE LOOKUP FU,FV h
PUMP (HYDRO) PU TRANSFER FUNCTION IT,LA,LL,TF
I TURBINE	 (HYDRO) HT- ARITHMETIC ELEMENT MA,MB,MC
HYDRO STORAGE HS HISTOGRAM HG
THFRMAL STORAGE TS TAPE READ TA
UTILITY UT TIME CONVERSION TI
4_ BCS 40180-2
61
from -a computer run time and economic impact point of view a simulation step
size of between 15 minutes and one hour seemed reasonable.
As a result of the above two design criteria many physical components, such
as the electrical components, were modeled mainly in terms of power flow
i
and steady state response. This lack of detail is consistentwith the 15
minute time step and with theconcept that the important transients are on
the time scale of demand curves or weather patterns, i.e. an hour or more,
rather than on the time scale of electric motor transients of a few seconds.
If short electric transients were to be modeled, much detail would need to
be added to the component modeis which would greatly increase the user's
f
task of specifying the model. Further, the simulation time step would have





larger but computer runs would be much costlier.
Environmental components are those which simulate environmental conditions.
In the present SIMWEST library these conditions are wind speed and ambient
temperature. These variables are generally used as inputs to physical com-
ponents. Environmental component output can either be computed from measure-
ment data provided by the user on a data tape, or from randomly generated
I	 ^
data, based on user furnished profiles.
J	 F
e
	1	 The load components in the SIMWEST library are used to simulate various types
f of power demand. They also monitor how well the system meets the simulated
demand and compute the value of the energy delivered by the wind energy sys-
tem to the load. Like the environmental components these components may be
computed from actual measurement data or from randomly generated data based
on user furnished load profiles,,
• t
The library's logical components 'are 'the power dividers, power accumulators,
switches and priority interrupts. Although physical hardware could generally
i, be built to serve the function of the logical components, they are not meant
	





Idealized components that allow the user the flexibility of modeling the
wide varlety of control logic which a wind energy storage system would re-









	 Finally, the utili ty components include such things as the tap e
 read,: fihe"	 a
histogram and the cost monitor. These components serve only to help the user
run the simulation and analyze Its results.
1.2.2 Storacre Subsystems
t
Figures 1-2 through 1--6 give example configurations of the °five types of sttr-	 r
age subsystems which can be modeled with the present S1MAEST library. For
iilultrat1ve purposes the number of variabl es shown passed between components
is limited. A description of the variables being passed Is given In Table
i	
A totai_wlnd energy system wlII generally be made up of elements from a num-
ber of di fferent subsystems (see Figure 1-8) I n add! t Ion. the SIMWST pro-
gram can be used for models whi ch Include networks of storage subsystems
of the same type or a network of wind generators.
y	
1.2.3 - ,otr i c Components
The capabi lity for modeling complex system control logic is provided by the
power divider, power accumulator and priority interrupt components. Both the
divider and accumulator operate on a priori ty basis. The priori ty interrupt
Is used by other system components to change the priority setting; of the di-
vider and accumulator.
The power divider has one Input power port and four output power ports (not
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an input request associated with each of its output power ports. These power
requests generally come from a component with which the output power port
is directly or indirectly connected. The user specifies priorities of either
0,1,2,3, or 4 to be associated with each of the output ports. if the input
power to the power divider exceeds that requested of the port with highest
priority (priority 1) then the excess power goes to the port with the next
lower priority. This process continues until either all power is distribut4ad
or all requests of non-zero priority ports are met. A port with zero (0) pri-
ority will never receive power. Such ports are included so that the port may
be connected to a component bui • transmit power only in critical situations,
say, when a battery has been in discharge state for a critical amount of time.
in these situations, the connected component would have to change the zero
priority setting of the power divider by use of a priority interrupt.
Two or more ports may be assigned the same priority In which case the user
may specify weights to be associated with each pori Then 1f there is not
enough power available to satisfy all requests of equal priority the power
is divided between them in proportion to the user specified weights.
i
The power accumulator is similar to the divider except that instead of dis-
tributing power from a single input port between four output ports, it ac-
cumulates power from four input ports and sends it out through a single out-
put port. The power accumulator also accepts output power requests from the
component connected to its single output power port and it outputs requests
1	 for ea,h of its input ports in order to service the output power request.
`	 l
4	 In addition to the actual power delivered to each input port, the power ac-
cumulator also accepts information as to the maximum power that can be de-
4	 livered to that port. These values are used by the accumulator to determine
how to distribute its power request between its four input ports. If the in-
put power request exceeds the maximum deliverable power for the port of high-
est priority, then the remainder is shifted to the port with the next lower
priority. This process continues Lntil either the power request has been com-
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{	 ports have requests equal to their maximum deliverable power. An example
illustrative of the use of power dividers and power accumulators is given
in Figure 1-7.
Here the wind turbine distributes power first to satisfy the request from
load 1. If there is power left over, it then tries to satisfy the request
from the battery. Finally, if the battery is full or if its charging rate
is met, then the excess power goes to the flywheel. The battery is connect-
ed to the wind turbine and also has a priority zero connection to the util-
ity. Thus, if the battery remains in a discharge state for more than a spec-
k
ified amount of time, it can change the utility priority (from 0 to 1) to
receive the needed power.
Also in Figure 1-7, we see that load 2-prefers to draw power from the fly-
wheel before turning to the battery. This configuration tends to keep the
flywheel as discharged as possible, using it primarily as a means to absorb
large influxes of power.
Figure 1-7 is a rather simple configuration used for illustrative purposes, 	 k
C
Amore complex configuration is shown in Figure 1 -8.
1.2.4 SIMWEST Output	
l
There are three basic forms of SIMWEST output to facilitate the analysis 	 '"
d	 s torage systems;  i e	 inter	 ots histograms of s steof win energy t	 g  I n pr	 pl , _ syst m
variables and time sequenced output of variable values. To enhance the use- ttfulness of these outputs each SIMWEST library component is associated with 	 r
a number of output variables. Prior to simulating a given system the user
specifies which of these variables he wants plotted. For plotted output he
may select to have the independent variable be the plot time or any of the
F
other variables. For example he may want to plot the energy of pneumatic 	 -
storage as a function of time and/or as a function of storage versus tem-
	
r t	 If th us r w' is s t • a se u need listin of all variable valuesPe a ure.
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ht'just specifies the time step between printouts. The listing of all vari-
ables has proven to be a useful tool in understanding the performance of















The Model Generation program design is based on the assumption that the sys-
tem analyst will begin by constructing a schematic diagram of the system
he wishes to analyze. This schematic will be comprised primarily of standard
SIMWEST library components. Standard library components include wind turbine,
wind models, AG induction motors, inverters, rectifiers, etc. if a particu-
lar system cannot be modeled with existing standard components, the analyst
may construct the model by including appropriate FORTRAN statements in his
7
system description.
All interconnections between standard components are accomplished by the




nent in the schematic diagram and all of the components that provide inputs
	 {J
to that component. The Model Generation program then generates names and
the proper interconnections between the specified components. This is accom
i
	3	 plished by matching the input quantities required by each standard component
	
.^	 to the output quantities of the specified input components.
After processing the complete system model description, the Model Generation
program generates a schematic diagram of the model showing the
-interconnec-
tions between standard components and the quantities such as power, pressure,
	




!	 {	 This schematic is produced on the Iineprinter to provide a rapid graphic
check on thero ram's interpretation of the model description.
	
I	 {	 P 9	 P	 P
I
In addition, the program produces a list of input data that will be required
	
j	 by each component to complete the model description. Both the scalar param-
eters and tabular data required for the analysis are included in this list.
4
The program assumes that any quantity not supplied by another component will
	
i	 be supplied as a fixed parameter by the analyst. Thus requests for non-param-
eter `items in the input data list will reveal any connection that was omitted
	









Tho Model Generation program is a precompiler program which accepts model
^
description	 instructions and from these 	 instructions generates a FORTRAN
l
model
	 of a system.	 These	 instructions,	 referred to as "program commands,"
are made up of one or more words.	 In addition, the system model	 descrip_ E	 ,
tlon contains numeric va i ues, standard component names, and standard	 i n-
put and output quantity names.
The Model Generation commands may be best introduced with a simple example
of their use to describe a wind turbine system. Figure 2.1-1 shows an ana-
l yst 's schematic ofa wi nd turbi ne model	 that has been constructed using
standard components on a SIMWEST schematic form. The standard component names
used	 in	 this sample are-.- s
WD - Wind Model
WT - Wind Turbine
,
TI - Time Conversion
r
i FIG - Histogram Generator




GE - AC Induction Generator
{
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FIGURE 2.1-1 ANALYST "S SKETCH OF MIND TURBINE MODEL SCHEMATIC
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The Model Generation command phrases are described in this section in a lo-




The MODEL DESCRIPTION command phrase indicates the start of a new system mo-
del.	 This phrase may be	 follower',	 (on the same card),
	
by a	 title of up to
_I
60 characters.	 This title will	 be used to identify various program output
schematics,
	 Lists and program






The LOCATION command phrase indicates the start of the description of a new
component
	
in the system model. This command must be followed by a numeric
value phrase that specifies the	 location of	 the new component on the model
schematic.	 Thus in the example of Figure 2.1-1,
	
the	 location number of
	
the
wind model	 WD was 11 and the wind turbine WT was 31, etc. To be a valid com-
ponent
	
location,	 the last two digits of this number must comprise a number
between 1 and 80. The hundreds column is used to specify additional 	 pages
3
as needed for the schematic. Thus the numbers:
1, 13, 51, 80
would be' valid`location 'numbers	 for components on the 	 first page, '(PAGE 0),,
of a system schematic. These same locations on the second page of the schema-
tic
	
(PAGE 1), would be:









The location number phrase is followed by the name of the component at that 1
locat ion. Component names are discussed in Section 2.2.
A LOCATION statement should be given only once for each component. That Is, 	 IL€
once a LOCATION statement is started fQr a component the complete descri p-




The INPUTS command phrase indicates that the following phrases contain the
r,
names of the components that provide Inputs to the component at the speci-
lied location. Thus in the example of Figure 2.1--1, the electric load at io





In this example the command phrase INPUTS is followed by two component names.
As many component names as are necessary to specify the Inputs to a particu-
lar system component may be included in each component description.
1
For some system components there are multiple input and/or output ports. For
example, a power divider has four input power ports. When specifying, the con-
nections between such components, it is advisable to specify which ports are
to be connected. This is done by adding the port numbers to be connected after,
the name of the input component. Thus, the wind turbine to transmission con-
nection could have been more explici tly described as
i`
i
`	 LOCATION=35	 GR	 NPUTS=WT(2,1)	 j
This says that port 2 of the wind turbine (WT) drives port 1 of the trans-
mission (GR). Any quantities which have no port numbers are considered Muni-
versa[ ports" for input connections. Thus, the GR input of GR is connected
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up to GR WT, and the RS input of WT is connected up to RSIGR by the above
command. If the port designations are omitted, as they were in example 2.1.,
the connections will be made to the first available input port starting with
- the minimum port number. Once a connection his been made to an input port,
those input quantities that are rc;inected are unavailable for further connect-
ions. An exception is made when the physical quantities of both input and
output are specified. This method of specifying connections is described in
the following paragraphs.
For certain components, such as control elements, the ^inputs,_to the compo-
nent can be any physical quantity in the model. For these components, the
input component names must be supplemented by the name of the particular out-
put quantity that is to provide the input.
As an example, consider a component that represents a linear first order lag 	 P
transfer function. If the transfer function component's input, FIN, was to





would indicate to the program that of the outputs of the wind turbine, the
r
output rotor speed, RS, was to be used as the input, FIN, to the transfer
function, LA.
(
To summarize, there are three levels of connection specification:
1. Default (only component names are specified)
i
Connections are made between all unconnected inputs and outputs for the
I










Connections are made between matching physical quantities for all uncon-
nected inputs and outputs of the specified ports,
3.	 Physical	 Quantities Specified
Connections are made between only those quantities Specified. 	 Previous
-	 connections can be over-ridden, providing the three character physical
quantity name of the previously connected variable is used. 	 For example,
f	 the phrase
LOCATION=19	 LO	 INPUTS=GE GE(P,2=MP2),TI
1
will replace the input parameter MP1LO by MP26E and then override the con-
nection MP2GE and substitute P2 GE as the LO input.
END OF MODEL
z
The END OF MODEL command phrase indicates that model description has been com-
pleted and that the Model Generation program should proceed with the generation




The PRINT command ,phrase causes the program to: 	 (1) draw a schematic of the
system model, as shown in Figure 2.1-2	 (2) print a list of input requirements
for the model; and (3) print a source listing of the FORTRAN subroutines that
were generated for the model.
	
The Model Generation program then terminates.
PUNCH
s
The PUNCH command phrase has the same effect as the PRINT command, but in







The FORTRAN STATEMENTS command phrase allows the system analyst to supple-
ment the Library components with FORTRAN statements.. Using this feature,
the analyst can introduce his own program logic, De loops, etc., as necessary
to model any system feature not obtainable with standard library components.
One of the common uses of the FORTRAN STATEMENTS command is to input Large
tables into the model. Two function subprograms TBLU1 and TBLU2 are provided
for this use. They perform linear interpolation from one and two dimension
tables, respectively. TBLU1 is in general called in the form
F = TBLU1(X,TAB(4),TAB(4+N'),I,+N1,
F' where F is the interpolated value at the desired point X, TAB is a one di-
mension table with dimension N, TAB(4) is the independent variable and TAB
(4+N) is the dependent variable list, I = 0 for equal spaced data,
for unequal spaced data, and the dimension N is specified as the last vari-
able if linear extrapolation is desired,, and -N is specified if truncation





j	 F = TBLU2(X,Y,TAB(4+M),TAB(4),TAB(4+M+N), IX IY,--N,+M,N,M),
A
where X and Y are the values of the primary and secondary independent varia-
bles, N and M are the dimensions of the primary and secondary variable arrays,
IX and IY are indicators for equal spaced or unequal spaced data as above,




The FORTRAN STATEMENTS command would normally be used only when some portion
of the system cannot be modeled with library components. Then using this fea-
ture of the program, the analyst must perform many of the detail connections
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j
and naming of variables, that are normally accomplished by the Model Genera-
tion  program.. In return for these added tasks, the analyst gains a great deal
l	 of additional freedom and flexibility in forming details of his system model.
Non-executable code such as common blocks must precede the first component
definition and executable code should come after a component has been defined







The ADD commands may be used in conjunction with the FORTRAN STATEMENTS to
add states, variables, parameters, and tables that occur within the FORTRAN
statements, to the system model. Quantities that are not specified by one
of these commands cannot be accessed or manipulated by the Analysis Program.
i
,
Before discussing these commands, a-few definitions of terms are in order.
j
i	 States.	 States are those quantities in the system model
1
that are described by first order differential
equations. The state variables are the result
i	
of integrating the set of first order differ-
ential equations that comprise the dynamic sys-
tem model. The number of states equals the or-
der of the system model. The states are dynamic,
time varying quantities during most simulation
studies. The initial values, (initial conditions),








iVariables Variables are all other dynamic time varying
quantities in the system model that are not
states. In general, variables are related 'to
states by algebraic relationships.
Parameters: Parameters are constant scalar quantities in
the system model. Parameter s can be manipula-
tod by the analyst to alter the system model.
All parameter values* should be input as part
of the system model description.
{
Tables:	 Tables are constant nonscal ar quantities in the
system model. Tables ar e
 used to represent alge-
bralc functional relationships with one or two
independent variables. All table values must
be input as part of the system model description.
The format for the ADD commands is that the corixitand is fol ]owed by one or
more phrases that contain the names of the states, variables, parameters,
or tables. In addition to each table name, a number, specifying the amount
of storage to be a llocated for that table must be given. This number- is posi-
tive If the tabl e is two dimensional and negati ve if one dimensional, with
absolute value determined by the formula:
I	
N= 3+ i+ J + Q
N = the total storage required by the table,
in words:













J = the number of data points	 In the secondary
independent variable table. 	 (J=0 if	 there
is only one	 independent variable.)
e
D = the number of data points in the dependent





9 The following example illustrates the use of FORTRAN STATEMENTS in the par-
i ameter study model;I	 ^











C	 READ WIND VELOCITY DATA


























In this mo4m| ' Fortran is used to input wind velocity data. The wind table,
denoted WIND, consists of up to 31 days of hourly wind speeds. He000/ as
described previously, the total storage required is 3+24+51+^^+31=802 ^
 The
Fortran is inserted after time of day and day of the year are computed in
T|~ In this case, N=24 1 8--31, the data is equal spaced, and extrapolation
is used to provide velocity data over each 24 hour period. The variable WV|M
is the name at the wind Input to W} generated by the pr*compi|ar. Fortran
insertion in the nmde< ends when the LOCAT|ON=71 ... command is read and
a call tu the subroutine W} is then generated.
LIST STANDARD COMPONENTS
The LIST STANDARD COMPONENTS command phrase causes the program to print a
^
 ilist of all standard components. For each standard component, lists of in-
put s, outputs, and tables for that component are provided. Por each input/
^	 +;%	 /,,/ ,~.,M+/+	 ="* "^r+ " . ""k— /" "/.~,~ c,~	 ""+_+ +^~	 .= r^r--'^~' y	 x '°°'= ~^~ r~ ` "~~~^' '" u ^` =- '°' "~~" "~'r°'^
physical quantity name, port number, and the letter Sr if the quuntity is
a state is given. For each table, the table name/ the number of independent
'
variables and the maximum amount of storage allowed is provided. This command
!	 ' Is usua||y given as the Pirsf command of a model description and wl| 1, resu|t
`
in u list of all sfmndard component information as the first output from the
.,Model Generation program.	 `	 '
^	 2.2 NAMING CONVENTION
|	 !	 -`/ |
	
4|| standard components are given names consisting of two characters, the
| first of which is miohabafiou}. 'Thus we have WT for wind furbtna * QE for gen-
erator, M for wind nxode|v etc. Where mul tlp\mcomponenfs of the some type
are required, the second character l'sused to d|st inOuish between the diFfer–
'
^	
ent models of the s3oa basic c`^ onenf`+ypo. A specific component in omode|
^
	











more character to the standard component name.
	 This character
	 is usually nu-
meric but can also be alphabetical
	 or blank.
	 Thus a given model
	 can contain
up to 37 different components of the same standard component typo.. For exom-











All	 of	 the	 input,	 output,
	 and tabular quantities required by each component
in a system model
	 must have unique FORTRAN names. These quantities are givon
names consisting of up to three characters that describe the physical
	 quanti-
ty they represent.
Since a single component may have several
	 inputs or outputs of the some phys-
ical	 quantity,	 the program adds the port number to the second or third char--
	 '	
l
acter of the physical
	 quantity name to prevent such a_ duplication.;
The physical quantities that are outputs of a given component are identified
	 l




name of	 the physical	 quantity.	 In this way,	 unique six character FORTRAN names
j are generated for all	 output quantities of the system model
	 components:t
Input quantities to a component that are driven by another component carry
	
s
the names of the component that drives them. Any inputs that are not driven
	
i
by other model components are assumed to be parameters and are assigned the
name of the component For which they are an input.	 1
If a component should require tabular data as an	 input, unique table names
are 'generated just as scalar
	 input quantity names by adding the component
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name to the table name. A pictorial representation of the character assign-
ment in component, variable, and table names is given in Figure 2.2-1.
2.3 MODEL SCHEMATIC
The Model Generation program produces a schematic diagram of the system being
modeled. This schematic is crude, but is inexpensive and does not have the
flow t,•me delays associated with more elaborate plotting methods. Its purpose
is to provide a means of rapidly locating errors in the model, description.
In order to construct a schematic diagram in an efficient manner with a rea-
sonable size program, it was necessary to establish some simple rules for
symbol generation, component connection paths, and labeling. If these rules
are kept in mind when laying-out a schematic for the system, the SIMWEST pro-
duced schematic will match that developed b the- ana l yst. If the rules areP	 y	 y
vioiafed by the analyst's schematic, the SIMWEST schematic should still be
correct, but may contain some unusual component connection paths and some
^I	 labeling information may be overwritten.
i
2.3.1 Standard Schematic For
i	 The SIMWEST schematic diagrams are produced on a standard 11" by 14" line-
1.i	 printer page with 80 component locations per page. A standard form contain--
Ing only the location numbers can be obtained by executing the Model Genera- 	 i
tion program with the single program command, PRINT. This form can then be 	 J
reproduced and the copies used as forms for drawing system model schematics.
2.3.2 Inout Quantity Labeling
The names of the physical quantities that are input to one component from
another component are listed adjacent to the downstream component symbol.
f	 t









These labels are placed near the connecting
	 line that joins the two compo-
nents. Since these names are composed of the physical	 quantity name and illo
name of the component that generates the information,
	 the source of the in-
put
	
Is evident	 from the name itself.
	
Parameter and tabular	 inputs to a cony
ponent are not shown on the schemati c. These constant Inputs are descr ibed
in	 the	 Input	 Requirements List.
2.3.3	 Component Connoction Paths
In order to keep the core requirements and run time of the SIMWCST schematic
drawing subroutine small,	 it was necessary to limit the types of connecting 	 r
paths between components to a few basic routes. These paths are shown in Fig-• l
ure
	 ,3-1.	 Connections between components on the same horizontal or- verti- {
cal	 line are strai ght forward.	 However,	 connections between components that
do not share a horizontal or vertical 	 line require at
	
least a two segment
path,	 These paths have been arbitrarily chosen to follow a clockwise route.
It	 is therefore advisable that components that are on diagonal 	 locations be
~	 placed in a clockwise sequence. 	 If counter-clockwlse flow between components
is necessary,	 it can be accommodated by placing the components oil the statue
horizontal	 or vertical	 Imes,
a
The S1MW>ST schematic drawing subroutine makes no attempt to go around co*—
6
ponent^s that gotin the way of a connection path. Such components are "run-





The SIMWCST schematic diagram may be broken down into as many pages as are
necessary. No attempt Is made to draw connecting paths between components
!	 located on different pages. 	 It is	 therefore advisable to minimize the-numt-









'	 components with many interconnections on the same page and placing page boun-
daries between such groups of components,
	
f
2.3.5 Guidelines for Schematic Layout
The following guidelines may help In creating schematic layouts that can be
duplicated by the SIMWEST program,
1. Try to place connected components on the same horizontal or vertical line.
2. Avoid placing components on adjacent location points.
3. Place diagonal components so that flow is clockwise,
4._ Group components to minimize flow paths between pages.
2.4 WARNING MESSAGES
y
One or more of the following warning messages will occur if the program is
unable to interpret a portion of the model description or encounters prob-
lems in assembling the system model. These messages will be preceded by: 9i4sF
WARNING W* or 'Hf* NOTICE	 The symbols xxx and>zzz are used to indicate
	i I	 phrases from the model description that are included as part if the warning
message. The following messages are listed in alphabetical order:
1. CAN'T IDENTIFY xxx AS A STANDARD COMPONENT
xxx will contain the first two characters of the phrase which cannot be
identified as a conxnand or standard_ component. This message will often
follow other warning messages as the program makes successive attempts







2. CAN'T IDENTIFY xxx AS A VALID INPUT COMPONENT TO zzz
The component xxx cannot be found i n the list of components for the cur-
rent system model.




This message indicates that the component xxx, which provides inputs to
location n in the schemati c, has not been assi gned a location number.
Check for a missing LOCATION statement or misspelling of the component
name.
^. COMPONENT xxx DEFINITION WASN'T COMPLETED BEFORE STARTING THE DEF IN M ON
OF COMPONENT zzz
f
ho cLvT—mind I^.PUTS was not given between the component names xxx and zzz, 	 q




5. COMPONENT xxx HAS ALREADY BEEN DEFINED
x
The component xxx was defined in a previous LOCATION statement.
i
j 6. LOCATION NO. xxx FOR COMPONENT zzz HAS LAST TWO DIGITS'OUTSiDE THE ALLOW-
ABLE RANGE 1 TO 80. NO SYMBOL, WILL BE PLACED IN , CHEWNT I C FOR THIS Cm--	 4
PONENT
This message will occur at the end of the model description for a coo 	 t
ponent zzz which has an invalid location number. The system model ma y










7. NO xxx OUTPUTS MATCH UNSATISFIED zzz INPUTS
Check that it was intended to drive component zzz with component xxx
or that the inputs to zzz have been previously satisfied by other com-
ponent connections.
1
S. TABLE NAME xxx MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A NUMERIC DIMENSION RATHER THAN zzz
When using the ADD TABLES command,	 it is necessary to provide the maximum
amount of storage to be allocated for the table as well
	 as the table
name.	 This storage value must be a numeric quantity.
r
9.	 xxx IS NOT A VALID INPUT QUANTITY OR PORT DESIGNATION FOR COMPONENT zzz
F
The phrase xxx cannot be	 located as one of the input quantities or in- l
put ports of the component zzz. No connections will occur.	 Check the
list of standard components for the proper spelling or port designations
^	 3
for this component. f
P
+
10.	 xxx IS NOT A VALID LOCATION NUMBER
r
}
The LOCATION command must be followed by a numeric location number, }
i
11•	 xxx iS NOT A VALID PORT DESIGNATION FOR INPUT COMPONENT zzz. ERRONEOUS
CONNECT IONS MAY OCCUR.
The phrase xxx cannot be located as a valid input port for the component








	 in the Model	 Generation program due to array di-
mensions within the program. 	 For most applications these	 limits should not
be encountered.	 However,
	
if they should be encountered they can usually be
extended at the expense of ,larger core requirements to execute the program.
The following	 table describes these	 limitations:
Limitation Description Maximum Value
Standard components in 	 library 150
Components per model 200
Inputs per any standard component 50
f	
Outputs per any standard component 50
4
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Once a model has been generated as described in Section 2, the user must
describe the simulation he wishes to perform. This involves specifying the
various parameters detailing the model components and setting the models
initial conditions. It involves defining input data tables and the type and
quantities of printed output, both tabular and plotted. The user must also
specify the number of iterations he wishes to performat each time step and
the maximum number of component diagnostics. This section describes in de-
tail the commands for specifying the simulation and gives some example out-
put.
3.1 MODEL INPUT DATA
A dynamic system model requires that the values of numerous model parameters,
tables and initial conditions, be provided to complete the model description.
i
,	 Sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.2 describe the methods used to specify parameter




r	 PARAMETER VALUES (Default values	 .99999)
This program command allows the numeric values of parameters to be loaded
into the system model. The PARAMETER VALUES command isfollowed by one or
more parameter names followed by a numeric value. Each name and its value
F
are separated by one of the standard delimiter symbols. This command is used
j to specify the values of al l system model parameters at the beginning of
an analysis. It may also be used at any point between analyses to modify
i	 the value of one or more model parameters. A default value of _.99999 is pro-






! 	 I 41
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Example  3.1-1
PARAMETER VALUES =CYCLES = 6.01, TO TI = 0, EC WP = .2,
CR CM = 15, LE CM = 30, MDEHS = 4.E5,
	 ..
	
I	 3.1.2 Tabular Data
if tabular data is required by the system model, it should be loaded before
any of the simulation commands described in Section 3.4 are issued. Tables
may be modified between analyses by loading new values. The tables required
by a SIMWEST generated model are specified in the input Requirements List.
These tables may have either one or two independent variables. All data items
	
I'	 are in a free field format with each item separated by one of the standard
	
l	 delimiters: comma [,], equal sign =[,]left or right parenthesis (? 	 or
three or more consecutive blank spaces. The data items required for each























NZ**	 - The number of points in the secondary independent	 {
	
,.	 variable table.	 ?'
Z table 4Hf - Table of NZ secondary independent variable values.
X table	 - Table of NX independent table values.
Y table	 - 1 o NZ tables of NX dependent variable values.
rNfi
As many cards as "required may be used. Each table must start with a new 	 a'
card and NZ, NX, and NX*NZ points must be given per table.
11
	




A copy of all tabular input data is printed as it is interpreted from data
cards. The following example shows the data cards for a one and a two in-
dependent variable table.
Example 3.1-2






1, 2, 3, 4	 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
Card 3
	
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 110
Card 4
	 TABLE, TABTWO, 5, 4
Card 5
	 10.3, 20.4, 30.5, 40.6
Card 6
	 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Card 7
	
11, 12, 13, 14, 15
Card 8	 21, 22, 23, 24, 25
Card 9	 31, 32, 33, 34, 35
YCard 10	 41, 42, 43, 44, 45
The printout of	 these tables would bet
M
TABLE TABONE i
PRIMARY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TABLE










SECONDARY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TABLE
10.30	 20.40	 30.50 40.60
PRIMARY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TABLE
1.000	 2.000	 3.000 4.000 5,.000
DEPENDENT VARIABLE TABLE
11.00	 12.00	 13.00 14.00 15.00 i	 I
? i 21.00	 22.00	 23.00 24.00 25.00
4 31.00	 32.00 `	 33.00 34.00 35.00
j 41.00	 42.00	 4.3.00 44.00 45.00 t
s	




3.2 INITIAL CONDITION AND INTEGRATION CONTROLS
INITIAL CONDITIONS (Default value = 0)
INT CONTROLS
	
(Default value = 1.0)
These program commands may be used to specify initial condition values and
the integrator status, (either active (=1) or frozen (-,=O)). Default values
of 0. for initial conditions and 1 for integration controls are Furnished
by the sImulation program. However, it is sfrongly rocorrmended that values
appropriate to the particular system model be furnished for the initial con-
dI Lions.
Each of these commands is followed by phrases of the form of a state name
followed by a numeric value,
Example 3.7-1:
INITIAL CONDITIONS = MA HS = 1.6E6, E TS
	
600, VDELO	 0,
INT CONTROLS = MA HS 0, E TS = 1, VDELO x.,
f
ALL STATES (Default Condition)
NO STATES
s
These program commands may be used to activate or freeze all system inte-
grators. These commands are normally used together with the INT CONTROLS














These program commands are used to transfer data from the current state vec-
tor, X, to the initial condition vector, XIC, and between the XIC vector
and three auxiliary initial condition vectors XIC1, XIC2, XIC3.
Example  3.3-1
XICI-XIC, XIC—X, XIC2—XIC
The three program commands shown above would take the current operating point
(initial condition vector) and store it in vector XIC1; then transfer the




l 	 This program command initiates simulation operation. Associated with this
k
command are the program values:
I
Default Values.
TINC	 = time increment, hours	 0.1




PRATE	 = print rate	 1
r
PRINT CONTROL










These program commands specify the integration time increment, duration of
simulation run, the simulation output rate, the printing rate, and the quan-
tity of printing, at each point in time. These quantities should be specified
r	 before the first issuance of the SIMULATE command.
The Time increment, TINC, provides the integrator time step size, in hours,
for the integrator. TINC also provides the report interval for which data
will be available for printing or plotting. The default value for TINC is
0.1.
The duration of a simulation calculation in hours, is specified by the TMAX x
parameter. The default value of TMAX is 1.
The output rate parameter, OUTRATE, determines the sampling rate at which
simulation data is added to plots. Thus, if OUTRATE is set equal to 10, data
!	 = will be plotted every 10th time increment, TINC. The default value of OUTRATE'




The number of data samples plotted for a simulation analysis is thus given
by.
No. of Plotted Samples =
	
	 TMAX	 + 1	 y
T I NC*OUTRATE
1
For most simulation operation, the plotted output specified by the DISPLAY
commands is the primary output and no line printer output is used. However,
for diagnosing problems ina simulation, the line printer options provided
by the PRINT CONTROL parameter allow large amounts of detailed information
about the simulated system to be obtained.
The value of the PRINT CONTROL parameter controls the quantity of data printed
at each print report interval as shown in Table 3.4-1. Options 1 through 4
l	 give "snap-shots" of all states, rates, variables, and parameters of the-
I	 system model at a particular point in time. Option 5 provides tabular lists
46
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PRINT CONTROL	 Resultant Lineprinter Output.
0 	 None	 (Default Condition)
r	 1	 All	 states,	 rates,	 and time s




states,	 rates,	 variables,	 and parameters,
at time = 0
4	 All
	
states,	 rates,	 variab les, 	 and parameters
i rr
j	 5	 Time and the quantities specified via PRINT
VARIABLES command.
^ l
The PRATE parameter determines the sampling rate at which the simulation
data specified by the PRINT CONTROL parameter i s presentr°d on the	 line-print-
•a er. Thus,	 if PRATE	 is set equal
	
to 5,	 data will
	
be printed on the	 line print-
er every 5th time it is added to the output plots. The rate of output to
the lineprinter can never be greater than that to the plots. The default
value of PRATE is 1. PRATE should only be set to positive integer values.
}
The number of data samples printed for a simulation analysis is thus given
by:




*See the PRINT VARIABLES command description below.
i
I





^ PRINT CONTROL =2, T|mC = .01, TMA% =10.,
OOTRATE = 10, PRATE = 10, SIMULATE
 |
| 	 `	 .
In the euomp|a^ the simulation would run for 10 hours, Plotted output would
U
occur every .1 hour, (10* .01), and printed output would occur every 1, hour
^	 !| (10* 10* .01).
 PRINT VARIABLES
^
|	 `	 'This p rogra m command allows up to fen variables to be specified for print-
ing under option 5 of the PRINT CONTROL. This command is followed by from
`
one to ten state
.
, rate, or variable names separated by delimiters. This com-
mand wipes out all previously stored PRINT VARIABLES names.
Example 3.4-2:
PRINT VARIABLES MA MS, E TS, VDE-LO
3.5 PLOT DESIGNATION COMMANDS
These program commands may be used to define the quantities to be displayed
by lineprinter plots for simulation calculations. These commands must be
issued before the simulation analysis is requested. From one to five plots
may be specified per display. Each plot is specified by stating the depen-





desired, the Independent and dependent axis scale ranges can also be spe-
cified. The independent scale range Is specified by the "ard XRANGE followed
by the minimum and maximum values for this scale. The dependent scale simt
larly Is specified by the word YRANGE. If scale ranges are not specified, 	 k
values will be used that span the given data.
SI MANUAL SCALES
Sl AUTO SCALES. (Default Condition)
The SI MANUAL SCALES command allows the plotted output requested by this DIS-
PLAYcommands to be plotted  on manual scales specified by the YRANGE and
XRANGE commands, The SI AUTO SCALES command can be used to return plotting
to the automatic scaling ode. Auto scales are selected so that the. 	 ang	 Y p	 I
each plotted quantity. The auto scale option is the default used until mtanual
3




SI MANUAL SCALES, PRINTER PLOTS
DISPLAY(
WV2W0, VS, TIME, YRANGE = 10,40
Pi PD, VS, TIME, YRANGE = 0,1000
r t
	
P2 PD, VS, TIME, YRANGE = 0,1000
DISPLAY2














I	 The TITLE command allows a title to be placed on all ploited output. Up to
i
{ 74 characters may follow the delimiter that follows the TITLE command. The
TITLE command may be changed before each analysis. Once defined, the title
remains in effect until a new title is entered.
'	 Example 3.5-2:
I
TITLE = BATTERY TEST MODEL
s
3.6 ITERATION AND DIAGNOSTIC CONTROL
[ There are three built—in parameters in any SIMWEST model CYCLES, DLINES
and RESET. These parameters are specified similar to component parameters
using the PARAMETER VALUES command.
f
s
CYCLES controls the number of iterations through the model to obtain steady
~	 state. If CYCLES < 0. then only one pass is made through the model. If CYCLES
is a positive integer then the number of iterations through the model is
1
equal to CYCLES + 1. If cycles is positive, but not an integer, then the
number of iterations is equal to the smallest integer value exceeding cycles.
A maximum of 20 iterations are permitted per time step. Most of the simple
	 y,
models of Section 8 require between four and six iterations per time step
to attain steady state. A complex model withcascaded logic components may
require more,	 }
The task of finding the correct value for CYCLES is facilitated by the pro—
	
a
gram printing at each time step all variables which have a greater than 5%
f
change in value in the last iteration.
Since output statistics are only updated the last iteration, many of the
variables printed indicating nonconvergence are just statistics, and as








DLINES controls the amount of convergence related printout to be controlled
as well as the amount of diagnostic printout put out by the 	 library components.
If DLINES >0 then the total	 number of diagnostic printouts is no greater
than DLINES. Figure 3.6 shows a typical
	
section of diagnostic printout using
>
DLINES >0.
	 If DLINES <0 then only	 Library component diagnostics are printed
with no greater
	 than — DLINES of output.	 Typically,	 DLINES	 100	 is sufficient
}
,
to catch most simu lation errors per run. t
1
r
{	 P C3 P A	 NnNCCINVERGFNCF.	 OLD	 VALUE=	 n, ?09	 NEW	 VALUE_	 6.109 tI
SR	 UT	 NONCONVF'RGENCE.
	
















EN I ERGY	 39.875
	 FALI,8	 RELOW	 M INIMU M REQIJTRE`IENT
	 40.000 E
I	 FLYWHEEL CLUTCH LOSS
	 1.217
	





	 (10	 VALIIF_	 553.56q	 NFw VAL(.E=	 b01 •994 j
^ SP(-FL	 Nf'•NC0NVFFzCENCE. 	 OLP	 VALUE=	 5431SS3	 NEw	 VAt,LF.=	 590.798
PC3 P A	 NnNr0NVERGENCE.	 nID	 VALUE=
	
7.054	 NEW	 VALUE=	 8.192
SR	 IJT	 NONCONVERGEKCE.	 OLD
	 VALUE=	 312.718	 NEW VALUE=
	 370,217
a





RESET controls the	 initialization value for the random number generators if h
k
several	 s imu lations` are run bacl , ;	 to back.	 If RESET >0	 (Default)	 then the same
random numbers are used for ear-1 simulat ion. 	 If RESET < 0 then the random
j	 numbers at the start of each s imu lation are obtained from the 	 last value at r(
the end of the previous simulation.
t




i	 j	 DEFINE VARIABLES




These program commands may be used to define the alphanumeric names that
1
I




tem models formed by the Model Generation program have model
	 related names
generated for all	 states,	 variables,
	 and parameters in the model. State varia-
ble derivatives,
	 (Rates),	 are generated as R1,
	
R2,...	 for all	 models.
	
R1,
R2,	 ...	 refer to	 the	 :.rtes of	 the	 first,	 second,...	 states respectively.
a	 If	 it	 is desired to replace these machine generated names with other names, p
the DEFINE command may be used to substitute any eight character name of
i	 the analyst's choosing.
	 These names are associated with the corresponding
l
numeric quantities
	 located	 in the	 labeled commons /CX/,	 /CXDOT/, ICP/,	 and
^
/CV/.	 The appropriate location 	 for each quantity
	 is printed out along with
.	
the quantity name prior to each simulation.
	 Each of these commands
	 is fol-
s
!.	 lowed by phrases containing the 	 location numeric followed by an alphanumeric






1 = PRESSURE, 2 = STROKE, 5	 VELOCITY, 7 = ANGLE E
4
DEFINE PARAMETERS,
5 = MASS, 35 = DCT AREA 1
t	 DEFINE VARIABLES, 1 = T OUTLET, 2 	 L IQ H2O
Note that the program commands, numeric values and alphanumeric names must
l
be separated by delimiters which _are:	 comma [,],	 equals [=],	 left parenthe-
ses [f], right parenthesis [)], or three or more consecutive spaces;
a
38	 EXAMPLE OUTPUT
Figure 3.8 shows a sample of the output print format generated using PRINT
. aa
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_
TD Yl - s
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i
described in Section 8.1, which is a very simple model. At each print time
the output quantities are indexed by number and component name as they oc-
cur in the model. For example, first all the variables for component TI are
printed, then all variables for component TAW, etc. The parameter values at
time	 0 show both the input values and the default parameters. After T = 0
only the states, rates, and output variables are printed. Since all the model
connection variables and output variables are printed, this mode is especially
valuable for program debugging and analysis at a fixed time. The printer
plots, samples of which are shown in Section 8, are useful for monitoring
the time behavior of critical parameters such as energy in storage and percent









4.0 JOB CONTROL PROCEDURES
_ In this section, we describe job control procedures for running and maintain-
ing the SIMWEST programs. For the convenience of the user, a number of proce-
dure files have been set up which simplify the user control cards required.
In Section 4.1, we describe the control cards for executing the model genera-
	
f
tion and analysis programs. Section 4.2 describes the procedures to maintain
	
f
the programs and update the component library,
4•-1 MODEL GENERATION AND ANALYSIS EXECUTION 	 a
1
Figure 4.1-1 shows an overview of the program structure to execute a simula-
tion run. The program FILOAD is only executed when the component library
is updated, and is thus described in the next section. The user input data
for the model generation program is put on a file called EASYCARDS. A proce-
dure file called XQTEASY is then used to generate the model Fortran and com-
pile this model. Similarly, the user input data for the analysis program
is put on a file called NONSIMCARDS, and a file called XQTANALYSIS maps the
	
~ l f	 relocatable elements into absolute file elements, and executes both the s i mu-

































ANALYSIS	 CRTCH26	 (PRINTER PLOTS)
























The job control procedures XQTEASY and XQTANALYSIS are shown in 'Figures 4.1-2
and 4.1-3.	 If a user	 is creating data	 inputs from a terminal,	 then it may }i
l	 be somewhat simpler to create new job control	 procedures similar to XQTEASY
I
I
and XQTANALYSIS, but substituting his data 	 input file names for EASYCARDS
and NONSIMCARDS, respectively. 	 If the same model	 is used for a series of
runs,	 then only the analysis program is required	 for execution.	 However,	 it
4
is safer and also relatively 	 inexpensive to execute both programs when using
the above job stream. Whenever the file read component
	
is desired,	 the user












@USE M, MYFILE. t
where MYFILE is the user time history file and M is a unit number between
l 13 and 18.	 (See 7.38 for a discussion of the tape/file read component.)
4.2	 PROGRAM MAINTENANCE AND LIBRARY UPDATES
1
It Whenever the component library 	 is updated,
	 the user must compile the Fortran




















































FIGURE 4.1-3 XQTANALYSIS JOB CONTROL FILE





ponent input and output name lists. A job control stream to compile a new corn-














If an old component is to be updated, then one can edit the source code on
CMPLCO and recompile entirely, or copy th q
 edited subroutine including the
@FOR,IS control card onto a new file and recompile. A job stream to execute
the FILOAD program is given by:
USER INPUT DATA	 r4
FOR FILOAD
BCS 40180-2	 59
'tMWWD00 PAGE BLANK NM MUM
QASG,AX FSRO.,
®PREP FSRO.










@ASG,AX MGABS. (	 a
@ASG,AX FSRO.
@PREP FSRO.































J4. CAN'T IDENTIFY xxx VALUE WILL BE IGNORED.
1
This will result in not setting the quantity intended by xxx to its new
value. Check for spelling of xxx or for missing delimiters.
5. CAN'T INTERPRET xxx
The phrase xxx cannot be recognized as a valid program command, program
name, or program value. Check spelling of xxx or for missing delimiters.
x	 ^
i	 t
l 6. nnn EXCEEDS THE ALLOWABLE INDEX RANGE FOR xxx THIS QUANTITY WILL NOT
BE DEFINED
4
The number nnn was outside the allowable range of states, rates, vari-
ables. or parameters. Therefore, the name xxx cannot be assigned as a
I	 ^
1
name for the nnnth state, rate, variable or parameter.
	 k
7. NON-ALPHA NAME ON THIS CARD -- xxx. WILL IGNORE THIS CARD.
i
The table inputs routine expected an alphanumeric table name but encoun
tered a numeric valU,.^ on the data card printed. Check the 'sequence and 	 E
number of tabular data cards to assure that they match those required
t










The table input routine expected a numeric value but encountered an alpha-
numeric name on the data card printed. Check that the sequence and number
^I	
of tabular data cards matches the model's tables and table input formats. 	 r
^	 i





.	 _._._...•—••.smves;M 	"-wS4Y9ru.p-.a•YY'^ttl• ^ .a,•Yny.+.lk!.1'^Fbw+d : '^. ^:;.cs_..r.er.^.	 •..ten	 - _...
9, nnn PRIMARY and xxx SECONDARY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE POINTS EXCEEDS THE
zzz WORD STORAGE LIMIT FOR THE FOLLOWING TABLE. SOME DATA WILL BE LOST.
s
The maximum amount of data allowed for each table is given In the Input
Requirements List produced by the Model Generation program. Check that
given data falls within this limit or for data card errors.
5.2 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES FOR LIBRARY COMPONENTS
A diagnostic message associated to a component is printed when a variable





order,	 these diagnostic messages are:
i i
AD: INPUT POWER xxxx TOO HIGH RELATIVE TO ADMITTANCE xxxx AND RATED VOLTAGE
y
xxx
ADMITTANCE POWER LOSS xxxx EXCEEDS INPUT POWER xxxx I
BA: POWER REQUEST xxxx EXCEEDS BATTERY CAPABILITY. CHECK VC, VO, AND RT.
k	 '.
BN: BN-INLET AIR MASS FLOW RATE xxxx GREATER THAN MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE xxxx t





CS: CS STORAGE TEMPERATURE xxxx GREATER THAN ALLOWABLE xxxx
CS MASS OF AIR IN STORAGE xxxx BELOW MINIMUM ALLOWABLE xxxx fi
CS MASS OF AIR IN STORAGE xxxx EXCEEDS MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE xxxx
FL: FLYWHEEL SOWER LOSS xxxx EXCEEDS CHARGING POWER xxxx l:;
FLYWHEEL LOSS xxxx EXCEEDS DISCHARGING POWER xxxx
FLYWHEEL CLUTCH LOSS xxxx EXCEEDS MAXIMUM INPUT POWER xxxx T
H






FLYWHEEL KINETIC ENERGY xxxx EXCEEDS CAPACITY xxxx
FLYWHEEL KINETIC ENERGY xxxx FALLS BELOW MINIMUM REQUIREMENT xxxx
GE GENERATOR OUTPUT EXCEEDS RATED POWER
HS: HS INLET MASS FLOW RATE xxxx OR OUTLET MASS FLOW RATE xxxx IS GREATER
THAN MAXIMUM xxxx
HS RESERVOIR VOLUME xxxx EXCEEDED MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE xxxx
HS RESERVOIR VOLUME xxxx DROPPED BELOW MINIMUM xxxx
HT HT TURBINE CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETER OUT OF RANGE
HT INLET MASS FLOW RATE xxxx GREATER THAN MAXIMUM DESIGN VALUE
HX: HX EXIT TEMPERATURE xxxx GREATER THAN MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE xxxx
IV IV POWER LOSS xXxx EXCEEDS INPUT POWER xxxx CHECK RATED DC VOLTAGE VDC
MB WARNING-DIVISOR IN MB EQUALS 0., HAS BEEN SET = 1.
MO: MOTOR INPUT POWER xxxx .GT. RATED INPUT POWER xxxx
MOTOR SLIP xxxx EXCEEDS RATED POWER SLIP xxxx
STATOR RESISTANCE xxxx OR DAMPING XXXX TOO HIGH FOR MOTOR
-	
1
RE: RE POWER LOSS xxxx EXCEEDS INPUT POWER xxxx
RE, AC INPUT- POWER_xXxx TOO LARGE IN RELATION TO TRANSFORMER REACTANCE
r
xxxx AND RATED AC VOLTAGE xxxx
TA: FILE DATA OUT OF RANGE. INITIAL VALUE xxxx ON UNIT xx
TIME POINT PAST TABLE RANGE. LAST VALUE xxxx ON UNIT xx
READ ERROR OR END OF FILE ON UNIT xx
68	 BCS 40180-2
A	 x	 f
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TR: TRANSMISSION POWER LOSS xxxx EXCEEDS INPUT xxxx
TRANSMISSION POWER LOSS xxxx EXCEEDS MAXIMUM INPUT POWER
TS: TS WORKING FLUID FLOW RATE xxxx GREATER THAN MAXIMUM ALLOWED xxxx
i
TS INPUT POWER xxxx GREATER THAN MAXIMUM ALLOWED CHARGE RATE xxxx
TS STORAGE TEMPERATURE xxxx OUTSIDE MINIMUM xxxx OR MAXIMUM xxxx

















	 CREATION OF NEW LIBRARY COMPONENTS
The addition of new standard components to the SIMWEST Library involves two
f steps. The first is the design of the component. This design must conform
to certain design conventions if 	 the new component
	 is to be compatible with
existing components.	 Section 6.1 discusses these design conventions and the
addition of the component subroutine to the SIMWEST library. The second step
involves the addition of the new component's input and output description
to	 the SIMWEST
	 file M18.	 File M18 is used by the precompiller to generaie
.
subroutine calling sequences for the	 library components. Section 6.2 discuss-
es the use of the-FILOAD program to accomplish this task.
6.1
	 LIBRARY COMPONENT CODING^
i
6.1.1	 Component Call	 Sequence
The items in the component subroutine call






3.	 Input Quantities k
Tables or inputs may not be present in the subroutine call
	 sequence, Hcv4ever 's
those items that are present must follow the sequence given above.
Dummy argument names for the call sequence quantities that are used within
each subroutine should be chosen to match the physical quantity names placed
in the input, output, and table name lists. 	 Exceptions to this policy may
be made when integer names (names starting with 	 l	 through N) must be avoided
k	 ij or when additional	 letters will	 clarify the name.
ij The subroutine name must contain only two characters and must not duplicate
i
l
the name of an existing standard component.
l
r	 BCS 40180-2	 71
{Tables
The table arrays must be dimensioned within the component subroutine. They
must be dimensioned with only one subscript; e.g. DIMENSION TABLE (1). When
table data is passed to the component subroutine, the first word in the ar-
ray contains the name of the table. The second word contains the number of
values given for the primary independent variable. The third word contains
the number of values given for the secondary independent variable. Both of
jthese numbers are stored as REAL quantities and must be converted to INTEGER
	 1




NX = TABLE (2)
	
numbe r 	 p rimary ind ependent variables
^	
 o P	 Y	 P
NZ = TABLE (3) - number of secondary independent variables
it
If there is a secondary independent variable, the secondary independent vari-
able array will begin with the fourth word in the array. Thus if this array
is designated as z(1), z(2),...., then:
.i
a
z(1) = TABLE (4)	
x
z(2) = TABLE (5)




r	 The primary independent variable array begins with word NZ + 4. Thus if this
i	 array is designated as X (1), X(2)	 , then:
X(1) = TABLE (NZ + 4)





The dependent variable array begins with word NX + 4 if there is no second-
ary	 independent variable. 	 Thus if	 this array	 is -designated as YM,	 Y(2),..,, 3 F
then: 3
Y{1) = TABLE (NX + 4)




If there is a secondary independent variable array and this array was desig-
nated Y (I,J), with 15 l_<NX and 1S JS NZ, then YH ,J)
	
would be related to
the	 fable array as:




elements in the table are not used directly but are
I
passed to a table look—up routine.
	
In this case the starting address of the !
i.
l X, Y, and Z tables would be referred to as:
^l
^{
Z(1) = TABLE (4)
	
secondary independent variable table
I
ll X(1) = TABLE (NZ+4)	 primary independent variable table
Y(1,1) = TABLE (NX+NZ+4) 	 dependent variable table
I
^I
If more than one table is used by a component subroutine, the table names
must appear in the same sequence in the table name 	 !ist stored in M18 file
i as in the subroutine call 	 sequence.
Example 6.1:	 Given a component, 	 HA, that requires the 'tables TPH and TPC F
z













The term "output quantity" refers to information that is calculated and then
"output" by a particular component subroutine. This is not to be confused
with the "outlet quantities" of the component. The outlet quantities are as-
sociated with a particular component port as ,a result of assigning a posi-
tive direction of power or information flow through the component. Some out-
let quantities may be calculated by the component subroutine and thus become
output quantities of that component. While other outlet quantities may be
_furnished to the component subroutine and thus become input quantities to
that subroutine,
The output quantitiesshould be grouped together by port. That is, all outlet,
(port two quantities), then all inlet, (port one quantities), etc. If a com-
ponent has multiple outlet ports, the output quantities associated with each
`	




Certain output quantities may be internal to the component and not associated
	
j	 with any port. In other cases the same output quantity may be associated
i
with several ports. In such cases, no port designation is assigned to the
	
t	 output quantity. Such quantities are referred to as "universal port" quanti-
ties. As such, they are allowed to connect to any other similar physical
quantity regardless of the input quantities port number. This is not the
case for quantities with specified port numbers.. Once a connection has been
t 
1	 made between an input and output quantity with given port numbers, only con-
nections of matching physical quantities with those port numbers occur. Man-}
i	 ual override of this provision can be made by specifying particular physical
quantity connections,
i
Three quantities are required for each state variable output. The first is
the state variable, the second is the state variable derivative, (rate),
74	 BCS 40180-2
and the third is an integer quantity, the integrator control variable.






















 term "input quantity" refers to information that is provided to a
ticular component subroutine. This is not be be confused with the "inlet
quantities" of the component. The inlet quantities are associated with a
particular component port as a result of assigning a positive direction of
power or information, through the component. Some inlet quantities may be
calculated by the component subroutine and thus become output quantities 	 r
	
i^ !	 of that component, while other inlet quanti ti es may be furnished to the com-
ponent subroutine and thus become input quantities to that subroutine.
i
The input quantities should be grouped together by port. That is, all inlet,
(port one quantities), then all outlet, (port two quantities), etc. Port
designations for two port components which have the same physical quantity
on both inlet and outlet will be: port 1 for upstream or inlet port and
port 2 for downstream or outlet port. It is important that tine inlet port
quantities be ,listed before any outlet port quantities. If a component has `-
	
ai	 mul<fiple inlet ports, the input quantities associated with each inlet port







Certain input quantities may be internal to the component and not associat—
ed with any port. In other cases the same input quantity may be associated
with several ports. In such cases, no port designation is assigned to the
input quantity. Such quantities are referred to as "universal port" quanti-
ties. As such, they are allowed to connect to any other similar physical quan-
tity regardless of the output quantities port number. This is not the case
for quantities with specified port numbers. Once a connection has been made
between an input and output quantity with given port numbers, only connections
of matching physical quantities with those, port numbers occur. Manual over-
ride of this provision can be made by specifying particular physical_ quantity
connections,
Example: Given the component HA described in the above example, with the
following inputs:	 z
^	 a3




i P	 3	 Outlet Ports
P	 4
AKH	 (universal port quantity)
The call sequence for these inputs would follow the _output arguments, giving
the complete call sequence:
SUBROUTINE HA(TPH TPC T3 T4 P1 P1DOT IP1 P2 P2DOT IP2 Tl T2 P3-P4 AKH)
i
f
The call sequence for standard component subroutines should follow the or -
der shown in Table 6.1-1.
,
6.1.2 Additions and Modifications to Component Library
Section 42 describes the job control procedures to add a new component to
the component library, compile the source code that describes the new compo-


















	 Port Quantities* (feedback variables)
2.3
	 All
	 Other Output Quantities
W
3.	 Input	 Quantities 3
3.1	 All	 I n,J e t	 Por w Quantities*
3.2
	 All





i	 Group quantities with the same port number together.	 If multiple	 inleti
or outlet ports exist, arrange port quantities	 in order of






There are several coding rules which apply to any component coded. First
of all, the calling sequence must be ordered so that it agrees with that
consfru,cted from the Fiload program. Hence the calling sequence begins with
table arrays, is followed by output variables, and then by input parameters,
State variables require three sequential parameters in the calling sequence:
the state variable, the state derivative, and an integer valued integration
control. With the exception of the latter, all parameters in the calling
sequence are real valued, in general one cannot use any local variables or
arrays to store information from call to call since there may be several
components in the model which call a given subroutine. In other words, local
variables can only be used for scratch calculations, unless the computed
information is based on C( WON block inputs.
Most of the coding conventions and techniques used are illustrated in Fig-
ures 6.1-1 and 6.1-2. Figure 6.1-1 shows the code for the simple power curve
component WP. Following the call sequence are a number of comment cards in-
y . 
chiding the component purpose and calling sequence. The table PW is treated
as a single dimension Fortran array. Paver output is obtained from the table
interpolation subroutine TBLU1. (Use of the table interpolation routines
TBLU1 and TBLU2 is explained in Section 2.1). The rest of the code shows
the conventions used to compute output statistics and add costs for the cost
summary. IMPL is an integer variable which indicates the iteration control
status:
IMPL = 0 the first time in a simulation that the model (EQMO) is
called
1 if more iterations and hence subroutine calls are expect-
ed at a given, time step
>1 the final iteration through the model.
Hence when IMPL = 0, subroutine variables are initialized, default values
are assigned, etc. The statt istics are only updated at the final iteration
BCS 40180-2
ORIGINAL YAUli^16a
I ? BOOR QUALITY
_ 00100	 _- 1*. CWP
s
t
A 00101 2* SUBROUTINE	 WP	 (	 PW,BI,PO,AMI,AMP,SPOCOPVOIWVOOWVIOWVOCCIPCMT.EC)
00101 3* C
. .00101::__..._.4*_ _..__C..__PURPOSE-.......MODEL, THE	 WINO	 TURBINE	 AND	 GENERATOR	 USING	 A	 POWER	 CURVE---_
00101 5* C
00101 6* C WRITTEN BY	 A,W,	 WARREN	 VERSION	 it	 MARCH 3	 1977
00191 7*_ C
f 00101 8* C CALL SEQUENCE
00101 9* C TABLES
..: 00101
	 .:-.. 10*	 .. ,__,C. .PW_ .o WIND GENERATION POWER	 IN KW VERSUS	 WIND	 VELOCITY- IN MPH_:____.




00101 13*	 .._...__C _...__..._..._ _ BI	 - OUTPUT BUS CURRENTS 	 AMPS
00101 14* C PO	 - POWER OUTPUT,	 Kw
00101 15* C AMI	 - MAX,	 OBSERVED	 CURRENT,	 AMPS k
J .	 :00101-_._.___ 16*_ .—..G ---_—__ ---_ _ .. AMP • MAX,	 OBSERVED POWER, KW
00101 17* C 8P	 - TOTAL	 OUTPUT ENERGY,KWH z




j 00101 20* C INPUTS
1 00101 21* C VO	 w	 RATED	 EMUS	 VOLTAGEi	 `iOLT3
_._.00101. :._.. 22* C­ ,- __.._.. -	 WVO	 +	 PU*ER	 CUTIN	 VEL OCITY,	 MPH
00101 23,E C WV1	 - POwEk	 CUTOUT VELOCITYP
	
MPH j
00101 24* C NV	 - WIND VELOCITY,	 MPH
00101 25* C %	 CCI - -	 CAPITOL	 COST	 /	 YEAR P 	5--.__
00101 26* C -^-
_.,	
CMI
	 - MAINTENANCE COST	 / YEAR,	 9
00101 27* C EC	 - CONTROL ENERGY
	
RATE,	 S/HR




00103 29* DTMENSION	 PW(i)
00 10 4 30* COM14ON / CIMPL	 / IMPL
00105 CCsCM#COP
	
/CTIHE/	 TIME /CSIMUL/ DUM(6)YTINC ► TMAX
00105 32* C
` 00105 33* C POWER OUTPUT	 CALCULATIONS
{ 00105 314 C. _,.	 __ __	 .	 •--	 __	 _	 .:_ K
00106 35* PO • OE
00107 36* IF(WV,LT,WVO	 ,OR,	 WV,GT,WV1)
	
GO	 TO	 10 1
S 00111	 __..- 37*	 ... _..N	 n	 PW(2).
00112 38* PO	 =	 THLUl(WV,PW(4),PW(4tN)plp-N)









00113 41* C Y
00114 42* IF(IMPL,GT,O)	 GO	 TO 20 k
I00116 cis,* __	 ..-_....__ C0=	 ,.-.._--
00117- 44* A4I	 z	 0.
0020 45* AMP •	 0, u	 3
00121 46*--- ...__.._._ SP	 =	 0.
00122 47* TMAY WHAX*,99999
0o	 23 48* 20	 IF(I M PL.LE91)	 RETURN
00125	
_-49*_---_,-_------ 	 AMI	 z	 AMAXi(AMI,H1)
00126 SO* AMP	 *	 AHAX1-(AMP,PU)
00127 51* SP	 a SP + PO*,5*TINC
E O013yi 52*_..
-	 - -	
COz CO +	 EC*.5*1I14C
0 1 130 53* C COST SUMMATION
t 0013 54* IF(	 TIME.LT,TMAXI)	 RETURN
00133 55*-. CC a CC + CCIr-
^, 00134 56* CM z C M + CMI
00135 57* COP= COP	 +.CO




FIGURE 6.1-1	 SAMPLE COMPONENT CODE





OF POOR QU IT
onla0 1• CG! 00000000101 a• SVM P:)llil VE	 GE( P 2,EC,RS,PL,EFl, P°20 1%, SP.Pi,NAY, N5Y,W15,1)'A, SN, V'1, 00000000.101 3. I	 EFI.P M I.CCL,C 4 1) 000000Oe101 4A- C •10000000101 4.. C PUyPI)SE	 "ODEL
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13•	 C	 CALL SECUENCE
t4a	 C	 UU TPU13
156	 C	 P2 - OUTPUT POMEQ, 4w
160	 C	 EE	 .ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY
1 7•	 C	 NS	 ROTOR SPEED, RPM
ISA	 C.	 PL - POWER LOSS, Aw
19.	 C	 EF2 - DUTP IJT PRJ)UCT EFFICIENCY
204	 C	 PM2 . PAAIMU4 DUTPJT P3;ER, Kv
21 •	C	 PMN	 M:AA.UFSk4vED 7UT QUIP7wF.R / RATED POWER
22.	 C.	 SP - TOTAL UUTPUT ENERGY, KMN
23._	 C
240	 C	 INPUTS
25.	 C	 P1 - INPUT P06EQ, K.
2b .
	C	 RAP - RATED DUTPJT PIER, Kw
210	 C	 RSY - 5YNCMNpNOU9 2 41]R SPEED, RPkN
2e•	 C.	 RAS . p ATLI) P U, E p SLI P (DLt AUK'; 4 .05)
296
	 C	 DA - MECHANICAL DAMPING,
.JUULE-9YC30.	 C	 SR - STAT))N R LSISTAYCE, UMnS
310	 C	 VO - RATE) F'JS VILTAr,E,VOLTS
320	 C	 EF1 - I9PUT Pool)JCT EFEICIL),CY33A	 C	 PHI - - Ax l-ll- INPUT P')-EN, K.
34.	 C	 CCI - CAPITAL COST/YEAQ, 1
35A
	 C	 CMI - MAINTENAhCE COST/YEAR, S
36.	 C
37•	 C,'34kON /C14PL/ I-PL,ICNT /CTI-E/ TIME




	 IF( IMPL.GT .03 GO TO 10
4 2..	 EFF a 1 .
'+ 3•	T-All a T-AX. ,99999
44 •
	IF(RSY.EU. .99799) 43T a. 1!00,
45•	 IF(RAS, E(l	 x94949) PAS a .O5
4b.	 1F(DA ,EOr .99949) OA n . 0.
470 .
	IF(SR ,ED, ,99999.) SR a 6.4/.RAP
ud•	 IF(VO ,EU. ,99499) VLI n 400,49•	 IF(.P41.t0. .99999)- PM1a I.E10
50.	 PF4 x0.0
S2 •
	RATI a QAP tuoo,/VO
53.	 EE aRAP/(R ►P , SN...00I•RATIu2)	 -S4•	 C
55.	 C	 COMPUTEROTOR SPEED AND OUTPUT pOaER560	 C
57.	 10 IF( P1.Gt.. 0.) GO TO 20
560	 02 Nn.0
59•	 PL 00,0..
60 A .	 RS a RSY
bl •
	Gn TO 30 - 	62A	 C.
63 •
	20 A . RAP/(EC.R ► 3)64•	 5 a RSV/( l . R S Y 'A. 2 . 04•1.0966E •5).. 	-
65. RS a d.C ►
 ♦ pl)
66. P2 n R AP.(41/4SY -1-.119AS
67'•	 IF (P2, GT, 4 Ae,AN^T. I- pL.fa,2) wRITE(6,T0o)bb.	 100 F 00 4 AT(1MO, Q.0A.37M6ENERATO3 OUTPUT E y
 CLL03 RATED POWER ./)69..
10..	 IF(P2.GT,4AP ,AND, IMPL.t3.2)ICNT n ICNTOt
It•	 PL P Pt - P2
72•	 EFF It.P2/PI
736	 30 EF2 n EFIAEFF
740
	 P42 a AMIN.I(RAP, PMI•LFF)
7S.	 C
76•	 C	 -	 -	 STATISTICS..
77P	 IF(14PL.LE.1) RFTUN4
766
	 ►MN a AMI.f (P F N, P2/QAP)79.




	 IF( MfE.L T .T- A ll) RETURN
61•
	 Cc 6 CC • CCI














I when the model has presumably attained steady state values. Finally, the costs
are added up when the simulation has reached the maximum time point. Capital
I
costs, maintenance costs, and operating costs are stored in the first three
	
`	
locations of common block COST.
I
I
Figure 6.1-2 shows the code for the generator component GE. The program auto-
I^
matically assigns default parameters=- .99999. Hence, when IMPL = 0 component
dependent default values are assigned whenever the .99999 default is assumed.
The code near Format statement 100 shows a typical diagnostic printout. TheI:
	
i	 diagnostic is only printed if IMPL = 2 si nce we need only diagnose errors
jat the final iteration. Note that a counter ICNT is Updated each time a diag-
nostic is printed. It is stored in the second location of common block CIMPL
	 1
	
^I	 and is monitored to see if diagnostic print lines exceeds DUNES. if so,
IMPL is set to 3 the final iteration ; so that no further diagnostics are
	
;	 I
printed. The last convention observed here concerns the use of the maximum
	
1
power and product efficiency variables denoted PM1, EF?., PM2, EF2. These
variables are used to _communicate information to the logic components PD
	
i	 and PA. The efficiency variable EFF is defined as the ratio of output power 	 j
to input power except when P1 = 0. In this case the old EPF value is used,
lr
	
t	 but in any case EFF = 0 must be avoided since this would communicate a zero
	
^ Jg	 efficiency to a logic device which would then generate an infinite request.
	
j	 It is seen that EF2 and PM2 represent the joint efficiency and maximum power
i at the output port as a consequence of the rated generator power and computed
	
I;	 input/output efficiency.
Storage devices have in addition to the above ,r certain conventions to com-
municate with the logic components. An input parameter RE1 for port 1 request
is used to initiate power discharge from storage. An output variable RE2 for
	








i I	 RE2 = MIN (MP1, RAP)/EF1









and RAP denotes the maximum storage charging rate. A priority Interrupt INT
should also be defined so that INT 	 1, when storage Is empty or at a minimum,
INT - 0. If no Interrupt Is required, and INT = -1. at full storage capacity.ty.
The state of storage Is normally a state variable so that the code computes
the state derivative at each time point and lets the Integrator update the
state at each time point.
6. 1 F(LOAD PROGRAM
In addition to placing the subrouti ne representing the new standard compo-
nent In the component library, descriptions of the input=s, outputs, and tabl es
required by the now component must be added to the permanent filer MIS, The so
J
lists are used by tho Model Generation program to direct the connection of
component Inputs and 'outputs. The program F'ILOAO Is provided to perform any
of the following tasks;
rri
y	 t	 1. Add new Input, output, or tabl e Mama lists,.
I	 2. Replace existing input, output or table name lists.i
3. Remove_aII name 1Ists for sptclfIod components,
4. hump contents of MIS file unto Tripe 9 In input format.




I	 The f ILOAD program wit I recogni ze the fOl Wing Conm0nd8.
k
LIST STANDARD COMPONENTS
The LIST COMPONENTS command causes the program to print the Input ; output,
I	 and table lists for all components modified or added to the MIS fW.. if this
command Is not given the program will merely give a message stating the name
Y	




  ... _......mac.	 s
h J
The PURGE command can be used to remove a component from the M18 file. The
PURGE command is followed by the names of the components to be purged. The
command and the component names must be separated by one of the standard de-
limiters; 	 i.e. [ ] three or more blanks,[,] comma, [_] 	 equal	 sign,	 [()]left
or right parentheses.
Example	 6.3:	 PURGE = CM, TB, OB





The SYMBOL command may be used to designate the type of symbol 	 that is to
appear	 for each standard component	 in the Iineprinter drawn model schematic
diagram. The SYMBOL command is followed by the names of the components each
followed by a symbol 	 number. The symbol	 numbers and their associated symbols
a
are shown in Figure 6.2-1 	 The SYMBOL command, component names, and symbol A
i numbers are separated by standard deilmiters. z
Example:	 SYMBOL, CO = 100, SH = 200,-TU = 300, OC = 400
i
If a symbol	 number	 is not specified for a component the default symbol	 of
1
s	 a square box will	 be used.
!	 DUMP FILE
The DUMP FILE command causes the FILOAD program to dump the contents of the
M18 file onto DUMPF9	 in the input format of the FILOAD program. Thus for
I	 each standard component, a 	 list of	 inputs, outputs,	 and tables will	 be pro_
duced. This data will 	 be preceded by the command NEW FILE described below.
r	 z
This file may be edited to modifythe	 input,	 output or tables description





STANDARD SCREW IC. SYMBOLS
i




Co 0	 oc	 a
14 *	 15 16 Cl	 17_	 0 18
-^	 * Q	 a
aaaaaa"aa
SYMBOL 100 SYMBOL 400
24 25 26 27 28
SH	 * *	 ME
34 *	 35	 * 36 *	 37	 * 38
SYMBOL	 200 SYMBOL	 ANY OTHER NUMBER
i










64 65 66 67 68
_






	 from an existing one.	 The results of such an editing would then {
serve as input data to a subsequent run of the FILOAD program. Unless it
	 is
intended to purge the M18 file and start anew, 	 the NEW FILE command at the
beginning of 1)UMPF9 should be removed before the subsequent run of the FILOAD
program.
NEW FILE
The NEW FILE command instructs the FILOAD program to construct a new M18
file. This command must occur as the first card 	 in a set of data describ-
ing a completely new M18 file. Any previous components that may have exist-
ed on the M18 file are purged by this command.	 It is therefore only used




This command is used to 	 load the file name to be associated with the M18
file. The current M18 file name is WINDENERGY. This command 	 is used as:
i
FILE NAME = WINDENERGY I
JJ
6.2.2	 Input Name Lists i
Input name	 lists are	 identified by	 the	 letters	 INPT	 following	 the componenti
'	 (	 name.	 Thus,	 the input name list for a component DC would be	 introduced with
the phrase, DCINPT. This must be followed by a phrase that contains the num-
ber of names	 in	 the	 input name	 list.
s
'	 (I	 The 'input names are contained on the following data cards, 8 names per card.
The names must be	 left adjusted in fields, 10 characters wide. The names
are placed	 in Columns 1 through 3 of each 	 field.	 Column 9 of each field can
be used to indicate a port number which can be attached to the name to dis-
tinguishit
	












 to indicate that temperature, T, is an inF ,:;,t to port 1,
the input name list would be:
Column:
	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Item:	 T	 1
This quantity would then be referred to as T1.
Example  6.4:
SWINPT = 3
IN ...... 1.IN ...... 2.CNT
t
(The dots are used here to indicate blank spaces and would not be included





These two data cards would indicate that the component SPIV had 3 input quan-
tity names. A quantity IN appears at port 1, and is to be referred to as
g	 IN1. A quantity IN appears at port 2, and is to be referred to as IN2. A
	 r
third input quantity CNT has no port designation. Note that if a port num-
ber is to be attached to a quantity name, that name should contain no more
than 2 characters. }
} The sequenceof names in the input name list must match the sequence of in-
put arguments in the component call sequence.
6.2.3 Output Name Lists
Output name lists are identified by the letters OUTP following the component
r
n^!me. Thus, the output name list for a component DC would be introduced with
the phrase, DCOUTP. This must be followed by a phrase that contains the num-




The output names are contained on the following data cards, 8 names per card.
The names must be left adjusted in fields 10 characters wide. The names are
placed in Columns 1 through 3 of each field. Column 9 of each field can be
used to 'introduce a port number which can be attached to the name to dis -
tinguish it from other quantities of the same name that occur with the given
component. if the output quantity is a state variable, this must be indi -
cated by placing S in Column lO of the field. Thus, if power P is a state
variable output quantity at port 2, the output name list would be;
Column: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I tem:	 P	 2	 S
This quantity would then be referred to as p2.
1
Example 6.5: }
TZOUTP = 3	 r
i
X....... 1SX ....... 2SOUT
(The dots are used here to indicate blank spaces, and would not be included 	 {
^.
on an actual data card).
i
These two data cards would indicate that the component TZ had 3 output quan-
tity names. A quantity X appears at port 1. This is a state variable, and
wi ll be referred to as X1. A quantity X is also a state variable that appears 	 l
at port 2. It will be referred to as X2. The quantity OUT is an output vari—
able, not a state variable, and does not have a port number associated with
r	 it. Note,- that if -a port number is to be attached to a quantity name that
name should contain no more than 2 characters. These two characters plus 	 i
3 the port number will reach the maximum number of 3 characters in a quantity
name.
The sequence of names in the output name list must match the sequence of	 i





ments are provided for each state in the subroutine call sequence, only one
name is included in the output name list.
6.2.4 Table Name Lists
Table name lists are identified by the letters TABS, following the component
name. Thus, the table name list for a component CM would be introduced with
the phrase CMTABS. This must be followed by a phrase containing the number
of names in the table name list. The table names are contained in the follow-
ing cards, one table name per card. The name is located in the first 3 col-
umns of the card. It must be accompanied by the maximum, dimension that is
to be provided for this table. This number must be given in columns 4 through
10 and should have a decimal point given. For single independent variable
tables this number must be negative. For tables with two independent vari-
ables, this number must be positive.
TCM	
-27.
These four data cards would indicate that the component CM : ►ad 3 tables.
4
	
The first two tables TAM and TAB have two independent variables each, as
indicated by the positive dimension numbers. The table TCM has only one in-
dependent variable, as indicated by the negative dimension number. 53, 43,
i	 and 27 words of storage are to be provided for tables TAM,- TAB, and TCM re—
9
	
	 spect'ively. The maximum storage is related to the maximum number of primary,
NX, and secondary, NZ independent variables by;
t
J
MAX	 3 + NX+NZ+NX*N'Z for tables with two independent variables












7.0 LIBRARY COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS
This section describes the mathematical algorithms and input/output struc-
ture of the SIMWEST Library components. Each component writeup contains a
brief textual description of the algorithms, a mathematical expression sum-
marizing its function, a list of Input and output variables, and a descrip-
tion of the calculation sequence and logic used in the model. A figure is
provided which shows the nominal input and output connections, and the state
variables of each component.
There are a number of features and conventions in the component descriptions
which require some elaboration. These are briefly summarized below.
7a. INPUT/OUTPUT NAME LISTS
A potentially confusing factor is the way port numbers on input parameters`
	
" •',	 and output variables are designated. On the model generation input cards the
	
I	 ^




For example, the power variable with port designation 1 is denoted P,1. In
r '	 defining input to the simulation program, this same variable would be denoted
P1. To emphasize the distinction between the physical quantities and port
	
Y	
numbers, they are listed separately in the name lists of the component write—
ups. For example, P 1 in the 'name list denotes the power variable (or parame-
ter) with port designation 1 even though in other parts of the text it may
simply be denoted P1.
L :	 s
I,
Another convention in the name Iists.is that the alphabetic symbol 1 0' is
f	 shown as 0 to distinguish this symbol from a zero. Elsewhere in the text syrn-y







}	 RCS 40180-2	 ''
7b. INPUT PARAMETER SPECIFICATION
All input parameters are associated with default values. Many of the parame-
ters have default values denoted in the parameter description by the letter
D. For example in the Battery component the default value for terminal re-
sistance, RT, is -D = .001 ohms. All input parameters for which a default value
is not so specified has a default value of .99999. Default values are intended
to enable users to put models together quickly by specifying a minimum of
_input data. Users need only specify detailed parameter values for those com-
ponents of current interest. One must be careful using this approach since
the operating characteristics and efficiency of a 10kw rated device may for
example be quite different than for a 100kw device.
Any user specified input parameter can be driven by one or two dimension ta-
ble lookups using the FU and FV components. This enables the user to build
more detailed models using time or other output variables to drive the ta-
bles. For example, if one needs to specify cost of peak load generation to
the utility component as a function of peak load request, then one adds FU
j	 as an input to UT and specifies load request as an input connection to FU.
The desired function table is then input to FU.
It may be noted that not all of the components have maintenance or operating
cost inputs. Thus, whenever these costs are important, one can aggregate such
i	 costs and input lumped costs to the model For example, the maintenance cost




In constructing SIMWEST components, we have adopted several conventions to
l
{	 aid communication with the logic components. All physical components distrib-






variables EF and MP (port 2). The output EF is the product efficiency of
all components in the distribution subsystem up to and Including the given
component, and MP is the maximum power deliverable at the output of the com-
ponent. Each storage component has in addition a power request input denoted
RE (port 1), a power request output denoted RE (port 2), and a priority in-
terrupt flag denoted INT.
Figure 7.0 shows the logic and physical variable connections for power flow
in and out of a hydro reservoir. Power flows from the power divider to the
pump at a rate not to exceed the request RE from HS. The HS request is compu-
ted by dividing the input maximum power by the input (or pump) efficiency
EF. Hence, the maximum power flowing to HS cann- l t exceed RE*EF = MP. Similar-
ly, the input request to HS is computed by the PA component so as not to ex-
ceed the maximum input power MP divided by EF (turbine efficiency). Hence,
the power that flows to PA cannot exceed REEF = input maximum power.
When the hydro reservoir is empty, the interrupt flag is turned on and the
priority sequence is changed to 1 so that the reservoir is given access to











POWER (P1)	 POWER (P2)
INPUT EFFICIENCY (EF1)
	 No	 AD	 90OUTPLIT EFFICIENCY (Ep2)
MAX INPUT POWER (MP1)
	
--► MAX. OUTPUT POWER (MP2)
a;
d
The admittance model can be used to model transmission lines, transformers, 	 4	 ry
capacitors or impedance power flows. A primary assumption is that the re— 	 !
active parameters dominate the real parameters so that power transfer angle
i is solely based on reactive values, and power losses are based on the real
I
admittance parameters and on power angle. The equation for power loss is















FIGURE 7.1 ADMITTANCE NETWORK MODEL
F
	
(I1 l	 (G1 + jBl GM + jBM
12 /
	

















G1,GM,G2 Reap admittance parameters # mho P
BM #660)Reactive admittance parameter mho F
V0 Rated voltage magnitu'de volts
P	 1 Input power kw
EF	 1 Input product efficiency, —
MP	 1 Maximum input power kw t
k cc Capital	 cost/year $ J
Output E
Variable/Port I
P	 2 Output power kw
s
PL Power loss kw e
PA Power angle deg
EF	 2 Output product efficiency -
MP	 2
1








j Transmission Line	 Input:
ii
µ
it G1 = G2 = g*1
GM = -g* Jt,
BM = I/ (W*L* #)
G; where g = line conductance per unit length
= length of
	 line
'i W = frequency	 in radians/sec = 1207r

















; impedance Input:	 (Includes capacitors and	 inductors)
G1 = G2 = -GM = R/(R2+X2)
' where R = resistance in ohms
X =reactance in ohms
= WL	 for an inductance_ L t
s






If Pl ^ 0	 P2 PL = PA = 0 and Return
1) Compute power angle









N SUBROUTINE AD ENTRY POINT 000212
I












STORAGE ASSIGNPENT / BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME!
3001 000017 IDL Of01	 000060 IDOL	 DODD	 000006 108F	 0001	 000076 200L 0001	 000140 300L
3003 000027 3011F OCOi 	 000162 400L	 0006 R 000000 CCI	 DOGS	 000000 DUM OGLC R 000025 EFF
0003 I 000001 ICNT 0003 I 000000 IMPL	 0000	 000054 INJPS	 0000 R 000001 RR 0000 R COOD03 RPC
0000 R 000002 RR2 OGOO R 000004 THETA	 0004 R Od0000 TIME	 0005 R 000007 TMAX OCOO R OCDOOO 7MAX1
CO100 1* CAD LOCCOO
Am 2* SU8ROUTINE'AOIP2,PL,PA,EF2,MP2, 	 Gl,GM,G2',8M,VO,PI,EF1,HP1,CC1 000000
!I coicl 3* C CD0000
II 00101 4 • C PURPOSE	 MODEL OF TRANSMISSION LINES, TRANSFORMERS, GDLODO
00101 S* -C CAPACITORS, OR IMPEDANCE POWER LOSS OOOODO
00101 6* C OOG000
.0101 7* C METHOD	 OUTPUT POWER AND POWER LOSS COMPUTED FROM 30GQC0
LO101 8* C INPUT POWER CCOOOD
G01O1 9s C CCLOOO
00101 I['* C WRITTEN HT Y.K.CHAN 	 VERSION 1, JULY,1977 30L000
@0101 I1* C OCLD00
LOIOl . 12* C	 CALL SEQUENCE CDL000
X0101 13*' C OUTPUTS CCC000
C01C1 14* C P2	 -OUTPUT POWER,Kit 3000.00
QO1G1 15* C PL	 -POWER LOSSvKW 000000
00101 16* C PA	 -POWER ANGLE,DEG 070000
LO101 17* C EF2 -OUTPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY 00000D
.J ^Oiol 18* C MP2 -MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER,KW GOOLOO
GO101 19* C INPUTS OOLCOO
00101 20* C G1,GM,G2	 -REAL ADMITTANCE PARAMCTERS,MHO OCGDOO
00101 21* C PH	 -REACTIVE ADMITTANCE PARAMETERS 	 f.NE.C.9,MHO OOOOOO
s _
CD
30101 22* C V0	 -RATED VOLTAGE MAGNITUDE,VOL7S CD0000
OD1D1_ 23* C PI	 -INPUT POWER,KM 000000
00101 24* C EF1 -INPUT PR000CT EFFICIENCY 000000 !
0. 0101 25* C MP1 -MAXIMUM INPUT POWER,KY OOu000 ^.
00101 26* C CC	 -CAPTTAL COST/YEAR,t 000000
-0131 27* C 000000
C01C3 28• COMMON /CIMPL/IMPL,ICNT/CTIME/TIME/CSIMUL/DUM(7),TMAX CCGOCO ;.	 .-
00103 2S*- X	 /COST/CCI COuC00
90104 30* REAL MP2.MP1 i:O11G00 i
OC1,:4 31• C 000000 ES
[0105 32* Py=O. COLOOG
GO 106 33*' COGD00
OlG6 34* TYAXI=TMAX*.99999 00U000
GC107 35* IF(P1.GT.C.)GO TO	 10 L00003
'0111 36* P2=0. CGL706
20112 37• PL=C. DOG007
1.0113 36• PA=C. OOCOI C E
00114 39*- MP2=MP1 :,00011 {
00115 40* EF2=EF1 bOGO13
D011b 414 60 TO 400 000915
00116 42* C CC 0015
00116 43* •C COMPUTE POWER ANGLE OOL'D15
00716 414 C LOL015
1-0117 45* 10' RP=P1*1000. /(BM*VO*V0) C000.17
D"C120 46* RP.2=RP*RR 000025
10121 47• IF(RR2.LE.1.160 	 TO '1C0 000027
O-C123 48* PAZ-9!:. C00O32
00124 490 RFC=A. 000034
"0125 5G*, LF(IMPL.E0.2)WRITF(6,108)PI,BM,VD 000035
00133 51* 1 C FOPHA7(IHG',13H INPUT POWER 9F12.3933H TOO HIGH RELATIVE TO AOM177A uGCCSG
00133 52* XNCE	 ,rl2.3,19H AND RATED VOLTAGE	 ,F12.31 COCOSG
00134 53* TF(IP.PL.E0.2)ICNT= ICNT+1 GCiG50
00136 54* GO TO 2C0 000056
00137 55* 100 711CTA=-ASIN(RR/ G0G060
00140 56* PA=THETA*180./3.14159 000063
00141 57+ RRC=SORT(1.-RR21 COGG66 -°
GC141 58* C 000966
00141 59* C COMPUTE POWER LOSS AND OUTPUT POWER COG066
00141 60* C 000066
OOl g 2 61* 200 PL=VO*VO*(G1*G2*2..*&H*RRC1-I000. 000076
00143 62* PZ=P1-PL CDC130
001+44 63* EFF= P2/P1 000112
00145 64* IFtP2.6E.0.)60 TO
	 300 GCG114
0C147 65* P2=0. CC0117
60150 6E* EFF=1. CCz120
00151 67* IFIIMPL.NE.2)GO TO 300 000122
00153 66* WR1TE(6,308)PL,P1 000125
00157. 69• 308. FOR)1AT(1HC,24H.ADM.ITTANCE POWER LOSS-9F12.3921H EXCEEDS INPUT POWE 000134










03 00162 74* -IF(P2.Gl.C.)EFZ=EFI*EFF COG141
00164 75* MP2=AMINI(MP1,ABS(BM)*VOLVO/1000.)*EFF GO0147
N 00164 -	 76* C 000147
00165 77*' 400 IF(IMPL-LE.
	
)RETURN O0C16Z
00167 7E* IF(TIYE	 LT TMAXI)2ETURN C0Ui70
am
:;D 171 79+	 CCI=CCI*CC 000177A ^0171 80*	 t u00177
CD X0172 - 81*	 RETURN X00202













a	 q /	 f
AF









COD	 Specifies which analytic function is calcu-












COD = 1	 FO = C1 + C2*SIN(C3*T + C4)
l	 2 FO = C1 +, C2XOS (C3*T + C4
3	 FO	 Cl +exp ( — 05T ) if S I N ( C3-'`T + C4)
4 FO = C1 + exp(—05*T) * COS(C3*T + C4)-
5 FO = C1 + CD T
!	 6 FO = C1 + C2*exp(-C3*T)

































110101 7s C METHOD	 - SEE CODING
'_•a101 6* C
f1Olol 9* C
00101 10* C YRI?TEN BY	 - ADAM LLOYD
70,101 11• c
CC1ol 12* C,
00101 13* C LIMITATIONS - NONE
20101 14* C
00101 15* C
00101 16* C INPUT/OUTPUT LIST
celol 17• C
LATEST REVISION	 FEe 76
00101 18-* C	 FO OUTPUT VARIABLE	 ANY 	 OUTPUT VAR
00101 19* C	 COD CODE IDENTIFYING ANALYTICAL FUNCTION	 ---	 INPUT	 PARAM
COlol 2G* C CODE= F-
u0101 21* C 1 C1+C2*STN(C3*TIME+C4)
.:0101 221 C 2 CI+C2*COS(C3*T1HE*C4)
CO101O 23* C 3 Cl*C2*EXP1-05*TIME) *STN(C3 *TIME+C4)
p.	 GC101 24* C 4 C1*C2*EXP1-05*TINE)*COSIC3*TIME+C41
CO1D1 25t C 5 C1+C2*TIRE
colal 26*' C 6 Cl+C2*EXP(- C5 *TIMF)
0
coO	 SUBROUTINE AF	 ENTRY POINT 000143i
N




	 C IME 000001











STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
	


















0000 1 000000 NCODE
	
OOC3 R OOODOO TIME
io -
00101 270 C C1	 CONSTANT INPUTS FOR ABOVE EONS ---	 INPUT PARAM GO0000
60101 28* C C2	 CONSTANT INPUTS FOR ABOVE EONS ---	 INPUT PARAM G00000
G0101 29 *- C< C3	 CONSTANT INPUTS FOR ABOVE EONS ---	 INPUT PARAM COCOOG
OC101 300 C C4	 CONSTANT INPUTS FOR ABOVE EONS --	 INPUT PARAM COGDOO
p0101 31* C C5	 CONSTANT INPUTS FOR ABOVE EONS ---	 INPUT PARAM CC 6000
Go 103 32* COMMON/CTIME/TIME COCC00 I
OC104 33* NCODE=COD OOCOGG;t
^G105,_ 34t GD''TO'110^20r30r40s ri d 960)vNCODE OCCO06
00106 350 10 FO=CI*C2+SIN(C3*TIME*C41 C00O22
00107 3E* GO TO IOG GO6033
GO110 370 20 FO=C1*C2*COSfC3*TIME*C41 G00035
;:0111 3P.* F+0 '70	 100 000046
i7C112 39* 30 FO=CI•C2*EXPO-05*TIME]*SINIC3*TIME*C4/ :.00050
30113 4u* GO TO 100 COGC71
C0114 41* 40 FO=CI OC2*EXPt-C5*TIMEI*COSIC3*TIME*C4/ 000073
00115 42• GO TO ltd 00011%
- 0116 43• 50 F0=C1•C2'*7IRE COG116
C0117 440 60 TO Ica 000121
00120 450 60 FO=Cl4C2*E%P -CS*TIME1 GOO123
30121 460 100



























PO4ER REQUEST (REI )
INPUT EFFICIENCY (EFI
,MAX. INPUT PGiER (MP1
POWER (P2)
MAX. UUTPUT POWER (MP2)
INTERRUPT FLAG (INT)
Pcl(4ER REQUEST (RE?)
The battery modal is based on the circuit diagram shown below. Current flown
is determined by the output power request minus input power. Battery leakagt
is proporti ona l to stored energy. Prior ity interrupt logic i s activated when











r	 FIGURE 7.3 BATTERY CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
Bas  c Enua t i onfi
The output power P2, stored energy PE, terminal current t, and capacitor
voltage VC is computed using the following equations:
P2 RE1
PE - (VC2+ *V0*VC)j^CB/7. 0
(P2-P1) *1000	 (V6*VC) 1 - 1 RT

















j	 RT Terminal	 resistance	 (D = 0.001) ohms
CB1 Battery capacitance (D = 2.88x108 ) farads
RL1 Leakage resistance	 (D = 0.05) ohms
RAP Rated	 input power kw
EF	 1 Input product efficiency —
MP	 1 Maximum input power kw
El Maximum energy storage kwh I
RE	 1 Power request kw
EDE Energy deadband	 for priority resequenc'ing kwh




Chi Maintenance cost/year $
i	 outputs
LPortVari ab I
P	 2 Output power	 (=REl) kw
f	 PE Stored energy	 (state of charge) kwh
i Terminal current
	 (+=out,-=in) amps
VC Capacitor voltage volts
VT Terminal	 voltage volts
E	 PL Power Foss kw I
TO4 Time when battery was discharged h
MP	 2i Maximum'euiput power kw





Maximum charging _rate request kw
a
y	 D — Default values supplied
h	 1 — Battery leakage time constant in hours - CB*RL/3600
i
1!04 BCS 40180-2
T BA F I 
Statistics
Variable/Port
	 Descr iDt i on U 	 i ts.
htPE	 Maximum stored energy kwh
SPC	 Sum of charging energy ktvh
SPLA
	Sum of discharging energy kwh
1
,) I CU 10 t i I-ln Sequ nce
Computt' VC-
".)	 Solve for terminal	 current	 1
i
I t	 (P.4-PI) 13,10 0 > (VC+V0) - '4*RT, QQ TO 2'





?)	 1 _ (VC+V@) /-'?*RT and write DIAGNOSTIC 
Ccxrlput -e VT
VT = VC+V@-I*RT
4)	 Potential	 energy balance and power loss
PE = -(I+VCIRL)(VC+V0)/1Q00.
PL = (I .2*RT + VC2/ RL) /100Q.
5)	 Maximum charging and discharging rates
RED = MIN(MPI RAP,(EI-PE)1TINC)IEFI
MP2 = MIN(RAP,(VC+V0)2/(4000*RT),(PE-EDE)JTINC)










If PE	 EDE and TO = 106 , TO = TIME
s
If PE	 EDE and TIME — TO ? DT, INT = 1 and go to 7) r
TO = 106
'	 If PE > 2*EDE and	 INT = 1, INT	 0
If PE ? E1,
	 INT = —1
If PE <_El — EDE and	 INT
I
—1,	 INT = 0
i















CD SUBROUTINE BA ENTRY POINT 000372







#0006 COST_ 000002 __s
E










STORAGE ASSIGNMENT '(BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAMES
0001 OOP-C36 IDOL Oral	 000111 20OL	 0000	 OODO15 208F	 0001	 000136 300L 0001	 000316 AOOL
k- O001 DOOZ74 401L 0001	 000314 403L	 0000 0 000000 AA	 OD00 R 000010 AP1 OLOO R COOD11 A.P2
0100 D 000002 'B GnOO 0 000004 BZ	 0000 R 000012 C	 OCC6 R 000000 CCI 0006 R 030001 CKI -'
0005' - R DOCOOO OUK 0000 R 000013 fD2	 00O3 I 000001 ICNT	 0003 I 000000 IMPL OGCO	 000053 INJPS
ODC4 R C09000 ' TIME VOCO R 000006 TINC1	 0,005 R'000007 TKAX	 0000 'R 000007 TMAX'I 07,00 R 000014 WAIT
0010,. It CPA 000000
00101 2* SUBROUTINE BA(P2 , PE,PED,IPE,I,VC , VT,PL , TO,MP2 9 INT,RE29MPE 9 5PC , SPD, COG030
tiD101 30 1 P1,VO,RT , CB,RL , RAP,EFI , MPI,EI , REI,EDE,DT,CC,CM) 0000004
@0101 43 C .r,OG00C -- i
UDIOI 5s C PURPOSE
	
BATTERY KODE.L 600000
t^OfDl 6t C COGDOO
OOTOf 7» C METHOD	 COY.PUTE STORED ENERGY AND POWER OUTPUT AS OOGOOO ^	 ?
00101 a,s G FUNCTIONS OF POWER INPUT AND POWER REQUEST. 000000
^-Giol 9 C A RESISTOR/CAPACITOR NETWORK IS USED TO COGOGO
COID1 I-, C MODEL BATTERY STORAGE. CODO00
110101 I1« C CGO0D3
_;;OiD1 22'* C WRITTEN BY Y.K.CHAN	 VERSION 1, JUNE 3,1977 000000
00101 13W C 000000
30101 14* C	 CALL SECUENCE COG-030
^C1121 15* C OUTPUTS' OcccoO
h' CD1O1 1C. C P2	 -OUTPUT POWER, KW COCOOG
CDicl 17t C PE	 -STORED ENERGY (STATE),KVH_ COuDDC
x'0::1 18t C PED -STORED ENERGY DERIVATIVE occGGC
c01O1 19t C IPE -INTEGRATOR COUTPOL LCLOOG




,_ r—w.	 ^^r '^6^"rr:3i^zia^x.^.s^w.,^u, m.^ , ^*-r^ an•-^^*r.s,	 -a	 ...	 _ ,;a.w^esc=s?us-„ai!rw^uv
IL
FY
-GOI01 2I* C VC	 -CAPACITOR VOLTAGE, VOLTS i:0000d
00101 22* C VT"	 -TERMINAL VOLTAGE, VOLTS 000000
20101 23* C PL	 -POWER LOSS, KY CODGOC e
CO101 24* C TO	 TIME WHEN BATTERY WAS DISCHARGED, HR COG000 11	 .
00101 25* C MP2 -MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER, KW 0020 C
t
20101 26• C INT -PRIORITY INTERRUPT FLAG 00.9c.00
60101 27+ C RE2 -MAXIMUM CHARGING RATE REQUEST, KU CCLO'10
_0121 28• C STATISTICS aOCCOd
00101 29* C S"PC -SUM OF CHARGING ENERGY, KWH OCCG00 f
00101 300 C MPE -MAXIMUM STORED ENERGY,KWH 000000
CDlG1 31* C SPD -SUM OF DISCHARGING ENERGY, KHY CoG00C t
k 100101 32• C INPUTS DOCODO
CD101 33* C P:1	 -INPUT POWER, KW CCOODO F
00101 34+ C VO	 -INTERNAL VOLTAGE, VOLTS 000000
00101 35* C PT	 -TER M INAL RESISTANCE, OHMS COG000
A	
_
10101 36* C CB	 -BATTERY CAPACITANCE, FARADS L00000
CO1GI. 37* C RL	 -LEAKAGE RESISTANCE, OHMS Q00000
100101 38* C RAP -RATED INPUT POWER, KW L00000
_.
CD101 39* C EFI -INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY CDCGOC
^ CD1D1 4Ls C PP1 -MAXIMUM INPUT POWER, KW codcc0k
310101 41 • C E1	 -MAXIMUM ENERGY STORAGE, KWH OCGOGO
CG1D1 42* C REI -POWER REQUEST, 	 KW 300000
20101 43* C EDE -ENERGY DEADPAND FOR PRIORITY RESEQUENCING, KWH 000000 -
00101 44* C OT	 -OOWNTIMF FOR PRIORITY RESEQUENCING, HR 000030
i' 00101 45* C CC	 -CAPITAL COST/YEAR, S GCC000
€ CC1D1 46* C CM	 -MAINTENANCE COST/YEAR, S COLOdd
50101 47• C QOG000
00103 4Rs COMMON /CIMPL/IMPL,IC ►.T/CTIME/TIME/CSIMUL/DUt1(71,TMAX/COST/CCI9CMI DOGD00 <_..
00104 49* REAL T,MP2•YPE*MPI,INT 000000 r
00175 5Cs DOUBLE PRECISION AA,B,A2 C000D0
00106 51* TINCI=DUM(71*.5 000000
1 0156 - 52+ C cC0D00
001D7, 53* IF(IMPL.GT.OI GO 70 1C0 0CGG02
-GClli 54* IF(RT.EQ..99i99)RT=.D01 000005
C0113 55* IFtCB.EO.,.99999)CR=2.88E8 000012
DG115 56* IFtPL.E0..999993RL=.DS OGG017
C0117 57* 10-1030000. 000024
G0120' 5@* TNT =0 GOOL-126
00121 5,9* 111A  I=TY,AX*.99999 G00027
00122 610• GOL032
C0122 61* MPE=O. 000032
C.0123 62* SPC=O. 000033
00124 63* SPD=D. 000034
00124 64* C CCGD34
C0124' 65+ C CAPACITOR VOLTAGE 303CO3 
00124 66* C 000034
C0125 670 ICO VC=SQRT((7.2E6)*PE/CB	 + VO**2)	 -Vl) OCCD36
W C0125 68* C OCCO36
N ::0125` 69s C TEPMINAL CURRENT 000036
CC 125 76* C 0,00036
o C-0126 7'1* P2=PE1 002051
10127 7Z* AA=(P2-PI)*4000.*RT COG053CO
:0130 73• B=VC+VO 002062
00131 74* P.2=E*1i 000066N 00132 75* IF(AA.GT .82)	 GO TO	 200 C-CG070 di
00134 7Et I= B--OSORT(B2-AA) 6000073
-
,;
nnxzr i7• 1=I1,(2.*RT) 0OLI03
00136 78* 60 TO 300,
O 00136 ' 79* C
1— 00137 8C* 200 I=8/12.*RT100
O
 00143 61 * IF(IMPL.EQ .21WRITE ( 6,20s)P2
1 00144 82* 208 FORMAT(IHD . 15H FOYER REQUEST .F12.3-.50H EXCEEDS BATTERY CAPABILITY
N 00144_ 93'* 1. CHECK	 VC,VO,	 AND RT ♦ 	 !
00145 84* IF	 (T'!PL.EO.ZJICNT=ICNT+1
,0145 85* C
00145 R6* C TERMINAL VOLTAGE
40145 87* c
00147 8P* 300 VT=VC•VO-I*RT
00147 89* C
00147 9ii* C POTENTIAL ENERGY BALANCE AND ENERGY LOSS
V0147 91* C
00150 97 * IF(IPE . NE.OIPEO =(-I-VC/RLI*(VC+VO)/1000.
L0152 93* PL=(I*I*R7+VC*VC/RL)/1000•
:.0152 94* c
10152 95* C MAXIMUM CHARGING AND DISCHARGING RATES
JL152' 96* C
00153 97* API= AMAXI(C.,(E1-PEI/DUM(711
00154 9E:* RE2=AMIN1( 'MPIgRAP#AP11
00155 99* RF2=RE2/EF1
_
- 0156 130* AP2= AMAXl(0.*(PE-EDE)/OUn(7!)
OC157 IC1* MPZ=AMIN1 ( RAP,B2 /( 4DCC. *RTI.AP21
LI D 157 102* C





1-0162 107* 1F(PE.GT.EDF)GO'70 401
00164 IGP* 7F(TO.G1.999i99.)TO=TIME
00166 1;:9• WAIT=TIKE-TO
-0167 1IC1* IF	 IWAIT.GT .DT)INT=1
00171 111* 60 10 4J0
00172 112* 401 TOz:IOJuOOC
00173 113* IF(PE.LE.EO2)GO TO 400
^0175 114* IF(PE.GT.E11GO	 TO 403
OD177 115* IF(PE.67.C)GO TO 400
O p
 201 116* INT=O
GC202 117* GO TO 400
OC203 I1P* 4^3 I14T=-1













^o 00215 131* CMI=CMI+CM
00215 132+ C
















































































INPUT POWER (PI)	 - a	 BN	 OUTPUT POWER (p2)
MAX, INPUT POWER
	
MAX. OUTPUT POWER (MP2)
INPUT EFPTCrENCY	 OUTPUT EPPICTENCY CEF2)I	 (EFI)
i
The burner model computes the amount of fuel required to be burned in the
inlet airstream to raise the air temperature from the given inlet temperature
to the specified outlet temperature. The fuel mass flow, rate when integrated
over time allows calculation of the cost of burner fuel.
I-
11U	 DV.^ YVluv








M	 1	 Inlet air mass flow rate 	 Ib/h
CP	 Air heat crapaclty (D ,= 72X10--6)	 kwh/lb—°F
T	 1	 Inlet air temperature 	 °F
T	 3	 Outlet air temperature (specified) 	 °F
NU	 Combustor efficiency (D = 0.98)
NF	 Fuel heating value ( D = 5 . 56 )	 kwh/Ib
CF	 Specific fuel cost (D = 1.094)	 $/lb
FDM	 Maximum allowable fuel mass flow rate (D=17800) Ib/h
CB	 Burner cost coefficient (D = 1.683) 	 $/ib/h
LE	 Burner life expectancy	 years
i
MDM	 Maximum allowable air mass flow rate (D-27000) 	 lb/h
FF	 Input. product efficiency
MP	 Maximum input power	 l<w d
k







F	 Fuel mass consumed (state)	 lb
i
EF	 2	 Output product efficiency
MP	 2	 Maximum output power	 kw,	 t
T	 2	 Outlet air temperature 	 °F	 ;	
z
FD	 Fuel mass flow rate	 ib/h





' f M	 2	 Outlet mass flow rate (= Ml) 	 Ib/h
P	 2	 Output power	 'kw
i
Statisti cs










The calculation sequence and default values are based on a burner sized using
first principles to maintain the outlet temperature at 600°F assuming an inlet
temperature of 120°F and a mass flowrate of 2.7x10 4 lb/h. These conditions
represent the extreme conditions expected and should sat isfy all burner require-
ments. No. 6 fuel oil is assumed to be the fuel type. Cost and heating values i
were obtained from References 1 and 2. Cost estimates for the burner were
!A	 estimated from the ,results of Reference 1.
I
Calculation Sequence
E	 1) Capital Cost
CC0 = CB*MDM/LE
9
f	 2) -Maximum air mass flow rate allowed
If M1 = 0 set EFF = 1, MP2 = MP1 and g o to 3)
s
NU*HF4WDM
MiM = min	 CP3E (T3-Tl)	 MDM	
„I
l If Tl > T3, MIM = MDM
I	
^
3) Efficiency and maximum discharge power








1	 1. "Preliminary Feasibility Evaluation of Compressed Air Storage Power Sys-
.	
^	 ;
tems," United Technologies AER 74-00242, December 1976.Y,







SUBROUTINE BN ENTRY POINT 000270
STORAGE USED	 CODE(11 CCOq]1C DATA(D) 000052: BLANK COMMON(21 000000
COMMON BLOCKS E...
F 0003 CIMPL 000002 e
0004 CTIME OOOOQI
E 0005 CSIMUL' GOOn10
r OOL6 COST 000003




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
X001 OCCO56 IDOL	 0001	 000237 1000L	 0000	 000003 IOIOF 0001 000121 200L OCO1	 00107 300L
0006 R 000000 CCI	 0006	 000001 CMI	 0006 R 000002 'COP 0005 000000 DUN 0000 R 000002 EFF
0003 I GOCOOI ICNT	 0003 I 000000 IMPL	 0000	 000034 INJPS 0000 R 000000 MIN 0004 R 000000 TIME
I:
0005 R OCCO07 TMAX	 OGOO R GOOOCI TMAX1 a
t-
00100 1* CBN GOOG00
00101 2* SUBROUTINE BN(F,DF,IF,EF2,MP2,T3,FD,CC,CO,M2aP2,FDU9MI,CP9TlvT2 COOODJ
00101 3* 1	 ,NU,HF , CF,FDM,C8,LEvMDMvEFI,MPI,PlI 0000CC
00101 4* C COOOCO
00101 5* C	 PURPOSE	 COMPUTE FUEL REQUIRED TO RAISE THE AIRSTREAM 000000
00101 6• C 100000
CO101 7* C	 TEMPERATURE A GIVEN INCREMENT. GOLOOC
Uclol A* 0 GCL000 l
00101 9* C	 METHOD	 INTEGRATE THE FUEL MASS FLOW RATE OVER TIME OCCOnO I
LO101 : 10* C L00000
X0101 11* C	 WRITTEN BY F.O. MAHONY 	 VERSION 1♦ MARCH 22 1977 OOGOJD
00101 12+ C COGOOG
^Olul 13* C	 CALL SEQUENCE 000000
c7 00101 14* C 000000
00101 15*- C	 OUTPUTS LOG000
-A CO1,01 16* C	 F	 — FUEL MASS CONSUMED SINCE TIME=O (STATE), LB 00000C
CO 101 1 .7* C	 OF	 - FUEL MASS DERIVATIVE ' 1500000
0000 CO101 18* C	 IF	 — STATUS INDICATOR D00000I
^0101 19* C	 EF2'— OUTPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY OCLGCO
IV 00101 20* C	 MP2 — MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWFR, KW l'00000
0'0101 21*' C	 T3	 — OUTLET AIR TEMPERATU4E, DEG F 000030
CO101 22* C	 FO	 — FUEL MASS FLOW RATE, LLB /HR 000000
CD101 23* C	 CC	 - BURNER CAPITAL COST/YEAR. S 000000
C-)N
30101 24* C CO	 - FUEL COST, i CODOCC
O CO101 25* C M2	 - OUTLET MASS FLOW RATE, LB/HR D00000 I:	 --
GO1Di -26* C P2	 - OUTPUT POWER, KW 00000G
p _0101 2'7* C FOU - OBSERVED MAXIMUM FUEL MASS FLOW RATE, LB/HR 000000
(0101 28* C 7CC000N 10101 29*` C INPUTS' 000006
00101 30* C M1	 - INLET AIR MASS FLOOR RATE, LB/HR r-COOGC
%0101 31* C CP	 — AIR HEAT CAPACITY, KWH/LB —DEG F ODG000 i
CO101 32* C T1	 = INLET AIR TEMPERATURE, :'DEG F 000066 i' ^.
10101 33* C 12	 - OUTLET AIR TEMPERATURE, DEG F LQGODC --"`
10101 34* C NU	 - COMBUSTER EFFICIENCY 600000
t
^OIC1 35 * C HF	 — FUEL Hi ATING VALUE, KWH/LB —DEG F C^_GOOD r
a
COlO'1 36* C CF	 - SPECIFIC FUEL COST C00000
u0101 37* C FDM - MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE FUEL MASS FLOW RATE, LB/MR 0003CG
60101 38* C CB	 - BURNER COST COEFFICIENT L00000
:0101 39• C LE	 - BURNER LIFE EXPECTANCY, YEARS DD0o00
00101 40* C MOM — MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE AIR MASS FLOW RATE, LB/HR 000000
00101 41 * C EFI - INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY OCUD00
CcIUl 42* C MP1 - MAXI MUM INPUT POWER, KW 700000
;0101 43* C P1	 - INPUT POWERS KW 000^00
-0101 44* C 600600
00103 45* COMMON/CIMPL/IMPL.ICNT /CTIME/TIME /CSIMUL/DUM171 97MAX COOcQC
-; 00104 46* COMMON/COST/CCI,CMI,COP QOD000 t,_
00305 47• REAL MP2,M2 9M1,NU,LE,MDM,MPI,MIM 000000
60105 48* C LDC000
C0106 49* IF(IMPL.GT.0) 60 TO 100 COGOOC 1Lelia 560 TMAX1 =TMAX*.99999 CCGD02
C011l 51* IF(CP .EQ.	 .99999)	 CP = 72. DE-6 Z;OOG05
00113 52* IF(NU .EQ *	.999991	 NU = 0.98 000012
0-0115 53* IF1HF .EQ.	 .999991	 HF = 5.56 CCOO17
L0117 54* IF(CF .EQ.	 .999991	 CF = 0.094 C00O24 —,
C0121 55* IF(FOM.EO.	 .99999)	 FDM=1.78E+4 000031
00123 56* IF(CB .EQ.	 .999991	 CO	 =1.683 COLD36
00125 57* IF(MOM.EQ.	 .999991	 MDM=2.7E*4 000043
00125 58* C GD0543
CI D127 59* FOU c 0.0 DOGC50
001311 60* CC =CR*MDM/LE OOGC51
00131 61* 100 EFF=1.0 000056
00132 62* IFIMI.E0.0.01GO TO 200 000057 .^
0013 q 63* MIM=Mf)h 000061
C0135 64* IF(TI.GT.T2)	 GAD	 TO 200 000063
00135 65* C 000063
00135 66* C MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE AIR FLOW RATE GCGG63
00135 67* C G00063
00137 68* MIM=AMIN1 ( NU*HF*FDM/CP/IT2-TIl,MDM) 000067
00137 69* C CC0767
00140 7;.* IFIMI.GT.M1M1 60` TO	 1000 000133 _.
'0142 71* 300 'CONTINUE COU107
00142 7'2* C COG107 k	 ..,
00.142 73* C EFFICIENCY AND MAXIMUM DISCHARGE POWER GOL107
001 43 74* IF(Pl.EQ.0.0160	 TO	 200 00G107
C0143 75* C DOC107
l.r 00143. 76* C 000107
00145 77* EFF = 1.0+MI *CP*(72-TI)/Pi CCG11G
.0145 78* C 000110
00146 79* 2CO EF2'= EFI*EFF COC121
00147 80* MP2=MI'1 000123
. r a	 .ka k'.: ; >L.7 »i..Un..'stNEr a	 ,} rdk:^i+s^FXlo{,n.. :: ,N nrT as 	 L	 ,,.!°kte	 .x ..	 . rt, w..^x^-^':...^	 .•	
_	 ...	 .... ,..	 _....	 ._	 .-..... ., ,.	 ... .....
e..	 2	 Y	 as	 x	 ...	 .







^015 81* IF(M1`.GT.O.) MP2=AMTN1(MPI*EFF,PI*M1M/M1) 000125
00152 82s P2=P1*EFf 000142
i
4
00152 83} C 000142 t
CC 152 84s C FUEL FLOW RATE 000142
CC152 85* C 00C142
^0153'' 66t IFIIF.NE . D),DF= MI*CPt(T2-71)/NU /HF COC145 -
00155 87* IFITI.GT.T21 OF=0.0 COG 157
00157 es* FD=DF 000164
00157 890 C 000164
:'0157' 90* C COSTS 000164
C0160 91'* CO = CFtF C0ti166
: 00161 92+ T3=	 AMAXIITI,T2) 000171
OC162 930 M2=N1 COL177
00162 94* C 000177 :-..
00162 95• C STATISTICS 600177
00163 96r IF(IMPL.LE.1) RETURN 6OC201 c,-
00163 97r C 000201
00165 98* FDU = AMAX1(FDsFDUI C0621C
00165 99* C 000210
C0166 101* IFITIME.LT .TMAXI)	 RETURN 000216
00170 101• CCI= CCI * CC C00225
C0171 102* COP= COP * CO DOG230 —
00172 3C;3* PFTURN C00233
C0172 104• C COL233
00173 IGS* 1000 IF(IMPL.EO.2)YRITE1611010) M1*M1M 000237 r
00200 106* 1010 FORMAT(1HO,28HBN INLET AIR MASS FLOW RATE	 .F12.3, 000250
^80200 1074 1	 36H	 GREATER THAN MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE 	 fF12.31 000250 --	 --,
00201 108* IF(IMPL.EQ.2)ICNT=ICNT*1 000250 l
00203 109♦ GO TO 300 E00256










• UTILITY ENERGY DELIVERED	 COST PER KWH
CM	 COST PER VALUE DELIVERED
• VALUE OF UTILITY ENERGY
a	 PERCENT OF LOAD SUPPLIED
• SURPLUS ENERGY SUPPLIED
LOAD INPUTS
• WIND ENERGY DELIVERED
l	 • VALUE OF ENERGY DELIVERED
• TOTAL LOAD DEMAND
This component sums the capitol, operating and maintenance costs of all system
components. The total yearly cost TC is then computed using
_a fixed charge
rate factor which represents depreciation, cost of money, insurance and taxes.
El
CM
The total wind energy delivered to the loads plus surplus energy is then sunrndd
and yearly energy delivered TECH computed. Cost of operation in nil IIs is then
given by
Wind system cost/kwh = TC x-1000./TEO
S roil l ar° l y, the value of energy delivered to the loads is sunYnad m 1 nus the
utility energy value and including the value of surplus energy, and factored
{
	 to give yearly energy value: delivered VEb. Energy value in mills Is given
by
r	 Load value/kwh VEL 1000. /TEb
Cost per value delivered is the ratio of the above two equations.
In addition to the above cast calculations, pet-cent of total load supplied
by wind storage MY, percent of load supplied by utilities PCU and, percent
of wind energy surplused to the utilities PCS is computed. The total cost
in mills to tneet the load is then given by
Load cost/kwh = (wind system cost/kwh ` PCW + uf111ty cost/kwh
PCU)I100.,
where












	 charge rate %/year
LE System life expectancy years
Common Block Inputs
cc Total	 yearly capital
	 costs $
CM Total	 yearly maintenance costs
CO Operatsng and fuel costs over TMAX $
TM4X Simulation time	 interval hr
VDE Value of energy delivered
	
(including surplus) $
TDE Wind energy delivered	 (including surplus) kwh
TLD Total	 load demand kwh
UTV Value of utility energy $
UTD Util ity energy delivered kwh
SPD Surp lus wi nd energy supplied kwh
Total	 yearly costs	 (TC) $
Yearl y energy delivered
	 (TED) kwh
Cost of energy Per kwh mills
Yearly value de li vered	 (VED) $
n	 i
Cost per value delivered —
Percent of load supplied by
Wind Storage	 (PCW) -
Utility	 (PCU)
t Surplus energy load factor
	
(PCs) -
Total	 load cost per kwh mills
1	









!	 BCS 40180-2	 \,	 119
!
Art(
SUBROU 73NE CM ENTRY POINT 000213
^b
STORAGE USED	 CODE111 000226; DATAf01 000330; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 r""
COMMON BLOCKS M
0003 COST 000011 SP ^.
0004 CIMPL 000001
0005 CTIME 000001 ._
0006 CSIMUL 000010'
EXTERNAL- REFERENCES (8LOCK, NAME?
0007 NWr)US j
0010 N1023
0011 NERR3s 4 _
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT' 	 (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) `°- `-t
0001 000020 IDOL	 0000 000016 200E 0000	 000034 30OF 0000 DOU105 40OF 0000	 000210 SOOF
0003 R 000000 CC	 0000 R'000003 CCY 0003 R D00001 CMA 0003 R 006002 CC OOCO R 100002 COY
0003 R 000015 CPKMH	 0000 R	 000011	 CPV' 0006	 C00000 BUM 0000 R 000005 EDE 0004 T 000000 IMPL
OOCO 000313 INJPS	 0000 I DOOD06 IVDE 0000 1000001'LLE DDCO R D00012 PCD 0000 R 000014 PCS °-
0000 R CDOCI3 -PCU	 0003 R 000010 SPO 0003 R 000004 TOE OCOS R 000000 TIME 0003 R CLCCOS TL0
0006 R GL0007 TMAX	 0000 R.000000 TMAXI 0000 R 00DOC4 TOY OB00 R C00007 70YN 00O3 R 000007 UTD
0003 R OOCC06 UTV	 0003 R 000003 VDE 0000 R 000010 VDEK'
00100 1* COST 000000.
CD101 2* SUBROUTINE CH(DUMM,FCR,LE) 000000
10101 3*. C 000000
BO301` 4* C	 PURPOSE SUMMARIZE WIND EMERGE STORAGE COSTS AND LEVELIZEO 000000
00101 54 C ENERGY COSTS PER KYH. 000000
.10101 6;t C 000000
Jo it , 74 C	 WRITTEN BY A.Y. WARREN VERSION 1, MAY 1977 C00000
E01^1 8t C 000000
[,0101 9s C	 INPUT PARAMETERS 00001.0
00101 1_* C C0u00G f
00101 ll* C" FCR	 - FIXED CHARGE RATE FACTOR INCLUDING DEPRECIATION, 000000
tnl^ 00101 124 C MONEY COST, INSURANCE,	 AND TAXES, PER YEAR COOOCO t
00101 13* C LE	 - SYSTEM LIFE EXPECTANCY	 , YEARS CG0000
p 00101 14* C TMAX - SIMULATION TIME, HR L00000
co 01 0101 I5* C CC	 - TOTAL YEARLY CAPITAL COSTS,	 S GOCGOG j
X0101 15* C CM	 - TOTAL YEARLY MAINTENA14CE COSTS,
	
S 006000 t
COID1 17• C CO	 - TOTAL OPERATING AND FUEL COSTS OVER TMAX, S C00000N
CO101 16* C VDE	 - VALUE OF ENERGY DELIVERED OVER TMAX, S COCCL'C
60101 19* C TDE
	 - TOTAL ENERGY OELIVEPED OVER TMAX, 	 KYH 090000




GD101 21* C UTV	 - VALUE OF UTILITY ENERGY SUPPLIED LESS SURPLUS VALUE, S 000000 ?"
00101 22* C UTD	 - TOTAL UTILITY ENERGY DELIVERED, KWH DOZ000
00101 23* _C SP 	 - TOTAL SURPLUS ENERGY SUPPLIED TO UTILITY, S 00GO00Y,
co L0101 24* C 000000 >.C) CC103 25* COMMON /COST/ CC,	 CMA,CO,VDE,TDE,TLD,UTV,UTO 	 ,SPO LOOCOco
OG104 26* COMMON /CIMPLIIM •L	 /CTIME/ TIME /CSIMULF DUM17),TMAX COGCUC .,
°,O1G5 27* REAL LE GOGGt.'0
"D105 28* f INITIALIZATION CC'CDO i
x 0105 29* C 006000
w'90106 3::* IF(IMPL.GT.0)GO TO	 100 COOL-00
CO110 31* DUMM=0.0 CC^Ga2
CG111 32* CC = 0 CD00O3
fi '0112 33* CYA = 0. C0u0G4
00113 34* CO = 0. 1.00005
60114' 35* - VDE= 0, :-000106 9
00115 36* TDE= 0. DGG047
00116 37* TLO= 0. :;OCO30
L0117 38* UTV=O. COLO11
C0120 39* U70=0. GDU312
LC12.1 4?* SPD=D. 000413 -
OC122 41* TMAX,1= TMAX*.99999 COCOI4
00122 42* G 000014
" 00123 43* 100	 TFtTIME.LTTMAXI3RETURN 000020
-00125 44* IFtIMPL.LE.l)RETURH OOLD26 P,
` C0125 45* C 000P26 l
CC125' 46* C COST SUMMARY OUTPUT CCC3126
00125' 47* G GCGG26
00127 48* LLE = LE CDGG40
„"00130 49* WRITEt6s200)LLE COG047
00133 SG* 200 FORMA7(1H1s35X,33H WIND ENERGY STORAGE COST SUMMARY 1/ 1H ,40X,12, CLCC55
00133 51* 1	 17H'	 YEAR LIFE CYCLE	 1 000055 "--"
00133 52* C CGG055
00134 53* COY .= CO*8760./TMAX 000055
00135 54* CCY	 _ CC*LE*FCR*.D1 C.U0061
00136 550 TOY = COY + CMA + CCY COG066
00137 56* YRITE'164300) CCY ,CMA,COYJOY 000071
C0145 57* 300 FORMAT(//// 3CX,22HO 	 YEARLY SYSTEM COSTS/ 1H*,29X,1H+/ IH-,42X C30102
CC145 5R* 1	 12P.CAPITAL CO5T,12X,F8.0,2H S / 1H	 ,42X,	 17H(INCLUDING FIXED	 , C0-1G2
00145 59* 2	 SHCHAP.GES)	 / IHO,42X,16HFIXED 0 + H COST, 	 SX,F8.G,2H 5	 /IHO', 000102
00145- 63* 3	 42X,ZIHOPEP.ATING + FUEL COST, 	 3X,F8.0,2H S	 / 1H0,42X,SHTOTAL, 006102
60145 61* 4 19X,F8.4,ZH S	 ) 000102
00145 62*
_C COO102
00146 63* EDE	 = TDE * 8760./TMAX 000102
00147 64* IVDE = VDE * 8760./TMAX DG0106
00150 65* TOYN = TOY*1000.1 EDE C00120
30151 66* VDEN = VOE*1000./
	 TDE 000124
GC152 67* CPV	 = TOYN / VDEN CCO130
CD 152 68* C C00130
00153 69* VPITE(6,4'00)EDE,TOYN,TVOE*VDEN,CPV UDD132
00162 7:;* 400 FORMAT(////	 3OX,26HO	 'ENERGY DELIVERED
	
! IH+e29X,1H+ /` IH-, 006144
00162_ 71* 1	 42X,1611ENEPGY DELIVERED, 7X,F9.0.414 KWH ! 1H0,33Xs5D(1H*) 	 / C00144
('0162' 72* 1	 IN	 ,33X,lH*,48X,lH* / GOG144
CC 162 73* 2	 1H	 ,33X,lH*,
	
8X,I9HENEPGY COST PER KWH, 7X,F6.1,9H )RILLS 	 * ! CC0144tj
p^ (j0162 74* 2	 IH	 ,33X,114*,45X,lH*	 /	 1H	 , CCC144
CC162 75* 3	 33X,ICt`,H*****)	 /	 IL•;0,42X,Z5HVALUE	 OF ENERGY DELIVERE0,I7 9 000144
00162 76* 4	 214
	 S /	 114	 ,42X,22H'(VALUE	 OF FUEL SAVED)	 I 1HC-,4.2X,20HENERGY VALUE GGO144 {
00162 77* 5	 PER-KWH ,	 6X,F6.1,6H FILLS /	 IHG,42X,24HCOST PER VALUE DELIVEPE,D, 0OZ144
CC162 7G* 6	 ZX,F6.23 Goo i4Al
00162 79 0 C 000144
C iS'163 8,1* PCO= (TDE-SPD)0100.,/TLD DaaI14
00 ,164 21+ P'CU= UTD*lOD./TLD car, 15
- 0165 22• PCS= SPD+IOC./TLD 0001554
00166 83• CPKWH- 1TOYf(*(TDE-SPD') 4 UTVt1000.1/7LD- 0CEi1Es0
`0167 B40 YRI TE( 6,500)PCD	 ,PCU t PCS,CPKYH C	 5167
,0.175 65+ SC10 FORPAI(11// 3OX,31HO 	 LOAD FACTOR / IH r s29X, C9,G2P0
[0,175 £60 1	 111- / 1K-,42X, CGG2CD
:.£'17'5 670 I 26HPERCE)IT OF LOAD SUPPLIED 	 , F6.1, 2H	 / lK ,42X,22HEY -TOTAL 'Ylk C2023L
00175' B8• 2ND :SXSTEK	 /	 1H0,42X,24HPERCCNT OF LOAD SUPPLIED,ZX,F6.1 / LOE,20D
20175 99* 2	 1H 's 4 1X y 11H BY U'TILI'TY	 ! c:3(l7oG
GG175 9u"• 3	 1H0,42X,26KPERCENT OF WIND ENERGY F6.1./ LDG20C
00175: 910 3	 IR	 ,42X,9KSURPLOSED 	 ! LOG20C
[,0175 924 4	 1Na,42X,23HCO5T TO MEET LOAD ,	 3X,F6.1,6H' KILLS/ C0020C
LC175 93+ 5	 1H „42X,Z714(WI?40	 + UTILITY) !	 114 11 GGC200
110175 94 • C062SO
CC176 95+- PEIUR>' r, C.G20C









-- sp -MAKS FLOW RATI H
MOTOR SPEED (RS)
AMBIENT TEMP. (TA) 00	
'SIT TEMPERATURE (TV
MAX. INPUT ROWER {Mt'O
AX; OUTPUT POWER (W)
INPUT EFFICIENCY (1~F1) , _	
TPUT EFFICIENCY
 (n)
Tho	 on del roprozon k tho	 o f 	t yp t ca l axl a l
flow topproszor. Tho t`.:t"Jitlpi`F,3.sa:aor It ossumov! Qv i fined for a spo k t od not of
ast n opor t ing c,001 t ion4 and p"t for(I)dIlc, rt)qulrttnk'nt,'a, Y • hw, lmnn";; t'lt'?w t a,9p
to d::,t,tmod Alrontly proportional to dquiot volootty and Kdoponjont of Mor
t,t'ossuro ratto qo osv tho asupt"t3c,,vor, This to expo too to #lk' J for j1 ; )T, ^-Nt
1ho ,Joslyn Finns t lo1 tato. lTho pol t'ropte	 ""t tho	 i'o
i.^: ttttlt?^ to bt, a 1.1' ak function    o the dnqu l dr vvl oal ty l n k i d l calculation,,
art-,	wtfl) tho dodyn polyfroplc Wtoloney, and t,^^f^lnomonts We
The oxpression for tho angular voloa ty t






Parameter/Port. escri_ otion Units
P 1 Input power kw
RSD Design angular velocity	 (D = 3600) rpm
AiD Design mass flow rate (D = 3000) lblh
(:P Heat capacity of air	 (D = 7.2X10' 5 ) kwh/ I boF=
TA Inlet air temperature
	 (ambient)
	
(b - 70) °F
PR 2 Exit pressure	 (D = 147) psi
PA Inlet	 pressure	 (ambient)
	 (D = 14s7) psi
GAM Herat capacity ratio
	
(D = 1.4) ^-
EF 1 Input product efficiency
MP 1 Maximum input power kw





	 (D = x4.7)g	 P psiP
POD Design cutlet pressure
	
(D = 147) psi
TID Design	 inlet air temp	 (ambient)_(D = 70) of
Ck Compressor capacity cost coefficient I (D = 1.0) -






EF 2 Output product efficiency
k	 MP 2- Maximum output power kw
TO Torque ft-lb'
M Mass Flow rate lblh
T 2 Exit temperature of
IS Angular velocity
rpm
CCO Cost of compressor/year $
CK =- capital cost (known unitMdesi'gn point mass flow rate)	 Q#
LN	 (outlet/inlet pressure ratio)*(life expectancy of unit)







MT	 Maximum temperature of
MF	 Maximum mass flow rate
I
IL blh
The calculation sequence and the default values are based on the assumption
of an axial	 flow compressor,	 nominaIIy rated at 125kw, and a pressure ratio
of 10.	 The equations used relate first order effects -among the various phys-
ical	 quantities and were derived	 from first principles originally to support
a
the research work of Reference 1.	 Cost scaling was al so developed	 in that
a




J.)	 Costs	 (First	 pass only)
3u
3
PODCCO = CI{ 7t	 (MD)4SWO	 LN	 (	 I a
if	 P1 > 0	 go to 2)
A = (GAM—:L ! ( GAM*NPD) f
RAT	 (PODJPiD)**A i
EFF





"Closed Cycle High Temperature Central Recei\e r Concept ,for _Solar Electric







A- (00-1) 1 (GAWtNP)	 ( l n i t l' a l l y NP = NPD 1
R T
	
(PRW R T •)t ttA
'LFF°
	 (RATIHNP-1) f (RAT-1)
11	 EFF
RS 	 MD CP-*(7t+41,d0) it,	 (RAT --. 1)
fa^l^+1 rtalrtc;^	 r?f tl^.ir3r^^y	
'
A
l cl, ato untl l	 NP Ond PNS tar? CORSIStOnt
t t 1
	
1 loral Icin doosn't Qonvorgp, 	 than wr• i to DIAGNOSTIC and f'-!xI l
flow ra fi
M C^A MhatNS / R$
4) Ult i'ovorAaturo
T ,-7,	 (`CA+;WO)+,RAT	 -460
5) Torque
If pl ^% set TO - O and go I o 61
TO	 1 ^` 131. d f (Surf 6q)
6) E:CFt	 i uncy	 arrd rr7axitmrm pQwr;t3
MP—^'
	
M I Nt A1RL	 f F"	 1. !a•NMN(;M T2—TA )1









SUBROUTINE CO ENTRY POINT 000420 r
N









0005	 CSIMUL 000010 •"p
0006	 COST 000001 r d t..:	 ,F






I ; 0014	 NERR3S
lr ' STORAGE ASSIGNPENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
t: 3301	 000136'IDOL 0001	 000375 1000L	 0000	 000010 lol[F	 0002	 000166 200L OGCl	 000271 300L E
CDOI
	 OQ^315 400L	 COCO R ODOCOS A 	 0006 R'000000 CCI	 DODS	 000000 OUM OOOO R COCCO3 EFF
OOu3 -I CO0000 IMPL	 C OCO	 000052 INJPi	 0000 I 060002 ISP	 0000 R OOG000 PT 0000 R CO^C04 RAT






2* SUBROUTINE CO(NP,EF2,MP2,TO,M,72,RS,CC,MT,MF,PI,RSO,MD,CP,TA, y?R29 000000 --
00101
	
3* 1	 PRI,GAM,EFI,MPI,NP0,PI0,POD,TIO^CK,FOI OOGOD0
OOIGl
	
40 C SOL000 [	 _








00101	 9* C	 MASS FLOW IS ASSUMED PROPORTIONAL TO ANGULAR VELOCITY OOOCDO
00101
	 lG+ C COG000
00101
	 ll• C	 AND INDEPENDENT OF PRESSURE RATIO. G0000c
L,0101	 12* C GOGDOG
10101
	
13* C	 WRITTEN BY F.O. MAH ONY 	 VERSION 1, MARCH 22 1977 00000 s
00101
	
14* C X00000 t
Lcljl
	 15+ C	 CALL SEQUENCE CDCCDC
00101
	








C	 NP	 - POLYTR OPIC EFFICIENCY






	 19* C	 MP2 - MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER, KW D00000





Ca301 21* C M	 - MASS FLOW RATE, LB/HR 000000
U0101 22* C 72	 - EXIT TEMPERATURE, DEG F 00000
00101 23* C RS	 - AN3ULAR VELOCITY, R m M MOOD
0C1ol 24*` C' CC	 - COST OF COMPRESSOR PER YEAR, S/YEAR cc 000^ ±
iioIa1 25* C MT	 - MAXIMUM TEMPERAT UR E OBSERVED, DEG F LOGOCO i'
4a 101 26* C MF	 - MAXIMUM MASS FLOW PATE, LB/HR COGOOG
C0101 27• C 00000C
C0131 28* C INPUTS C•OLCOO
0C101 29* C P1 ' - INPUT POWER * KW 000000
Colul 30* C RSR - DESIGN ANGULAR VELOCITY, RPM CC6000
^. 00101 31+
-C MD	 DESIGN MASS FLOW RATE, LB/HR 000000
CO 101 32s C CP	 - HEAT CAPACITY OF AIR. KWH/LB -DEG F C-00000
CVIa1 33* C- TA	 - INLET AIR. TEMPERATURE	 (AMBIENTI, DEG F .Cocoa
00101 34* C PR2 - EXIT PRESSURE, PSI 000000
_.
00101 35* C PR1 - INLET PRESSURE	 (AMBIENT)v PSI 000000
Go1D1 36*' C GAM - HEAT CAPACITY RATIO LOGOCO
TOM 37 * C EFI - INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY 000000
CC1al 38 * C MP1 - INPUT MAXIMUM DISCHARGE POWER, KW C00000 f
00101 39 0 C NP(1 - DESIGN POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY CDG000
COI01 40* C PIP - DESIGN INLET PRESSURE	 (AMBIENLI,PSI COG000
COI01 41 * C POD-- DESIGN OUTLET PRESSURE	 ( AMBIENT), PSI 003300
CCIG1 42 * C TID - DESIGN IdLFT TFMPERATUPE	 )AMBIENT), DEG f 000300
Ca101 43* C CK	 - COMPPESSOR CAPCI1Y COST COEFFICIENT COGCOC
GO101 44* C FO - COMPRESSOR EXPONENT FOR COST CALCULATION 000000
00101 45* C ODOCOC 0
[
i.
C0103 46 * COMMON /CIMPL / IMPL / CTIME / TIME /CSIMUL / DUM47) , TMAX /COST/CCI 60000;, rs1 `0
00104 470 REAL MO,MPI,NPD,NP * MP2,M,MT,MF 006000
00105 48* DATA PI	 /3.14159/ 00.000 ^y
Co1C5 49* C INITIALIZA7ION 000000 71
rolC5 50* C DOOCac












i ^C 112 54 * C COG003
00113 55* IF	 (RSO.EQ.	 .999991 RSD = 3600.0 000004- i
00115 5(.* IF (mV .EQ.	 .99999)MD = 3.DE3 COG011
CO117 57* IF(MPI.EQ.
	
.99999)	 MP1=	 1.E8' 000016
Ci'
00121 58* IF	 ICP .EQ. .999973CP = 72.0E-6 000023
00123 59* IF	 (TA .EQ.	 .999991TA	 ='70.0 C00O3G
C0125 60* IF	 (P P2.EQ.	 .99999)PR2 = 147.0 LOOD35
00127 61* IF	 (PPI.EQ.	 .999991PRI = 14.7 ODCO42
OC131 62* IF	 1GAM.EQ.	 .999991GAM _ 1.4 GO0047 l
00133 - 63• IF	 (NPO.EO.	 .99999)NPO = 0.88 C-OL054 t	 -
OC135 64• IF	 IP'ID.EQ.	 .99999)PID	 = 14.7 OCCO61
00137 65* IF	 IPOD.EO.	 .99999)POD	 147.0 000066
00141 66* IF	 (TIO.EO.	 .99999)71D = 70.0 000073
00143 67* IF	 ICK	 .EQ.	 .99999)CK = 1.0 GO0100
W 00145 68* IF	 IFO .LQ.-.999991F0 = 0.75 0001C5
00147 69* NP = NPO 0C 0112,
CC147 7C* C 000112
C) 00147 71+ C COST CCG112
00147 72* t COG112
C) GG1SO' 73* CC = CK *MO**FO*ALOG(POD/PID) 000114 --
N 00151 74* 1MAX1 = TMAX*.99999 00013200152, 75* 1 D CONTINUE 000136
C0152 76* C Coal 36
00152 77* C SOLVE FOR POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 000136
'?' 00152 78• C AND ANGULAR VELOCITY 000136
CD 00152 79* C 000136
1-- 00153 BD* ISP '= 0 600136 i
oo
O
C) OC153 81* C GOG136
N 00154 82* EFF=1.0
OCG136
00155 83* IF(P1.GT.O.0160 TO 200 006140 --•
00155 84* C (i60140 1
GO157 85* RAT= (POD/PID1**	 (GAM-1.0)/(GAM*NPD)) 000143 t.
0160 86* TO =0.0 000160 E
X0161 87• RS=0.0 000161
C0162 88* NP=NPY1 000162 1
00163 89• GO TO 300 000164
C0163 9J0 C 000164 ?
d 00164 91* 200	 A ' (GAM - 1.0) /(GAM*NP) C00166
C0165 92* RAT= (PR2/PPII**A 000173
00166 93* EFF=IRAT**NP - 1.1 /(RAT — 1.) *00203
00166 940 C OQU2L.S
f
00167 95* RSNO	 EFF*P1/MD*1.0/CP/(TA+460.01/(RAT-1.01 DOC2'14
00167 96* C 0GO214
C0170 97* XNP = NP 00O224
00170 98* C 001;224
IC171 99* NP = 1.0 -11..O-NPD1*(2.0-(PID/PRI*(TA+460.01/ITID+460.01/RSNO) 600226
DD171 ICO* 1	 **0.21 001,226
IL'0171 101* C 006226
^0017Z 102* IFllSP.GT.10I 60 TO 1000 000250
OC172 103• C 000250
00174 104* ISP = ISP*I CCO254
00174 105* C C00251
00175 106* IF(ABS((NP•-XNP)/NPI.G7.0.001)
	
60 TO 200 C0025 
00177 107* RS= RSD*RSNO 000265
O0177 1DF,* { OC3265
00177 109* C MASS FLOW RATE %^0265 r.
00177 110* C 000265
k 00200 111* 30!0 M = MO+RS /RSD EC0771
00201 112* C GCO271
00200 113* C EXIT TEMPERATURE C^6271
60220 114* C 000271
s^ 00-01 115* T2 =	 (TA+460.01*RAT-460.0 COC274
00202- 116* IF(P1.LE.0.0)60 TO 400 060301 y
00202 117* C 600301 [
00202 ila* C TORQUE 000301
00202 119 * C 60(11GI
OD204 120* TO = PI*73T.6/lRS*2.0*PI/60.0) 000304
00204 121* C 000304
00204 122* C EFFICIENCY AND MAXIMUM POSTER 000104 M
00234 123* C 000304
00204 124* G 000304
00264 125• C 000304
00205 126* 400 EF2 = EF1*EFF 000315
00205-' 127* C 000315
00206 12t+s MP2 '= AMIN1(MP1*EFF 9 1.5*MD*CP*(T2-TA)) OC6317
002C6 129• C STATISTICS AND COST SUMMATION 60017





IF	 (I MPL.LE.1) RETURN
MT = AMAX1(MT 9	T21
COL334
000343
00212 133* MF = AMAX1(MF, M) 000351
00213 134* IFITIME.LT .TMAXI)	 RETURN 000357
W
00215 135+ CCI = CC'T • CC 000366
00215 1360 C 000366
00216 137* RETURN, 000371
00216 1386 C 000371
G0217 139* " 1000 WRITE (6,113101	 NP,XNP,RS 000375
00224 140* 1010 FORMAT 'S1NU MOHMA% ITFRATI:ONS FOR COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY, X00404
00224 141* 1	 1SH -'NP,xNP * RS =	 ,3F12.6) 000404
00225 1420 STOP OOC404
























TEMPERATURE (T1) MASS FLOW RATE (M2)
LOAD REQUEST (RE1)
	 CS	 MINIMUM AIR TEMPERATURE (TSO)
MAX. INPUT POWER (MP1)
	
-	 POWER REQUEST (RE2)
INPUT EFFICIENCY (EFI)
	 INTERRUPT FLAG (INT)
MAX. OUTPUT POWER (MP2)
The pneumatic storage vessel is based on a constant pressure underground 	 z.
cavern design as represented in Figure 7.7. A surface pressure—compensation 	 i
pond via a water shaft is assumed to maintain the vessel pressure at a con- r.
scant value. This model is assumed to be used in conjunction with a heat
exchanger. The energy is calculated as a function of the stored gas mass,







The-rafie of energy storage is computed from the equation
E = M1-4CPi^(T1—TO)
	
NU*E, charcd I nod
j	 E = M2itCP*(T2-TO)	 NU3,E, d is hard i ng
where Aki = mass flow rate during charge














4	 M	 1	 Inlet air mass flow rate	 Ib/h
^j	 CP	 Air heat capacity (D	 7..2X10 5)	 kwh/lb°F,
T	 1	 Inlet air temperature	 °F
-	 o
TO	 Minimum air temperature (D	 60)	 F
NU	 Leakage coefficient (D = 0.0008)
	 h 1
R	 Gas constant (D = 2.009X1b 5)	 kwh/lb
VM	 Maximum storage capacity (D = 1.2X10 6 )	 ft3
i
PR	 1	 Vessel pressure (D = 147)
	
psi
LE	 Life expectancy of vessel	 years
a
CV	 Vessel capacity cost (D = 0.22)
	
$/ft3
RE	 1	 Load request
	
kw
EF	 1	 Input product efficiency 	 -
MP	 1	 Input maximum power 	 kw
MDE
	
Mass threshold for priori ty resequencing	 lb
MD	 Maximum charge or discharge mass flow rate 	 lb
TM	 Maximum allowable air temperature (D = 120) 	 °F
s	






E	 Stored energy (state)	 kwh
M	 2	 Outlet mass flowrate	 lb/hr
T	 2	 Storage temperature	 °F
V	 Storage vol ume 	ft3
cc0	 Cost of vessel/year 	 $
MS	 Mass of air in storage (state)	 lb
MP	 2	 Maximum output power	 kw
RE	 2	 Maximum charging rate
	
kw
INT	 Interrupt priori ty flag
o
TS0	 Minimum air temperature (=TO)	 F














Output power (discharge)	 kw
ADM
	







VU	 Maximum storage volume	 ft3
The pneumatic storage vessel calculation sequence and default values assume
a 10atm cavern approximately 340 ft. below ground and sized for storage of
120kw`for 24 hours. A maximum cavern wall temperature of 120°F is assumed.
Cost estimates for the vessel were estimated from the results of Reference




1. "Preliminary; Feasibility Evaluation of Compressed Air Storage Power Sys-












TINC = integration step size, hr,
f t3
C1	 = conversion constant = 5.43x10-5
	 kw h/
Psi
1) Vessel Cost	 j€
CC0 = CVWM/1E
2) Storage temperature	 ^z
T2 = CP4HNS + TO
3) Storage volume
V M33" R*(T2+460)	 r
PR1*C1










RE2 = min MP1, MD1*CP*(TEM-TO) /EFl
	 f







6) Maxi mum discharge rate
I	 MD	 MIN(MDM,(MS—MDE)/TINC)










STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
u001 0GC326 IOL 0001	 000074 IDOL 0000 000004 1000F
0061 000344 20L OCO1	 ^00362 200L 0006 R 000000 CCI
DODS R OOd000 DUM 0003I 000001 ICNT 0003 I 000000 IMPL
000 131 p 000000 MSM 0004 R000000 TIME 0005 R 000007 TMAX
0000 000021 1D1DF
0006 R 000001 CMI
0000	 000072 iNJPS
0000 R 000002 TMAX1
0000	 000036 1020F
GG00 R 000003 Cl




OC10C 1* CCS 600000
00101 2+, -SUBROUTINE CS(` E,DE,IE 9 MS,DMSrIMS,M2,T2,V,CC,MP2,RE2,INT,TSO,PR2 000000
00101 3* 1	 •P,MDM,EU,VU,Ml, CP,T,TO,R,VM, PRI ,LE,NU,CVrRE19EF19KP1sMDE * MD,TM 000000 -
00101 4* 2	 ,TEM,CMI 000000
20101 S• C 000000
60101 6*' C PURPOSE	 PERFORMANCE MODEL OF CONSTANT PRESSURE STORAGE VESSEL 000000 .
GC101 7* C C-OCCJO
X0101 A* C METHOD	 ENERGY IN STORAGE COMPUTED AS A FUNCTION MASS AND 000000
00101 9* C" 000000
GO101 30* C INLET TEMPERATURE. CDGOGG f
00101 II* C 000000 f
001G1 12* C URITTEN BY F.O. MAHONY
	
VERSION 1, MARCH 23 1977 000070 1
0101 13* C OCGOCO .
00101 14* C CALL SEOUENCE COOOGO
%0701 1S* C CC0D00
CC101 IL* C OUTPUTS COC.OGG
00701 17* C E	 - STORED ENERGY (STATE VARIABLE?, KYH 000000
00101 It* C DE	 - STORED ENEP.6Y DERIVATIVE, KW CIO GOO C (.
OC101 19* C IE	 - STATUS INDICATOR FOR E 000000
c 0101 200 C MS	 - MASS OF AIR IN STORAGE	 (STATE VARIABLE), LB COu000
CO1G1 21* C DMS - AIR FLOW RATE, LB/HR 60000'0
00101 22* C IMS - STATUS INDICATOR FOR MS GO0000





GO101 24* C T2	 - STORAGE TEMPERATURE, BEG F 0000OG
00101 25+ C V	 - STORAGE VOLUME, F7**3 GOD000
00101 26* t CC	 - COST OF VESSEL/YEAP,`s 000000
00101 27* C MP2 - MAXIMUM OUTPUT POVER, KY CC ciao '0
00171 2P.* C RE2 - MAXIMUM CHARGING RATE,, KW OOCCOC
70101 29"* C INT - INTERRUPT PRIORITY FLAG 30LGG0
-10101 304 C TSO - MINIMUM AIR TEMPERATURE, DEG F 0000GO
"_}0101 31• C PR2 - VESSFL PPESSURE, PSI 000000
i • ;0101 32* C P	 - OUTPUT POWER	 (BISCHARGE), KY Cu000G
.0101 33* _ C MOM - MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE MASS FLOW RATE, LB/HR 0000u0
=0101 34* C EU	 - MAXI"UM STORED' ENERGY, KYH 000000
00101 35* t VU	 - MAXIMUM STORAGE VOLUME, FT**3 CoGCCO
^0101 36* C G0000C
E!C101 37* C INPUTS CCOJ00
_0101 38* C M1	 - INLET	 AIR MASS FLOW RATE, LB/HR 0000-10
X 0101 39*' C CP	 — AIR HEATCAPACITY, KWH/LB-OEG F 000002
LO101 4C * C T	 - INLET AIR TEMPERA:TURF, DEG F COL000
CU101 41* C TO	 - MINIMUM AIR TEMPERATURE, DEG F 000000
00101 42* C' R	 - GAS CONSTANT, KYH/LB-DEG R CD0000
:10101 43* C' VM	 - MAXIMUM STORAGE CAPACITY, FT**3' COOOOC[.G1C1 44* C- PR1 ,- VESSEL PRESSURE, PSI COL000
10101 45* C LE	 - LIFE EXPECTANCY OF VESSEL, YEARS OEC00C
L1 0101 4[•s, C NU	 - LEAKAGE COEFFICIENT. , 1/HR COGOOG
^' 0101 *7*- C CV	 - VESSEL CAPACITY COST 	 , S/FT**3 GDG000k.
;"0101 4E*' C -RE1 - LOAD REQUEST, KW 000000
G ;0101 49'• C EF1 - INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY 000000
LC1CI 5C*_ C MP1 - INPUT MAXIMUM POWER, KY LOGOOC
GC101 510'' C- MDE - RESERVOIR THRESHOLD MASS FOR PRIORITY GODDOO
OOi01 52* C RESEQUENCING, LB COGOCO
-1'-0101 53* C MD	 - MAXIMUM CHARGE / DISCH!:.GE MASS 'FLOW RATE * LB/HR G^G000
u0101 54* C TM	 - MAXIMUM ALLOWAELE STORAGE TEMPERATURE, DEG F CDOOG'0
00101 55* C TEM - MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE INLET TEMPERATURE, DEG F -100000
00101' 56• C' CM	 - MAINTENANCE COST / YEAR	 , S -100000
30101 57* C OOCOG'Dk
,.0101 58* C COL000
00103 59* COMMON 7CIMPL/IMPL,ICNT/CTIME/ TIME 	 /CSIMUL/DUMt71,TMAX 000000
C, €0104 6C* COMMON /COST/ CCI,CMI CDi,C70
GO105 61* REAL NU,MS,MP2sINT,MOM,M1sLE,MPI,MDE,MD,M2,MSM,MD1 OODOOC
50105 6?* C GOG000
uDIOS 63s C GOGODO
00106 64• IF(IMPL.GT."0) 60 TO 100 600000
00106 6F* C COOODOj... 00.110 66* IFICP-.EQ.	 .99999)	 CP = 72.0E-6 D00002
00112 67* IFtTM	 EQ.
	 .99999)	 TM= 120.0 000007
0011.4 68* IF170 .EQ.
	
.99999)
	 TO	 = 60.0 000014
00116 69* IFINU .'EQ.
	
.99999)	 NU = 0.0008 000021
00120 7C* IFIR	 ,EQ.	 .999991	 R	 _ 2.009E-5 OOL026
W 00122 71* IF(VM .CO.	 .999991	 VM = 1.2E*6 0^,0033
c) 00124 72* IFIPRI.EQ.
	 .99999)	 PR1
	 = 147.0 DOLD40N 00126 73* 7F(CV	 EQ.	 .99999)	 CV	 = 0.22 00-1045
^
C0133 74*., RE1=0.0 G00052
I-- C0130 75♦ C 000052
co CC131 76* THAX1 = TMAX*0.99999 u00053
00132 77* TSO=TO' LOCC56
tv 0.0132 78* C 000056
00133 79* CC = CV*VM/LE 000060




-- _ . 1
—cn ^
00134 81*,	 C 000064
0
00135 82• INT = 0. 000066
00136 83* PR2=PRI 000067
C) 00137 84* EU= 0. OOOG71 I 
N 00740 85* VU=	 0. C00072
—^ --00141 86* 1 C CONTINUE GCO^.74
E!0141 87*'	 C COOD74
COCC7YUL: 141 88* C ,
C0141 89* C OOGC7Y t	 4
00141 90*' C STORAGE TEMPERATURE 0•00074
00141 91* C 000074
00142 92s T2 = F/CP/MS*TO OOCC714
00142 93• C 000074
00142 94* C STORAGE VOLUME Of)GC74
00142 95* C 000074
00143 96* V = MS*R*(T2+460.01/PRl/C1 000100
00143 97* C 000100__.
00143 98* C MAXIMUM MASS AND	 CHARGING RATE 000100
00143 99* C OOC100
00144 100s MSM = VM*PRI*C1/R/(T2*46O.0) 000110
t ,	00145 101* MDM=MD 000116
60146 102* Mn1= AMINI(MDM,AMAXI(O.,(MSM-MS)/DURf7I)I 000120 -,	 -
OC147 103* RE2 = AMIN1(MPI,MD1*CP*fTEM-TO)1/EFI DOG133
CD147 104* C 000133
00147 105• C MASS FLOW OUT (DISCHARGE) 000133









110151 109* C ', 000153
C0151 11C* C MAXIMUM DISCHARGE RATE 000153
j-	 C0151 111* C 000153
00152 112* MOM= AMIN1(MOM, ANA XI(C.,(MS-MDEI/DUM('7i11 000155
00153 113* MP2 = CP*IT2-TO)*MDM 000171
00153 114* C 000171
C-0153 1150 C STORED ENERGY RATE 1300171
j	 00153 116* C CDC171
O0154 117* IF(IE.NE.01 DE=CP*(T-TOI*M1 - NU*E -RE1 5:0174
00154 Ile* C COU174 r00154 119* C STORED 'MASS -RATE COC174
C0154 120* C COG174
00156 121* IF(IMS.NE.01 DMS=M1-M2 000207 j
.	 00156 122* C, 006207
30156 123* C
-
PRIORITY INTERRUPT LOGIC DOC207 I
C0163 124* IFIMS . LE.	 MOEI	 INT-1. 000214
00162 125* IFIM, S.GT. 2. * MDE	 .AND.	 INT.EQ.l.)	 INT =D. :.00222 {;.
00164 12f,* TF(MS .GE.MSM1	 INT	 = -1. 600241
('0166 127* IF(MS.LT.	 MSM-MDE	 .AND. INT.EQ.-1.)	 INT=O. 000247
00170 12At IF(T2	 .GT.	 TM)	 TNT= -1. COC266
C011J 129* C OCU266
:0172 13.:• IF(IMrrL.LC.1)	 RETURN OOG274
00174 131* TF(IMPL.GT.2)60 TO 200 DOC303
('0176 132* IF(T2.LT.TM1	 GO	 TO	 10 COG 307
^.	 OC250 -133* VRITE(69100C)	 T297M OCD313
f	
-
i	 tN	 00204 134* 1CNT=LCNT41 000322
00205 135* 10	 IFfMS.GT,MOE)
	
GO	 TO 20 000326
`	 00207 13t* YC17E(6,1010)MS,MDE 000331
002I3 137* ICNT=ICNT*1 000340
c^CA
n
00214	 1380	 20 IFIMS.LT.MSM) 60 TO 200	 000344





	 i41f	 C	 C00356
OGZ22






002Z3	 1440	 2C0 EU = ltlAXi(EU,E1 	 COC362
00224	 145*	 YU = AMAX1(VU,W)
	
DOC367
00224	 1460	 C	 C00367	 i
00Z2S	 1470	 IFITIME . LT.TMAX3) RETURN 	000375
00227	 1400	 CCI _ CCI+CC	 L00404
00230	 1490	 CrI =CHI +CM	 000407
0023)	 15D-	 C	 COG407	 .___•
OC231
	 1510	 RETURN
CC232	 1520	 1000 F0RM.AT(1H0.23HCS STORAGE: TEMERATURE,F12.3,18HGREATER THAN ALLOY*
CO232
	
)530	 1	 5HABLE	 .	 F12.31
00233	 1:4•	 1010 F0RYAT(1H092SHCS MASS OF AIR Ik. STORAGE.FIZ.3,
OC'233
	 1550	 1	 Z6H	 BELOW MINIMUM ALLOWABLEz;V12.3)
0023 4#	 156*	 1020 FORMAT(IHD,25HC5 MASS OF AIR IN STORAGE,FIZ.3s
00234	 1570	 1 28"	 EXCEEDS-MAXIKUK ALLOWA3LEsFi2.31
{


























POWER(PI) ROTOR SPEED (RS)
PRIER REQUEST (REI) FE POWER REQUEST (RE2)
INPUT EFFICIENCY (EFI)
_—INTERRUPT FLAG (INT)
MAX, INPUT POWER (MPl OUTPUT EFFICIENCY (EF2)




The	 flywheel	 model	 is a	 first	 order differential 	 equation	 for kinetic energy




Power	 losses	 include clutch losses versus shaft speed and torque,
k. ndage losses,	 and friction	 losses due to bearing and seals.
	 Shaft speed
is determined analytically from kinetic energy.
	 Priority	 interrupt_ logic
is activated	 if minimum or maximum capacity levels are reached.
y
Basic Equations
KE	 k* W2 xr
a
ICE — P	
_ PC *W_  C  *W 2.8 
jP IN
 OUT	 1	 2
w
where	 k, CAF). C 2 are	 flywheel	 constants
rotor speed in rad/sec
P IN	 input power - clutch	 losses







CLO	 Clutch losses versus rotor speed (rpm)	 kw I
and 'torque (ft-lb), when engaged (Table
dimension = 90)
CL1	 Clutch losses versus rotor speed (rpm) 	 kw




PR	 Pressure in vacuum housing	 psi
FM	 Moment of inertial	 slug-ft2
d
RF	 Radius of flywheel	 ft
SR	 Shaft radius	 ft
WT	 Flywheel weight	 lb
a
KF	 Coefficient of friction	 !
ZE	 Width of flywheel at tip 	 ft
C2	 Windage loss coefficient (analytic default) 	 -
P	 1	 Input power	 kw
R	 EF	 1	 Input product efficiency
MP	 1	 Input maximum charging rate 	 kw






EO	 Minimum allowable storage capacity 	 kwh
^I
i	 E1	 Maximum allowable storage capacity 	 kwh
I;	 EDE
	
Energy deadband for priori ty resequencing	 kwh
CM	 Maintenance cost/year 	 $	 I




	RS	 Rotor speed	 rpm
KE	 Kinetic energy (state)	 kwh
I







Vrar• i^ybI41POr°t t^O^zr it>fii^^n.^ttt
rm Input	 tOrquo	 (chartling)
T! Output	 torque	 i	 i	 ch r t ingl t 1--1b
P Output Power kw
PLO Clutch losses	 (charging) 1cll+
PL:L Clutch	 i'OSS S	 tciischar° itng1 kw
i P	 41 output off iOlOnay --
h1i'	 2 MOXinrurn Output pOWer hw
IN1 interrupt	 t. l rte
PC Wiximum charging power roquGut I\w	
A
MWmuni -tored enur gy kwh	
3
rUPt` M-nxituutn charge r°ato kw
MP() Maximum dls(horgO rate kw	
I
SPty Sum Of charging enor'gy h^^+tl








	 t	 y T'^^ 14
FL
Calculation Sequence
1) Compute flywheel constants
k = 1 -,' NW /3.76616*10 -7
2
C = KF*WT*SR*/ 1.3558*10 ,3




C = 1.0946 * 10-
0
If KE < EO or KE > El write diagnostic
2) Compute rotor speed





3) Compute power losses and net power when charging	 a
a








If P IN <O, write diagnostic
4) Compute power losses and output power when discharging
If RE1 = 0, set T1 = PL1
	
P2 POUT 0 and go to 51	 -
T1 RE1*737.,6/W






P2	 RE1 - PL1
POUT = RE1
diagnosticIf P2 < 0,
	 set P2 = 0. and write dia )
5) Compute power losses when disengaged
If P1 > 0 o RE! > 0, go to 6)
POUT — CLI(RS)
6) Flywheel	 kinetic energy rate	 w,
)
POUT — c1*W—  V1 
W 2.-S
KE	 P IN
7) Maximum	 Input	 (charging power)	 I
TM _ MP1*737.6/W
MPO = MP1 - CLO(RS,TM)
If MPO <_ 0, 	 write diagnostic and go to 8) 	 a
t
EFO = EFV( MP0/MP1
RE2 = MIN(MP0,RAP),(E1-KE)/TINC}/EF0
8) Output efficiency and maximum power
RAP1 = MIN(RAP,(KE—E0)/TINC), TINC = integration step-
TM = RAP1*737.6/W
C









0003 CIMPL 000002 r
0004 CTIME OOP001 Z► (,3
0305 CSIMUL 000010 ^1
DOC6 COST 000002
Ut









STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
OOC1 000060 1OL 0000	 000042 108F 0000	 O00O26 109F 0001 000147 20L coal	 000315 200L
0000 OCCO60 208F 0001	 000412 3001 0000	 000074 308F 0001 000440 4COL 0001	 C-OOS44 500L
0000 OCC110 508F 0001	 000574 600L 0001	 000705 700L 0000 000125 708E V000 R COODOS AK
0000 R OCCO22 APC 0006 R 000000 CCI 0006 R 000001 cmi 0000 R 000006 Cl 0EL5 R 00^000 OUM
0000 R 000025 ECO 0000 R 000024 EC1 UODO R 000021 EFO 0003 I D00001 1CNT 0003 I 00000C IMPL
OCGO SUD166 INJPS ODOO 1	 000012 Y.N4 0003 R 000001 MPA 0000 R DOGO02 Y.PB OOGG R 000000 rP0
0000 I C00011 M4 0000 1000013 NNNRS OCOO I D00014 NNNRS4 0000 I OCCO07 NNRS OGCO I C00013 NNT i
JOCO R GG'0015 OMEGA DODO R 000016 PIN 0300 R COOD17 POUT OGDO R 000023 RAPT 0010 R OOOOCO TPLU1
0007 R GOCL00 TPLUZ 3CO4 R '000000 TIME 0000 R 000003 TINC 0000 R 000020 TM OCCS R COOG07 TMAX
0000 R 000004 7MAXI
00100 lw CFL 000007
00101 2+ SUBROUTINE	 FL(CLO,CLI,RS,KE. KED,IKE,T0,TI,P2,PLO,PLI,trF2,MP2,INT, 000007
^0101 3a 1 RE2,ME , MPC,MPD,SPC,SPD, PR,HM , RF,SR , WT,KF,ZE,C2,P1 .EFI,MPI , RAP LOODG7
1-0101 4+ 2 REI,EO,rl,EDE,CM,CC) O0G007
00102 S* C 000007
G0101 6+ C PUPPOSE MODEL OF FLYWHEEL CAPABLE OF ABSORBING POWER 000007
0101 7s C AND OF DELIVERING POWER ON REQUEST 000007
C0101 9* C G0007
F-+	 01010 •9* G METHOD OUTPUT POWER AND KINETIC ENERGY COMPUTED FROM GOG007
v	 00103 10$ L03037
00103 11+ C POWER REOUEST AND INPUT POWER COG0127
00103 12x C G06007
00103 13* 000007
00103 14r; 000007
C0103 15* C WRITTEN BY 'Y.K.CHAN	 -VERSION 1, JUNE 17, 197T 000007
Ooio3 16* C COVC07
00103 17* -C CALL SEQUENCE G01,007
00103 1PS C TABLES C00507
30103 19* C -CLUTCH LOSSES VS ROTOR SPEEDIRPM) AND TOROUFIFT-LB)sKY Fj0CDG7
-0103 2C» C CL1 --CLUTCH LOSSES VS ROTOR SPEEDIRPM) WHEN DISENGAGED,KW P-00007
10103 21* C OUTPUTS COCC07
00103 22*- C PS	 -ROTOR SPEFD, RPM GOCOD7
G0173 23* G KE	 -KINETIC ENERGY(STATE},KWH 003007
CC133 24* C KED -KINFTIC FnERGY INCREASE RATE,KW C00CC7
00103 25* C IKE -IN7EGRATOR CONTROL COOCJ7
£0103 26* C TO	 -INPUT TOROUE (CHARGING), F7-LB CDC-007
L0103 270 C' T1	 -OUTPUT TORQUE (DISCHARGING),FT-LB 0DG007F 00103 28* C P2	 -OUTPUT' POWER,KW 000007
001,33 29* C PLO -CLUTCH LOSSES (CHARGINGI,KY DDG007
00103 30r C PL1 -CLUTCH LOSSES tOISCHARGING),KY DDC907
00133 31* C EF'2 -OUTPUT EFFICIENCY COLD07
C Co 103 32* C MP2' -MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER,-KW 00CG07
00103 33* C TNT -PRIORITY INTERRUPT FLAG COLD07
OC103 34* C RE2 -MAXIMUM CHARGING POWER REQUEST 500007
F 00103 35* C STATISTICS X00007
CD103 36* C ME	 MAXIMUM STORED ENERGY,KYH GOCCO7
s 001 :.03 S7r -C MPC -MAXIMUM CHARGE .RATE r:Kii $00007
` OCID3 38* C MP 	 -MAXIMUM DISCHARGE RATE,KW 000007
.,
-0103 39r C SPC -SUM OF CHARTING PO4ER,KYH C00007 f-.
OC103 40* C SPO -SUM' OF DISCHARGING POWER,KWH COL007
60103 41* C INPUTS DOCO07
i OC103 42* C PR	 -PRESSURE IN VACUUM HOUSING,PSI CJC007 Q Z
00103 43* C HM	 -MOMENT OF INERT TA, SLUG-F72 000007
00103 44* C RF'	 -RADIUS OF FLYWHEEL,FT 00DO07 r
C0103 45* C SR	 -SHAFT RADIUS,FT 000707 ^v
r 11C1D3 4E* C YT	 —FLYWHEEL VEIGHT,LB 000007
00103 47* C KF	 —COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 300007
00103 48* C ZE	 -WIDTH OF FLYWHEEL AT TIP,FT CDGC07 h
C0103 49* C C2	 -WINDAGE COEFFICIENT (ANALYTIC DEFAULT) 000307 ^..^
G0103 50* C P1	 -INPUT POWER,KV OOL007 zL`
E0103 51* C EF1 -INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY COGO37
CC133 52* C' MP1 -INPUT MAXIMUM CHARGING RATE,KY 000007
00103 53*' C RAP -RATTED POWER, CHARGE OR DISCHARGE,K4 L00007
00103 54* C PEI -DISCHARGE LOAD REQUEST,KY VOCC07
00103 55* C EO	 -MINTMUM ALLOWABLE STORAGE CAPACITY,,KWH C00307
00133 56* C EI	 -MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE STORAGE CAPACITY,KYH OOCCG7
00103 57* C EDE -ENERGY DEADRA'ND FOR PRIORITY R.LSQUENCING,KUH 600007
DGIC3 58* C CM'	 -M'AINIENANCE COST/YEAR,S 000007
00103 59* C CC	 -CAPITAL COST/YEAR,-. COGOG7
C0103 (,0* C 000007
06103 61* COMMON' /CIMPLIIHPL,TC}JT/CTIME/TIME/CSIKUL/ DUM(7,),TMAX 000007
1-0103 62• x	 /COST/CCI,CMI COLOC7
100104 63* REALKE,1cED,MP2,ItJT,MF.rHPC,MPD,KF,HPI,MPO,MPA,MPB COLD07
Q .0105 64* DIMENS1014	 CLO(11,CLI(l) 0000#37
0105 65# C CC0S:C7Co 00106 66* IF(IMPL.GT.:1)GO	 TO	 13 C00007
0110 67* TINC=DUH(71*.5 G00012
:.Dill 6P* IFtC2.EQ..99999)C2=(1.09a6E-7)*tPRs#.8}#tRF##4.6f2.3rZEfiIRFrt3.6I) co Lie 15
C0113 69* ItJT=v. OQErC45




V.P. 00114 710 C DOGO%60 10115 7?♦ MF=O. GC ,051
co 010116 730 REI=O. ^D%G52
E0117 740 MPC=O. COGO53
ry r. 12 75* MPG=C. GCCCS'4 _.
00121 76s SPC=J.' COL055
C0122 77* SPO=O., 0CD56
OD123` 78t 10 CONTINUE wL'G360
CC'124 79s AK=.5 *ffM *3.76616E-7 CDOC60
CG125- BC* C1= tlFyWT *SR^1 .355/1 E.-3 CDOC63 i.
60126 A':1* TFl((KE.G7..EO)..DND.,tKE.LL.EI)).OR.(IMPL.NE.2))GO 	 TO	 20 G0"(j070
0013 821 IFIKE.LE.EO)VRITE(6,108)KE,EO C3G115
0r135 83* IF(XF .GE.E1 )WRITE (6,109')KE,E1 C(0'1'.D
00142 84* 109' FORYAT(IH0926H FLYWHEEL KINETIC ENERGY	 F12.3, c00743
C3142 85t X	 18H FXCCEDS CAPACITY	 ,F12.31 000143
00143 86* 108 FORMAT(I110,24H FLYWdEFL KINFTIC ENERGY,F12.3, OOG143
00143 87* X' 33H FALLS P.ELOW MINIMUM REQUIREMENT	 ,FI2.3) C001143
00144' 6P.* ICNT=ICNT+1 COGI113
00145 89s 20 CONTI - Ur CDGl y 7
00146 901 N ►_RS=rL0(2) COG 1.47
C0147 9'1* NNT=Ct013) ODG155 -'
00150 924 M4=)OtT44 000164
i 00151, 930 M):4=M4+NURS C0016630152 9Y* NNNP.S=CL1 (21 C00170
1 O,C153 95+ NNNRS4=Nt,*NRS+4 COU177
€
00154 96 TO=v. COG201 __.. _..
CC155 974 Tl=0. CC 202
0015 6 98* P2=0. COOZ03
OC157 99* PL0,0. ODU204
00160 1004 PL1=0. C002G5
00161 101+ REZ=0, 0G0206
00161 1J2* C CDC2G6
C0161 IJ3* C COMPUTE ROTOR SPEED COG206
`U0161 1L44 C C00206 E -
< -,0162 1.,50 1CO OMEGA=1.E-6 GC:G207
Gi Z0163 1L64 IF(KE.GT.C.)OMEGA=SORT(KE /AK's 006211
Co 165 107• RS= OMEGA*30./3.14159 COC-223
00166 10?.• PIN=D. GOG227 t-^ E=1
CG166 109* C C00227
1:0166 110+ C COMPUTE POWER LOSSES AND NET POWER WHEN CHARGING 000227
OC166 111• C 000227
C0167 1I2s_- TF(P1.E0.0.)G0 TD
	
200 CG0233
GC17I 113* TO=P1r737.6/OMEGA C002'36
ED172 114* PLO=TPLU2(RS,TO,CLO(M4),CLO(4'),CLO(MN4),I,I,-NNRS,-NNT,NKRS,NNT) COG2'42 _.
00173 115+ PTN-PI-PLO 006272
OC174 116* POU7=0. 000274
00174 117* C 00027% E
OC175 118* IFt'PIN.GE'.O.)GO	 TO	 200 ' 000275 }
'0177 119♦ IF(IMPL.kE.2)GO TO	 2G0 000277
GCT_*01 120 VRl7E (6,2C8')'PLO,P1 000302'
002D5 121* 206 FORMAT'(1HO,21H' FLYWHEEL POWER LOSS	 F12.3, 000311
DFi2G5 122+ X24H EXCEEDS CHARGING POWER
	 ,F12.3) 000311
00266 123* ICNT=ICHT+1 COC311
GD2Cb 174+ G 000321
DOZ06 1251 C COMPUTE POWER. LOSS-ES AND OUTPUT DOVER WHEN DISCHARGING 036311
DOZDb IZGa C (,00312
COZ97 127* 200 TF(RE1.EO.0.)GO	 TO	 300 ODL315
t-
OC211 128* T1=REI*737.6/OMEGA 00031b
CO212 129* PLI=TPLU2(RS,-TI,CLO(M4),CLO(4),CLO(MN4),1,1,-NNRS,-NNT,NNRS,NN7) OOG322
00213 _	 1.30* P2=REi-PL1 000357
CO21 AI 131* POUT=REI 000361
j
00215 132* IFIP2.GT.O..OR.IMPL.NE .2)GO TO 300 000363 w^
00,2 17 133* WRITE(6,308)PL1,RE1 000376
00223 134*- 3 C	 FOR'NAT(1HC,16H	 FLYWHEEL LOSS	 ,F12.3 9 I,OD4C5
D0223 235* X27H EXCEEDS DISCHARGING POWER	 ,F12.31 0.00405
OC22'4 136* 1CNT=IC'1T+1 000405
0022S 137* P2=0. 3OC41C
CC225 138*- C 000410
00225 I37* C COMPUTE POWER LOSSES WHEN DISENGAGED COC410
00225 14C* C 00041C
00226 141* 000412
00226 142* 000412
00226 193* 300	 ;F(PI.GT.D.)GO TO	 400 000412
00230 144* IF(REI.GT.O.)GO TO 400 000414
00232 145* POUT=TBLU1(RS,CL1(41,CL1(NNNRS4),1,-NNNRS) 000421
OOL32 1460 C 000421
OC232 147* C FLYWHEEL KINETIC ENERGY BALANCE C-OC421
00232 148* c 000421
00233 149* 400 IF(IKE.NE.0)KEO=PIN-POUT--C1*OMEGA-C2*(OMEGA**2.8) 000440
00233 150# C CC 0440
00233 251* C MAXIMUM CHARGING POWER REOUEST 000440 "-
0O233 152♦ C 000440
00235 153* 7M=MP1*737.6/OMEGA DOC456
00236 154* MPA=TBLU2(RS,TM,CLO(M41,CL0(4),CLO(MN4) ♦1, l,-NNRS*-NNT9 COC462
00236 155* X	 NNRS,NNTI 000462
00237 1.56* MPO=MP2-MPA OCU516
00240 157* IF(MPO.GT.0.160 TO 500 000520
00242 15e* IF(IMPL.EO.2)WRITF16,5UB)MPA,MP1 DOU522
60247 159* 508	 FORMAT(IND,22H FLYWHEEL CLUTCH LOSS 	 ,F12.3, 000534
00247 16[io X 31H EXCEEDS MAXIMUM INPUT POWER 	 eF12.31 0011534
GO'25A 161* IF(IMPL.EO.2)ICNT=ICNT*l 000534 y
OC252' 167* GO TO 600 CCO542
OC253 163*' 500 EF0=EF1*HPO/MP1 000544
00254 164* APC= AMAX1(D..1EI-KE)/DUM(7)) 600547
00255 165* RF2=A"INI(MPO,RAP,APC) COU557
00256 166* RE2=RE2/EF0 000571
00256 167* C" CG0571
00256 168* C' OUTPUT EFFICIENCY AND MAXIMUM'POWER 000571
00256 269* C 000571
00257 170* 600 RAPT=(KE-EO)/(TINC*2.1 000574
00260 171* RAPT=AMIN1(RAPT,RAP) 000601 __..
00261 172* - RAPT=AMAX1(RAPT,RA:P/1000.) 000606
00262 173* TM=RAPT»737.6/0NEGA COG615
00263 174* MFO=TPLU2(RS.;,-7M,CLO(M4),CLO(4),CLO(MN4),1919-NNRS,-NNT, 000620
m 00263 175* X	 NNRS,NNTI- 000620(A 00264 1760 MP2=RAPT-MP6 000655
4P- 00265 177* IF(rP2.GT.0..OR-IMPL.NE.2)GO TO 700 COC657CD 00267 178# 708 FORMAT(IHO,22H FLYWHEEL CLUTCH LOSS	 ,F12.3, COG672
Co
G0267 179* X27H EXCEEDS DEL7YCRABLE POWER	 ,F12.3) GOG672 `-









CC276 183* EF2'=Mr2/RAPT 000713
00,2 77 184* IF(REI.GT .O..AND.P2.GT.G.)EF2=P2IRE1 000715
,^ a
i ' OCZ71 125», C iDD 11 5 r
a0277 18f7•t' C PRIORITY I11TERP.UPT C00715
00277 laa7'4 [ GG071 5
o VC301 1?8* EC1=EI-ED;E 020734t Go3oz 1399 ECO=EO}ED€ L00737
C1d3Fi3 190# TF ((KE.OT.-ECOI	 X`14D- (INT.EO.I. ) IIHT=D. 000742
003;5 I9l* IF ((KE.LT.EC11 .AHd. (INT•E0.-1.) )ZHT=O. .2.010760
DGi37 192 CC3776
OC307 193a IF(KE.LE.EOIIf:T=1. '100776
0;0311 194'r IFUKE,.GT.EI)INT=-I. fsOl	 034
- Gt13II 1954 IF(tKF.GT. ECO ).RHJ.[KE.LT.ECl/)ZNT=O. LC10I2-
G(1315 19c4 IF(IKPL.LE.IIRETUR)4' 001331
00:15 1974 C L'DI31
D0315 1980 G S74TISTICS 001031
or315 1994 C GCk:1031
003I7 200* {!F=AMAXI (PI E ,KE) COIC40
^., LO 323 2014: MPCrAKAX1(MPC.Kf:D) CDIC46
CC321, 202• MPD=A)AAX) (MPO,-KED) 001054
00322 2D3t SPC=SPC+TI?IC"P1 601.062
00373 2046 SPD=SPD+1If1C*f'2 001066
r'
f` 00323 2C.5 C 001066:
F' 0032(5 2564 IF(TL E.L7.7MAXl)RETURi( C01272
00326 2D7x CCI=CC14C.0 u0i101
GG327 2084 CHI=GMI+CN 'd1104
00327 209* G C011vh
E 003330 2101 G01107
CL 33J 711* RETUR!{ G-01107
t°
G0331 212W END ODI332
1













AN	 ABS(AN) ^ 0.5 for equispaced interpolation






















N RSUBOUTINE FU ENTRY POINT 000065 i
4
STORAGE USED COOE411	 000075; DATA(D) 000014; BLANK COMMON(2)	 000000




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT C8L1!'K. TYPE * RELATIVE LOCATION, 	 NAME)
0000 DOOCOS INJP!	 0000 1 000002 N	 0000 I 00.0000 NA 0000 I 000001 NS 0003 R	 000000 TBLU1 ^....
^.1
65100 1* CFU 000003
OG131 2* SUBROUTINE FU(FTA,FO,FIN,AN) 000003 k``
OD 101 3* C 000003
GC101 4* C PURPOSE — TO CALCULATE OUTPUT FO AS AN ARBITRARY FUNCTION OF GOGDG3 r
GD101 5* C INPUT FIN USING TABULAR INPUT FTA GIVING 'FO=F(FIN) COOD03
CG101 6* C 000003
f01o1 7* C METHOD	 — SELF EXPLANATORY OD0003
LO1G1 Es C COG303 t
00101 9* C COuGD3 t	 ..	 -.j
CO101 ICs C LIMITATIONS — MAXIMUM ARRAY SIZE IS 18 LOG1,03
66101 11* C 000003
00,131 12* C COG003
CD 101 13* C WRITTEN BY — ADAM LLOYD	 LATEST REVISION APRIL	 77 COOD03
CO1D1 14* C OOGnO3
60101 15* C CCL'G03
00101 16* C INPUT/OUTPUT LIST GOG5D3
COlAl 17* C CGDO03
00101 18* C FTA	 TABULAR INPUT FO=F(FIN) 	 ANY INPUT
	
TABLE 600003
00101 19* C FO	 OUTPUT	 ANY OUTPUT VAR CO00O3
CD101 20+ C FIN-	 INPUT	 ANY INPUI	 VAR COLOG3
t1Oi01 21*- C	 _ AN	 SET' ABSCAN).GT.0.5 FOR UNEOUAL SPACED TABLE DATA -•--INPUT L00003
^:O1D1 22* C SET ABS(AN).LE.0.5 FOR EOUI-SPACED	 TABLE DATA CODO93
L0101 23* C A NEGATIVE VALUE OF AN WILL COG003
C.01J1 24* C PREVENT EXTRAPOLATION BEYOND OOUCO3
00101 25* C TABLE LIMITS' C00003
CD101 26* C CCGG03
00103 27* DIMENSION FTA(1) Z:00003


















6011.2 33* RETURN COLCS3 J
001'13 34* END C00074
FV











FTA	 Table of functional relationships (maximum
number of table values	 144)
Inputs
Parameter/Port
FNA'	 Input quantity (primary)
FNB	 Input quantity (secondary)
AN	 ABS(AN) < 0.5 for equal spaced FNA data,F





















t^	 SUBROUTINE FV	 ENTRY POINT 000161'N
STORAGE, USED CODE11) 000204; DATA(0) 000036; BLANK COMMON(21 OOOOGO
	 y__




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPEv RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
f	 0000	 CG00:	 I PS	 GC	 0 00 NAN	 N	 C00	 0	 -22 NJ	 GO I 00 6	 OD00 1000007 O N	 0000 I 000000 N1	 0	 I 0000 1 N2
0000 I 000002 N3	 0000 1 000003 N4	 3000 I OCCO04 NS




00101	 2* 	 SUBROUTINE' FV(FTA,FO,FNA,FNS•AN,BN) 	 000003
60101'	 3*	 C	 006003
00101	 4*	 C	 PURPOSE	 TO CALCULATE OUTPUT FO AS AN ARBITRARY FUNCTION OF INPUT
	 000003
00101	 5*	 C	 VARIABLES FNA AND FNB. INPUT TABLE FTA IS USED GIVING
	
000003




00101'	 8+	 C	 METHOD - TWO DIMENSIONAL TABLE LOOKUP' 	 600003
00101
	 9*	 C	 000003
00101
	 10*	 [	 COLCO3	
bCO101	 11*	 C	 LIMITATIONS - MAX ALLOWABLE SIZE OF TABULAR ARRAY IS 12112.	 uDGGC•3	 r^-
00101
	 12*	 G	 COCO03	 QQ 4000101




	C	 WRITTEN BY - GEORGE DULEBA




15*	 C	 006003	 b
J0101	 16*	 c' 000303 
00101
	 17*	 C	 INPUT /OUTPUT LIST	 000003	 ^.r
00101
	 18*	 C	 000003
OClul
	
1S*	 C	 FTA	 TABULAR INPUT	 ---	 INPUT TABLE	 GCG003
CO101	 2C*	 v	 FO	 OUTPUT	 ANY	 OUTPUT VAR	 GOODOz
[0101
	 21*	 C	 FNA	 INPUT A	 ANY	 INPUT VAR	 GO00O3
0101
	 22*	 C	 FNB	 INPUT B'	 ANY
	 INPUT VAR	 000003
COlG1	 23*	 C AN




24*	 C	 A NEGATIV
€
 VALUE INDICATES THAT THE NEAREST END
	 000003
00101	 25*	 C'	 POINT IS TO BE USED UPON EXTRAPOLATION.
	 C00003
U0131	 26*	 C	 BN	 SET ABS(9N) .67. 0.5 FOR UNEQUAL SPACED FNB DATA- INPUT PAR"	 OCGOC3
00101'
	
27*	 C	 A NEGATIVE VALUE INDICATES THAT THE NEAREST END
	 COLD03
Do 101	 28*	 C	 POINT IS TO BE USEDUPON EXTRAPOLATION.	 %00003
I	
G0101=	 29*	 C	 006003






	 32*	 N2=FTA(21+FTA(31+4 GCCf'_14






7.11 AC INDUCTION GENERATOR
POWER (P1)
INPUT EFFICIENCY (EF1) 	 GE




—^— OUTPUT EFFICIENCY (EFZ)
--,.,ft-OUTPUT MAX. POWER (MP2)
r.
The induction generator produces electrical power proportional to rotor slip,
	 #
i.e. difference between rotor speed and synchronous speed. This relationship`
is used to compute rotor speed given input power and the generator parameters.
Two power losses are modeled: a constant multiplicative term due to resistive
heating and an additive term due to mechanical friction. Default parameters
are bared on a conventional squirrel—cage induction motor/generator machine.
	 t°




Output power P2 and rotor speed RS are computed from the following equations:
i
Pr = EE *(P1—C-tVRs`)
l
PL _ (RS/RSl`<-1)
	 (Power is proportional to slip)
i	 RAP	 RA5
x
where	 EE'= electrical efficiency









Parameter/Port	 Desgr i pt ion	 UrIL11
P	 1	 Input power	 kw
RAP	 Rated output power	 kw
k
z;Sl'	 Synchronous rotor speed (D = 1800)	 rpm
RAS	 Rated power? slip (G = Qua)
j	 DA	 Mechanical damping (D - 0.0)
	
^iou[e-st^c




Rated Ous voltage (D _ 400)
	
veal t
3	 Input product efficiency	 -
4i['	 Maximum input discharge rate (D - Ixlt? B l	 kw
cc	 Capital costiyear
Maintenance cost/ year,
G,e' i <aL i	 Pert
{a	 2	 Output power	 kw
$L	 Electrical efficiency
}:S	 Rotor speed	 rprl
l'L.	 Power l oss	 kw
k 't	 Output product efficiency
Maximum output discharge rate 	 kw
Y
i  


























2)	 If P1	 0 set P2 = 0,	 RS = RSY and go to 4)
a
Compute rotor speed W in rad/sec using




with	 W = RSY3`(27 /60)
o
)	 Compute RS and output power !.
RS =W"(60/271) s
P2 = RAP(RS/RSY-1)/RAS f





Compute	 loss,	 efficiency terms,- ;.
PIL _ P1-P2
EF2 = EFI*EFF
5)	 Compute maximum output rate
MP2 = MIN(RAP,MP1"EFF)
f,





SUBROUTINE GE ENTRY P?DINT 000253











STORAGE ASSIGNMENT IBLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, F-AMED
0001 000064 IOL 0000	 ODOOD5'lOOF	 0001	 000074 20L 0001	 000172 30L 0000 R 000003 A
r 3000 R 060004 B DODS R 000000 CC	 0005 P D00001 CM 0005	 000003 CV 0005	 CCO002 CO
0006 000000 DUM 0000 R 000000 ErF	 0003 I OD0001 ICNT 0003 1 000000 IMPL OOCC	 O00O32 If1JPs
0000 :R 000002 RATI 0004 R 000000 TIME	 0006 R 000006 TINC 0006 R 000007 TMAX 0000 R 000001 TMAX1
r' 00300 lr CGE CODOOC
50101 2r SUBROUTINE GE(P2,EE,RS,PL,EF2,PM2,PMN,SP,PI,RAP,RSV,RAS,DA,SR,VO, :;00000
1.0101 3• 1 EF1,PMI,CCI,CMI) CDODOC
(0101 4+ C 00030G
00101 S* C PURPOSE	 MODEL AC INDUCTION GENERATOR COD000
0. 0101 6r C 000000
60101 7* C METHOD
	 MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCIES ARE USED TO COMPUTE BOODGC
CO301 Br C OUTPUT POWER.	 ROTOR SPEED IS COMPUTED ASSUMING POWER IS DG000C
G'O1G1 9• C PROPORTIONAL TO SLIP. COG000
^- 01G1 10r C 000000
00101 11* C WRITTEN BY A.W. WARREN VERSION 1, MARCH 16 1977 CD0000
11 0101 120 C 000000
U0191 13s C CALL SEDUENCE 000000
O0 00101 14* C OUTPUTS COGclOC
C 00101 15* C P2	 - OUTPUT POWER, KW 000000 n 00101 16• C EE	 - ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY COGODO
-P- CO101 17r C RS	 - ROTOR SPEED, RPM DG:u000C:)
I-- CQlCl 18* C PL	 - POWER LOSS, KW CGClaDO
00
:) LIOIUl 19* C EF2 - OUTPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY COGL'DGCO101 20* C PM2 - MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER, KW GGL000
N 1.0101 21+ C PMN - MAX. OFSERVED OUTPUT POWER I RATED POWER COu000
00101 22* C SP	 - TOTAL OUTPUT ENERGY, KWH 000000
CO101 23* C i3OCGi,D
r;
Ulc'
CGio 24* C I tip UIS L000;00
CD101 25* C P1	 - IN PUT POWER, KW COOC;;D
CCI01 26* C RAP - RATED OUTPUT POWER, KY CCGI`,03
co 60101 27* c RSY - SYNCHRONOUS ROTOR SPEED, RPMN C0LOCG
t CO 101 28* C RAS - RATED POWER SLIP
	
(DEFAULT = .C51 CDCDoC
N GG101 29* C OA	 - MECHANICAL DAMPING, JOULE-SEC COC70C
110101 3^* C SR	 - STATOR MISTANCE, OHMS LOLJGG
00131.' 31+ C VO	 - RATED FUS VOLTAGE,	 VOLTS COLOOC
00131 32* C EF1 -- Tt1PUT PRODUCT
	 EFFICIENCY G,')LOLD
C.G1O1 33* C PHI - MAXI M UM IttPUT POWER,	 KW CCDCOD
r' ..01J1 34* C CCI	 - CA P ITAL	 COST/YEAR,	 s CCLCOG
I COlal 35* C CHI	 - MAIMTE) ANCE	 COST/YEAR, s CQuCOC
i C0101 36* C CDG^OC ^,	 .
! CC 103 37* COMMON /CIMPL/ IHPL,ICN7 /CTIME/ TIME 00 COD C
LG1a4 38* COMMON /COST/ CC,CM,CC,CV /CSIMUL/ DUM(61,TINC,TMAX COGCOG
' 00134 39* C INITIALIZATION 000000 4'
;:C1J4 4C* C [126cOG
C0I05 41* IF(	 TNPL.GT.0)	 60	 TO	 10 uGL35C
CC107 42* EFF	 =, 1. C00002
COlIG 43* TMAXI = TMAX*	 .99999 GOCOG4 a
10111 44s IF(RSY.EO	 .99999)	 RSX = 1800. CDG007 Y
00113 45* 3F(RAS.EO.
	
.999991	 RAS	 =	 .05 CCD014
X0115 46* IF(DA,.EQ.	 .99999)	 DA	 =	 0. CIO L02i
0117 47t IFISR	 .EQ.	 .99999)	 SR	 = 6.4/RAP C3CO25
00121 4E+ IF(VO .EQ.
	
.999991	 VO = 4^""O. GOLJ33
001.23 49* IF(PM1.E0.	 .99999)	 PHI
	 =	 I.Elo CGC040C0125 5C* PYN =0.0 COLP45
:.0126 51* SP	 =n.0 001;046
00127 524 PATT = RAP*IGCO./VO C00047
C0133 53* EE	 ; RAP/(RAP • SR*.DDI*RATI*+21 CGLO53
00 133 54* C C[TGC53 .
00133 55* C COMPUTE ROTOR SPEED AND OUTPUT POWER COGO53 p
CL130 56 C GULC53 =^`
00131 57* 10 IF(	 P1.67.	 0.1	 GO	 TO 20 000364
00133 58+ P2 =0.0 LOCG66 ^^
X10134 59* PL =O.0 COOG67
C0135 617* RS = PST CCL07L
00136 6'1* GO TO 3C C00072
C0136 62* C 000072 v
00137 63+ 20 A = RAP/{EE*RAS) 000074
00140 64* 0 = RSY/(	 A . RSY+*2*DA*1.0966E-51 COG1O0
LG141 65* RS	 p+lA	 •	 P11 (00110 r-.t3
C0142 66* P2 = RAP*(RS/RSY - I.)/RAS GCC114
00143 67* IF	 (P2.GT.RAP.AND.IMPL.EG .2)
	
WRITE(6,1001 000121
00146 68* 1CC FORMAT(IHO, 4CX,37 rlNEPATOR OUTPUT EXCEEDS RATED POWER /1 000143
C0146' 69* C G00143
LO147' 70* IF(P2.GT.RAP
	 .AND.	 TMPL.E0,2)ICNT=ICNT+1 GCJ143
20151 71• PL = PI	 - P2 006163
00152 72A EFF	 = P2/P1 COG166
00153 73* 30 EF2 = EF1*EFF ECO172
C0154 74* PN2 = AMIN11RAP, PM1*EFF) CCO174
60154 75* C
00154 7(* C STATISTICS
000174
LOO174
L0155 77* IEtIKPL.LE.I)	 RETURN CGu7J3
,C157 78* PHU	 = AMAX1IPMN,	 P2/RAP) r,L712C"cIbo 79* SP = SP	 +	 P2*.5*TINC CCL;221








C0160 81*	 C COST SUMMATION 000221001 6 1 82* IF(	 TIME.LT.TMAXII



















7.12 FIXED RATIO TRANSMISSION
POWER (P1)
	 POWER (P2)
OUTPUT ROTOR SPEED (RS2
	
GR	
411- MAX. OUTPUT POWER (MP2)
MAX. INPUT POWER (MP1)
	 INPUT ROTOR SPEED (RS1)i
INPUT EFFICIENCY (EFI,)
	 OUTPUT EFFICIENCY (EF2)
i
(his component models a fixed gear ratio transmission. Power Tosses are mo-
deled by a table lookup depending on Input power. Rotor input speed is used






















PLO	 v o rsus Input twr	 tt^+
1, lli1;i
OR	 Goar t il t l41
F;i	 L?ltt'put' 1 1t'e3t' npood	 ( pm
1
1	 l ttpu t powo r 	I'm,
3
t	 L	 Inputs product. i-)fHC-till y	 e







l^^ r' 1 a ti i ^^^, 




PL	 I c,.,,l	 .\\li l'
t.t	 Out-put }^I ^X<ti^t`t` ^?f t tc ti X rti ^^
kw








STORAGE USED CODE Q1 000237; DATACO3 000023; BLANK COMMON12t 	 000000
COMMON BLOCKS
0003 CIPPL DnOD01
DOC4 C TIME GOOCOI
t1 0005 COST: OOOOD40006 CSIHUL COOD1p
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
0007 TRLU1
0010 NCPR3S
STO$A6E ASSIGNMENT [BLOCK, TYFE, RELATIVE LOCATION, MAKE)
0001 CGOD57 10L 0001	 D00113 20L	 0005 R000000 CC DODS R 00000Y CM 00O5	 COG002 CO
DOGS GOCD03 CV 0006
	 000000 OUM	 O0o3 I 000000 IHPL 0000	 000007 INJPS GOOD 1 GOD000 NP
3007 R'CLOOGO TOLU1 0004 R 000000 TIME	 0006 R CODO07 TMAX 0000 R 000001 TMAX1
00100 la. CGR 000000
00101' 2* SUBROUTINE GRlPLO,P2,TO,PL,EF2,PM2,RSI,GRA,RS2,P1,EF1,PMI,CCI,CMI1 DOOOOG
GC1ol 3s C 000000
C0101 A* C PURPOSE	 MODEL .A FIXED GEAR RATIO TRANSMISSION occoaa
olo1 5* C C0000G
00101 6* C METHOD	 POWER LOSSES ARE INPUT AS A FUNCTION OF INPUT POWER Pi. COOODO
Gvlol 7* C 000000
Colol 8* C WRITTEN BY A.W. WARREN VERSION 1, HARCH 16 1917 DOODOC
0101 9* C COCDGC
C0101 10* C CALL
	
SEOUE'NCE COGOoo
COlol 11* C TABLES O,DGCDO
is0101 12* C PLO -- POWER LOSS IN Kit VERSUS INPUT POWER IN	 Kit coo3oG
(ialol 13* C 30GODC
Co LT 14* C OUTPUTS cccoo0
Go1C1 15* C P2	 - OUTPUT POWER, KW CCGOOO
Z^D1o1 16* C TO	 - OUTPUT TORQUE,	 FT-LB CocOac
Do101 17* C PL	 - POWER LOSS, KW COGOOG
."OIDI 18* C EF2 - OUTPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY 000900p CG101 19* C PM2 - 'MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER, KW 00 b07C
CCI01 20* C RSI - INPUT POTDR SPEED * RPM COGODO
O G01ol 21* C CDGoCC
ra LDI01 22+ C INPUTS COGC,C
DC101 2'3f C GRA - GEAR RATIO ZOUOGC
CDlol' 24* C RS2 - OUTPUT ROTOR SPEED, RPM GOiO000
CDlol 25+ C P1	 - INPUT POWER, KW CC6C0o
C7
p 00101 Z5+ C EFI - INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY G00000
O G0101 27* C PM1 - MAXIMUM INPUT POWER, KW COOOOC
00 X0101 28* C CCT - CAP'ITAL COST / YEAR, Y GOGC00 4C) i:01d1. 29* C CMI - MAINTENANCE COST / YEAR, S ^OQ^OD
N CO1C1- 30* C COGDOG fl
00103 31* DIMENSION PLOC1) CCCC.0
G0104 32* - COMMON /CIMPL/IMPL /CTIME/ TIME 0Q'GOG^
f G0105 33* COMMON /COSTICC,CM,CO 3 CV /CSI'MUL/ DUM(7),TMAX 000000
C 00105 34* C 000000
I 00105 35* C INITIALIZATION GOGG00 -
00105 36» C COGOOG
(10106 37* NP = PLO121 300000 ..
00107 38* IF(	 I ►'PL.GT.0)	 60	 TO	 10 C00007
0.0111 39* EF2= 1. 000012 a .	 .__f
Go 112 4U* TMAX1 = .99999*TMAX CDCG14
00113 41* RS2=1. GOG021 E_00114 42* IFIPMI.EO.	 .999991	 PM1=1.E10 CCG023
[ 0116 43* PP2 = PM1 00UP31;
E JC117 44* IFlPM1.LE. PLO13+NP) 	 ) PM2 = PM1-T6LUICPMI,PL` Ot41,PLO(4*NP) 1 19-NP) GC11032
00117 45* L 000032
'.` 50117 4G* C POWER LOSS AND ROTOR SPEED CALUCATIONS 000032
00121 47* 10 PL=O: G00O57 :_..
L0122 48* P2=0. 000057
G	 '. G0123 49* IF(P1	 .E0.	 0.) 50 TO
	
20 CC1,06C
00125 5C. PL = TELUI(PI„PLO141,PLOt4+NP).1.-NPI 000062 +^
00126- 51* P2 = P1 --PL 000102
C0127 52'* EF2 = EF1*P2/ PI 000104 F	 _.
00130 53* RS1 = RS2/GPA 000107
00131 54* 20 IF(RS2'. GT. -0.)	 TO = P2*7043./RS2 0GG113
00131 55* C 000113
0G131 563 C COST SUMMATION COGI13 f
00133 57* IF(IMPL.LE.1)	 RETURN 600121 E-	 :
00135 58* IF(TIME.LE.TMAX1)
	 RETURN G0413Q t
00137 59* CC = CC + CC7 000137
C0143 6L* CM = CM + CMI 000142
00141 61* RETURN” OCC145













The input quantity is monitored during a SIMULATE analysis. When time reaches
TMAX a plotted histogram is produced with 16 intervals that span the range
J





FIN	 Input quantity to be monitored
FUP	 Upper limit for histogram
	 ay
FLO	 Lower limit for histogram






3	 AV	 Mean value (running sum during simulation)
SD	 Standard deviation (running sum squared)
f	 7
SAM	 Number of samples
}
j	















`SUPROU71Nr HG ENTRY POINT 000430
STORAGE USED	 CODE(1) 000506; DATA(0)	 000166; BLANK_COMMON(21 012174
COMMON BLOCKS













F' STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001 100023 IDOL CCOO 000052 1000F 0000 000056 1100F 000.1 OODO12 12OG OCCO 000062 1200F
c OOCO C00067 130OF 0001 000034 1346 0000 000073 143CF 0001 000111 1.546 OCG1 000154 166G
0001 O60175 177G 0:)01 000203 2056 0001 000211 213G 0001 000216 220G OGO1 000223 225G
3001 COD224 2306 COO 000234 2366 0001 000257 24;G 0001 000272 246G OGOI 000306 255G
l 0001 000314 2626 0001 000053 300L 0001 000364 3036 0001 000364 305G 0000 CCOG47 90OF
0000
	
R C00010 AX1 QOOC R D00030 BLANK 0005 000003 CPUSEC OCCq OOOOCO DUM O005 000000 DUMM
OCCO- R CCOC3'6 FAX 0,002 R	 ROCOCO GRAPH 0000 R 000032 HORIZ OCOD R 030041 HX GCCO 1000034 1
LOCO	 1000u43 IC 0006 1 CCCDCO IMPL 0000 000135 INJPS OCOO I 000037 ISAMP OG00 T C00042 J
^- OCCO	 I Ci0044 J1 OGOO I	 000045 J2 3000 1000046 J3" 0000 I 000035 L UCOD R OJDu33 POINT
0000 R 000000 T01 0003 R 000000 TIME 0004 R 000007 TMAX 0000 R 00:031 PERT 0000 R GGCC40 XMAX
CO100 1* CHG 000003
00101 2* SUBROUTINE HG(SAMP,AV,SD,F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,FS,F9,F1D,F11, 600003
G0101 3* 1	 F12,F13,F1.4,F15,F16,FA, FIN,FUP,FLO 	 ) GODCO3
GO101 4* C VERSION 2.
	
REVISED	 MARCH	 1977 CODCO3
G0101 5* C PURPOSE ,- DEVELOP 'A RUNNING HISTOGRAM OF AN INPUT SEQUENCE DOG003
00101 6* C CALL SEQUENCE 000003
00101 7* C SAMP- OUTPUT NUMBER OF SAMPLFS CC0003
00101 e* C AV - - OUTPUT- AVERAGE
	
( RUNNING SUM) CC0003
GO101 9* C SO	 — OUTPUT STANDARD DEVIATION	 (RUNNING SUM SQUARED) 313GDO3
'JC131 10* C fl-F16	 -	 ARRAY WITH NUMBER OF OCCURENCES IN EACH INTERVAL ;OGO:3
b	 GO]O1 11* C FA	 - OUTPUT CONTAINING MEASUREMENT INTERVAL COOD03
00101 12* C FUP	 - INPUT	 SPECIFYING UPPER MEASUREMENT LIMIT D00003
GOlUI 13* C FLO	 - INPUT	 SPECIFYING	 LOVER MEASUREMENT LIMIT 000003





00103 15* DIMENSION	 FL(161 * TD 1181,Axit16) OOL003
CO 104 16* DIMENSION GRAPHl114,461 COG003
_0105 17», COMMON GRAPH 000003 >..
60106 18*- COMMON/CTIME/TIME/CSIMUL/DUM471,TMAx co-U003
G0107 i4# COHMOtJ/COVRLY/DUMM1319CPUSEC	 /CIMPt_/IMPL COOD03 -
collo 2v*- DATA PLANK ,VERT,HORIZePOIK'T/1H	 ,lHI,IH-,IH*/ 000003
60115 21* IF(IMPL.GT.4)	 GO	 TO	 100_ COGS03
C 1-0117 22* 00 50 171,16 000012
00122 23* Sc F1lI)=0. COG012
00124 24* FA=(FLIP-FLO)/1'4. 20'0013 t	 3
L0125 25* SD=CG. OL'GD17
00126 2e• AV =0.0 000020
00127 27* SAMP_2.0 COOD21 t.'
OD130 2A* 100 CONTINUE 000023
OD131 29* IFtIMPL. LT.21 RETURN 001,023
00133 30 * 00 200 I=1,16 DOC934
00136 31* L=I 000034
r% 0137 326 FAX=FL0+t1-11*FA COUO36 x
^1'140 33* 3F(FIN.LE.FAX) GO TO	 300 C00045 i
00142 34* 200 CONTINUE 000053
[0144 35* 300 FIIL)=F1(L)+1. 000053
G0145 36* SAMP=SAMP+1, 000057
00146 37* AV=AV*FIN OCCO62 t
00 14 7 38* SV=SD•FIN*FIN COOC65 ..
00150 34* IF/TI+'E.LT.TMAX*.99999)RETURN LL'071
00152 40* SAMP_,. 000104
00153 41* DO 350 1=1,16 L'OOII I ®^ r
0C 156 42* 350 SAMP=SAMP*F1tI)' tC1:111













02163 46* S!i=SORT (SO/ISAMP-AV^AV) 000135 ►^












60173 50s IFIXMAX.EO.7.)	 XMAX=10. 000263
00175 51* HX=XMAX/44. 000167 [sj
p 00176 52• DO	 -370
	
I=1,46 000175
CO201 53* 6RAPH(I,II=VERY 1,00175
00202 54* 370 GRAPH(114,I1=PERT OCLI76
i 00204 55* DO 38^ I=2,113 0002G3 t
OC207 56* GRAP4(I,11=HORTZ 000203
00210 57* 380 GRAPHtl,46)=HORIZ DOU204
00ZI2 58* 00_4C0 1=S,1D3,14 C•00211
` 00215 - 59s 4 C GRAPHtI 461=VERY 1;CO211
00217 67* DO 450 I=8,106,7 C002 16
00222 61* 450 GRAPH=(l,l) = VERY OD6216
n OC224 62* 00 SCC I=2,45 GOG224V) 00227 631+ 00 500 J=2,113 OCU224
.;.. 00232 64* 5 P GRAPH(J,II=FLANK 000224
O 00235 65* DO 600 IC=1,15 1,00234
03 G0240 66* J,IFIXt45.5-F1(IC1/HXI 000240
00241 67* 00 6CC Jl z l,7 L11025 
w 01;244 68* J2=(IC-11*7+J1+1 C00257
002'!5 69* DO 630 J3=J,45 SCO263
00250 7P* COG272
00250 71*	 600 GRAPHlJ2,J3)=POINT 000272
OD26^ ^ps 800 7D1(I1-_FLO^tI'-11*2.r^FA-FA/2. 000314




Ge2 211 8a# 900 FORMATt1N1,9X,114R1/1 G00340
OC272 81 * YRIi % t6,IDO^ ) (AXI(II % I=1,16) 000340
60275 82* 1000 FCRMA7tlH . ,9x.1HI,16F7.5,I"I/) C00350
00276 83* RRiTC(6.1100) COG350
00300 - B4* 1100 FCRtSAT(IH 4 ,9X,1HI,112X,1F(I/1 DOG355
00301 85# YRI'(F.(6,12`J01((GRAPH'(I',J)*I=1,114),J_29461 000355
00312 86* 1200 FORMAT4JH+,9X,I14A1A 5110X-.114A1/11 D00367
00313 87* YRITt%6,1300)(TD1(I),1=is8T 000367
00316 88* 1300 FORMAT
	
(1H,,9X,A(F13.5,IX)//)" CDIJ377
00317 89* YPITE°( 6,14001	 ISAHP , AV,SD 000377
DO-324 92* 1400 FORHATfIH* ,IDX,14HHISTOGRAM FOR ,I7,SH SAMPLES, 600407
























---3e,-OUTPUT FLOW RATE (M2)
INPUI FLOWRATE (M1)	 ^"".







-MAX. OUTPUT POWER (MP2)
The hydro storage vessel is modeled as an above ground reservoir with a large
and constant surface area. The change in reservoir height between maximum
and minimum levels is assumed small in comparison to the height of the water
above the turbine. Hence, reservoir height is assumed constant The reser-
voir has specified evaporation and leakage rates. Average input flow gained
k	 by rainfall- is also specified. Energy storage is calculated based on the
potential energy of the water in the reservoir relative to the turbine in-
let. i
Bas ic Eouation
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I	 Parameter/Port Description Uni ts





(D - 0.03) gal/ft2-h




(D = 8.0) gal/h
MDR Rainfall	 rate inches/year
MDM Maximum allowable mass flow rite 	 (D = 4X105 ) gal/h
MM Maximum allowable reservoir capacity
	 (D=5X106 ) gat
AM1@ Minimum allowable reservoir capacity gal
H 1 Reservoir height above turbine ft i
s	 ^
MDE Reservoir deadband for priority resequence gal
r
RE 1 Power request	 (discharge) kw
CR Reservoir cost coefficient	 (D	 0.025) $/gal
EF 1 Input product efficiency -
MP 1 Maximum input charging rate kw
~y	
LE Reservoir	 life expectancy yearn
CM Maintenance cost/year $
O	 tI2uts
Variable/Port
M 2 Outlet water mass flow rate gal/hr
^
E Energy stored kwh r
I




CCO Reservoir cost/year $
I MP 2 Maximum discharge rate allowable kw l
INT Priori ty 	interrupt	 flag - r,




D - Default values supplied
1
i	 BCS 40180-2 173 
-_
I HS
,5tafistics	 De-i_ri t^ ion	 nit
MDU	 Maximum mass flow rate	 gal/hr
MU	 Maximum reservoir mass	 gal
ML	 Min imum reservoir mass	 gal
The calculation sequence and default values assume a pond si zed for 120kw
storage for 24 hours (5x106 gallons of water 200 ft. above turbine inlet)
Thee evaporation coefficient NE assures the pond drops i" in height per 10
hours. To obtain a more accurate value for this parameter requires knowledge
of Local conditions. The leakage coefficient NL is based on the assumption
of a loss of 0.1% of the maximum reservoir capaci ty in the rated storage time






	 0.377 x 10{_Ib
C2 = conversion constant = 8.3398 lb/gall
A = C1*C2*H1 I
1) Reservoir cost
CC = £R*W/ LE
2) Volume of water discharged
a
M2 = REVA
3) Reservoir water volume
4
MA = M1 — M2 NE*AS-•NL +(MDR*AS/14052.)
;I




}	 Mi > MDM or M2 > MDM 	 DIAGNOSTIC
M>NIM,	 DIAGNOSTIC
M<M(b	 E^> D I AGNOSTI C
F,
6)- Priority interrupt
i I f M40, I NT - 1
IF M>MO+MDE and INT=1, INT = 0
x
If WAM, I NT = -1





	 HS ENTRY POINT 000405






0006 COST 000002 a	 ._.	 ..





STORAGE ASSIG NPENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
OOCI D00O55 IDOL	 -0000	 000005 IDIDF	 0000	 000030 1020F	 DC00	 000045 103OF 0CD1	 COG144 200L
DJ01 COP171 300L
	
0001	 000215 400L	 0000 R 000004 A	 0006 R 000000 CCI 0006 R OUDO01 CMI
0007 R GOCD03 Cl	 0005 R 000000 DUM	 0003 1000001 ICNT	 0003 I 000000 IMPL 0000	 CCC076 INJPS
GCGD R 0u0001 MOM1	 0000 R O00000 M01
	
0004 R 007300 TIDE
	
00O5 R 000OD7 THAX 03GO R C00002 TMAX1
e0100 I* CHS 000000
O1D1 2* SUBROUTINE HS(M,DM, IM,M2 ,E,H2,CC,MP2a TNT, P.E2,YlDU,MUvMLvHIvNf 000000 s	 ,
GC101 3* 1	 ,AS,IIL,M0R,MDM,MM,MO,HI,MDE,RE12CR,EFI,MPI,LE,CM) C00O00
00101 4* C CC0G00
GDI01 5* C	 PURPOSE	 PERFORMANCE OF A LARGE RESERVOIR AS AN ENERGY STORAGE CGO000 tt
00101 6* C llwa0000 f
00101 7s C	 DEVICE. COOfOQ
00101 es C ^00C.^sC
CC101 9s C	 ME,TPOD	 ENERGY IN STORAGE IS CALCULATED FROM THE POTENTIAL COJCDw
40201 10* C COG00G
00101 111 C	 BETWEEN THE RESERVOIR AND THE TURBINE INLET. 000000
CG101 124 C CCGOOC
- 0101 13r C	 WR;ITTE14 BY F. 0. MAHONY	 VERSION 1,
	 MARCH 30 1477 0G0000
20131 14* C iDO090
L0101 15;a C	 CALL SECUENCE iCGS^OO 31
CO101 16s C	 OUTPUTS %OGGOu
10,101 17* C	 M	 — RESERVOIR .MASS





C	 DM	 — RESERVOIR MASS: FLOWRATE, GAL/H:







C	 M2	 -- OUTLET WATER MASS FLOW RATE, GALIHR
C	 E	 — ENERGY STORED, KVH
,
00100
00000'0 CAL0101 22* C	 H2	 — R•ESERVOTR HEIGHT ABOVE TURBINE 	 (=H11, FT ^_OGu'GG






























































24*	 C	 MP2 - MAXIMUM DTSCHARGE RATE ALLOWABLE, KY
C01U1	 25*	 C	 INT - PRIORITY-IN7ERUPT FLAG
00101	 26+	 C	 RE2 — MAXIMUM CHARGING RATE REQUEST., KW
CO1G1 	 27*	 C	 MDU — MAXIMUM MASS FLOW RATE, GAL/HR
CO101	 28*
	
C`	 MU	 — MAXIMUM RESERVOIR MASS, GAL
P0101	 29*	 C	 ML	 — MINIMUM' RESERVOIR MASS. GAL
00101
	 T3*	 C
L'0101	 31*	 C	 INPUTS
00101	 32*	 C	 M1	 — INPUT WATER MASS FLOP RATE, GAL/HR
11 0101	 33*	 C	 NE	 — EVAPORATION COEFFICIENT.	 GAL/F7**2-HR
C:O101	 34*	 C	 AS	 — RESERVOIR SURFACE AREA, FT**2
LO1.01	 35*	 C	 NL	 — LEAKAGE COEFFICIENT
00101	 36*	 C	 MDR — RAINFALL RATE, 	 INCHES/YEAR
00101
	 37*	 C	 MOM - MAXIMUM ALLOWABLF MASS FLOW RATE, GAL/HR
00101
	 3P*	 C	 MM	 - MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE RESERVOIR CAPACITY, GAL
GD101
	
39*	 C	 MO	 - MINIMUM ALLOWABLE RESERVOIR CAPACITY, GAL
00101
	
40•	 C	 H1	 - RESERVOIR HEIGHT ABOVE TURBINE, FT
010101	 41*	 C	 MDE - RESERVOIR DEAOBAND FOR PRIORITY RESEGUENCE, GAL
CO101	 42*	 C	 RE1	 — POWER REOl1EST-(DISCHARGE). KW
GO101	 43+	 C	 CR'	 — RESERVOIR COST COEFFICIENT
,C101	 44#	 C'	 EFI - INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY
Co101	 165*	 C	 MP1	 —`MAXIMUM	 INPUT CHARGING RATE, KW
1:0101	 46*	 C	 LE	 — RESERVOIR LIFE EXPECTANCY, 	 YEARS
00101	 47*°	 C	 CM	 - MAINTENANCE COST/YEAR, S
f CI D 101	 48*	 C
f	 00103	 49*	 COMMON/CIMPL/IMPL.ICNT/CTIME/TIMx/CSIMUL/DUM/TlgTMAX
00104	 51:*'	 COMMON/COST/CCI,CMI
X0105	 51*—	 REAL N2*MP29MDU.MU.HL.MI.NE*NL,MDR,MDM,MM,MO.MOIE,MPI,Lt,INT,M
60106	 52*	 REAL MDI,MDM1
00106	 53*	 C











„010117	 63*	 MU =04
r ,123	 64*	 ML =1 .OE 10
0:1122	 65*	 IF(NE .EQ.	 .99999)NE =0.03
C0123	 66*	 IF(NL	 .EQ.	 .99999)NL =8.0






OC131	 E9*	 IF(CR .EQ.'.99999)CR =0.025
C0131-	 72*	 C
00131	 71*	 G
N 00131	 72*	 C	 RESERVOIR COST
00131	 73*	 C
p	 00133	 744	 CC =CF*MM/LE
^-`	 OC133	 75*	 C
p-	 00133	 76*	 C	 VOLUME OF WATER DISCHARGED
N	 00133	 77*	 C








W00135 81 * C RESERVOIR MALS FLOW RATE 000057
00135 82* C 000057 `.
'	 co 00136 83• IF(IM.NE.0)DM=M1-M2-NE*AS-NL+MDR *AS/14052.0 000062
O 00136 844 C  000062
tv 00136 85* C ENERGY STORED 000062
00136 86* C COCC62
00140 87* E =A*M 000077
00140 N8* C 000077
00141 89+ MDMI=MDM /.9999 COO102
00142 9::* IF(MI .LT.MDMI.AND. CPOI05
00142 91* 1'	 M2.LT.MDM1)G0 TO 200 C00105
00142 92* C COO105
00144 93* IF( I MPL.EQ.Z ) WRITE ( 6,1010)MloM2 •MDM 000122
00152 94• IF(IMPL.EQ'.21 ICNT=ICNT+L 000135
00152 95* C 000135
OC154 96* 200 IFIM	 .LT.MM+MDEIGO	 TO 300 000141
OGiSa 97* C 000141
00156 9P. s IFtIMPL . EQ.2)WRITCI6 • L020 ) M9MM 000150 1
C0163 99 * IFIIMPL.EO.2 1 ICNT _ICNT + 1 DOG162
00163 100* C [100162






IF(IMPL.EQ . 2)WRITE ( 6.1030 ) M„M-0
000171
DOG174
00174 104* IF(IMPL.EQ . 2)	 ICNT =ICN7+1 000206
f 00174 1354 C 000206 N
00174 106# C PRIORITY INTERRUPT 000206;,,._,_
i 00174. IC7* C 00C.206
ilG176 1080 400 IF(M	 .LE. MO)IN7 =100 000215
002OG 109* IF(M	 .GT.(MO+MOE).AND.. 000222 --
002,13 1100 1	 INT.EO.1.0)INT=C.O 000222
OC202 111* IFIM	 .GT.MM)INI =— 	 .0 000241
00204 112* IF(M	 .LT.(MM —MDEI.ANO. 000247
00204 1134 1	 LNT.EQ.-1.0)IN7=0.0 000247
00234 114* C 000247_
00204 115• C MAXIMUM CHARGE RATE REQUEST ANU DISCHARGE RATE COD247 *'
00204 116* C 006247
Z[ 00206 1174 MD1= AMIN1(MOM,AMAX1(^.y(MM-M)/DUM(71)) 000266 C
00207 11P.4 RE2_ AMIN1 ( MPl,MDI *A)/EFI G00302
' 00213 2190- MP2=AMINI(MRM,AMAXICO.,(M-MOI/OUM(7)))*A OOG311 --















00213 125* mCU=AttAX1(DM,MOU) 500335
00214 126* MU =AMAXI(M	 •MU	 ) 300343
00215 127* ML =Ar,IN1(M	 ,ML	 1 C-00351
00215 122* C 000351
00256 129* IF(TIMC.LT.TMAXIIRETURN 000357
00216 1300 C 000357
00223 1314 CCI=CCI+CC 000366
00221 132* CHI=CYI+CM 000371
CO221 133* C GOG371
' 00222 134* RETURN COC374
00,722 1350 C 000374
CDZ?3 136* 1010 FORMAT(lHO,23HHS INLET MASS FLOW RATE,F12.3,	 5H	 OR • G0Cr50
00223 137 1	 21HOULET MASS FLOW RATE,F12.3, 0=0`_50
_.-----------
.—	
„•,Far.z°r^;,rwFirr^•:, ..s . rYro,"•:4.r^ s--^.wa^ss..
i
st
00223 136* 2	 26H IS GREATER THAN MAXXMUM * F12.3) 000550
C 00224 139* 1020 FORMATCIHD 9 19HHS RESERVOIR VOLUME.F12.3, 000550 `;
OC224 14c*_ 1	 30" EXCE'EOEO MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE,F12.3) 000550
Y
00225 141* 1030 FORMATCIH0,19HHS RESERVOIR VOLUME•F12.3, 000550 p	 '}
CO225 142* 1	 24H OROPEO BELOW HINIMUH,F12.3I 000550
G 00225 143* C G00550














A	 ROTOR SPEED (RS)
-g•-POWER (P2)
MASS FLOW RATE (M)	
HT	
MAX. OUTPUT POWER (MP2)WATER HEIGHT (H)
MAX. INPUT POWER (MP1 OUTPUT EFFICIENCY (EF2)
a
1
The hydraulic turbine model is based on e constant speed design and is typi-
cal of a reaction/Francis type turbine. The turbine is assumed to be designed
3
to a, specified operating point and output power. 	 )
For off design performance the pump efficiency is assumed to be functionally
related to the first power of the mass flow rate. The equations are assumed






P = EFF*M*C1-C2* H
EFF = 1—(1—EFD)*W/M
s







Parameter/Port Descri	 Lion Units
M Inlet mass
	 flow rate gal/h
H Height of reservoir above turbine	 inlet ft
EFD Design pt.	 turbine efficiency	 (D = 0.90)
MD Design pt. mass flow rate (D = 2X105 ) gal/h
MM Maximum mass flow rate (D = 3X10 5 1 gal/h
EF	 1 Input product efficiency -
i
MP	 1 Input maximum discharge ra ge kw
CK Turbine capacity cost coefficient-(D = 0.011)
-
F0 Turbine exponent	 for cost calculations	 (D = 0.5) -
RS Angular velocity rpm
i








P	 2	 Output power
	
kw
~	 EF	 2	 Output product efficiency	
f
MP	 2	 Output maximum discharge rate	 kw







PU	 Maximum output power	 kw
j
D - Default values
} j
	
1CK == Capita l cost (known unit )/ ((MD#481.2)+(0#H* X*life expectancy)
18-2	 BCS 40180-2
HT
The calculation sequence and default values assume a constant speed reac-
tion
	
type hydraulic turbine nominally rated 	 for 120kw and	 located 200 ft.
below the reservoir. The equations relating the various physical
	 parameters
N
are assumed	 to be valid	 for the	 indicated range of the characteristic tur-
bine parameter,	 CP. The equations and cost estimates are based on the data
given	 in Reference 1,














If M S 0 set EFF = 1 and go to 3)
EFF = 1-(1-EFD)-MD/M
EFF = MAX(EFF, 0.6)
a
1.	 L. Marks and T. Baumeister,	 "Mechanical	 Engineers Handbook"
	 McGraw Hill,,
N.Y., 1958, Section 9, p. 207.
). 2.	 Carson and Fogleman,	 "Comparison of Method's for Converting Existing Power
Plants to Pumped Storage Facilities",







0040 R 000002 EFM
0005 R 000007 TMAX
0001 000073 IDOL 0000	 000003 10.1DF	 DODD	 DOOD16 1020F	 0001 000205 200L
Oc01 100113 400L 0006 R 000000 CC1	 0000 R 000001 C1	 0005 400000 DUM
0003 1000001 ICNT 0003 100000O,IMPL 	 0000	 OD005T INJPS	 0004 R 000000 TIME
0000 R 000000 TMAX1
C'OIDO 1* CHT
00101 2* SUBROUTINE HTICCsEFF,PtEF2tMP2tCPtCPU,CPLtPU,MtHtEFDtMD„HM
COlOi 3* 1	 *EF1,MP1tCK.,FO*RS,Xt
001:01 4* C
OD101 5* C	 PURPOSE PERFORMANCE OF A'HYDRAULIC TURBINE
Colo1 6* C
GO101 7* C	 METHOD OFF DESIGN PERFORMANCE IS ASSUMED PROPORTIONAL TO
COlol A* C
DDial 9* C MASS FLOW RATE
DQ 10 i 100 C
30101 11* C WRITTEN BY F. 0. MAHONY	 VERSION I t MARCH 30 197T
GO1G1 12* C
ODIC] 13* C	 CALL SEQUENCE
cclol 14* C OUTPUTS
U0101 15• C CC	 — TURBINE COST/YEAR, S
00101 16*” C EFF — TURBINE EFFICIENCY
C0:01 17* C P	 -^ OUTPUT POWER, KW
CC101 Is* C EF2 — OUTPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY
00101 19* C MP2 — OUTPUT MAXIMUM DISCHARCE RATE, KW
00101 20* C CP	 - TURBINE CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETER

























iv SUBROUTINE HTENTRY POINT 000305




















.n'iOl 22*, C CPL - MINIMUM CP 00.000D
00101 23* C PU	 - MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER, KY EOGGDO
C0101 24* C i0a0G0	 t
;0101 25* C INPUTS GOLIDOO
GOl4l 26* C M	 - INLET MASS FLOW RATE, GAL/HR 03GCOG
1-0101 27* C H	 - HEIGHT OF'RESERVOTR APOVE 	 TURBINE INLET. FT OOGOOG
1 0101 28* C EFD - DESIGN POINT TURBINE EFFICIENCY 000000
CO10:1 29* C MD	 - DESIGN POINT MASS FLOW RATE, GAL/HR Li0S000
CO101 311+ C MM_	 — MAXIMUM MASS FLOW RATE, GAL/HR 00b0G0
CC141 31* C EF1 - INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY 000000
`F LClal 32* C MP1	 - INPUT MAXIMUM DISCHARGE RATE 000r00	 1
i ccial 33* C CK	 - TURBINE CAPACITY COST COEFFICIENT 000'?C0	 _'
00101 34* C FO	 - TURBINE EXPONENT FOR COST CALCULATIONS GOQCOG
11C10l 35* C RS	 - ANGULAR V = LOCIT Y, RPM OG00J0
00101 36* - C X	 --TURBINE HEAD EXPONENT FOR COST CALCULATIONS CO0000
00101 37* C 000000	 =
C0103 38*' COMMON/CIMPL/IMPL,ICNT/[TIME/TIME /CSIMUL/DUM(7')kTMAX /COST/ CCI 000900	 _	
_.
00104 39* REA!	 MP2.M * MO,14M,MP1 090300
00104 40*- C 000000
L0105 41* IF(IMPL.GT.0)GO TO 100
	 _ CD0000	 -f
CCI05 42* C rDLC00
f :,0107 43* 7MAXI=TMAX*D.99999 000002	 s
00110 44* RS =3600.0 000005`.,
Pl C^110 45* C G00005
00111 4b* IF(EFD.EO.	 .99999)EFD=0.9 000007	 M	 __..
C0113 47* If'(MO .EQ.
	
.99999)MO =2.OE5 COOC14	 t
f '
30315 48# If(MM .EQ.	 .99999)MM =3.OE5 COCC21
30117 49*




	 .EQ.	 .99999)IFO =0.5 COGO33	 i
C0123 51* IF(X	 ,.EO.	 .99999)X	 =0.25 GOP.O+su'
	 i
00123 52* C COLG40
00125 53* CPL=I.OE10 OD0045
G0126 54* CPU=0,.0 COCC47
00127 55* PU =0.0 139GD50
DD127, 5E* C DOCC•50
	 4
C0130 5"* CI = 3.1441E-6 000051
U0131 5H• CC =CK*(MD*481.21**FO*H**X 000053
00131 5S* C L00053	
-
00131 60* C EFFICIENCY 0DG053
C2132 61* ICO EFF =1.0 000073
00132 62* C COG073
00133 63* IF(M.LE.O.0)GO TO 400 000074
00133 64* C DCi 074
001.35 65* EFF=1.G-(1.D-EFD)*MD/M' 000071'
60136 66* IF(EFF.LT.D.6) EFF=0.6 006104
G0136 67* C 400104
00136 6E* C OUTPUT POWER 000104
00136 69* C G0C2(:4
V C0140' 700 400 ,P	 =EFF*M*H*C1 GO01I3
4^:- 1,C144 71* C GDG113
O i 0:140 72* C PRODUCT EFFICIENCY ;;00113Co
Co 60140 73* C GCD113
;0141 74* EF2=EFI*EFF OGC117
N 00141 75* C C0C117
60141 76* C MAXIMUM DISCHARGE RATE u0CI17C0141 77* C GOGi17
0'0142 7A* EFM =NM*.9999-(i.G-EFD}$MD GCC12
hn WL
0 c0342 791 C" 000122
l
►^ C0143 80s MP2=AMINltMPI#EFO*EFM*H*C1!
co 00143 81♦ C 000131
t^ 00143 82s C TURBINE CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETER 000131
tv OC143- 83* C 000131
OC144 84+ IF(P- .LE. 0.01 60 TO 300 00014.2
GG146 85* CP =RSsSORTtPS0.74'6)/H**1.25 020144
CC146 86* C 000144(11 0147 871 IFICP.L7:100.0)GO TO 200 00062
E-0147 8E+ C G00162 _._.
C-0151 094 IFIIMPL . E0.2°)WRIT£16vI0IV)CP COOlbS
-Oi55 90* IF(IMPL.E0.2) ICNT=ICN7f1 000176
..
00155 91» C COC176
C0157 92* 200 IFiM.LT'.MM)GO TO 300 800205
00157 93♦ C C00205 _.._
:,0161 94 * IFIIMPL.E0 . 2)WRI7E16wIO2D ) M9MM 000230
00166 95* IFIIMPL.E0.21	 ICNT_ICNT*1 000222 ^	 1.%0166 9E* C DOG222 ^.
?0170 47• 300 IF(IMPL.LE.IIRETURN GOG231
00170 9P,*' C ODC231__
OC170 991 C STATISTICS C0D231
OC173 1013* C 000231
00172 101• CPU=A ►'AXI(CPU,CPI 000237 ^-	 gal
00173 102• CPL=AMIN11CPLsCP! 000245 .
00174 103* PU =AMAXIIPU' ,P	 1 000253
00174 1040 C 000253
C0175 1056 IFITIME . LT.TMAXI)RETURN 000261 !.
GO 175 1060 C GOC261
h CC175 IU7* t COSt 000261
CC175 10K• C 000261
' 00377 109s CCI=CCI+CC 008270
[,0177 110• t 000270
00250' 111* RETURN COC273
OC203 112• C 000273
00201 113* 1030 FORMA191H0,48HHT 7UR97NE CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETER OUT OF RANGE 000427
00201 114* 1	 F12.31 C00427
00202 115* 1020 FORMATi7H0r23HHT INLET MASS FLOW RATE,F12 . 3 COGv27
00202 116+ 1	 '37H	 GREATER THAN MAXIMUM DESIGN VALUE 9 F12'.31 000427Ilkr 00202 117+ C 000427 y














7.16 ADIABATIC HEAT EXCHANGER
i
STORED ENERGY (EC1,EC2)
j	 DISCHARGE MASS FLOW (M3	 DISCHARGE EFFICIENCY (EFO)
DISCHARGE INLET TEMP (T3	 DISCHARGE EXIT TEMP (T0)
AIR MASS FLOW (M1)	 AIR MASS FLOW (M2)
i	 INLET TEMP (T1)
	 HX	 EXIT TEMP (T2)
AMi3IENT TEMP (TA) 	 MAX, OUTPUT POWER (MP2)
MAX. INPUT POWER (MP1)	 OUTPUT EFFICIENCY (EF2)
INPUT EFFICIENCY (EF1)
The purpose of the adiabatic heat exchanger is to recover a portion of the
i3	 heat of compression from the high pressure, high temperature air exiting from	 ;+
I
	 the compressor. Etgure 7.16-1 shows an adiabatic heat exchanger used in an
j`	 underground, constant pressure compressed air energy storage system. The adia-
batic heat exchanger operates in a manner similar to the high temperature
thermal energy storage systems currently conceived for solar thermal power
plants l . In the storage charging mode l
 high pressure, high temperature air
enters the top of the heat exchanger and deposits a portion of its thermal
energy in the storage media as either sensible heat or latent heat of fusion.
The e4i ing high pressure air is stored in an appropriate vessel, e.g.,'under-
ground cavern.: In the discharge cycle (HY) , high pressure, low temperature
air enters the bottom of the heat exchanger, recovers thermal energy from
the storage medla and exit's to the turbine
The adiabatic heat exchanger model is based on a_two cell storage model. Given
the stored energy ,in both cells, a linear temperature profile is computed
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FIGURE 1,16-1 KOUTZ-GLENDENNING ADIABATIC COMPRESSED AIR STORAGE
SCHEME (SINGLE-STAGE HEAT-OF-COMPRESSION STORAGE)




for the media mass. Based on a given inlet mass flow rate, the convective `3
film coefficient, unit thermal conductance, and heat exchanger exit tempera-
Lure are calculated.	 i
The rate of energy deposited (or withdrawn) is calculated and integrated
to yield the stored energy state. For a phase change media, the temperature
profile is approximated in the following way: Average cell temperatures TS1 	 i
and TS2 are determined from the enthalpy diagram (Figure 7.16-2) using av-
erage cell entropy EC1/MA and EC2/MA, respectively. Then a linear  tempera—
tune profile is constructed as shown in figure 7.16-3.
3
Basic EQ,uations
EL = PX PY - NU EC1 - BE	 (EC1 - EC2)
I
EC2 = W2 PX) - (PO PY) - NU*EC2 + BE 	 (EC1 - EC2)	 l
f
where	 I'
EC1, EC2 = storage power in cells 1 and 2, respectively 	 I
PX	 charging power in cell 1
PY = discharging power in cell l
r	 i
z	 P2 — PX	 charging power in cell 2
PO	 PY = discharging power in cell 2
NU storage media leakage constant
i













(D = 0.002) (h)_1
J	 ST Rated storage time h
BE Storage energy mixing coefficient
	 (D = 0.0) h-1
T01 Minimum allowable storage temperature 	 (D = 60)
DTD Media temperature swing l	( D = 400) OF
PD Rated storage thermal
	
power kw
TEM Maximum allowable exit temperature 	 (D,= 240) OF
XD Design point	 fraction of molten media mass 
0.8)
EF 1 Input product efficiency —	 f
MP 1 Maximum input charging rate kw
CP1 Storage media Heat capacity	 (D	 2.93X10 4 ) kwh/lboF
H Storage media heat of fusion 2 (D = 0.0219) kwh/lb
•	
TMT Storage media melt temperature 	 (D = 147) 9F i
CPF Air heat capacity 	 (D = 7.6X10 5) kwh/lboF	 3
KF Air thermal	 conductivity	 (D	 1.03X1074 ) kw/ftoF
;	 MU Air viscosity
	
(D = 0.055) Ib/ft—h
NT Number of tubes	 (D = 200) —
D Tube diameter	 (D = 0.03) ff	 1
L Tube	 length	 (D-= 4) ft
DEL Tube half spacing	 (D = 0.085) ft
K Storage media thermal	 conductivity (D = 0.0078) kw/ft—OF
I
T 1 Inlet air temperature
M 1 Inlet mass flow rate Ib/h
Cm Storage device yearly maintenance cost (D_= 0.6) $/kw
CSA Storage device capacity cost (D = 50) $/kw
CSB Storage device energycost (D
	 15.6) $/kwh
LE Unit	 life expectancy years
i
D	 — Default values specified
1	 — Design point conditions
2	 — Used for phase change media,	 H = 0 for sensible heat
192 BCS 40180-2
HX
f`. ^.^titllc?I•^^1-^h^i1'i' t^^+^^:r'l^yt icon	 1
tH lal 8cliat';to	 c	 't`.l G	 Ill	 5	 I o!l= 	I`.l'Ic'	 t t	 ?rll	 .+	 clr"il^^^'	 11>=`1it'
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fi tl
l
Output Product effli,',loncy	 .'
IcT Thermal 	 roslstar^ic.c^	 ^^t°^l av
p I~ 1 sc:harge power tnkt?n fir uni hoot excshwlgpr	 Icier
,x
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The default values assume use of paraffin wax as the phase change storage
madium. (In reality, paraffin wax may not be applicable to temperatures as
high as 6000F. The selection of a phase change medium involves careful con-
sideration of a number of factors [see Reference 11). The heat exchanger
geometric parameters, I.e., tube number, diameter, etc., and heat exchanger
cast estimates are based on the baseline phase change storage device devel-
oped in Reference 1, but scaled down to reflect expected mass flow rates
and required media mass. Although these data were developed for a different
application (50 We, 6 hour storage, average tempe<'nture = 786 0C), they can
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T2 = TS2 - (TS1-TS2)12
t AT = TS1-TS2
f If M1 = 0, GO TO 7)
4) Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient l 	 i







U = F + RT
3
UA = U*P I#D0,'L, NT/ (CPPW1*2)
i	 6) Exit Temperature and Charge Rate (See Equation A2. in Appendix)
l a
TX = T1 - AT -(1. - EXP(-UA))*(T1 - TS1 - OT/2 - AT/UA)
T2 = TX - AT - (1.-EXP(-UA))*(TX - ,(TS1 +TS2)/2-OT/UA) 9(Y	 P2 = Mi*CPF*(T1-T2)
	
si
PX = M1*CPF*(T1 —TX )
i
H	 it Temperature Calcula i sJ	 Y x	 ton7	 Et 




If M3	 0 GO TO 11)
Kays, W. M., Cgnvecf ive,
 
Heat and Mass Transfer, McGraw Hi I I r N.Y., 1966,
	








UA = U04W 14(0*L*NT/ (CPF3tM3*2 )
io) Exit Temperature and Discharge Rata 	 (See Equation A3..	 in Appendix)
TY = T3 + AT - (1,-EXP(-UA))*(T3 - TS2 + AT/2 + AT/UA)
TO = TY + AT - (1.-EXP(-UA))*(TY
	
(TSB. + TS2)/2 + AT/UA)
PO = M3 ti CPF*(TO -T3 )
I





11) Energy Deposi ted
i -
EC1 = PX - NU 3 CCl - PY - BE	 (EC1 - EC2)
,^
EC2 = (P2-PX) - NU ;t EC2 - (PO - PY) + BE* (EC1 , EC2), 	 t
I
If T2 ? TEM, WRITE DIAGNOSTIC




13) M3XhilUm Allowable Charge Rate









Appendix: Temperature Equations for a Media With Constant Gradient
Assumptions













2) Working Fluid Differential Equation:
t
Al.
	 a XfA (TS — Tf)
	
0 < x < L








t E ,	 A3.	 Tf(0) = Tf(L) — ATS	 (1—exp(—UA))#CTf(L)—TSL — . TSUS
where' ATS = TSL TSO.
r
_x














R combininq terms in A5. and letting X=L yields A2. Equation A3; follows





















I SUBROUTINE kX ENTRY POINT 001065




ODDS CSIMUL 000010 r	 ,..
0006 COST 000002











STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, AME)'
0001 000301 IDOL	 0000 000034 1010E	 0001	 000514 200L	 0001	 000236 205G 0001	 000264 214E
0001 000637 300L	 0001 000714 SCCL
	 0000 R 000016 A	 0006 R 000000 CCI 0006 R 000001 CMI
0003 R GGOC20 DELT	 0005 000000 DUM	 0000 R 000033 EFF	 ODOD R 00003C HFO OOGO 1000017 I
0003 I COD001 ICNT	 0003 -I 000000 IHPL
	 0000	 000107 INJPS	 0000 R 000000 MDM 0000 R 000014 PI
0000 R C00023 PX	 0000 R 000027 PY	 0000 R 000001 RB	 0000 R 000007 RN 0050 R L00O25 TEMP
00G4 R 000000 TIME
	
0005 R 000037 THAX	 0600 R 000015 TMAX1	 OCOD R D00022 TSC 0000	 R GOOG21 TSH
DOCO R ODOC26 TX	 DC00 R 000032 TY	 OGOD R D00024 UA	 OCOO R 000031 UO 1.
p
i
00100 1* -CHX '- GOOOOD
00201 2* SUBROUTINE HX(ECI9DEI',IE1 9EC2,DE2 9 IE2,M2,MP2 9 TSI,TS2,T2,MA, 0000GO
00101 3* ICC,HF,U,P, E1,E2,PM, EF2, PO,T0, EFO,R ,TSU,TSL,ME,MT,NU,ST,BE,TOI,DTD 000000
colol ;i* 2 ,PO91EM,XD,EFIvMP1, CPI,H,TMT,CPF,NF,MU,NT,D,L,DEL,K,T1 000000
Lcial 5* 3 ,M1,CM,CSA CSBvLEvM3,T3,TA,TSO) cococo
CO101 6* C OOGcoo
q 0101 7* C	 PURPOSE PERFORMANCE OF ADIABATIC HEAT EXCHANGER DURING CHARGE oc0000
00101 8* G Coccoo
Cclol 9* C CYCLE 00GCO0
00101 iC* C cococ0
00101 11* c	 METHOD HEAT STORAGE MEOTA ASSUMED TD CONTAIN NO TEMPERATURE DOGCOO









GRADIENTS. ENERGY DEPOSITED IS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE GoUODG
000000
00101 35* C AND THERMAL CONDUCTANCE CDOpDC






















































N	 00101 17* C WRITTEN OF F. 0. MAHONY VERSION 2, JUNE 1977 000000
00101 18* C LD0000
C'0101 19• C CALL SEOUENCE CO ODD C	 f
L0101 20* C OUTPUTS GOOODC
00101 210 C ECI — STORED ENERGY ( STATE ) FOR STORAGE CELL 1, KWH X00000
CO101 22* C DEI - ENERGY RATE FOR ECI, KW GOLOCC
00101 230 C IE1 - STATUS INDICATOR FOR ECI 000000
ocial 24* C -EC2 - STORED ENERGY STATE FAR STORAGE CELL 2, KWH GOG000
00301 'M* C DE2 — ENERGY RATE FOR EC2 KW 000000
coici 26* C IE2 -
I
STATUS INDICATOR FOR EC2
0101 27* C M2	 - OUTLET MASS FLOW RATE, L8/HR
i
0101 28* C MP2 - MAXIMUM DISCHARGE RATE ALLOWABLE, KW
0101 29* C 7S1 - STORAGE TEMPERATURE	 IN CELL 1, DEG F
i01D1 3L* C TS2 - STORAGE TEMPERATURE IN CELL 2, DEG F
00101 31* C T2	 - AIR EXIT TEMPERATURE, DCG F
{0131_ 32* C M, A"	 - REOUTRED STORAGE MEDIA MASS	 LE
QC101 33 *- C -CC	 - STORAGE DEVICE	 CAPITAL COST/YEAR,	 S
€
L.301 34 * C HE	 - CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, KWH/FT2-F
00101 35* C U	 - UNIT THERMAL CONDUCTANCE, 14WH/FT2-F
CO101 36* C P	 - CHARGE RATE OF HEAT EXCHANGER
00101 37*- C E1	 - ENERGY STORED Al STAPT OF MELT PHASE, KWH
00101 38* C E2	 - ENERGY STORED AT ENO OF MELT PHASE, KWH
i.DIDl 39* C PM	 - MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CHARGE RATE, KW
70101 4D* C EF2 - OUTPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY
colol 41* C PO	 - DISCHAPGE POWER TAKEN FROM NEAT EXCHANGER, KW
LO101 42* C TO	 - DISCHARGE CYCLE OUTPUT TEMPERATURE, DEG F
00101 43* C EFO - DIS'CHARGE CYCLE EFFICIENCY
¢ 0:0101 44'* C R	 - THERMAL RESISTANCE, DEG F/KW
i GClol 45* -C
00101 46* C STATISTICS
00101 47* C TSU - MAXIMUM STORAGE TEMPERATURE, DEG F
..0101 48r C TSL - MINIMUM STORAGE TEMPERATURE, DEG f
001:.1 49*: C ME	 - MAXIMUM STORED ENERGY, KWH
U0101 50* C MT	 - MAXIMUM EXIT TEMPERATURE, DEG F
00101 51* C
10101 52* C INPUTS
CO101 53* C NU	 - STORAGE ENERGY LOSS COEFFICIENT
00101 54* C ST	 - RATED STORAGE TIME, HR
. OlOI 55* C BE	 - STORAGE ENERGY MIXING COEFFICIENT, 	 I/HR
00101 56* C 701 - MINIMUM ALLOWABLE STORAGE TEMPERATURE, DEG F
00101 57* C DTD - MEDIA TEMPERATURE SWING, DTG F
O0101 58* C PD	 - RATED THERMAL STORAGE POWER, KW
00101 59 * C TEM"- MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE EXIT TEMPERATURE, DEG F
00101 60* C XD	 - DESIGN POINT FRACTION OF MOLTEN MEDIA MASS
bclol 61* C EF1 - INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY
Dclol 62* C MP1 - MAXIMUM INPUT CHARGING PATE
L0101 63* C CPI - STORAGE MEDIA HEAT CAPACITY, 	 KWH/LS-F
03 colol 64* C H	 - STORAGE MEDIA HEAT OF FUSION, KWH/LB
N CG101 65* C THT - STORAGE MEDIA MELT TEMPERATURE, DEG F
00101 66* C CPF - AIR HEAT CAPACITY, KWH/LB-F
CD -10101 67* C KF	 - AIR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, KWHIFT-F
^
00101 68* C HU	 - AIR VISCOSITY, LP/FT-HR
0. 0101 69* C NT	 - NUMBER OF H/X TUBES
GOlUl 70* C D	 - TUPE DIAMETER,	 FT
colol 71* C _ L	 - TUBE LENGTH, FT
00101 72* C DEL - TUBE HALF SPACING, FT
0D101 73,0 C K	 - STORAGF HEDIA THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
..
_.
00101 74*	 - C T1- - INLET AIR TEMPERATURE, DEG i 000000
A CD101 75 C M1	 - INLET MASS FLQW RATE, L8/H^t 000000
00101 76*' C CM	 - STORAGE DEVICE YEARLY MAINTENANCE COST S/'KY 00000C
co LDSDI 77* C CSA - STORAGE DEVICE CAPACITY COST, S/KY Dt00DD) GOlt71 78* C CS8 - STORAGE DEVICE ENERGY COST, SIXWH 000000
tv 1.0101 79* C LE	 - 'UNIT LIFE EXPECTANCY, YEARS CD0000
011 8?*'- C M3	 - DISCHARGE CYCLE MASS FLOW RATE FROM CS, WHR' ODG000
L0101 81* C 73	 - DISCHAP.GE CYCLE TEMPERATURE FROM CS, DEG F CCOOOD
L'0101 82* C TA	 - AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, DEG F DDG00G
00101 83* C TSO - STORAGE VESSEL MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FROM CS, DEG F GDOODO {
0101 84* C 000000
00163 85* COMMON /CIMPL/IMPL,TCNT/CTIME/TIME /CSIMUL/DUMI71,TMAX DOOOCO
00104 66* COMMON /COST/ CCI,C 4 I DOGOOG E
00105 Pl* REAL M3,MOM,NU,M2,MP2,MA,ME,MT.MPI,MUgNT,MI9LE,KF,K,I- C00000
L0106 68* DIMENSION RP(6),RN(51 ODDOGO
+00107 89*- DATA PI/3.14159/ DOOOL`0
CG107 9C* C' 000000
00111 91* IF(IMPL.GT .0)GO-TO
	
100 GOOEGO•. w-,
n 00111 92* C 000000 k`
C 00113 93* IF(NU .EQ.	 .99999)NU =0.002 000002 5
00,115 94* IF(8E	 .EQ.	 .9999916E = 0.0 000007 _f DCI17 95* IF(TOl.EQ.	 .99999)701=60.0 GDG013
00121 96* IF(DTD.EQ.	 .99999)OTD=4PO.0 (.CD020
00123 97* IF(TEM.EQ-	 .999991TEM=240.0 G00025 j
G . 00125 98* IFICPI.EQ.	 .999991CP1=2.93E-+1 LID G032
C0127 99s IF'!H	 .EQ.	 .99999IH	 =2.188E-2- 000037
GC131 100+ 1SIXD .EQ.	 .99999)X0 =0.8 GDOD44
00133 101* IF(TMT.EQ.	 .99999)Tr,T=147.0 GGOD51
C0135 IC2* IF(CPF.EQ.	 .99999)CPF=7.6E-5 000056
C, 00137 103* TF(KF, .EQ.	 .99999)KF =1.03Ei COCC66
00141 1G4* IF(MU .EQ.	 .99999)MU =0.055 000073 ---.-.
00143 105* IF(NT .EQ.	 .99999)NT =209.0 000100
C0145 106* IF(D	 .EQ.	 .9999910	 =3.CF-2 300105
60147 107*
108*
IF(L	 .CO.	 .99999)L	 =4.0
1F (DE	 .99999)OELL.E0.	 =A.SE-2 cs60151
000112
000117
00153 109* IF(K	 .EQ.	 .99999)K	 =7.8E-3 COU124






















U0165 116*- PM=	 0.0' G00153
00166 117* TSU=0.0 000154
Il 60167 178* ME= 0.0 DOC155
00170 119* MT=C.O CCO156
00171 120* M3=0.0 GOC157
G0172 _ 121* T3=TA COG160
j 00173 122* T50=TA 000162
l 001.74 123* MA =PD*0.S*ST/(XD*H+CP1*DTD) 000163
C0175 124* CC =1CSA*CSR*ST)*PD/LE 000175







002G1 12P.* TY.AXI=TMAX*7.99999 COG 216
00202 129* A	 =(P*DEL*DEL**21/5.0 3OG221
0G202 130* C COC221
:i
^.._..	 _,.-. .. ^r-+.--»-^i ^^:-Y"..^.
	
:-._^ ^nrl'.










00202 131* C COMPUTE THERMAL RESISTANCE OF MEDIA 000221
00202 1324 C 000221
OCZ03 13:!* RB (11=0/2.0 000230
0021.3 134» C G0C230
0CZ04 135+ 00 20 1=1 1 5 GCv'236	 ^	 r
00207 136* RE41*1 )=SQRT(R8 (I)**2*A) LOC236	 c
00210 1374 20 PN(I)=SORT((RB(1*1)**24RBtI)*02)/2.0) 000245	 4
CO210 13P4 C DOC245
G0212 139* R=0.13 (00260
OC212 14	 * C C0G26Z;	 S
00213 141* 00 30 1=1.4 CCO264
OG216 1424 30 R=R*ALO&lRNfl+l)/PNtI)) 040264
CO216 143* C 03G264
GC220 144* R=R*D/2.0/K [002711
00220 145* C 0002711
0C22Z 146* C STORAGE TEMPERATURES 000274
00220 147* C 000274
G-IZZI' 148* 100	 TS'1=T I T 000301
03221 149* C 000301
00222 15j* IF(EC1.LT.Ell TS2- T014 EC11(MA*CP1.) GO0302
00224 151* IFiEC1.GT..E2)	 TSI	 TOl- (EC1/)4A - " I /CPI C00315
030226' 152» TS2=Tr.T 000327
00227 1:53*' IF(EC2.LT.E1)TS2= T014 EC2/tNA*CP1). 000331
OC-231 154* IF(EC2.GT.EZI TS2= T014 (£C2/MA — H3/CPL 00G341
CO231 155* C 00O3101
60233' 156» OELT, TSS - TS2 COC353
((0234 157* TSH= 751+	 5*DELT 000356
00235 158* TSC='752 - .S*OELT 300362	 ^.
OC23S 159* C 000362
D0236 160* T2= TSC 000365
`—00237 161* M2=MT DOu366
00240 162* P =0,0 GD63.?n-
LC241 I63* PX=0.4 000371
03242 164* U=1 .0/R C00372
OCZ42 165* C C00372
00243 If,Gv IFIMI.LT.0.001)GO TO 200 000375
00243 167* C 300375
DD2.43 168* C CONVECTIVE "HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 000375
GD243 169* C 000375
002N5 170* HF CO0400
00245' 171* C DOL400
00245 1724 C UNIT THERMAL CONDUCTANCE COC40C
L0145 173* C GC:40C
1;,,246 174* U = 1.0/(1.0/HF*R) GnO432
00247 175* UA= U*PI*D*L*NT/(M1*CPF*2.) COL440
00250 176* TEMP= OELT/UA 000452
00251 177* UA= 1. — EXP(-UA) 000455
50251, 17P,* C OGL455
05251 179* C EXIT TEMPERATURE 000455
U r-,il 180* C GOC455
O COZ52 181* TX= 71 — OELT - UA*(TI — TSH —TEM.P) 000463
GC253 162» T2= TX— OELT — UA*(TX — {TSI+TSZ)*.S-T£l!P) 000473
00253 483* C 000473	 ._
i CC253 18 4* C CHARGE RATE CD6473
rr
GCZ53 185+ C COC473
c-5254 186* P =Ml*CPF*tTl —T2) CobsDl
CO255 127* PX = Y.1*CPF A (TI — TX) C G5.i7
yDOZ55 12,8K C
Cz 00255 139* C HY EXIT 1EMPERATURE CALCULATIONS00255 19`0 * C
03256 191* 2C0 TO	 TS 






03 Z61 1.96* C CONVECTIVE NEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
CC261 1974 C
GC263 196* HF0 =KF/D K IO.0215*tM3/)17KK.D/Y,U/P7I0)'s*O. et{CPFrMU/K^f^^D.b)
ar-63 _ l Sri+ C
C.C263 20,14 C UNIT THER+IAL CONDUCTANCE
00263 2010 C
De264 2a2• UO=l.r/f1.C/HFO+Rl
L02E5 2030 UA= U0*P1*D*LENT/fM3*CPF:*2.':)
DC26E 2040 TEMP= DELT /UA
DC2,67 2Fi5* UA= EV(-UA) - 1.
00267 206*- C
00267 237* C EXIT TEI!PERATUZE AND DISCHARGE PATE
Gliz67 2Za* C
G^273 2DS* TY= T3• DELI* UA*(T3-7SC+TEMP)
00271 Zla* TO= TY- CELT * UAK(TY-(TS14TS2)+.S*TEMP)
l-CZ72 211» PO =M3*CPF	 17O-T3)
G17273 212* PY= M3*cpFKtT0-7Yt
00273 213* C
00273 714* C ENERGY DEPOSITED
00273 215* C
G3273 216* C
00,274 217'* 3.n JF(IEa.NE-.0) DE1= PX- PY -NU*ECI -Hf+(ECI-EG2)
GbZ76, 21 Y.* IFtIE2.NE.0) DEZ= P -P'x - tP0-PY) -NU*EC2 +HE*tECI-EC2)
03276' 215s C
003:7 22CA 1F	 (T2.LT:.TEM) :E0	 TO 500
003110 223+ C
CcC-'32 2270 IF(TMPL.EQ.2) WRITE t6,1010)T2,TEM'
CC3a7 273» IFtI4PL.E0.211CHT=I'CNT+1
60:07 224+ C
LCIC,7 225* C MAXIMUM A-LLOWAE ,LE CHARGE AND FLOW RATES
C 0 T S 7 226* C
OC311 227* 590 MDM= PD/tCPFKOTD)
FSC31:1 22x* C
10G.11.2 229* PM =MOM *CPF*IT1-7'A)
CC312 2300 C




96314 235* 1f 172.6E.TS0)'EFF-fT2-TS0J/t71-TAI
00 ;14 , 236 • C
F _"I& 237* EFO =1.0
^ 6316 23r-* C
f,'317 23gt IF(73.GT.TSDIEFO=tTO-TA)/IT3-TSO)
h1 'DC 317 74C,* C
^. CL321 2141* MP2--AMIU1.(MP1.PW,,)KEFF
GC 571 .242 * C
CC32'2 243+ EF2=EF1.*EFF
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".23 4F"t. L0 7- 6
vw23 2kf.r ^ L^^7,66
2a 25'-x' 7W =IYX	 4T5#3rT'S'T l .rif37Z5
L:y l2^r 75fr TSL ;=01MI CT5L, Tat I Cc'15 3
;.3.L7 .CJ2t YE	 Jf`^.X$lrar 	3.^".T+E^22 ..w.1^.1 1
'> ^a'k 2r'1•! XT	 =I.K :l1 GMT
	 ,rT21 EG1 2N
'=	 fi1 25> zFt710r- Lf..^T.KAXIJF,ETtJPJK' GLIyZb
E31 ZSG C «vIE26
^ s 3 11 CLI =CET
-*CC Cr1r,:5
fie 3.34 15 CP.1=CKT*rx L,6IG4c
_S335 Z5 1 A c":}rt.'_. 	"^^:ap:^.. CIO 1 i
a+'. :r ,J mil' .L^ H{A ^ 3 .+'S i^}i j
^'^33.5 .c6 #+ G.t~TfJ3 it r314,^b
iy 336: 762 C rLyv^	 ^6
c'c3^;7 ZR;3x 1010 F MI A TfIHD M 224HX	 EXIT TrOPEWURE * F12.:! GO 1.'515
31C a.7 2«{:• l	 r35K	 6RE,41EP. T4,LW XWY,,!K: kLLaWkk,a	 Fl 2.11 EG1r16
Lo337 265,r C t'Z1516
3i1 16 ^^ ELID ^v 15 1 FI
i HY
7. 17 ADIABATIC HEAT EXCHANGER	 DISCHARGING CYCLE
MASS FLOW RATE (MI) 	 ---^m--MASS BLOW RATE (M2)
HX EXIT TEMP. (T0) --*-EXIT TEMPERATURE (T)
HX EFFICIENCY (EF0) HY	 --DISCHARGE POKER (P)
MAX. INPUT POWER (MP1	 --^►-MAX. OUTPUT POWER (MP2)
INPUT POWER (PI) --;P—OUTPUT EFFICIENCY (EF2)
3
HY is the discharge cycle complement to HX. All the calculations to obtain
the exit temperature and heat exchange power deposited or withdrawn are done









1 n ou v:
Par amof grIPor t- Descr ipt i on 4,!li.:^
M	 I Air mass flow rate from storage lb/hr
1.0 Exit temperature from HW OF
P Discharge power from storage kw
CFO Discharge cycle efficiency from iDt
MP	 I Maximum Power from storage low
r	 ,
Vt^ r° i z^h l e^ Por't
M	 2 Exit air mass flow rate	 ( t:;Mt.) 1e1&
T Exit temperature WTO
qF
P	 ? Dischar gQ power kw
MP	 2 Maximum discharge power kw
EF	 2 Cwtput product efficiency --
Statistics
i
TL Minimum exit temperature °F
TU Maximum exit thmperature °F









t	 Compute S t•a t i s t't	 s
208 BCS 40180 -2
O
Co -
ry	 SUBROUTINE HY	 ENTRY POINT 000064
_	







EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME')
0005	 NERR3S
-'-"	 STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	 (BLOCK, -TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001	 000007 IDOL	 0004	 000000 DUM
	
0003 T.000000 IMPL	 0000	 000002 INJPS	 0004 R 000006 TINC
00100	 It	 CHY	 COOOOC
00101	 _ 2*	 SUBROUTINE HY(M2,T,P2,MP29EF2,TLsTU,SP,MlrTO,PlgEF0,MPl)	 000000
00101	 3*	 C	 CODO00
clolol	 4*	 C	 PURPOSE
	
PERFORMANCE OF ADIABATIC HEAT EXCHANGER DURING DISCHARGE
	 CODOOD
COIOI	 S*	 C	 C70G0C
Colol	 6*	 C-	 CYCLE	 COGp00
z;OIGI	 7*	 C	 GococO
.Dlol	 8*	 C 	 METHOD	 COMPUTE EXIT CONDITIONS USING HEAT EXCHANGER STATE 	 Cocooc
001c71	 9*	 C	 0CL030
00131	 1G*	 c	 DETERMINED IN HX
	
tCG G0
Lolol	 11*	 C	 000000
G0101
	
I2* 	C	 WRITEN BY F. 0. MAHONY 	 VERSION 1, MARCH 27 1977	 ODUCDC
^Ol p l	 13*	 C,	 COODDC
GClol	 lu*	 C	 CALL SEQUENCE	 coGOCp
^_OIUl	 15*	 C	 OUTPUTS	 ODGDOG
aD101	 16 * 	C	 M2	 — EXIT AIR MASS FLOW RATE 	 ( =M1), LB/HR	 CoGDDC
_01x1	 17*	 C	 T	 — EXIT TEMPERATURE	 (=TO), DES F	 50tiODC
CO101'	 22*	 C	 P2	 — TOTAL DISCHARGE POWER, KW	 GUUG00
00101
	
19*	 C	 NP2 — MAXIMUM DISCHARGE POWER, KY 	 o0LCo0
GClol	 204	 C	 €F2 - OUTPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY 	 GOGDOC
'	 Lolol
	 21*	 C	 000CCo
.	 ^h1ol
	 22*	 C -	 STATISTICS	 ^rcCoo
L'0101
	 23*	 C,	 TL	 — MINIMUM EXIT TEMPEPATURE, DEG F 	 GoGOJC
"OIGl
	 24*	 C	 TU	 — MAXIMUM EXIT TEMPERATURE, DEG F	 LOu::CD
s.Clol
	 2r*	 C	 SP	 — TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGED, KWH	 GOOGGC
cclol	 26'4	 C `	 CGCOGC
{	 C-OICl	 27*	 C	 INPU?5	 r_CGEGo
^•'-	 ^;C1:.1
	
28*	 C'	 P1	 — SIR	 MASS	 FLOW RATE FROM STORAGE, LEA /HR	 OCLuCO
00101
	
29*	 C	 TO	 — E4IT TEMPERATURE FRom HX, DEG F 	 GDGCCG
Oclol	 30*	 C	 P1	 — DISC14APGF POWER FROM STORAGE, KW	 COCDDo
C EFO - DISCHAPLE CYCLE EFFICIENCY 000000
relal 32* C MPI - MAXIMUM POWER FROM STORAGE, KW coccac
.Idol 33* C cnlc;000
Ir DI03 34* COMMON /CIMPL/IMPL /CSIMUL/DUM(6),TINC CoLorac
00103 35* C G00006'
cola Lf 36* RrAL M2,MP2,MI,MPI 000000
00104 37* C co ec, Z; c
r0i.-5 39* rf(IMPL.GT.D)GO TO	 100 :10c000
Colo$ 39»' C 00111=
C0107 4co TU =G.D CCOG02
Lallo 41* SP =0.0 :;r!GCo3
yDllo 42* C :;00003
111 43* TL =I.OEID DC0004
C01,12 144* 100 "'2	 ="I GDG007
00113 450 T	 =10 GoGoic
00114 46* P2 --PI*EFO OCU012
C-0115 470 Y.PZ=#%PI*EFO corlois
C0116 490 EF2=ErO COCC20
L0116 45* C CCU2 0
DZ;11T Si* IFtINPL.LE.I)RETURN GOG022
COIJT 51;* C OCOC22
6,0121 520, TL =A mlNl(TL	 T ) COC-31
C0122 53* TU =AM4XItTU 1 7 ) OG037
C-0122 54* C c0G037
CC123 55* SP =SP *P2*IINC/2.0 006045
r,0123 56* C' GOG045
C0124 5710 RETURK C00O52
C0125 58* END 00C134
C-)
IT











F	 GKL Saturation, limiter
	 gain
'	 AMA Upper
	 I imi t of output	 (Default = 1036}
AMI
Out put s








FO s Gl< I* [,F I N—GKL*(FO—AMA )	 if	 FO > AMA I
FO = GK 1 3£ FIN	 i f AM I	 FO C AMA
fO GK I	 F I N—GKL*(F0—AM I ! ]
	





jSUDROUTINE IT ENTRY POINT 000051
S76P46f USEO CODECI) 000067. DATA(a) 000007; BLANK COMMONI2) 000000
4
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
0063 NEPR3S
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0000 R 000000 CPS 0000	 000003 INJPS
Lobo 1* CIT 000000
00101 2* SUBROUTINE IT(Fo,FODOT,IFO FLN,GKI,GKL,AMA,AMI) 000000'
R 60101 3"* C VERSION 2.	 REVISED	 OCT 8'1976 COGOOo
zG101 A* C DDOGOD
J0101 C PURPOSE - SIMULATION OF AN INTEGRATOR WITH SATURATION DCCOOG
^.0101 6* C CCC0o0
0101 7* C Coccoo
010k 8* C METHOD	 - SEE CODIN6 OOLOGO
GDI01 94 C 000DOO
:0101 134 C COCOOD
t CD101: 214 C LIMITATIONS - EXCESSIVELY HIGH VALUES OF GKL MAY RESULT IN POOR GoC000I OC1x4I 12* C STEADY STATE CONVERGENCE CC0000
^0101 13* G COccoG
coloi I44 C CCL.D03
'CI01 15* C WRITTEN BY	 - ADAM LLOYD	 LATEST REVISION - NOV 75 CoUoOD
CG10,1 164 C CCL)COD
Gcial 11* C Locoo0
01DI 18* C .INPUT/OUTPUT LIST LCO300
00101 19* C C00000
r:cl'C1 20* C FO-	 INTEGRATOR OUTPUT
	
ANY OUTPUT STATE coco00
a,01L1 21* C FODOT	 OUTPUT DERIVATIYE	 ANY OUTPUT DERIV LCLCOG
C-Olsl Z2* C I.FO	 INTEGRATOR CONTROL	 -- PROGRAM VAR COOOOD
rf?.1G1 23* C FI1{	 FUNCTION INPUT	 ANY INPUT VAR GOu000
OCIOI 244 C SKI	 INTEGRATOR GAIN	 ANY INPUT PARAM CGU00D
E"0
 1G1 25* C GKL	 DERIVATIVE LIMITER 6AT)t	 ANY INPUT PARAM OOOOOD
- 0101 26* C AMA	 UPPtR LIMIT OF OUTPUT	 A){Y INPUT PARAM 3000DO
tn/r vcIDl 21* C WHERE DERIV. LIMITER STARTS C.	 70iC0
70131 28w C AMI	 LOVED "LIMI,T	 OF OUTPUT'	 ANY INPUT PARAM rJocc00
-06
CD CLial 29* C WHERE DERIV, LIMITER STARTS u000aC
co C 0,133 3C, EPS=FT)t L3GCOC
o I.C103 31* C ----=--------	 PROVIDE ` DEFAUL7S THAT ELLIMINATE SATURATION GOGGOD	 -
40104 324 IF(AH ► .EO...99999)AMk=1.E36 CGOC1
00106 334' IF(A9T.EO..99g99)AtfI=--1.E36 COCCO6
MD110 .34* IF(FD.GT.AKA)EP5 = FIN - GKL 4 (FO-AKAl OGG013
'0112 35* 1F(FO.'LT.AMI)EPS =	 FIN -- GKL ;(,FO-AHI) 00L024
V_-T
p	 00114	 360	 IF(IFO.NE .OIFODOT=GKI*EPS	 000035




DC POWER (P1)	 `—	 AG POWER (P2)
IV No OUTPUT EFFICIENCY (EF2)
INPUT MAX. POWER (MP1	 OUTPUT MAX. POWER (MP2)
This component models a solid state Inverter/transformer. Power losses due
to resistive heating and contact potential loss are modeled. A step—up trans—
former may also be needed to boost output voltage up to that of the bus.
















DC input power kw
Tr°anstor mom r es istant.o
	 (D z Lo ,ohms;
Lei' Rated 0C Vol t4ge t[? ^ ^^?^^) ^G^i t
i inver't<ot	 ^ottt	 t	 p4^t^;nt ial
	 Its -	 t l t^4 t^:
r<t Invor fer- r • t_,Lsistant^o
	
U, z: 0.00!!) ohm'
^\I AP Rated Innut p4wor kw
f_ t.:	 I input
Akn\injum input po' yer' t^
.	 ` Inver ter,
 Qkist: year
C1 tt t Li
Vx F jtii e;PorAti
>	 »' C out pu t p4"tl er Kw
i I 01 DC input cur rtmt ;Amps
PL powor•	 loss kw
I.. output product effictency -.













If P1 5 0,	 P2 = I DC = PL = 4, EFF = 1 and go to 3)
1) Input and output current
i DC = P1*'i000/ VDC
IAC	 V6*11)C /tT
21 Power loss and output power
PL = GIDC*(DI+RI*IDC) + V3 T*IAC21/1000
{
P2 = Pi - PL
EFF = P2/ P1
P2 0
	 C^> Diagnostic, EFF _ 1
a
31 Efficiency and maximum power
EF2 = EFViEFF	
I
MP2 = MiN(MPI,RAP)*EFF	 a
I
-a














0006 R 000000 CCI
0003 I OOOG00 IMPL
0000 R GOOD02 TMAX'1
0001 0GO030 IDOL 0001
	
ODOC47 200L
	 3000	 0000011 208F
	 0001	 000145 400L
0005 OuD000 DUM 0000 R OU0003-EFF	 0000 R 000000 IAC	 0003 I 000001 ICNT
0000
0.,
000034 INJPS 0000 R 000001 PI	 0004 R 000000 TIME
	
0005 R 000007 TMAX
CO100 1* CTV
00101 2* SUBROUTINE IV( P2',IDC, PL,EF2,MP2,PI,RT,VDC,0I,RI,RAP,EFI,MPI,CCI
colol 3» C
1	 00101 4* C PURPOSE	 SOLID STATE INVERTER /TRANSFORMER MODEL
301G1 5* C
01Q1 b* C METHOD	 COMPUTE AC POWER AS A FUNCTION OF
u0101 7* C INPUT DC POWER
COlol 8* C
COlol 9* C WRITTEN BY	 Y.K.CHAN	 VERSION 1, JUNE 2, L977 -
cClol IC* c
00:J1 ll* C	 CALL SEOUENCE
CO1ci1 12* C OUTPUTS
LO201- 13s C P2 	 — AC OUTPUT POWER, KW
00101 14* C IDC -DC INPUT CURRENT, AMPS
u-0101 15* C' PL	 —POWER LOSS, KY
60101 16* C EF2 —OUTPUT POWER EFFICIENCY
colol 17* C MP2 -MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER, KW
00101 Is* C INPUTS
00101 19* C Pi	 --UC INPUT
	
POWER,	 KW
CO101 20* C RT	 —TRANSFORMER RESISTANCE, OHMS
d	 011101 21* C VDC -RATED DC VOLTAGE, VOLTS
C)0101 22* C DI	 -INVERTER CONTACT POTENTIAL, VOLTS






































SUBROUTINE IV	 ENTRY POINT 000175
N
STORAGE USED CODE(11 000261: DATA(D) 000046= BLANK COMMON(21 000000
COMMON PLOCKS
f	 0003	 CIMPL CO00O20004	 CIIME OOOOOI
0005	 CSIMUL 000010
0006	 COST	 000001































































GO101 24* C RAP -RATED OUTPUT POWER, KM
LO101 25* C EFI -INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY
CO101 26* C MPl -MAXIMUM INPUT POWER, NW
:0101 27* C CC	 -INVERTER COST/YEAR
60101 28* C
60103 29* -COMMON /CIMPL/IMPL,TCNT/CTIME/TIME/CSTMUL/DUM(7),TMAX/COST/CCI
00104 30* REAL IOC,MP2,MPI,IAC
0105 31* DATA PI/3.14159/
20105 32* C
20107 33* TF(IMPL.GT.01 GO TO 100






-0121 4L.:* C COMPUTE INPUT AND OUTPUT CURRENT
C0121 41*, C
:0122 42* 100 IFIPI.GT.0.160 TO 2110
00124 43* P2=0.
00125 44* IDC=O•('0126 45* PL=O
C0127 46* FF2=EF1
OC-133 47* PP2=AMINI("P1sRAP)
001=1 4F)* GO TO 402
00132 49*` 200 IDC=P1*1000./VDC
00133 50• IAC=SORT(6.)*IDC/PI
00133 511 C
00133 52* C' POWER LOSS AND OUTPUT POWER
00133 53* C














00153 6e* 208 FORMATIIH0,I4HIV POWER LOSS J12.3,21H EXCEEDS INPUT POWER 9F12.3,




n 00156 71* P2=0.
N 00156 72* C
.^ 20157 73* 4 c IFtIMPL.LE.l)RETURN
CD 00161 7ff IF(TIME.L7,TMAX1)RET,URN
Co 00163 75* CCI=CCI+CC
















TC	 Time constant (hours)
I
i
FO	 Output variable (state)
Calculation Sequence
} 10 _ (GAI	 F IN - FO UTC
.i
NOTE: d.c.. gain =GAI; time constant = TC









Bcs 40180-2 	 21.9
I
it
Ca1Ga 1* CLA CODOnO
Ca 101 2* SUBROUTINE LAlFO,FODOT,TFO•FIM,GAIaTC) 000000
Ca1a1 3* C ;0000081
00101 4' ♦ C PURPOSE --TO SIMULATE FIRST ORDER LAS FO	 CAI COG003
10101 5* C ___^ _ ___^___,__ crionoD
00101 6* C FIN	 tf.+TC *S) LOULGO
r'aial 7* c CaarcO
Dalnl 8* z LGOOGG
U01131 9* C METMOD	 - SEE CODING EOG02Z
Lt0101 104 C LDGFiac
GDSaI 11{ C CaGOnC
Ccia1 12» C YRITTEH BY	 _	 ADAK LLOYD	 LATEST P.EYISTON NOV 75 esaG°cou
10101 130 C E3GGC:0
:0101 144 C CLG Ion
10171 15* C INPUT/OUTPUT LIST CDOGoc,
Lai-al 16* C LocaLc
;cI01 17; C FO	 TRANSFER FUNCTION OUTPUT ANY OUTPUT STATE CiGCt;Fi
c110I 1E* C FODOT	 T'P..ANSFER FUNCTION: OUTPUT >" 	 I ANY OUTPUT STATE GGGGcO
L0101 19'* C IF-0	 I'N'TEGERATOR CONTROL --- PROGRAM VAR COLoOG
vv^1CI 2G* C FIN	 TRANSFER FUNCTION INPUT 1ttY INPUT VAR LCL-060
60101 21w C GAT	 TRANSFER FUNCTION GAIN --- INPUT PARAM GOGLaa
1.C1r1 22* C TC	 TIYE CONSTANT SECS INPUT PARAM COG000
001:0 z-1* COMMON/CIO/IP.CAD-,IYRITE,IDIRG L2cc-oG
aCl 4 214 IFITC.14E..C.)	 GO 	 TO	 10 ccr'c;C:O
c^ C0106 25* FO=	 ,GAI*FI'ff '-0G001
aCIC7 76+ RETURN GC:;G09
C3 30110 27* 1G	 IFC1FD.tiE.0) FODOT=(GAi*F7N-FO)/TC LOCa010
t
I`r x:.0112 2h RETUP11 COGO16




SUBROUT%bE LA	 ERT;PI POINT 000D2b'
STORAGE USED ' CODEM 0000 815: DATA(0) 000010; BLANK _ COMMON (2') DOOL00
f	 COMMON FLOCKS
3103	 CID	 000003




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT l6LOC9,, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, N'AMEI
Mani	 0GC010 i D t	 0003	 000002 IDIAG	 0000	 000000 INJPS	 0003	 000000 IREAD	 00O3	 000001 IVRITE
1	 uParameter/Port	 Descri tp _ion
I	 FIN	 Input quantity
E
TCJ	 Numerator time constant (hours)
TG2
	
Denominator time constant (hours)
GAI	 Gain




X1	 Intermediate quantity (state)
FO	 Output quantityt•y (variablet
Calculation Seagence
FO •-M (XI + F I N"TCt. itGA I? f TC2 r
X1 = GA I *FIN-FO
NOTE: d.c: gain	 GA)	 r
a {
infinite gain	 GAI* C
TC2





QCS 40180-2 221 	 t
f13
SUBROUTINE LL ENTRY POINT 000022 -
STORAGE USED	 'CODE111 000031; DATA(01 000004: BLANK COMMON(21 0000G0 -
COMMON BLOCKS
0003 C'IO 000003
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK• NAME)
`
0004 NLRR31




i 0003 0OOG02 IDIAG	 0000	 000000 INJPS	 0003	 000000 IREAD 0003	 000001 IYRITE
00100 1* CLL 000000
DO101 2* SUBROUTINE LL(X'IiNIDOT,IX1•FO,FIN,TCI,TC2s6AI) 000000
00101 3* C 000000
00101 4*- C PURPOSE — TO SIMULATE LEAD LAG TRANSFER FUNCTTCN GCOOOC
GC101 5* C 000000
Oclol 6* C FO	 6AI*(1.+TCI*S7 000000
DOICi 7* C
----- - --------------- ODGOOD
00101 8* C FIN	 (I.*TC2 *S) COCG00
10101 9* c' GC0007
icio1 100 c ;,ocouo
f LD101 11* C METHOD	 - SELF EXPLANATORY OCOOOO
f CO101 12* C 000000
color 13* c 000000
EO1D1 140 C LIMITATIONS -	 NONE 000000
00101 15* C 400000
010.101 16* C 000000
00101 17* C WRITTEN BY	 -	 ADAM LLOYD	 LATEST REVISION NOV TS OoCD00
cciol 1R* C 000000
Co101 19* C' O0c000
acid 20* C INPUT/OUTPUT LIST 000000
cO101 21* C 000000
1:0101 22* C X1	 STATE VARIABLE ANY OUTPUT STATE C00000
C7 00101 23* C X1007	 STATE VARIABLE DERIVATIVE ANY OUTPUT STATE cD0000
00101 24* C IX1	 INTEGRATOR CONTROL - - PROGRAM VAR GOOOOU
to 00101 25* C FO	 TRANSFER FUNCTION OUTPUT ANY OUTPUT VAR 000000
('0101 26-* C FIN	 TRANSFER FUNCTION INPUT ANY INPUT VAR GOOODO
Co o lol 27* C TCi -	 TIPE CONSTANT	 (NUMERATOR) SECS INPUT PARAM COL-300D
-0101 28* C TC2
	
TI ►'E	 CONSTANT (DENOMI`1ATOR) SECS INPUT PARAM 000o00
N 00101 29* C GAI
	
TRANSFER FUNCTION GAIN --- INPUT PARAM OOL•GOG
00103 33* COMMON/CIO/3REAO,IVRITE,IDIAG 000000




A	 G0105	 32t	 IF(TXI.NC.D)X1DOT= GAI*FIN-FO 000005













VALUE OF ENERGY XOE!-IVERED (VDE)








This component represents electrical load either by a user—specified data
A
file time history or by a set of random numbers with user—specified daily,
weekly, and yearly average profiles and user—specified random variation.
It also computes the value of the power delivered to the load by the sys-
tem. This value delivered is determined from a user-specified value per
kwh. This value may be input in tabular form as a function of time of day,
time of year, or any other system parameter.
If the user selects to have the electrical Load represented by random num-
bers, then the load (L02) is generated from the following equation:
Basic Equation




PD, PW,, PY are the daily, weekly, and yearly profiles, respective-
t	 Iy and TD, DW, WY are the time of day, day of the week, and week
of the year, respectively. NC is a normalizing constant.
CN is a colored noise term with user—specified correlation time, standard
deviation and mean.
i






Tables Dgscription Unit s
PD Daily profile
	 (tabular with TD) kw
PW Weekly profile	 (tabular with DW) arbitrary




P	 1 Power delivered kw





LO	 1 Electrical	 load	 data	 file	 input kw
TD Time of day
DW Day of week
a
WY Week of year —
CT Correlation time of random noise hr
3
MN, STD Mean	 (D = 0) and std, deviation of random noise kw




RE	 1 Power request kw
VDE Value of energy delivered	 (state) $
LO	 2 Electrical	 load kw
^ )t
TIM Last time a random sample was used hr




SRE Total energy requested kwh
SIDE Total	 energy delivered kwh
PC Percentage of load met -
t




1)	 Initialize CN(0)	 (first	 pass)
2)	 Check for data file input
If L01 = .99999 go to 3)
L02 = L01 and go to 5)
3)	 Generate colored noise CN
If TIM = TIME go to 5)
A =	 exp	 ( -e/CT), CT>0, A= Integration step size, hr 	 E
j	 0.	 CTS
CN = A*CN+W,
Where W is white noise generated by RN with
Mean	 MN # (1—A) and standard deviation = STD
^	 yF
4)	 Compute L02











SRE _- SIRE + L02* 6/2
SIDE _ `SDE + P1* A/2


























SUBROUTINE LO ENTRY POINT 000344rU












STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE * RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001 000062 IOL 0001	 000070 IDOL	 0001	 000233' ISOL	 0000 R O00005 A
0006 OCCOOD CC 0006 R 000004 COE	 0006	 000001 CM'	 0006	 000002 CO
DOC6 R CocGO3 CV 0000 R 000011 OLD	 OL04	 000000 GUM	 0003 T 000000 IMPL
0000 I CGOCGI NO 0000 I 000002 NW
	
GOOD I D00003 NY	 0010 R 000000 TBLUI
0004 R DOP006 TINC	 0004 R 030007 TMAX	 7000 R 000004 TMAX1	 0000 R 000010 Y
c
DOCO R G00006 WMN ODDO R OD0007 WS0	 0000 R 000013 YLO
Co100 1* CL0
-0101 2* SUSPOUTINE LO (PD,PY,PY,VDE,DVD.,TVD,RE,L02,SRE,SDE,PC,TIMO,YN,
COLOI 3* 1	 TD,OY,WY,XNC,CT,XMH,STD,VE,LOI,PMAX,PO,EF1
colol 4* C
00101 5* C PURPOSE	 GENERATE ELECTRICAL LOAD FROM DAILY, WEEKLY, YEARLY AND
DClQI 6* C RANDOM PROFILE DATA AND EVALUATE PERFORMANCE STATISTICS
00101 7* C
%1110} a* C METHOD
	 COLORED MOTSE TS ADDED TO A MEAN DAILY PROFILE AND MULTIPLIED
LolCl 9* C BY WEEKLY ANO YEARLY WEIGHTING FCNS. POWER REOUESTED 15 EITHER
:10101 104 C THE GENERATED LOAD OR THE MAX. POWER DELIVERABLE.
CO101 11* C
011101 12* C WRITTEN BY A.W..WARREN	 VERSION 1, MARCH 9 1977
LOIC1 13* C
"0101 140 C CALL SCOUENCE
COlol 15*' C TABLES
N r0lol IG* C PD	 — MEAN DAILY PROFILES 'KY
cC101 17* C PW	 — MEAN WEEKLY PROFILE, —





OCOD R C00000 AX
0006 R OOCOOS CRE
OCCO	 000022 INJP9
0005 R 00000O TIME
0000 R LOV012 WLO
L	 w	
r.
00101 20* C OUTPUTS OCO002
.^0101 21* C WOE - VALUE OF ENERGY DELIVERED	 (STAIE), S 000002
00101 22* C DVO - DERIVATIVE OF WOE COD002
DC101 230 C IVO -'INDICATOR FOR WOE :,OG002
00101 24* C RE	 - POWER REQUEST,	 K4 000002
00101 25* C L02 - ELECTRICAL LOAD DEMAND, KW GCDCO2
Dolol 26* C SRE - SUN OF ENERGY DESIRED, KWH 000002
CGici 27* C SOE - SUM OF ENE RGY DELIVERED, KWH COGOOZ
OGlol 28* C PC	 - CU4ULATIVE PERCENT OF LOAD DELIVERED, - DOGO02 
I'D if) 1 29* C TIMO- LAST TIME A RANDOM SAMPLE WAS USED, HR CL~LCD2 _t
n.0101 3C# C XN	 - COLORED NOISE SAMPLE, KW 006002
LDla1 31* C COCCO2
00101 324 C INPUTS 00C'OG2 "	 -
CC101 33* -C TD	 - TIME OF DAY, HR COG002
GO101 34* C OW	 - DAY	 OF WEEK	 11-7) CDGCO2
COI01 310 C WY	 - WEEK OF YEAR	 (1-5Z) C00002
00101 36* C XNC - NO'RMALIZING CONSTANT, 	 - DCGCO2
00101 37* C CT	 - CORRELATION TIME OF RANDOM NOISE, HR OOCCO2
:.G1D1 38* C XMN - MEAN OF RANDOM NOISE, KV C00002
:0131 39* C STD - STANDARD DEVIATION O F RANDOM NOISE• KW CGGOO2
00101 40* C WE	 - VALUE OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY, SJKWH L0GD02
i01a1 41* C LO1 - ELECTRICAL LOAD DATA FILE 7NPU7. 	 XW GOGO02 Fs
E < 00101 42+ C PMAX- MAX. INPUT POWER DELIVERABLE,	 KW 000002 }
CG101 43* C PO	 -'POWER DELIVERED TO LOAD,	 KW COGDO2 u
E f,0101 44* C EF	 - INPUT POWER EFFICIENCY CC0002
CC101 45* C O0GCO2 1.
00103 4C* DIMENSION	 PDf1),PW(1)11PYf1) Ca00002
00104 47* REAL LO1,L02 G00002
00105 48* COMMON /CIMPL/ IMPL /CSIMUL/ DUM(6),TINC,TMAX/CTIME /TIME DOGO02
00106 49* COMMON /COST/CC,CM,CO,CV,COE,CRE 000032
00107 50* DATA AX/.99999/ CO0002
GO 107'' 51s C 000002
00107- 52* C IN17IALIZA7ION CC0002
COlDT 53* C 000002
G GD111 Sow ND = POt2i COG002
00112 55* NV = PW(2) CGOall
00113 56V NY = PY12) D00020
00114, 57* IF(ItiPL.GT.0) GO TO	 10 000027
0011.6 5E* 1FfXMN.EO.	 .79999)XMN=O. GElOC32
00120 59* TMAXI = 7MAX*.99999 D00O36
X0121 6C* TIMO=-l. 0000411, 0122 61* SRE =0.0 000043
00123 62* Svc -u.0 GGG044
00124 63* PC	 =0.0 000'045
001.25 64* CILL RN(XN,AX,STD,XMN) C00046
,20126 6!s I'F(PMAX.EO.	 .999991	 P"AX = I.E10 GOGGS4
00126 66* C CDGC54
C0126 67* C CHECK FOR DATA FILE INPUT DOCO54
nVt 00126 6R* C D00054
FJO130 69* 10 7FILOI.EO.	 .99999)	 GO TO 100 GOLD62
C3 00132 7C i L02	 = LO1 C,20064 t1-4 00133 7'1+ 60 TO 150 000066
p 00133 72i C L00066
r 00133 73* C GENERATE COLORED NOISE SAMPLE XN COG066
00133 74; C GOG066
00134 75* 100	 IF'(	 TIMO.EO.TIME) -GO TO 	 I50 (10CC7r.
GC136 76* A=O. GGG072
G-Q137 77 •" IFK7.67.0.) A = EXP(-TTNCICT1 CDOD73
X10141 78* urn 000116
00142 79'* USD	 = 57D*SORT4l--A*Ai 000122
0143 EL'* CALL	 P.NIV,AX,L5D,VHNI 000133qty cG144 al* XN	 Xt4*4 .	 V QOGI41
C0144 62r C COMPUTE ELECTRICAL LOAD DErAND Gl'G141
OC144 83+ C t:OG141
'.C^1kK E4:k OLD	 = T8LU1lTti,Pf^l41,P0lNO*4),1,-HDT COC14St
I OC146 85* NL0	 = T8LU1(OY.PYt 4`I,PYlNV*4i,1,-NY) GOO164:0147-' a(,* YLO	 - TP.LU1-(VY,PYt41,PYtNY*4),I,-r(Y) COG2013
:0159 87+ L02	 = (PLO +XN) s vL'U	 • YLO*XNC DC6222
_0151 a?0 TIMO = TIPE Lt:G23C
,Cr152 89+ 1sa RC	 = AMlnl (PMA%,L02')/EF COG233
3C 152' 9(1* fi PERFORMANCE STATIS71C5 COG233
OISZ' 91* C COC233
30153 92* IF(JMPL.LE.l) RETURN COL241
k'; I =.0155 93+ TFt1Vn.ttE,,
	 01	 OYD	 = P0*VE 00025C
%G157 qw* SEE	 Z SRE	 + LO2r0;.5*T7NC 003261
wG160 95,0 50E
	
= SDE * PO*0.5 +TI)(C DOC266
4 'C 0161 9L* IF(SRC.GT.0.1.PC =	 100.*SDE/SRE 000271
:0161 97+ C 00:.271
OC163 9E* IYt7IrE.LT.7MAX11 RETURN DsL303
t3v165 99* CV = GY	 YO:E 600307 t
F ' :0166 IOG• CCC- COE r SO-c- PD*0.5K7INC ED0312
C0167 101* C9E= CRE • SRE- L02*0.5*TINC GD03I6 1
f C017o 102•' RETURN' CCC325












? 25 A1ULTIPLY AND ADD
FIN
G1




i Parame ter. Pik	 Descr I p t 1 on
FIN
	 Input quantity







230	 Are ^nti can	 __e.
r0
co0
SURROU71NE MA ENTRY POINT 000012N
STORAGE USED	 CODEIII 000016; DATA{01 000004; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
EXTERNAL REFERENCES C8LOCKv NAME)
f 0003	 NERR3f
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATIONt NAME)
I 0000	 000000 INJPS
t
I.
C0100	 10 CMA 000000
GO101	 20 SUBROUTINE MA[FO,FIN,CI,CjI 000000 '
00101	 3• C 000000
00101	 40 C PURPOSE - TO SIMULATE THE EQUATION OUTPUT=C1•INPUT • C2 GO0000
'.














00101	 10;- C WRITTEN BY
	
-	 ADAM LLOYD LATEST REVISION NOV 75 L00030
CO1D1	 11• C GD0000
00101	 124 C GOu000






16 s C PUIN	 T10UTPUT LIST COGRCO
.: 00101	 17s C GOOOCO
110101	 IA* C FO	 OUTPUT VARIABLE ANY OUTPUT VAR COODCO -
00101	 14* C FIN	 INPUT
	
VARIABLE ANY INPUT VAR 000000
j- 00101_	 20* c C1	 CONSTANT MULTIPLIER --- INPUT PARAM 000030
00101	 21+ C C2	 CONSTANT ADDITION --- INPUT PARAM 1.00000
00103 	 22• FO=CIOFIN • C2 OGcoca
00104	 23s RETURN CCCO03
00105	 24s END GOGO15
 
_,..:•.-. ,. , x .- ,	 .® 'p
	
" ,






C2	 FO= Cl*FNA i C2*FNB +	 FO











C4	 Input quantity	 3












CD SUBROUTINE MB ENTRY POINT 000051
STORAGE USED	 CODEflI 000064; DATA(0) 	 000023; BLANK COM;ION"f21 000000
COMMON FLOCKS
0003 ERMESS 000002
000 f4 C.10 000003
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
0005 ►lYDUs
OOC6 N102f
0007' ► EP.R3S -
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME(
0001 000030 .IGL OCOo	 000000 2OF	 0001	 000042 30L	 0001 000002 IDIAG OC43	 000001 IERR
00103 OCOGOD (FATAL 0000	 000015 INJPS	 0004	 000000 IREAD	 0004 1 000001 IWRITE
f
P, 00100 Is CMB G06000
:.0101 2•' SUBROUTINE MB(FO,FNA,EN9,CI,C2,C3-,C4;CS3 Coc000
_
40101 30, C :3GGDG
f uo'101 4; C PURPOSE - TO SIMULATE THE EQUATION	 Y=cl*x A, +C24XB*C3*XAMXB+c q *XA /XB+CS 337rtGG
OOIO1 3* C G°°.00G
50101 6s' C GJOSIIG
o1G1 7x. G WRITTEN' BY - GEORGE OULEBA LATEST REVISION MAY 76 lLC,c,
LO101 E3: C ^u:EG y
T.OTO2 9.s C EGGC irss
711 0101 1010 C LIMITATIONS - IF F101=0 DURING DIVISION, TNB IS SET TO E-20. uG':EOO
EGlvl II# C DT46140STIC MESSAGE IS GIVEN ,oGu
GG131 12* C cCGS	 o
;0101 2s+ C COLSOG r
00131 14s C INPUT /OUT'PUT GIST CaG[G0
E01G1 15; C
zol"I 16•' C FO	 OUTPUT VARIABLE ANY OUTPUT VAR Oicco
OI31Q1 17• C FNA	 INPUT VARIABLE A ANY INPUT VAR Gs;UCOG ;.
00131 i Es C FNB	 INPUT VARIABLE 9 ANY INPUT ACA c 9cScG
E0101 19* G Cl	 MULTIPLIER I ANY INPUT VAR C.oarC00

















}3, '01 Zyv!t C C5	 AD6XTIVE VARIABLE kNy IF:PUI VAR rrGrcG




06104 27K COK?-ON/CID/IR EAU, 7IRITE,101Afr LC GoG
:0105 2E• F0= LI*FNA 1 C2*f N8 • C3*F;NA*FNe • CS 000000
00106 29^ IFtC4.EQ.0.999991	 GO TO 30 000012
X0110 3E'^ IFtFNfs.EQ.O.)	 so To	 10 000015
00112 310 F0- FO + C4*FNA/FN8 000017
00113 32* RCTURN 000024
OG11 14 330 10	 YRITE(JURITE9201 i7CGC30
00116 301* 20	 FORIMA.7( 1,30x, 53HY,ARNINS- DIVISOR IN MB EOUALS 0., HAS BEEN SET=1. O00O3%
Dell
 35* 2E-20) 0000314
00117 36* f0- FO ♦ C 41•FNA*1.E 4 20 000014
CC123 37s 30	 - RCTURN 0000142
:;C121 38* END LOCC63
W
N































_	 ice: t. . 	 _..
	
.. 	 t.•..._.•..y.......o-.-+rr	 y-
SUBROUTINE MC ENTRY POINI OCD020
STORAGE USED CODE (l) 000024; OATAf01 000004- BLANK COMMONf21 000000




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT !BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
w
pp
f 0000 DGOCOO INJPL
&Ir,
00100 1'♦ CKC 000000
'_'0101 2* SUBROUTINE MCfFO fFIN,FIO,FIP,CI,C2.C3,C #1 000000
DOID1 3* C D00000`
` 00101 q* C PURPOSE' - TO SIMULATE THE EQUATION	 FO=CI *FIN+C2*FIO*C3*FIP OC 41 COODOG
JC101 5• C 000000
00101 G* C 000000
C.G102 7* C METHOD	 - SEE COOING 000000
G0101 8* C 0000CG
00101' 9* C GOCODO
00101 1'1* C WRITTEN BY	 -	 ADAM LLOYD' LATEST REVISION NOW 75 COGDOD
00101 11* C COGODD
00101 12* C C00000
'2D 101- 13* C LIMITATIONS - NONE 000000
CGY01 14* C GCOODO
00101 151* C CDCOD0
00101 16+ C INPUT/b..PUT LIST 6001300
0011 17* C G00000
,;Dial jr-* C FO	 OUTPUT VARIABLE ANY OUTPUT VAR GGGG00
L0101 19* C FIN	 INPUT	 VARIABLE ANY INPUT VAR C000OD
:1•LtiD1' 20*' C FIO	 INPUT	 VARIABLE ANY INPUT VAR OCLG00
00101 21* C F'IP	 INPUT	 VARIABLE ANY INPUT VAR DO ODD C
00101 22* C Cl	 CONSTANT MULTIPLIER --- INPUT PARAM 000000
00101 23* C C2	 CONSTANT MULTIPLIER --- INPUT PARAM C00000
00101 24* C C3	 CONSTAMT MULTIPLIER --- INPUT PARAM u0G00D
CO101 25* -C C'4	 CONSTANT ADDITION --- INPUT PARAM 000000
a7 00103 26* fO=C1+FIN+C2*FI0+C3*FIP+C4 000000








7.26	 AG INDUCTION MOTOR




----►- OUTPUT EFFICIENCY (EFZ)
ROTOR SPEED (RS)----O-
-
OUTPUT MAX. POWER (MP2)
The Induction motor produces mechanical 	 power and torques proportional
	 to
r	
slip speed,	 i.e.	 power and torque approach zero as the rotor approaches syn-
chronous speed.	 INvo power- Iosses are modeled: a constant multlplicative term
roue	 to resistive heating and an additive 	 terns due to mechanical	 friction.
De fault parameters are based on a conventional squirrel—cage induction motor/
genet°itor machine;
G:






P1, R'2 = -Input- and output power
e
EL = electrical	 efficiency
LA - mechanical	 drtmpin f
it	 = conversion constant
r-1	 j












	 (D = 0) _joule—sec
RS Rotor speed rpm
RSY Synchronous rotor speed	 (D - 1800) rpm
SR Stator resistance	 (D = 8/RAP) ohms
V0 Rated	 input voltage tD = 400) volts
{ RAP Rated	 Input power kw
i
-RAS Rated power slip	 (D = 0.05)
EE	 1 Input product efficiency
MP	 1 Maximum input power (D = 1x1081 kw
CC Capital	 cost/year $




P	 2 output mechanical	 power kw
y EE Electrical	 efficiency
TO Mechanical	 torque ft—(b
i'
PL Power loss kw
EF	 2 Output product efficiency —
h1P	 2 output 'maximum power kw	 x
r
Scat i stick
MT Maximum torque ft—)b
MPN Maximum output power/rated power,
SP Output energy sum kwh`






1) Compute electrical	 efficiency	 (first pass only)
IRAT - RAP*1000/VO
f
EE ' _ 1 - SR* I RAT/ RAN31000
a
2) Diagnostics
P1 > RAP	 DIAGNOSTIC
SLIP = 1_- RS/RSY > RAS	 DIAGNOSTIC
3'	 )
3) Output power and power l oss
W =
	
RS*(211 / 60 )
,j P2 _ EEPl - DA# W2/1000
PL = Pi - P2
4) If P2	 > O go to 51
F
1









TO	 P2*1000/ W *k







ry SUBROUTINE 'MO ENTRY POINT 000312





_ Zi0u6 COST 000010




STORAGE ISSIGNMENT ISLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
100) DOCC62 100L 0001	 000106 200L	 0000	 0000D4 208F OQOI 000135 300L 0000	 000017 308F
JOC1 GO0213 400L 0000	 000032 408F	 0001	 000201 409L 3001 000235 500E OLG6 R G00000 CC2
4 ODG6 R OG0001 CHI 0006	 000002 COP	 7005 R 000000 pUM 0003 I 000001 ICNT 00O3 I 000000 IMPL
0000 OOQC66 INJPS 0000 R C00003 OMEGA	 0000 R 000002 SLIP 0006 000004 TDE OGG4	 R CU0000 TIME
ODCD R'Cu0u01 TINC 0006	 000005 TLD	 0005 R, 000007 TMAX 0000 R 000000 TMAX1 0006	 600007 UTO
0006 OCOCO6 UTV OGO6	 000003 VDE
00100 1t CHO 000000 'J
00101 2• SUBROUTINE MOIPZ,EE,70,PL,Ef2.MP2,MT,MPN.SP, 000000
00101 3t 1 P1,OA,RS^RSY,SR-V0,RAP,RAS,EFI,MPI,CC,CMI 000000
00101 40 C 000000 i
00101 5s c PURPOSE
	
AC INDUCTION MOTOR MODEL 000000 I,
00101 6• C O0G000
00101 7* C METHOD	 MECHANICAL POWER AND TORQUE CALCULATED ccao00
^0101 8t C FROM INPUT AC POWER AND ROTOR SPEED COODOC
00101 9a C 000000
00101 10s C WRTTTEN BY Y.K.CHAN 	 VERSION 1, JUNE 13, 1977 606000
00101 11* C 000000
00101 12+ C	 CALL SEQUENCE 000000
00131 134 C OUTPUTS 000000
60101 14r C P2	 -OUTPUT MECHANICAL POWER,KW C0G000
L0101 150 C EE	 -ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY LGG000
`"0101 16r` C TO	 -MECHANICAL TORQUE,F7-LB O00000
00101 17* C PL	 -POWFR LOSS,KW :OG000
pr 00101 18s C EF2 -OUTPUT POWER EFFICIENCY 030000
40101 19• C KP2 -OUTPU7 HAXIHUH POWER,KW 1:00000
00101 2Ca C STATISTICS. COG00C







00101 22* C MPN -MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER/RATED POWER D00000
00101 23+ C SP-OUTPUT POKER SUM G000O0
CDIOI 24* C INPUTS E50000
00101 25* C P1	 -INPUT POWER,KW 000000
00101 2G», C DA	 -MECHANICAL DAMPING,JOULE-SEC C00000
00101 27s C RS	 -ROTOR SPEED,RPM 000060
701j1 28* C RSY -SYNCHRONOUS ROTOR SPEEO,RPM 006000
CDlDl 29*-' C SR	 -STATOR RESISTANCE,OMMS COLCOC
J0101 3C* C VO	 -RATED INPUT VOLTAGE,VOLTS 000000
00101 31* C RAP -RATED INPUT POWER,KY 000000
JC101 32* C PAS -RATED PWER SLIP 600000
::0101 33* C EF1 -INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY QOD000
70IO1 34* C MPI -MAXIMUM INPUT POWE,KW COLOOO
^7010D 35• C CC	 -CAPITAL COST/YEAR,S 000000
00101 36• C CM	 -MAINTENANCE COST/YEAR,i 000000
00101 37* C 00000;
60103 38* COMMON /CTMPL/IMPL,ICh1T/CTIME/TIME/CSIMUL/OUM(7),TMAX CoG000
00103 39* X	 /COST/CCI,CHI,COP,VDE,TDE,TLO,UTV,U70 OCC000
001OR 40* REAL MP2,MT,MPN,MP1 006000
00104 41• C 000006
f 00105 42s IFIIMPL.GT.0l GO TO	 100 000000
00107 43* IF(OA.EO..99999)DA=D. 0000O2
UC111 44* IFIRSY.EQ..9gg991RSY=1800. 000006
00113 45* IFl5R.E0..9999913P=8./RAP 000013
00115 46'} IF(VO.EQ..99999)VO_400. GO11D21
00117 47+ IF(MP1•E0..99999)MPI=I.E8 600026
~0121 48t' IF(RAS.EQ..99999)RAS=.03 C00O33
OC123 49+ TCAXI=7MAX*.99999 000ti40
00124 SG* MT=C. C00043
~0125 51* MPt(=D. O00044
00126 52* SP=O. C00045
CC 127 530 TINC=DUM(7)*.5 000046
CO127 54•- C D00046
60127 55* C COMPUTE ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY CCO046
;- CC127 56*' C OCCO46
60130 57* E£=1.-SR*RAP+1000./(VO*VO) DO Cos 1
C0131 58* 1CO IF(P1.LE.RAP)GO TO 200 G00062
60133 59* IF(TKPL, EQ. 2)WRITE16,208)PIwRAP QOC',65
00140 60* 208 FORMAT41HO,18H MOTOR INPUT POWER,F12.3,23H .GT.RATED INPUT POWER • COLD77
00140 61s 1	 F12.31 000077
00141 62s' IFIIMPL,EQ.ZIICNT=ICNT*1 DOL077
0014;6 63• 20C SLIP=1.-(RS/R5.) U00106
00144 64* IF(SLIP.LE.'PAS)GO
	 TO 300 L00111
00146 65* IF(IMFL.00.2)WR17E(6,308)SLIP,RAS 000114
C0153 66s 3C8 EORMAT(1H0,11H MOTOR SLIP,F12.3,25H EXCEEDS RATED POWER SLIP, 000126
C0153 67* 1	 F12.31 00u""126
60154 68* IFtIMPL.EO.2IICNT=ICNT+1 000126
00154 69* C Goo 126
C') 00154 70* C COMPUTE POWER AND POWER LOSS DC0126N J0154 71* C' 006126
00156 72• 300 0,MEEA=RS*3.14159130. D00135
1— 00157 73* P2=EE+PI -DA*OMEGA*OMEGA/1000. 000146
co'
c:) :0160 74* PL=P1-P2 000147CC 161 75* TO=O, C^C151tv GC162 76* IF(P2.61.0.)60 TO	 400 030152
00164 77* IF(P1.LE.C.)GO	 TO	 409
I^
1'10166 78* IF(IMPL.EQ.2)uRITE(6,4D8DSR,DA 000160
yn 1	 _
p C0173 79* 4C8 FORMATi:IH0,19H STATOR RESISTANCE	 ,F12.3 9 12H OR DAMPING 000172
O 00173 80* XF12.3,20H TOO HIGH FOR MOTOR 	 ) 000172
~ 00174 81* IF(IMPL.E0,2)TCNT=ICN7+1 COL172
0 00174 82* C 000172
r,,) 00174 83* C EFFICIENCY AND MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER 000172 z
CC174 84* C COC172
50176 85* 409 CONTINUE CCG201
C0171 86* P2=0. 000201
LC200 87* EF2 =EF1 DOC201 _	 <_
OD201 88+ MP2=ANINI(HPI	 RAP) 00003
00202 89* Go	 TO S,20 006211 4
00103 90* 400 EF2=EFI*P21PT 000213
OD7i:4 91* MP2=AMIN1(MPl,RAP)*P2/P2 000216 s
OD205 92* I`FfRS.NE.C.ITO=P2 *737.6/OMEGA COL226 j
0.0205 93* _ C 000226
0,C237 94* 500	 IF*(1HPL.LE.l)RE7URy 000235
013207 95* C 000235 .....
0.0207 96* C 'STATISTICS 000235 E
OG207 97* C COC235 i
' 00211 98* MT=AMRXI(TO,MT) COL243
013212 99* MPN=AMAXlIP2/RAP,MPN) CCL251
CC213 IOC* SP_SP +P2*TINC OCC260
i~ 00213 101* C 006260
00214 1C2* IF1TI ►'E.LT.TMAX1)RETURN COC264
00216 103* CCI=CCI+CC 006'273
hf! OD217 104* CMI=CMI +CM GOC276
00217 1054 G COC276
'M
€
00220 1064 RETURN 000302 r— r•




























This component sums power from four input ports and allocates power requests
to each port's source of powergeneration. If an input power request (load)
i	
^
exceeds the maximum power that can be delivered by the port of highest priori.
ty, then the remaining load is allocated according to weight within priority,























Input efficiency from port i
4 P	 1,2,3,4	 Input power from port I (default 	 0.)	 kw
PS	 1,2,3,4
	
Priority sequence (default =1,2,3,4)	 -
F	 1,,2,3,4	 Allocation weight (for equal priorities)
	 -








Power request for port i	 kw
P	 _0_	 Power output	 kw	 1












Percent of cumulative load request	 %
s^
delivered by port i
v
f
1 No capital costs assigned since this is an allocation component, not a
Y













o PO n %P(k)
	IF PS(k)< 0	 SET MP(k)	 0 k = 1,2,3,4
. MPO EMP (k)
S
f	
YES	 • RE(k) n MP(k)/EF(k)	 a





















• SUM MAXIMUM POWER; SMP FOR
	 I	 1+1
PORTS WITH PRIORITY I	 j
E	 a
	















• SET EACH PRIORITY I REQUEST
AT MAXIMUM POWER
• RL = RL — SMP 1














• DETERMINE THE SUM SW OF WEIGHTS F(k)'
FOR PRIORITY I PORTS NOT PREVIOUSLY ALLOCATED
M DETERMINE FAIR SHARE ALLOCATIONS FR(k)
FOR PRIORITY I PORTS NOT ALLOCATED:
FR(k) = RL * F(k)1S4
• IF FR(k) :> MP(k), THEN SET RE(k) s MP(k)





• ALLOCATE FAIR SHARE OF REMAINING REoUESTS















SUBROUTINE PA ENTRY POINT 000520
STORAGE USED CODE/1l 000752; DATAtOI 000110; BLANK COMMON121 000000
COMMON BLOCKS r0
0003 CIMPL OOODO1 (:7)
0004 CSTMUL 000010 °-+
EXTERNAL REFERENCES IBLOCK, NAMED `--	 -
03C5 NERR3i
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT IFLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
y JOG1 000376 100CL 0001
	
000401 2000L	 0001	 000235 2396 0001	 000244 2415 OCOl	 000264 2545
'. 0001 000306 273G 0001	 000325 3056	 0001	 000363 3256 0001	 000104 40L OCO1	 000301 400L
0001 000417 500L 0001	 000301 600L	 0001	 000316 70CL 0001	 000161 SOL O0G1	 000353 BOOL
' OOG1 000372 900L 0004	 060000 DUM	 0000'R 000030 FR 0000 R 000042 FRU 0000 1000037 I
0003 I 000000 IMPL 0060	 000055 INJPS	 0000 I D00041 K 0000 R 000034 LL 0000 R DUC1 035 tOLD
ODGO R ODC014 MP 0000 R 000004 PR 	 0000 R 000000 R 0000 R 000024 SHP 0000 R 000044 SRI
0000 R COCC43 SRO 0000 R 000020 SW
	 0004 R 000006 TINC 0000 R 000036 TINC1 0004	 L00007 TMAX c	 T.__-	 ---
0000 R OOCO10 M CGOD R OCCO40 XI
e' 00100 10 CPA 000000
CO101 2* SUBROUTINE PAIMPO, QOOOOG E
00101 3* 1	 RI,
	
R2r R3, R4, 000000
r 000101 4* 2	 P'Q,SP, 000000
00101 5* 3	 SR,PCI,PC2,PC3,PC4, GGGGOG
r
t
60101 6* 4	 AD, DOGG00
CO101 7* 4	 EF1, EF2, EF3, EF4, GCQ000
=?OI01 S* 5	 P1,	 P2, P3,	 P4, GOCC00 -
60101 9* 6	 PRi,	 PR2',	 PR3,	 PR4, i;0LG00
00101 10* 7	 Yi,	 Y2, Y3r
	 W4r GOLCJG
:,0101 ll* B	 MP1
	
MP2, MP3, MP41 GOODOO 1[
.0101 12* C 003000 l
00101 13• C PURPOSE.	 MODEL POWER ACCUMULATOR CDCco0 ^-
' cv G0I01 24* C CQL-000 3:
c') 00101 15+ C METHOD.	 PRIMARY REQUEST ALLOCATION RESULTING FROM PRIORITY 000000 1.
GQ1O1 16* C ASSIGNMENTS.	 SECONDARY REQUEST ALLOCATION RESULTING DOG000
'4:^b CD1O1 17* C FROM WEIGHT ASSIGNMENTS. 000000
L0101 IP.* C THAT IS, REQUESTS ARE ALLOCATED ACCORDING TO OCOODO
co CC-101 19* C s	 PORT PRIORITY	 (HIGHEST PP.I01ITY = 1) 000000
:,0101 2C* C *	 PORT WEIGHTS
	
(IN CASE OF EQUAL PRIORTIES. 	 ! CGOD00fV
-0101 21* C LCGGDu
:^G1G1 22* C FOR!!4L ARr-UCENT DFFINITION. 000DOG
50101 2!* G R1,..,,,	 R4	 POWER	 REQUESTS	 IN 'KW	 (OUTPUTS) GOGGGD
trN
y--k	 ._
A In0101 24* C "PO	 TOTAL MAXIMUM POWER (OUTPUT) 000000
C) CO101 25* C SP	 SURPLUS REQUEST (OUTPUT) 000000
:,OIOl 26 * C PO	 TOTAL LOAD IN KW (OUT PUT f LOLDDO '
,p CGlul 27* C SR	 SUM	 OF ENERGY'REOUESTEDs'KWH (OUTPUT) OGC,000 }
N CO101 2F* C PC1,...•PC4	 PERCENT OF CUM LOAD DELIVERED (OUTPUT) GO0000
00101 29* C R0	 TOTAL POWER REQUESTEO. KW IINPUTI 000000
- 0101 30 * C P1.....	 P%	 INPUT POWER	 IN	 KW 1INPUTSI CCLOOO
GO10"l 31* C PRI, . . . j PR4	 PORT PRIORITIES (INPUTS) 0CG000 --
CO1.01 32* C' W1,,..,	 W4	 PORT	 WEIGHTS (INPUTS) 00GD00
2DIG1 33* C MPI,	 ••••' MP4 	 MAXIMUM POWERS ( INPUTS) C00000
c0101 311 C EF1,...,	 EF4	 EFFICIENCIES (INPUTS) CCtD00
L0101 35* C COMMON STORAGE" C06000
00103' 36* COMMON/ CIMPL / IMPL CD0000
00104 37* COMMON / CSIMUL / DUM16), TINC• TMAX 000000
00105 38* REAL MPD,MPI.MP2,MP3,MP4 COLOG0
I _ 00105 39* C 000000 L,{ GD105 4C* C LOCAL VARIABLES OOL•000
4 0135 41* C. 000000
j CO105 412* C •^_O:,L'OG
fI C0105 43* C P.IK)	 IS THE POWER REQUEST AT PORT K DGLDGG
00106 44* KCAL	 R(4) COOD00.
i E•0106 95♦ C 000000 1
00106' 46* C PRIM) IS THE PRIORITY ASSIGNED TO PORT K OD000D
L0107 47* REAL
	
PRt4)' 000630 1 --
GO107 48* C 000000
1
C0107' 49* C W(K) IS THE WEIGHT ASSIGNED TO PORT K 000000 u
L0110 50* REAL W141 000000
C-0110 Sl* C 000000
` 00110 52* C MP(K1 IS MAXIMUM POWER TO BE ALLOCATED TO PORT K OOOGDO
:.Dill 53 * REAL	 NP(4) 000000 ► ti'sCO11'l 54* C 000000 e^









C Sl<P(I) IS THE SUM OF THE MAXIMUM POWER
	 AT PRIORITY-I PORTS
0061noo
000000
00113 59* REAL SHP t4D 30GG:10
00113 61;* C OCO•'JOD
OC113' 61* C FRU IS ".FAIR SHARE" UNIT FOR PRIORITY-1 PORTS 000000
( C0113 62* l2 000000
'
GOI13 63* C FR(K) IS THE COMPUTED "FAIR SHARE" REQUEST FOR PORT K ODGLOJ [
00114 64* REAL FR(4) 000000
" 00114 65* C CDOOCO
00114- 66* C LL IS THE LOAD LEFT AT EACH POINT IN THE ITERATION OOGCOO f
30115 67* REAL LL,LOLD 001.000
—115 6R* C 000000
30115 69* C IF IMPL IS ZERO, THEN ASSIGN DEFAULT VALUES LCLODO
00116 7C* IF	 (IMPL .GT. 0)	 GO TO 40 OD0000['0120 71* RD = 0.0 L3i3O02
00121 7:* IF	 (PRI	 .EQ.	 0.999991	 PR1
	 = 1.0 000003
60123 73* IF	 (PP2





IF	 (PR3	 .EQ.	 0.99999)	 PR3 = 3.0







IF	 (HP1	 .EQ.	 0.99999)	 MP1
	 = 1 .OE8
IF	 (MP2	 .ED.	 0.99999)	 MP2 = 1.DE8
COL027
000034
00135 78* IF	 tMP3	 .E9.	 0.999991	 MP3	 = 1.Ors G00041






00143 a1.* IF(P2	 .EQ.	 .99999) P2=0.0 OpGp57
00145 82* IF(P3	 .EQ.	 .99999) P3= 0.0 000063
CC147 83* IFtP4
	 EQ.	 .99999,1 P4=0.0 000067
GO151 84* SR=C,- 000073
00152 85* PC1=0. ocrV7 z
00153 86* PCZ=0. CCDC•75
00154 -87* P(13=0. 000076 a
n 030155 88* PC4=0. GOODT7
( 11015b 89* TINCI= 045*TINC 000100
p 00157: 91L.* 40. r r41.TINUE 000104 _„
C0157 91* C 00[,104
00157 92* C IF THE TOT AL MAXIMUM' POWER IS	 .LE. TOTAL POWER 000104
00157 93* C REQUESTED,	 THEN SUBMIT REQUESTS AT MAX-POWER, SET REQUEST CODI04
F 0015T 94* C SURPLUS EQUAL TO THE DIFFERENCE, AND RETURN DP.0104 i
G016d 95* PC. = P1	 * P2	 * P3	 + P4 ucoi o q
00161 96* ,. i;uR1.LE. p .4)	 NP1 =0. LOG110
00163 97* TF(PR7.LE.0.0)	 MPZ=D. 000114
00165 9P.4 Ii(PR3.LE.0.0)	 MP3=0. 0100120 x	 6^
00167 99* IF(PR4.LE.O.D)	 MP4=C. 000124
00171 100* MP0 = MP1 • MP2 • HP3 a MP4 000130
00172 131* IF	 (MPG .GT.	 RD) 60 7Q 80 000135
00174 13711* R1	 = HPI/EF1 0OD140
F. 00175 103* R2 ='MP2/EF2 000143k 00176 104* R3 = MP3/EF3 0001.46
C0177 I05* R4 = HP41EF4 OCIDIS1
! 00200 101,6* SP = RO — MPD CCC154
00201 107* 60 TO SOD COC157
OC202 1:,9* 80 CONTINUE CCO161
002:2 109* C C0G)61
20232 1104 C PROCEFD WITH ALLOCATION ALGORITHM SINCE THE SUM Of C0ulb1
DG202 111* C ALL :MAXIMUM POWER INPUTS EXCEEDS THE TOTAL REQUEST RD 000161
00202 112* C .500161
0£202 213* C INITIALIZATION 000161
00203 114* LL = RO 000161
002u4 115* R1 = 3.0 POG162
00205 1164, R2 = 0.0 ODC163
00206 117*- R3-= C.0 000164
00207 11&* Rif	 = 0.0 U00165
00217 119* SP _ 0.0 U00166
00210 12--* C 001,166
00217 121 *' C IF THE TOTAL REQUEST tOR LOADS IS ZERO, THEN RETURN CO3166
00211 12Z* IF	 (RC .LE. 0.01 60 TO 500 0'00167
OC213 123* R(1)-R1 CGG171
OC214 124* R (2)=R2 C00173
00215 125* R(3)=R3 CCG175
00216 126* R (4 1=R4' 000177
00217' 127* PP11) = PRl 000201
co 00220 12P* PRt21 = PR2 000203
V) 00221; 129* PR( 31 = PR3 ODC205
-Pb DC222 130* PP(4) = PR4 COG207
CD 00223 131* W(11	 = W1 000211.
^''Co 00224 132* W(2) = W2 000213
0C225 133* W(3)	 = W3 OCE215
(v 00426 134 * W(4)	 = W4 CIC217
00227 135* MP(1) = MP1 000221
00230 136* MP(2) = HP2 C20223
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00232 138* MPt4t,= MP4-p OC232 _, 139+ C
00232 140* C
Co 0&232 141; C ITERATE ON PRIORITY I FOR I = Is 2, 3 9 M
c:) 00232 142* C
N GDZ33 143* DO 1000	 L = 1 2 i'
00233 144$r C
00236 145» XI	 =	 I',
OC236- 146+' C 087AIN SUM OF MAXIMUM POWER, FOR PORTS WITH PRIORITY I
- 0023T 147* SY.P(T) _ 0.0
CC240 148W DO	 100 K	 =	 1:, ,ti
OD243_ 149* IF	 (PR(K1'.EQ• XI)	 SMP(I)	 = SMP(I) +	 MPIK:1
00245 150* 100, CONTINUE
00245 151* C
60245 152* C IF NO PR70RITY-T MAXIMUM POWER EXISTS * THEN PROCEED WITHK, 0044S 1531 C THE NEXT HIGHER PRIORITY
00247 154* IF	 (SMP(I)	 .F0.	 0.01	 GO TO	 1000
00247 155* C
CO247 156• C IF THE SUM OF' ALL PRIORITY-2 MAXIMUM POWER .ST. LOAD
00247 157* C LEFT, THEN GO AROUND
00251 156* IF	 (SPP (I l	 .61.	 LL)	 60 TO 4100'
00251 159+ C
CO251 16G* C THE SUK OF ALL PR'IORI7Y-I MAXIMUM POWER .LE. LOAD
00251 161* C LEFT, SO SUBMIT EACH PRIORITY-1 REQUEST
00253 162* DO 20	 K =	 1, 4
00256 163* IF	 (PR(K)	 .EQ.	 XI)	 R(K)	 = MP(K)
k> OC-260 164* 200 C014TINUE
00260 165* C
00260 166* C UPDATE LOAD LEFT
00262 : 167* LL = LL - S>yP (I 1
00262 168* G
00262 169* C IF THE REMAINING LOAD IS ZERO, THEN EXIT THE ITERATION
00263 170* IF	 (LL .LE.	 0.01 60 TO 2000
! 00263 171* C
E 00263 172* C OTHERIISE, PROCEED WITH NEXT HIGHER PRIORITY
00265 17?t 60 TO I3C0
00265 I74t C
I)OZ66 171,* 4rr0D CCNTINUE
I 00266 IT6* C30266 I77* C T11E SUM OF THE PRIORITY-I MAXIMUM POWER EXCEEDS THE
' 00266 178* C LOAD LEFT,	 SO COMPUTE AND SUBMIT FAIR SHARE REQUESTS
00266 179* C TO EACH PRIORITY-1 PORT
00266 I8:1* C
OC267 181* 600' CONTINUE
00267 182* C
00267" 16-10 C SAVE LL FOR LATER REFERENCE
OC270 384* LOLD = LL
00270 185* C
OC270 186* C DETERMINE FAIR SHARE UNITS FOR ALL PRIORITY-1
OC270 187* C PORTS TO WHICH NO REQUEST HAS BEEN SUBMITTED
0;.1'71 laps' SW(I)	 =	 0.0
OC272 189* DO 700 K = 1, 4
60275 1904 IF	 (R(K)	 .NE.	 0.01	 GO TO 700
01277 191* IF	 (PP(K)	 .EQ.	 XI)	 SW(I)	 = 5W(I1	 + V(K)
00301 1924 700 CONTINUE




CO303	 195*	 C	 FIRST, SUBMIT FAIR SHARE REQUESTS TO PORTS FOR WHICH THE 	 000317
00333	 196*	 C	 FAIR SHARE REQUEST EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM POWER. CONSIDER ONLY 	 000317
DOC31700303 197* C PORTS TO WHICH NO REQUEST HAS BEEN SUBM27T!Ed
00304 198*	 : 00 800 K = 1, 4
00377 199* IF ' ( RIK)	 .NE.	 0.01 GO TO 800
00311 200* IF	 (PR(KL .NE. XI1	 GO TO 800
00311 201* C
w 00311 202* C COMPUTE FAIR SHARD
f"- 00313 203* FRIK) =	 (W(K)	 * FRU)	 * LL
I CO313 2J4* C
00313 205* C IF FAIR SHARE EXCEEDS MAXIMUM POWER # THEN SUBMIT REQUEST
00314 2;;E* IF	 (FRtK)	 .GE.	 MP(K))	 RIK)	 = M:P1K1
00314 207* C - - - AND REDUCE LOAD LEFT TALLY
00316 2CL* If	 (FP(K1	 .GE.	 MP(K1)	 LL = LL - MP(K1
OC323 209* BCD CON:T-TNUE
CG 320 211* C
00320 211* C IF LL .NE. LOLD, THEN L". WAS REDUCED DURING THE
F 00320 212* C PROCESSTNG IN THE "00 800" LOOP ABOVE.	 THIS CHANGES
00320 213* C THE FAIR SHARE COMPUTATION.	 IT IS THEREFORE
0D320 214* C NECESSARY.TO GO BACK THROUGH THE "DO 800" LOOP IN
f; 00320 215* C ORDER TO RECONSIDER ANY PORT WHICH MAY NOW
G0320 216* C SATISFY THE RrouiRE PENT THAT'FR(K)	 .GF.	 MP(KI.	 ONLY
CO320 217+ C PRIORITY-1 PORTS TO WHICH NO REQUEST HAS BEEN
uG323 21p* C MADE
	 A R E ELIGIBLE FOR RFCONSI-DERATION
F ' OC322 219s IF	 ILL .LT."LOLD) GO	 TO 600
00322 22U* C
00322 221*i-, C FINALLY, SUBMIT REQUESTS TO THOSE PORTS FOR WHICH THE FAIR SHARE
CO322 222* C .LT. THAN THEIR MAXIMUM POWER.	 CONSIDER ONLY
-30322 22'*' C PRIORITY-I PORTS TO WHICH NO REQUEST HAS BEEN SUBMITTED
OC324 224* DO 900 K =: 1,' y
C'0327 2_5* IF	 (RfKI	 .NE.	 0.0)	 GO TO 900
00331 226* IF	 (PR1KI	 .RE.	 XII	 GO TO 900
00333 227* RIK)	 = FR(K1
00334 226* 9CO CONTINUE
00336 229* LL=0.0
OC337 230* GO TO 2GG0
;00337 2310 C
00340 232* 1000 CONTINUE
00340 233* C
00342 234• 2000 CONTINUE
00342 235*" C,
00342 236* C FINALLY, ASSIGN OUTPUTS TO NON-SUBSCRIPTED FORMAL PARAMETERS.
CC342 2370 C ALSO, MODIFY ALL REQUESTS ACCORDING TO THE INPUT EFFICIENCIES
00343 23FI* R1 = R(1)	 / EF1
OU344 239* R2 = P121 / EF2
..0345 240* R3 = R(31	 /	 EF3'
00346 241* R4	 = R14)	 / EFq
00347 242* SP = LL
00353 243* 500 IF(IMPL.LE.11 RETURN
OC'352 244* SPO= SR.
O 00353 245* SR=SR+ RC*TINC1
Co 00354 246* IFISR.LE.t.1 _RETURN
 '0356 247* SRO=SRO/SR
N 00357 24P* SRI= TINC1*100./SR-
IIL310 249* PC1= PC]*SRO +	 P1*SRI
06361 250* PC2= PC2*SRO + P2;SRI





















































































MAX.. INPUT POWER (MP) ---►-SURPLUS POWER (SP)
INPUT EFFICIENCY (EF)
This component allocates power to four ports plus surplus based on priority,
port requests, and allocation weights for equal priority ports. Each port
is assigned a priority sequence from 1 to 4, and a weighting F i >O, i=1,2,3,4
for proportional allocation among equal priority ports. If power available
exceeds the power requested for a set of ports of equal priority, then the
remaining power is allocated to ports having the next highest priority. If
power available is less than the power requested for ports of equal priority
then power is allocated between them in proportion to their respective alloca-
tion weights._
The total power request is the sum of the port requests divided by input
efficiency. The maximum power outputs MP1 .... MP4 are necessary for direct
connections to a power accumulator PA. These variables may be used as maxi-
mum power inputs to other components, although such connections are not re-







P	 0 Input power kw
RE	 1,2,3,4 Power requests of output ports kw
PS	 1,2,3,4 Priority sequence	 (default = 1,2,3,4) —
F	 1,2,3,4	 - Allocation weight	 (for equal	 priorities) — t
MP Maximum input power	 (default = 1.x10 8 1 kw




P	 1,2,3,4 Output power for port i kw
RE	 0 Output power request kw.
SP Surplus power kw
MP	 1,2,3,4 Output maximum power based on MP kw
1	 No capital	 costs assigned since this is an allocation component, not a j
















• WT(k) = 1	 k _ 1,2,3,4
• IF PS(k) = 0, RE(k) _ 0 	 k - 1,2,3,4






• SP . PO-REO
 
*GO TO
• INITIALIZE ALLOCATION LOGIC
SP	 P(k) _ 0	 k	 1,2,3,4




I 4 ? f
i
• SUM REQUESTS SR AND COMPUTE WEIGHTS I= I+1











• FOR EACH PRIORITY I PORT, SET
P(k)	 RE(k)





• DETERMINE THE SUM SW OF WEIGHTS
F(K) ASSIGNED TO PRIORITY - I PORTS
NOT PREVIOUSLY ALLOCATED
• DETERMINE FAIR SNARE FR(K) FOR PRIORITY - I,
NON-ALLOCATED PORTS.
FR(K) = (W(K)/ SW)* PL
• IF FAIR SHARE FR(K) EXCEEDS REQUEST RE(K),














SUBROUTINE PD _ENTRY POINT 000452
STORAGE USED	 CODE(1) 000642; DATA(D)
	
000106; BLANK COMHON(23 	 CO0000
[ COMMON BLOCKS s
0003 CIMPL 000001
f
EXTERNAL REFERENCES ( BLOCK, NAPE)' i=...^
0004 UERR35
_.
R STOP.AGE A,SS F SP0ENT (BLOCK ? TYPE-0 RELATIVE	 LOCATION, ?SAME)
3001 CCO371 1DD'^.L 0701	 000172	 2160,	 0*Jo1	 000202 22tiG 0001	 000263 253G 0C:—1	 C0^3C3 270G
voci PCO4136 3 0 0GL 0001	 000322 3C2G	 0001	 00035? 322G cool
	
DOG045	 401. OCCI	 C!)C;7r; "v'tk
0301 CcU276 600L 0001
	
000313 700L	 0301	 oGol16 AnL 0.'.10:	 00035-3	 SCOL QU	 i	 C."v46o 9S?ri i
or,-co a nLvG30 FR 0000 R	 1;10046	 FRU	 0200 R 0000 3 5 FT 0600 R 033036 F2 OC='"	 P,	 co r 5:37 T,^
r :IOLn R 009040 Fq 0000 I 030041	 1	 00.13 i 000000 SNPL 0000	 000055	 INJPS 0CC.. I	 C3 1 _44 F
' :I^OD R cc.'Ooc P 0000 R 000034 PL	 0000 R 700045 FOLD occo R 000010 PR OCCU R	 OGCGC4 R
f' 0000 R COCG24 SR 0000 R 000320 SW	 0000 R- 000014 Y 0000 R COOG43 YT 0 b L 0	 R	 CI O 7!G +!2 X1
500100 1* CPO 000000
00101 2+ SUBROUTINE PO( CGOOGO
k 00101 3• 1	 P1,	 P2,	 P3,	 P4, CO3000 C"k Ociol 4• 2	 RO, 000000
30101 S• 3	 SP,PMI,PM2,PM3,PM4, C'OGCOO
00101 6* M	 PO, 060000
00101 7i 5	 R1,	 R2,	 R3,	 R4, 000000
70101 8* 6	 PR1,	 PR2,	 PR3,	 PR4, GCGOOG r^h
00101 9s T	 WI,	 W2,	 W3,	 W4,	 PM,	 EF) OCOOGG rC,cr
00101 I^.* C co0cl000
0-0101 11• C PURPOSE.	 MODEL POWER DIVIDER GOocoo
oclol 12s C LOponc
Z^C101 13*- C METHOD.	 PRIMARY FLOw ALLGGAT'ION RESULTING FPOM PRIORITY COODOO
30101 14* C ASSIGNMENTS.	 SECONDARY FLOW ALLOCATION RESULTING 000000
00?.Ol 15* C FROM WEIGHT ASSIGNMENTS. C'OOOOD
n 30101 16+ C THAT IS,- TOTAL AVAILABLE POWER IS ALLOCATED Lo0D0o
to 00101 17» C ACCORDING TO C00000
4^- GGiol is* F s	 POPT REQUESTS 000000
p 00101 19* C •	 PORT PRIORITY	 (HIGHEST PRIORITY = 1) 0('GOGG
co OC101 2i.* C s	 PORT WEIGHTS	 (IN CASE OF EQUAL PRIORTIES) COGODD
00101 21* C 004000
ro D0101 22* C ALLOCATION SCHEME. CoG000
110101 23* C IS SUM OF ALL REQUESTS .LT. POWER AVAILABLE PO 00 Go 0;,
00101 24* C YES. 000000
,:Gioi 25* C FULFILL EACH PEQUEST 000000
sc 	 n.
--.M++a-.-,—......_ .....r	 a.+^...— -,..,.  ....... _	 _.: -	 _	 ^ i i	 _.-...,.—.-,.-a^.+,,..—•.._..,^.,.,.^ ........ . .....vs,. ^. ^ 	 x, .„^..	 •.: im...e.^ r	 ....	 . _^azee+r. 	 ...	 -......	
__ _ __	 ._.




A 00101 36* C UPDATE POWER AVAILABLE 000000
0 X0101 27* C EXIT 000GOD
00102 28* C N0. 000000
00101 29* C IS SUM OF ALL	 REQUESTS .LT. PO 000000
N -nO101 3CO C YES, COME
00301 31* C FULFILL EACH PRIORITY-1 REQUEST EOCOOD
CI L101 32* C UPOATE POWER AVAILABLE (TO PL) c0(30o0
colol 33* C GO ON TO PRIORITY'-2 REQUESTS 000000
(0101 34* C NO. C00000 4
GC101" 35* C ALLOCATE "FAIR SHARE" TO EACH PRIORITY-i PORT 000000
00101 36* C EXIT. GOOQOG
:;01G1 37* C IS SUN OF ALL PRIORITY-2 REQUESTS sLT. PL LCOOOC
20101 3E* C 000000
cOlul 39* C ANO SO ON AND SO FORTH 0000^0
C:O101 q0* C COOOOC
00101 41* C FORMAL ARGUMENT DEFINITION. 000000
C^D301 42•' C Pit ... 0 P4	 POWER ALLOCATIONS IN KW 	 (OUTPUTS) DOCODO
r1olol 43* C RC	 TOTAL POWER RFOUESTEO 	 IOUTPUT) colwou0
L'0101 44 * C SP;	 SURPLUS POWER	 (OUTPUT) 000000
00101 45s C' PMIO ..* ► PM4	 PORT MAXIMUM OU TPUT POWER IN KM	 ( OUTPUT) CCLOJO
00103 46s C Po	 TOTAL POWER INPUT IN KW	 (INPUT$ C00000
00101 47* C Rio ... . R4	 PORT REQUESTS IN KW	 IINPUTS) CGOGD00
70101 4 !* C PRI *. .	 PR4	 PORT PRIORITI-S	 IINPUTSI 000000
00101 49* C vie ... 9 W4	 PORT WEIGHTS
	
(INPUTS) C00000
CO171 5C* C PM	 PAXIMJM INPUT POWER IN KW	 (INPUT) GOOCDO -
UG101 510 C EF	 INPUT EFFICIENCY	 IINPUTI GOCOOQ
OOIJl 528 C Co000O
00101 53* c COMMON STORAGE 0100000
OG103 54• COMMON( CIMPL / :IMPL 000000
70103 55* C OcOCOo
00103 56 * C LOCAL VARIABLES t'0c00G F-!
00103' 570 C 000000
00103 58* C P(K) If THE POWER ALLOCATED TO PORT K 000000
-
^ G0.,1.04 59s REAL P C 14C 000000
(10104 60* C OOGCOD b
y0013 11' 6l * C Rt NJ
	
IS THE	 POWE R REO lE ST
	 AT PORT K :.0:.1000
.'C 105 42♦ REAL R(4) COOOQO
r00105 63* C :00000
C-01 -45 640 C PR ( K) IS THE PRIORITY ASSIGNED TO PORT' K 0-OGOOC
00106 65* REAL PR141 OOG000
c0106 66s C 000000
GOla6 67* C W ( K) IS THE WEIGHT ASSIGNED 70 PORT K LOGOGO
00107' 680 REAL W(41 GCOOOC
-GC107 69* G 0DOc0O
00177 C SW ( I 1 IS THE SUN OF THE WEIGHTS ASSIGNED TO PRIORITY- 1 PORTS C005O%
001,10' 71* REAL	 SW141 GoGOCO
00110 72* C 000000 _...
- 00110 73* C SP.(I1 IS THE SUM OF THE REQLESTS
	 AT PRIORITY-I PORTS G0 0000
coill 74s REAL SR141 OD0000
X0111 75*, C 000000
CGill 76 + C FRU IS "FAIR SHARE" UNIT FOR PRIORITY -I PORTS CCGOOG









00112 80* C 1100000
;G112 81* C PL I, THE POWER LEFT AT EACH POINT IN THE ITERATION 00000
00113 82* REAL F- LODODO
iOC113 83s C ODOd00 I.
00113 84r, C IF IMPL IS ZERO, THEN ASSIGN DEFAULT VALUES 000000
00114 E5t IF'(IMPL .GT. 01 60 TO 40 C00000 x
00116 86* R1 = C.0 000002
00117 87+ R2 = 0.0 OOOC-03
00120 88* R3 = 0.,0 000004
GOi21 89* R4 = 0.0 000005
00122 90* IF/PM.EO.	 .99999)	 PM=I.EB' 000006
00124 91* IF	 (PR1	 .EQ. 0.999991	 PR1 = 1.0 C'zPO13
00126 92* IF	 (PR2'	 .EQ. 0.999991	 PR2 = 2.0 000020
OC130 93* IF fPR3	 .EQ.	 0.99999)	 PR3 = 3.0 00G025 -_-
00132 94* IF	 (PR4 :EQ. 0.99999)	 PP4'= 4.0 OOGG32
OC134 95* IF(PM .EQ.	 .999991	 PM= 1.E8 COG037
°00134 96* C INITIALIZATION OF F"S LOOD37 -i
00134. 97* C OOL037
00136 98* •D CONTINUE CODC45
[ 00137 99* FI='1, 000045
00140 13co F2=	 1. DOCC46
! 00141 101* F3= 1. 000047
00142 JJ2* Fq= 1. COGC50
Ii 00242 lO3 s C 00005 0 
00142 104* C IF THE TOTAL POWER REQUESTED IS .LE. TOTAL POWER 000050 -
00142"' IO5* C INPUT, THEN SATISFY REQUESTS, SET POWER SURPLUS 000O5L
00142 1064 C EQUAL TO THE DIFFERENCE• AND RETURN 000050
00143 107* lr(PR1.LE,.O.01	 PI=0.0 000051
0145 1080 IFfPR2.LE.0.D1	 R2=0.0 000055
00147 lu'S* IF(PR3.LE.O.0)	 R3=0.0 000061 -,
i 00151 110*' IF(PR4.LE.0.01-R4=0.0 000265
00153 111* RC = RI
	
* R2 • R3 + R q DOL071
00154 1120 IF	 (R0	 .GT.	 PO)
	
GO	 TO	 80 000076
:0156 113* P1	 =	 P.1 000101
C-0157 _114* P2 = R2 COG103
00160 1150 P3 = R3 200105
00161 116* P4 = R4 GOC107
OC162 117* SP .= PG - RO COG111
' 30163 Iles GO TO 3300 000114 f
00164 119* 80 CONTINUE OOG11.6
00164 120* C 000116
00164 121* C PROCEED WITH ALLOCATION ALGORITHM SINCE THE SUM OF 000116
OC164 - 122* C ALL REQUESTS EXCEEDS THE TOTAL AVAILABLE POWER PO 000116
00164 123*' C 000116
00164 124*' C INITIALIZATION COC116
00165 125* PL = PO 000116
60166 126*' PI
	 = 0.0 000117
C0167 127* P2 = 0.0 GOGl2O
00170 128*' P3 = 0.0 000121
00171 129• Pq	 = 0.0 [;0t,122W 1;0172 130• SP	 = 0.0, COU123
N 00172 131• C 000123 j
(s- 00172 132* C If	 THE TOTAL POWER IS ZERO, THEN RETURN, 00123.
GC173 133* IF	 (PC	 .EQ.
	 0.0)	 'GO	 TO 3000 000124
p^ 00175 134* P111
	
='P1 000126
ma0, 00176 135* P12)	 = P2 COC13O
IV 00177 136• P(3)	 = P3 0,00132 i
00200 137* P(4)	 = P4 000134
00201 13E* R(1)	 = R1 000136
000140
sp 00203 lkF• 3?Ir)	 - P3 cool'42
010204 1x41; R 14 )' = A4 C001ii
CS G6235 142 PPfI) = PRI 000146) OZ206 14 3 • PP (2) = P;72 GOsiSL
G0.237 1440 PP( 3) = PP3 CDO152
tSG213 145:0 PP(4) = PR4 GOGiS4
C-a211 1 464 V(1I	 = V1 COG156
0E212' 147A) V 1:21	 = YZ COG16
93213 15;11A V K: )'	 = V3 CDO162
OC2.1-4 149x' W(41	 = V4 COO 164
0C214 Ir_y C CCCI6ri
00214 151+ L OOC16%
OC214 152+ C ITERATE ON PRIORITY I' FOR .I = I t 2.v 3 9 4 000164
OCZ14 1.51-4 G 0001614
FC215 1511 00 local = 1	 4 000172
00215 155* C 006172
VGZ20 1560 XI = Z GOG172
G(ZIO 1:57- C OPT4111 SUR OF REOUESTS FROM PORTS WITH PR"TOR ITT I 000172	 u,
OL7271. 15F p Sp (l)L) = G.0 000175
GCZZ2 1590 WT=O.v LGO1.Tb
OG223 1600 DO I-m X = Ia 4 3G2D2
C622b 161* IF	 1PP(X)'	 .EG..	 XI)	 SRII)	 = 541 , 1")	 •	 R(K1 COO232'
0 12230 162 IFIPRIKI -.EQ. XI) Y7= VT•' WO(I COC207
OG2'2 1634 100 COrtT IFPUE C00217
GG.32 1-644 C COG217
00234 165* IF(PR1	 ,EQ.	 XI)	 F1,= 3121VT' OD0217	 -
OC236 IF-0 M PR2.E4. XI) F2 =312/VT DOZ225
CC243 IL 7 ro IF(PR3 .EQ.	 XI.) F3= U31VT 000233'
00,242 1E.F.+ IFIPA4 .E0. XI) F4= V4lyT 000241
0C. ZA4 1.69+ 1F1'PL.L£..O.G)	 GO TO	 1OC[1 COL247
GG244' 1170♦ C 0062,47
1 CC244 171+ C IF NO PRJOR7TY-I REQUESTS EXIST, THEM PROCEED YI7H COC-247
(1£244 1720 t THE KEXT HIGHER PPIOR7TY 000247
OC24b 173.e IF	 ISP11)
	
.EO. 0.01 GO TO 1000 C06252
GOZ46 174+ C GO0252
OCZ46 175+ C IF THE Si1M OF ALL PRIOR17Y-1 REQUESTS .6T.. POWER GOG252
00246 176*' C AVAILABLE r 7HF?1 50 AROU40 COG252'
OC25J 177• 1 	 V&PiI1	 .67,. PL)	 60 TO 400', 09025,4
00253 17 t3 C G0(i254	 _
a 0257 17,* C TPZ S1ly Of ALL PP,70PITY-I PEOUES75	 ..LE. POWER ;,0L254
6025,1 32;.+' C AVA,ILABL:E,	 'SO FULFI.IL	 EACH PRIORITY-I REQUEST .UG254
0 r11 152 1910 Go 2 101 K '= 1 . 4 CG'G263
00255 182+ IF	 (PRIM:)	 .E{3.	 XI)	 PI]K)	 =	 RR'K) 000263
SC2 7 lr3s 2'DO C041ILUE LO1,271
GC25 7 1846 C 000271
002:7 12.A C UPGATF. POWEP AVAILABLE COC271
CGZ&l 18&* PL = PL - SRII) 400271
05262 187* -Go TO 1;.30 GOG274
OCM 1P P* C COLZ74
x,0763 129+ A00 .00:1TIlNUF GOG276
9LZb3 171.14 C CDG276
(:E'2u3 ;I + C 7H';	 5t#S OF THE PRIORITY —I P,EQUESTS EXCEEDS THE COL27:6
OC.263 1';2• C P'OVER AVAILABLE, 50 CO.KPU7E Alto ALLOCATE FAIR COG27b
'0263 193• C SHXPE 70 EACH PRIORITY—I P'O'ST r1DCz7L
GC263 p7tf C LOG276
GC2E..4 1950 600 CO1t•TI 1 131E ECC276
uz'.264 ^^sbx ^ ^G(i?lk




OC264 197 s. C SAYE PL FOR LATER- REF'E'RENCE 000276
GU265 1900- POLD = PL CO0276
GC265 1990 C 000276
CID 265 2CC• C DFTERkINE FAIR SHARE UNITS FOR ALL PRIORITY-I C00276
00265 2CI* C PORTS FOR WHICH NO ALLOCATION HAS BEEN MADE C00276
OD266 202* S4tT)' =	 0.0 000277
CC267 203* 00 700 'K = 1, _4 000303
D 272 204* IF	 (P(K)	 .NF.	 0.01	 60	 TO 700 000303
N 00274 205* IF	 (P q (K)	 .EQ.	 %I)	 SUII)	 = SW(I,)	 +	 WtK1 000304
w GC276 2C64 700 CGNTI}1UE L003114
k G03LO 207* FRU = 1.G j SYtI1 tICO314
['0303 2:2* C QOG314
CC307 205,* C FIRST, ALLOCATE FAIP SHARE TO PORTS FOR WHICH THE 000314
00300 210* C FAIR SHARE EXCEEDS THE 'REQUEST.	 CONSIDER ONLY PRIORITY -1 000314
OG30p 211*' C .FORTS, AND COHSID£R ONLY PORTS TO WHICH NO ALLOCATION GOC314
CC3%7 21;* C HAS	 YFT BEEN 'MADE 3D0314
G3C1 213*' DG 230 K	 ='1,' q 000322
D3304 214* IF	 (PIK)	 .NF.	 0.01	 GO	 70'809 000322
UO306 2154 IF	 (PR(KI
	
,NE. XI')	 GO	 TO	 800 003323
003;36 216* C 000323
00336 217* L COP,PUTE FAIR' SHARE 000323
CO313 218+ FR(K) =	 (W(K)	 * FRU)' * PL 000326
QG310 21(76 C G00326
'
CC310 225* C IF FAIR SHARE EXCEEDS REQUEST, THEN FULFILL REQUEST 000326
CO311 221* IF	 (FR(K)	 .GE.	 RIX))	 PIK)	 = RIKI 000332	 _.
IC311 222* C' - -	 AND REDUCE AVAILAPLE POWER C00332
30313 223* IF	 (Fa(K)	 .EE. R(Kl)	 PL = PL"- PIK) 000340
00315 224* $00 CONT1 04UE C00351	 -
00315 225.* C 000351
00315 226* C IF PL .NE..	 POLO, THEN PL WAS REDUCED 'DURING THE CDC351
00315 227* C PROCESSING 'IN THE "DO 800^ LOOP ABOVE.	 THIS CHANGES 000351
X0315 228•, C THE FAIR SHARE COMPUTATION.	 IT IS THEREFORE 000351
:0315_ 229* C NECESSARY TO G6 BACK THROUGH THE 'DO 800" LOOP IN 000351
O:r315 23 C* C ORDFR TO RECONSIDER ANY PORT WHICH MAY NOV 0OC351,
00315 233* C SATISFY	 THE !REOULREMENT THAT FR(K) 	 .GE.	 R(K).	 ONLY COC351
00315 23?* C PRIORITY-I PORTS FOR WHICH NO ALLOCATION HAS BEEN 800351
00315 233* C MADE ARE ELIGIBL"E FOR RECONSIDERATION 600351
00317 234* IF
	
(PL	 .11E.	 FOLD)	 GO	 TO 600 GDc;3'51	 -
UO317 235* C 000351
0:0317 2360 C FINALLY, ALLOCATE POWER TO THOSE PORTS REQUESTING CCO351
OC317 237* C MORE THAN THEIR FAIR SHARE.	 CONSIDER ONLY GCO35I
07317 23P* C PRIORTTY-I PORTS FOP WHICH NO ALLOCATION HAS PEEN MADE 00035I
30321 23911p 00 903 K = 1,	 4 COL357
OC324 24vx 1F	 (PIK)	 .NE.	 0.01	 GO	 TO 900 C00357
00326 241* IF	 (PP(K)- 01E.	 XI1	 GO TO	 9670 000360
UO330 2424 PIK)	 = FRtK) C00363
W 00331 243* 9CO CONTINUE CDO367
rC-)n 00333 244; PL = C.0 COC367
03333- 245* C CCO367O 00334 2464# 1000 CONTINUE C00373
ca
N, 00434 247*' C £00373
C) 0::334 24h* C '00373
.I
,s 1	 00334 249* C FINALLY, ASSIGN OUTPUTS TO NON-SUBSCRIPTED COC373
00334 253* C FORMAL PARAMETERS C06373
v60.3.7.6 251* PI	 = P(1) 600373
00337 ?E.2* P2	 -	 P(2) 000375
4'0 00342 254* P4 = P(4) 000K*31 Y
CO342 255 SD :z Pt 000403
0 00343 256* 3000 PN1=PnsF1 000406,
D0344- 257* PN2=Pk*F2 COG41CN 00345 258* PK3=Pr*F3 COG413
x0346 259» PM4=PY,#F4 COG416
00347 260* P0= AHTN1(RO,PK )/EF CO0421
OC350 261* RETURN GOL4'3C











This component is used by the storage components to change priority of the
power requests when minimum or maximum capacity is approached.
Ruts	 i
Parameter/Port	 Description
PS	 1	 Input priority for PS4 output
i




PS	 2	 Output priority for charge cycle




PS2 = PS1	 if INT=O
PS2 _ 1	 if 
LN 
T 0
PS2 0	 if INT<0
PS4 PS 3
	
if I NT < 0j
PS4 = 0	 if INT> 0
I

































SUBROUTINE PI	 ENTRY POINT 000040
STORAGE USED CODECI1 000061 OATA(0/ 000010 BLANK COMMON(21 000000
COMMON BLOCKS
0003	 CIMPL 000002
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
0004	 NE'RR3
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATLVE LOCATION, NAME)
Cool	 000010 IOL	 0003 1 000000 IMPL	 0000	 000002 ZNJP.T
aoloo "	 l*	 CPI
CO1G1
	 2*	 SUBROUTINE PIfPS2'sPS4,PSI,PS3#INTI
- coial
	 30	 C
00101	 4'0	 C PURPOSE	 CHANGE PRIORITY OF POWER ALLOCATION TO STORAGE COMPONENTS
0.0101	 5*	 C






R*	 C	 CALL SEOUENCE'
00101	 9*	 C	 PS2	 OUTPUT PRIORITY t0 TO 4)
C0101	 10*	 C	 PS4 - OUTPUT PRIORITY (COMPLEMENT TO PS21
C1 0101	 11*	 C	 PSI	 INPUT PRIORITY FOR PS2
00101
	 12*	 C	 PS3 - I)JPUT PRIORITY FOR PS4
00101	 13*-	 C	 INT	 INTERRUPT FLA3
00101	 1q*	 C	 0= NO INTERRUPT
Q0101
	 154	 C	 1 INCREASE ALLOCATION PRIORITY
60101
	
16*	 C	 -1= DECPEASE ALLOCATION PRIORITY
C-0101	 170	 C
x0103	 18*	 REAL TNT
GCI04	 19*	 COMMON /CIMPL/IMPL
00105	 20*	 IFtIMPL..6T.9) GO TO 10








0011.3	 214	 I'.F(lb'T..6T,.0.) PS2=1.
C011S	 26*	 IF(TNT.LT.C.) P52=0.












7.30 HYDRAULIC PUMP A
I
6
INPUT POWER (P1}	 PASS FLOW RATE (M)	 rf
MAX. INPUT POWER
	
PU	 MAX. OUTPUT POWER (MP2)
(Npl )






The hydraulic pump model is based on a constant speed design. The pump is	 I
assumed to be designed to a nominal operating point and input power. For
off-design performance the pump efficiency is assumed to be functionally
related to the square root of the mass flow rate.	 j
Basic Equations











X66	 BCS 40180-2 .	`;
Inert s
Parameter/Port Descr i	 t i on!^ i	 }lln^ts
P 1 Input power kw
H 1 Height of water above inlet ft
EFD Pump efficiency at design pt.
	 (a 0.90) -	 t
MD Mass flow rate at design pt.
	
(D = 2X105 1 gal/h
EF 1 Input product efficiency —
MP 1 Input maximum charging rate kw
NIM Maximum allowable mass flow rate (D = 3X105 ) gal/h
CK Pump capacity cost coefficient
	 (D = 0.011)
I N • ¢^
r
F0 Pump exponent for cost calculations
	 (D = 0.5)
)




M Output mass flow rate gal/h
EFF Pump efficiency -
CCO Pump cost/yeas $
u
EF	 2 Output product efficiency —
MP	 2 Maximum output power kw
,Statistics









`CK = capitol cost	 (known unit)/((A%)*481.2)**FO*H1 -*Y # expected life time) l
i
BCS 40180-2 267
The calculation sequence and default values assume a constant speed hydraulic
pump nominally rated for 12OKW and Located 200 ft. below a reservoir. The
equations relating the various physical quantities and the cost estimates
are based on first principles and the data pre , ented in Reference 1, and the








f t—l bfit I 
4 C2 = 8.3398 lb/gali
1) Costs (first pass only)
f	 CC = CK*(ND*481.2)F0*H11WY
I
	






1. L. Marks and T. Baumeister, "Mechanical Engineers Handbook", McGraw Hill,
N.Y., 1958, Section 14, p. 19.
2. Carson and Fogleman, "C
	 t	 ,	 omparison of Methods for Converting Existing Power
L Plants to Pumped Storage Faci li ties", International Engineering Company,
	










2) Mass flow rate and pump efficiency
If P1 < 0, set EFF	 1, M 0 and go to 3)







SUBROUTINE PU ENTRY POINT 000216





0006	 COST 000^01 _y








	 (BLOCK9 TYPEr RELATIVE LOCATION * NAME)
t`
0001
	 000073 IDOL	 OCO`l	 000142 200E	 0000 R OOOOOM AHS	 0000 R 000002 A3 0000 R 000003 AM
OrO6 R 000000 CCI	 0000 R 000001 Cl
	
0005	 000000 DUM	 0003 I 000000 IMPL 0000	 000020 INJPs
0004 R O00000 TIME	 0005 R 030007 TMAX	 0000 R 000000 T.MAX1
00100
	 1* CPU 00000
j` DO101	 2* SUBROUTINE PU(M,EFF,CC,EF2,MP2,M2U,Pl,HI,EFD,KD,EF1,MPIMM 000000 -






5* C	 PURPOSE	 PERFORMANCE OF HYDRAULIC PUMP ED0000
1:0101	 b4 C C-00000
DOlol
	




00101.	 9* C	 EFFICIENCY A FUNCTION OF SORT(FLOW RATE) OOGG00
00101	 10r C 000000
COlOI	 1`1r C	 WRITTEN BF F. 0. MAHONY
	 VERSION 1, MARCH 29 1977 G00300
L0101
	 1:!* C GOOG00
txs 00101
	 13* C	 CALL SEQUENCE 000000
c7
N 30101	 1pr' C	 OUTPUTS LOGO00
CO101	 is* C	 M	 - OUTPUT MASS FLOW RATEr GAL/HR COGO00
O OO101	 16* C	 EFF— PUMP EFFICIENCY 000000
i ' COI01	 17r C	 CC	 - PUMP COST/YEAR,	 S COGOOQCD
O 00101	 Is* C_	 EF2 - OUTPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY Coo000
00I01	 19r C	 MP2 — MAXIMUM, OUTPUT CHARGE RATE, KW C00000N 00101	 21r C	 M2U - MAXIMUM OUTPUT MASS FLOW RATE, GAL/HR COGOOG
Gelol	 210 C COG000
DCI01	 22* C	 INPUTS COOD00
P!.	 -, INPUT	 POItE,R,	 KW 0!10000
in
O 00101 24* C HI	 - HEIGHT OF WATER ABOVE INLET. FT
^-' 00101 25* C EFD - PUMP EFFICIENCY AT DESIGN POINT00 00101 26*	 - C MO	 - MASS FLOW RATE AT DESIGN POINT, GAL/HR
00101 27* C EF1 - INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCYN 10101 2E* C "PI - INPUT MAXIMUM CHARGING RATE, KW
00101 29* C MM	 - MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE MASS FLOW RATEp GAL/HR
00131 30* C CK	 - PUMP CAPACITY COST COEFFICIENT
r-0101 31* C FO	 - PUMP EXPONENT FOR COST CALCULATIONS
DC101 32* C T,	 - PUMP HERO EXPONENT FOR COSTCALCULATIONS
1B 101 3 ^* C
00103 340 ", COMMON /CIMPL/IMPL	 /CTIME/TIME/CSIMUL/DUM(71 9 TMAX /COST/CCI
001C3 35• C
00104 36* REAL M,MP2vm2U9MD,MPl,mm
00104 37* C
{ ^O105 380 TFIIMPL.GT.0)GD TO 100
qo1Ls 39* C
(_0107 4C* TMAXI=TMAX*.99999
1. 0107 41* C
30110 42• C2=' 3.1441E-6
I 130 11 a 43* Ct 30111 44* IFIEFP.EQ. .999991EFD=0.9
OC113 45* IFIMD,.EQ.	 .99999)MD =2.OES
00115 46* IF(MPI•EQ.	 .99999)MP1=1.E8{ C0117 47* IF(MM	 EQ.	 .999991MM'=3.015
00121 48* IF(CK .EC.-.99999)CK =0.011
00123 49* IF(FO .EQ.
	
.999991FO	 =0.5
F 00125 5G* IF(Y	 .EO.	 .99999)Y	 -0.25
00127 51* CC =C)t*(MD*481.21**FO*H1**Y
60127 52* C
CG13J 53* M2U =C.O
00131 54* 100 EFF= 1.0
00132 55* M= C.0
00133 56* IFIPI .LE.	 0.01 60 TO 200
00133 57* C
00133 58* C SOLVE CUBIC EQUATION FOR M AND EFF
00133 59* C
f 00135 6C* A3= -P1/(C1*H1)00136 61* A4 =-A3*tI .0-EFO')*SORT(MD)
00.136 62* C
00137 63* CAUL CUSIC(A3,A49ANS)
00140 64* IF(ANS.4E.0.) GO TO 200
00140, 65* C
00142 66* M	 =ALAS**2
00143 67*" EFF=L.O-(1.0-EFD)*SORT(MD)/ANS
C• 0143 68* C
00143 6S* C PRODUCT EFFICIENCY AND CHARGE RATE
00143 77* C





Ja 00146 76* C STATISTICS
0146 77* C

































































:0151 E1 • 	C 000173 r	 ,
30153 82s	 CC'=CCI*CC 000202
00153 83s	 C 000202
00154 84•	 RETURN 000205
^E:





















RE OUTPUT EFFICIENCY (EF2)INPUT MAX. POWER
i
(MP1)	 OUTPUT MAX. POWER (MP2)
I This component models a solidi-state rectifier/transformer..	 Power losses due
to resistive heating and contact potential	 loss are modeled.	 Default parameter {































Parameter/Port	 Descr ipt ion	 Units
P	 1	 AC input power	 kw
RT	 Transformer resistance (D = 01
	 ohms
XT	 Transformer reactance (D = 0.03) 	 ohms
VAC	 Rated AC voltage(D	 440)	 volts
f
DR	 Rectifier contact potential (D 	 0)	 volts
RR	 Rectifier resistance (D = 0.02) 	 ohms
RAP	 Rated, input power
	 kw
EF	 1	 Input product efficiency	 y
MP	 1	 Maximum input power (D	 1.x10$ 1 	 kw	 z ^!
CC	 Rectifier cost/year	 $	 s
_	
I
C; Var iQb I e/Port
I	 ^
P 	 2	 DC output power	 kw	 )
IAC	 AC input current	 amps
f	 PL	 Power loss	 kw	 f)	
'r
EF	 _2	 Output product efficiency	 -
3	
MP	 2	 Maximum output power	 kw
e
f










1) Compute transtormer power angles
Y = SIN (6) = Nr3—*XT4EPl*l000/ VAC2
ABS(Y) >1 [	 DIAGNOST I C
2) Input and output current
If P1 < 0 set P2	 IAC = PL = 0., EFF = 1 and go to 4)
(AC VAC 7=7 9) / ( V--3*XT 1	 3
{
= VAC 2-2# Y2 / ( Vr-3*XT 1
DC 1t#IAC / V6-
3) Power loss and output power
PL = (	 RT*IAC2^# 	 + IDC*(DR+IDC*RR))/1000
P2 = P1 - PL
EFF P2/P1
P2 <_ 0	 DIAGNOST IC, EFF = 1




SUBROUTINE RE	 ENTRY POINT 000257












STORAGE ASSIGN"ENT	 (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001 300042 IDOL Drao - 000007 108E	 0001	 000100 200L 0001	 000117 300L
0001 000214 400L 0006 R`,'000000 CCI 	 0005	 000000 DUM 0000 R 000006 EFF
0000 R 000000 10C 0003 I 000000 IMPL	 0000	 000051 INJPS 0000 R OOGO01 P1
0004 R'OCCOOO -TIME 0005 R 000007 TMAX	 00:00 R 000003 TMAXI 0000 R OD00C4 Y
00100 1's CRE
LOlOI 2 SUBROUTINE RE(P2 , IAC,PL , EF2,MP2,PI , RT,XT , VAC,DR,RR,RAP,EFI , MP'I,CC)
10101 3• C
70101 ,• C PURPOSE	 SOLID STATE RECTIFIER/TRANSFORMER MODEL
00101 C
GO101 6* C METHOD -	 COMPUTE OUTPUT DC POWER AS A FUNCTION
00101 7+ C OF INPUT AC POWER
Local B C
00101 9* C WRITTEN BY Y-K,CHA)4	 VERSION 1, JUNE 1, 1977
{ 0010 1 100 C
j; 00101 11t C	 CALL SEOUENCE
00101 12* C OUTPUTS
x;0101 13+ C P2	 -DC OUTPUT POWER, KW
0101 140- C IAC -AC INPUT CURRENT, AMPS
.p
c:) L,0101 15• C PL	 -POWER LOSS, KW
L0101 1[.+ C EF2 -OUTPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCYco
_i10101 174 C MP2 -MAX7MUM OUTPUT POWER, KV
culal 1E• C INPUTS
x:0101 19^ C P1	 -AC INPUT POWER,	 KV
fi0101 21* C RT	 -TRANSFORMWR RESISTANCE, OHMS




	 of 	 r
0000	 CoGO34 309F
0003 I OCCO01 ICNT
0000 R 000032 ROOTS

























p CO101 23* C OR	 -RECTIFIER CONTACT POTENTIAL, VOLTS 000000 t ?
[0101 24* C RR	 -RECTIFIER RESISTANCE, OHMS CODODO00
O GO101 25* C RAP -RATED INPUT POWER, KY 000000
0101 2E* C EFI -INPUT PPODUCT EFFICIENCY 600000 rN 00101 27* C MP1 -MAXIMUM INPUT POWER, KY COOOOC t -'
0 1101 28* C CC	 -RECTIFIER COST/YEAR, S 0100000
.1 0101 21* C 000000
00103 30* _COMMON /CIMPL/IMPL,ICNT/CTIME/TIME/CSIMUL/OUM(7),TMAX/COS T/CCI 000600
4 00104 31A REAL TAC,MP2,MPl,TDC GODOCO
C0105 37* DATA PI/3.14159 / C00000
00107 33* DATA POOT3/1.73205/ c00000
(0107 34s C COOG00
C. 0111 35* IF(IMPL.GT.0)	 GO TO 100 00G000 y --°_
L0113 36* IF(MP1.E0..99999)MP1=1.E8 COG002 .
00115 37* IF(R7.EQ..999991	 RT=U. 000007
00117 38*	 - IF(XT.E0..99999)	 XT=.03 000013
C0121 39* IF(VAC.EQ..999991	 VAC=440. COUD20
[0123 4G* Ir(DR.EO..999991	 DR=O. 000025 <_	 ;
j 00125 41* IfiRR.EO..999991	 RR=.02 CDOC31
001-27 42* TMAXI=TMAX*.99999 CCCO36 P
L-C127 43* C 000036
f ;,0127 44* C COMPUTE TRANSFORMER POWER ANGLES COUO36 t
00127 45* - C 000036
G0130 46* 100 Y=RO073*XT*PI*1000./(VAC*VAC) L00042 l^
C0131 47* YY=Y*Y MODSI
` 00132 46* TF(TY.LE.1.160 TO 200 COOD53
60134 49* IF(IMPL.EO-.2)YRITE(69108)PI,XT,VAC D00056
CC142 504 108 FORMAT(IHC,I9HRE, AC INPUT POWER ,F12.3,49H 100 LARGE IN RELATION 000071 j
00142 51* 170 TRANSFORMER REACTANCE ,F12.3,22H AND RATED AC VOLTAGE 	 J12.31 000071
00143 52* IF(IMPL.EQ.2)ICNT=ICNT*1 000071
OC-145 53* 200 TY=AMINl(1.,YY) OOU100
00145 54* C L0010C
JOlkS 55* C INPUT AND OUTPUT CURRENT u0010C
`0145 S(* C 000100
IS
00146 57* IF(PI.GT.O.IGO	 TO	 300 000105
f C0150 '58* P2=0. 000110 ---
00151 59* IAC=O. OOCill
(1 0152 60* PL=C. 000112
00153 61* EFF=1. 000113 t-4
00154 62* GO TO 4C0 CD0115
00154 63* C 000115
00155 64* 300 IAC=VAC*SQRT(2.-2.*SQRTII.-Y7))/(ROOT3?*XTI 000117 t
G0156 65*' IPC=PI*IAC/SQRT(6.) COO14C
00156 6i.* C CIO 0140 F
60156 67* C POWER LOSS AND OUTPUT POWER DOC14C a
C0156 68* C 600140
00157 69* PL=(ROOT3*RT*IAC*TAC*IDC*(DR¢IOC*RR)1/1000. 000147
U0160 70* P2=P1-PL !100161
0C161 71* EFF=P2/P1 000163 -
00162 72* Ir(P2.GT.C.)
	
GO TO	 400 C-OL16S
00164 73* IF11MrL.EQ.2)WRITE(6,308)PL,P1 006170
%0171 74* 308 FORMAT(1H0,14HRE POWER LOSS ,FI2.3,21H EXCEEDS INPUT POWER	 ,F12.3) 000202
_d 00172 75 * IF(IMPL.E0 . 2)ICN7 = ICN7al 000202
00174 76* P2=[. 0002i0
00175 T7* EFF=1. 600211
60175 T8* C 000211
''0175, 75* C EFFICIENCY AND MAXInU1( POWER 0402II
00175 80• C 000211C0176 81; 4 D EF2=EFI+EFF 00021%
0017.7 82* MP2=AYIN1(MPI#RAP) 000216
00200 83*- MP2=MP2*CFF 0002214
CL201 84* IFIIMPL.LEI)RETURM 000226 T_
00203 85* IF[IIME.LT.TMAXI)RETURN 000235
CO205 86* CCI=CCI+CC 000244
00205 _ 87* C 000244
00206 88s RETURN 000247
r'













STANDARD DEVIATION --	 RN	 , RANDOM NUMBERS
This component_ generates an uncorrelated sequence of normally distributed





MN	 Mean value of sequence
SIG	 Standard deviation of sequence
NST1	Start parameter. (Use any odd integer	 a











If RESET parameter > 0 then succeeding simulations use NST to start random
1	 sequence.
I
E	 BGS 40180-2 279
SUBROUTINE Rp ENTRY POINT 000065
STOkA GE USED CODE(1) 000105; DATA(0) 000033: BLANK COMMON(2) OD0000
COMMON BLOCKS
0003	 CIMPL 000003
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
x
0004	 NEPR3S -
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT _(BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
E OOU1	 000026 2230 OCO1	 000021 5l	 0000 R 000006 AXO	 0000 I 000007 I 0003	 COnCOl ICNr:
0003-I 000000 IMPL 0000	 000024 INJPS	 0003 I 000002 ITEST	 0000 0 000004 SUM COCO D C00000 X
D gGO 0 000002 Y
00100
	 1• CRN 000000 k
1- 00101	 24 SUBROUTINE RN(U,AX,SIG,AMN) 000000 ..	 _-...:
GQICl





4* C PURPOSE -
	
GENERATES A NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBER 000000
0010.1
	
5* C CALL SEQUENCE QOCOOO
60101
	 6* C U - RANDOM NUMBER OUTPUT OCu00C
CO101	 T* C AX- A START PARAMETEP WHICH CONTROLS THE BEGINNING POINT COOGOC
CO1G1	 6* C OF THE OUTPUT SEQUENCE.
	 AX 'SHOULD BE ANY ODD INTEGER 000000
00101
	
9* C GRFATER THAN ONE.	 THE DEFAULT VALUE OF AX IS 431469. G0G000
.0101	 1C* C Al IS UPDATED FOR NEW CALLS TO THE SUBROUTINE. C*JB3JD
w C-01G1
	 11« C SIG- THE DESIRED STARDAPO'DEVIATION OF THE SEQUENCE G00000
OC101	 12* C AY,N- THE DESIRED MEAN OF THE SEQUENCE L000:,0
30101
	 13* C 000000
cG101,	 143 C DESIGNED BY
	
ROGER Y. CALL	 SEPT 1976 00000C
C0103	 15* COMMON /CIMPL/IMPL,ICNT,ITEST 00Gu'00
00104	 160 DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,SUM 000n_n0
L0105	 17s DATA Y /253967.DO/ AXO/0./ 0000c"
-0110 	 18s IF(IMPL.GT.CIGO TO	 5 CCCGO-0
:,0112
	
19* IF(FX.E4..999991	 AX=431469. 1,00062







00121	 23» SUM=C.Dc 006022
OG122
	 24; 00	 1	 I = 1,12 CO6C26


























C1 Slope	 0 < F I N <C3
C2 Slope	 FIN >C3
C3 Positive saturation intercept
C4 Slope	 0> F I N >'C6
C5 Slope	 F f N <C6





FO C1*C3 + C2*(FIN-C3)
	 if FIN >C3
FO C1*-FIN	 if 0<FIN< C3 
FO A COFIN	 if 0>FIN>C6
FO C4*C6 + C5*(	 IN-C6 	 if FIN <C6
BCS 40180-2 281
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT tBLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
GOL1
	 000017 - ICL
	
0001- 000042 1^OL	 Deal	 000027 20L	 0001	 000037 30L	 0000	 000030 INJPi
1.r
60100 1* CSA
00101 2* SUBROUTINE SAIFOsFIN,CI,C2,C3,C4,C5,C614 0 C 101, 3* C
'' 00101 as C PURPOSE - TO SIMULATE SATURATION
00101 5* C
00101 6* C
ccial T* C METHOD - SEE'CODING. C3 AND C6 ARE VALUES OF THE INPUT AT WHICH
001G1 6 * C SATURATION OCCURS.	 C3 IS GREATER THAN C6. THE, POUTINE
CC101 9* C CAN SIMULATE A CHANGE OF SLOPE AT THE ORIGIN tCl.NE.CtiI
10101 IG* C PROVIDED C6 IS LOSS THAN 7ERO * SIMILARLY THE SLOPES
- CC101 11* C IN 711E SATURATION REGION (C2 AND C5 1CAN DIFFER.
00101 12* C THE SLOPES CAN '13E POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE
OC101 13* C
CC 101 14* C
00101 15* C WRITTEN BY	 -	 ADAM LLOYD
	
LATEST REVISION - NOV 75
C0101 16* C
00101 17* C LIMITATIONS.- USE OF ZERO SLOPES (C2=0 OR C5=01 IN THE SATURATION
70101 1R* C REGION SHOULD BE AVOIDED. IT IS OESIRAELE THAT THE
C0101 191 C SLOPE RATIOS CIIC2 AND C4/C5 SHOULD NOT EXCEED 100.
70A01 20* C" EXCESSIVE SLOPE RATIOS MAY RESULT IN VERY SLOW
co 101 21* C CONVER&ENTE
OC131 22* C
culOI 23* C
C0Y01 24*- C INPUT/OUTPUT LIST
60131 25* C
LA UAIC1 26* C FO OUTPUT VARIABLE	 ANY OUTPUT VAR
4^- 00101 27• C FIN INPUT	 VARIABLE	 ANY INPUT	 WAR
CD C0101 2E* C C.1 SLOPE	 5 FIRST	 ANY INPUT	 PARAM
t cP101 29* C C2 SATURATION SLOPE	 ) SLOPE	 ANV INPUT	 PARAM
CD ;10101 3C* C C3 SATURATION INTERCEPT)
	
ANY INPUT	 PARAM.
t(V ra301 3 1• C C4 SLOPE	 1 SECOND	 -A,ri7 INPUT	 PARAM
0 ,0101 32• C C5 SATURATION SLOPE	 ) SLOPE	 ANY IO..PUT	 PARAM
00101 33* C C6 SATURATION INTERCEPT)	 ANY INPUT	 PARAM
00131 34* r









































Q G.0105 36* aFtFIN.L7.C',6lzo TO 20 000003
r^ 00107 37* I fflN.LT.O.IGO TO 30 000007
d L0111 38* FO=CT$FYN 000012
i 00112 35* GO TO 1C G0i:0kS -_-_
`	
N 001.12 If C	 POSITIVE SATU RATION COuL15 ^.00113 41* 10	 F0=Cl4C3tC2*6FIN—C3! 00G017
00114 42* 60 T9 10
.0 OCCO25
00114 k3 f6 C	 NEGATIVE SATURATION COUO25
LC115 44* 20	 FO=C4*C6 4 C5-► (FIN--C1t) D00_-27
[C116 454 so TO 1u u 0000035
" 00116 =.6m C	 NEGATIVE. UNSATURATED 000035 t^C 117 47* 30	 FO=C4+FIN- 000037 Y
,0120 4I'4 10C














Vol	 VA1ITC1 TIME JC2 	 TC1	 TIME	 TC2
	
SW1 = 1	 SW1=0
THE SWITCHING OPERATION MAY BE CONTROLLED BY EITHERTIME OR THE INPUT PARAMETER SW1. THE TIME DEPENDENCE
	
















Time for first switching (hours)









If 5W1 = 0 then





If SWl _ 1 then












SUBROUTINE SW ENTRY POINT 000C42
STORAGE USED CODE11) GC 247; DATA(D) O00007; BLANK COMMONt21 OOOCGO
COMMON BLOCKS
3003	 CTIME OOOa01 ._...
0004	 CIO 0000`03
i
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 46LOCKs NAMED
0005	 NEPR33
C STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK *
 TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATIONS NAME)
X7004	 CDOD02 IOIAG	 0000	 000003 INJPS	 ODD%	 COOOOO TREAD 0004	 000001 IWRITE OCOO R 000000 SN
0003 R 000000 TIME
00100
	 1• CSW 000000
,_	 a
' 00101
	 2* SUBROUTINE SWTV0I,VA1•VBI•SW1,TC1,TC2 ► COOOOC
G0101	 3* C 000000
I C0101
	 4 • C	 PURPOSE'— TO PROVIDE SWITCH CONTROL FOR ONE VARIABLE GUOOOD
i C0101	 S* C 000000
00101	 6* C COGOcc
00101	 7 * C	 METHOD	 - SEE CODING coboo0
CO101	 Rs t OGOCOQ
OC101	 9* C 0cDCD0
GO 101	 10+ C	 WRITTEN BY
	
— ADAM LLOYD
	 LATEST REVISION NOV 75 COCODG
00101	 11* C OOG000
00101	 12* C C00003 {00101	 13* C	 LIMITATIONS — NOT MORE THAN TWO SWITCHINGS AT TIMES TC1 AND TC2 GOGO^C ..
60101	 14* C G00000
00131	 15* C 000000
OC101
	
If, C	 INPUT/OUTPUT LIST w0u00G
C0101	 170 G 000000
10101
	 18*- C	 Vol
	 OUTPUT VARIABLE NO 1 ANY OUTPUT VAR COGCOD
CO101
	
19* C	 VAI	 INPUT VARIABLE NO Al ANY INPUT VAR 00:,000
00101
	 20*. C	 VH1	 INPUT VARIABLE NO P.1 ANY INPUT VAR 000000
^0131
	 21+ t	 SW1
	 SWITCH CONTROL LN7TIA1 VAL UE --- INPUT PARAM 000000
ocl?1	 22+ C	 = 1.	 VO=YN CGDG'30
00101-	 23* C	 =u.	 VO=VA COGODD
!70101	 24• C	 7CI	 TIME FOR FIRST SWITCH SECS INPUT PARAM GOOcOG
00101	 254 c	 TC2	 TIME FOR SECOND SWITCH SECS INPUT PARAM G060GO
GC101
	
26,R C'	 17C2.GT.TC1) 000000
00103	 27* COMMON/CTIME/TIME COOOca
G0104	 28s COMMON/C30/IREAD,IWPITE*IDIAu GOCOOG
CC1C.5	 29+ SX=SN1 000000
00106 3C* IFtTIKE.GT.TCI. AND. TIME .LT. TC2)SX=ABSISUI-1s1 000301
00110 31* Vt)1=YA1 000023
00111 32* IF(SX.GT.0.5)VO1=V81 000025
C0113 33+ RETURN 000033








7.35 TWO POLE SWITCH





Input to switch 1
VA2	 Input to switch 2
VB1	 Input to switch 1.
VB2
	




t'	 TC1	 Time for first switching (hours)










Output from switch 1
_l








i SUBROUTINE SX ENTRY POINT 1300052






EXTERNAL REFERENCES tBLOCK, NAME)
J005 NERR3i
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT ( BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, 'NAME)
0OC4 VLCCO2 7DIAG	 0000	 000003 INJPS	 0004	 000000 IREAD 0004	 000001 WRITE 0000 R CG^COO SW
I 0003 R 000000 TIME
G0100 1* CSX 00G000
C0101 2* SUBROUTINE SXIV01 9 VO2 , VAloVA2 , VB1,VB2 , SYI,TCI , TC21 000000	 ---^
00101 3; C DOCCOC
00101 4* C	 PURPOSE — TO PROVIDE A SW17CH COMPONENT FOR TWO VARIABLES CO0000i CClgl 5* Cr 006000
I CO101 E* C 000000
`
CO101 7* C	 METHOD	 — SEE CODING COODOO
CO101 8* C CO0000
60101 S*' C C06 0 
CD101 10* C	 WRITTEN BY	 - ADAM LLOYD
	
LATEST REVISION NOV 75 CO300;:	 __f
CO101 11* C COOGOG
1.10101 12* C G00G00
00101 13* C	 LIMITATIONS — NOT MORE THAN TWO SWITCHINGS AT	 TIMES TCI AND TC2 CO0000
(0101 14* C DOGCGO
ClO1G1 15* C 100000
30101 If* C	 INPUT/OUTPUT LIST 090000
I 00101 1 ;* C 600000
_0101 1F* C	 Vol
	
OUTPUT VARTAPLE NO 1 ANY OUTPUT VAR 000000
00171 19* C	 V02	 OUTPUT VARIABLE NO 2 ANY OUTPUT VAR C0003C
N 00101 2C# C	 VA1	 INPUT VARIABLE NO Al ANY INPUT VAR C00000
60101 21s C	 VA2
	 INPUT VARIABLE NO A2 ANY INPUT VAR GOOOGO
C0101 22♦ C	 VBi	 INPUT VARIABLE NO B1 ANY INPUT VAR 000000
^ LOIDI 23* C	 VB2	 INPUT VARIABLE NO B2 ANY INPUT VAR COLUOC
00101 24* C	 S41
	 SWITCH CONTROL INITIAL VALUE
---
INPUT PARAM E00000
10101 2a* C	 =1.	 Vo=V6 LOCP33
20101 26* C	 =C.	 VO=VA 000000
^0101 27* C	 TC1
	 TIME FOR FIRST SWITCH SECS INPUT PAR A M C•COc0u
S Olol 22+ C	 TC2	 TIME FOR SrCOuD SWITCH SECS INPUT PARAM GOG03C 
79* G	 (TC2.GT.TC1) O'JC^lOC
en.
O 00103 3C+ COMMON/CTIME/TIME C00000
00 00104 31♦ COMMON/CTO/TREAD•TWRITE.IDIAS C00000
O 70105 32• sW=SYI 000000
N 1^0lG6 33s IF( T1ME . GT.TCl AND .TIME.LT . TC2ISY =A2S(SM1 -1.1 COCGOI
uC130 34• Vol=VA1 COG023
00111 Sts V02=VA2 C00025
00112 360 IrtSM.GT.O.SJV01=VB1 000027
00114 37+ IF1SY.GT.0.5IV02=V82 000035 *,

































VA2	 Input to switch 2
VA3
	
Input to switch 3
a	 VB1	 Input to switch
s
VB2	 Input to switch 2	
y
V63	 Input to switch 3
sW1
	
Switch control parameter 	 j
i
TC1	 Time for first switching (hours)






Vol	 Output from switch
V02	 output from switch 2






u01a0 1,* CS Y'
C010I 2* SUBROUTINE SY(VOI,V02,VO3,VA1,VA2vVA3,VBl,VB2oVB3tSWI,TC197C2)
C0131 3*' C
00101 4* c PURPOSE - TO PROVIDE A SWITCH COMPONENT FOR THREE VARIABLES
Co1C1 5* C'
G I01 5,*' C
613101 7`$ C METHOD - SEE COOING
t4O l o l R* G
L0101 4s C
00101 1010 C WRITTEN BY	 — ADAM LLOYD	 LATEST REVISION NOW 75
co101 11* C,
:1 C, 12* C
JOls1 130 C LIMITATIONS — NOT MORE THAN TWO SYITCHINGS AT TIMES TCI AND TC2
30101 14,9 C
013101 1 c* C
X0101 16*' C INPUT/OUTPUT LIST
C0101 17*+ C
00101. 18* C Vol OUTPUT VARIABLE NO 1 ANY OUTPUT VAR
£0101 I(;* C V02 OUTPUT VARTAPLE NO 2 ANY OUTPUT VAR
C0101 ZC*' C V03 OUTPUT VARIABLE NO 3 ANY OUTPUT VAR
£0141 21; C VAI INPUT VARIABLE NO Al ANY INPUT VAR
uo1o1 22* C VA2 INPUT VARIAELE NO A2' ANY INPUT VAR
wOlt31 23+. C'" 14 3 INPUT VAPIARLE NO A3 ANY INPUT VAR
04101 24* C V81 INPUT VARIABLE NO 01 ANY INPUT VAR
00101 25+ C V82 INPUT VARIABLE NO 82 ANY INPUT VAR.
00161 26* C VB:3 INPUT VAR'IAaLE NO B3 ANY INPUT VAR
00101 27* C SWI SWITCH CONTROL INITIAL VALUE -° INPUT PARAM
C01oi 2E* C =1.	 VG=VB
f'F 101 29-1 C =0,	 VG=VA
ow
r
STORAGE USED CODE (1) 000077; DATA,(0) 000011; BLANK COMMON 12) COO COO
COMMON PLOCKS
0003	 CITHE 000002
OOCY	 CI 	 GOD003
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (DLOCK, NAME).
0005	 NERR3S
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT ISLOCK ,  TYPE• RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0004	 000002 IDIAG	 0000	 000003 INJPS	 0004	 000000 TREAD	 0004	 000001 IYRLTE
	
GCOO R 000000 SW

































C.0101 30* C	 TC1	 TIME FOR FIRST SWITCH	 SECS	 INPUT	 PARAM 000000
COlDl 31* C	 TC2	 TIME FOR SECOND SWITCH	 SECS	 INPUT	 PARAM 000000
G0101 32* C	 1TC2.GT.TC11 000000
00103 330 COMMON/CTIHE/TIME 000000
00104 34+ COMMON/CIO/IREAD,IWRITE,IDIAG COGDOO
00105 35* SW=sW1 CGOOOC
00106 36• VOl=VA1 C00001
00107 37* V02=VA2 C00003
J01,10 3e* V03=VA3 000005
00111 39* -IF(T1 ►4E.GT.TCI.AND.7IME.LT'.TC2)SV=ABSIS'W1-1.) 000007
60113 4:10 IF1Sy.GT.0.5'1V01=VB1 000031 --
1,0115 41* IFISY.GT.O.SIV02=V62 000037
CC117 42* IF15Y.CT.0.51VO3=VB3 000045
00121 43* REIURN 003053




























VB1R, Input	 to switch 1
j	 VB2 Input	 to switch 2






k	 Sw1f Switch control parameter
TC1 Time	 for	 first switching	 (hours)
TC2 Time for 'second switching	 (hours)
x	 Outputs
zi Variable/Port
Vol Output from switch 1
V02 output	 from switch 2









{ SUPROUTINE SZ ENTRY POINT ,000073
STORAGE USED COOE11)
	





EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME) a
0005 NERR33
STORAGE ASSIGNNEN'T (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0004 Ooc=2 I/tiAG	 0000	 000003 INJPS	 0004	 OOOODO TREAD 0004	 000001 IYR17E O<CCO R '000000 SW
0003 R CO0000 TIME
' 00100 1* CSZ r?r C00000
1:0101 2t SUBROUTINE SZ(VO1,V02,VO3,VO4,VAI,VA2,VA3,VA4,VB1'9VB2,VB39VB4, 000000
00101 3* 1	 SYI,TCI,TC2) 000000
wO1Q1 4+ C 600000
00101 5* C	 PURPOSE - TO PROVIDE A SWITCH COMPONENT FOR FOUR VARIABLES C011CO0
^I0011Gi 6* C 000000
VDIC1 1 7* C C0000C
w0101 P.* C	 METHOD	 — SEE CODING 000000
1.0101 9* C C00000
C-010,1 11.* C COGOOC
601.01 11* C	 WRITTEN BY	 - ADAK LLOYD	 LATEST REVISION NOV 75 600000
(. 0101 121 C 300000
00101 13* C COCCOG
:0101 1k* C	 LIMITATIONS-- NOT MORE THAN TWO SWITCHINGS AT TIMES TC1 AND TC2 C00200
00101 15* C 0000120
C'C101 16* C C-0000C
10101 17* C	 INPUT/OUTPUT LIST G00000
00101 183 C 1.00000
00101 19* C	 Vol	 OUTPUT VARIABLE NO 1 ANY OUTPUT VAR 000000
can 00101 20* C	 V02	 OUTPUT VARIABLE NO 2 ANY OUTPUT VAR 000000
0CTD1 21; C	 V03	 OUTPUT VARTAFLE NO 3 ANY OUTPUT VAR COOPOC
CD 00101 22* C	 Y04	 OUTPUT VARIABLE NO q 0.1y OUTPUT VAR 000030
~co GC1;,1 23* C	 VAI	 _INPUT VARIABLE.	 f1O Al ANY INPUT VAR ^DGOC
C) E	 101 24* C	 VA2	 INPUT VA4IABLE NO A2 At1Y INPUT VAR LOG1100
00171 2.* C	 VA3	 INPUT VARIkULE NO A3 ANY INPUT VAR -100000
Coe 101 26* C	 YAe	 INPUT VARIABLE NO A4 ANY INPUT VAR CCOCOG
00101 27* C'	 Vol
	
INPUT VARIABLE NO B1 ANY INPUT VAR OOCCOO
ANY INPUT VAR C0000J
k'alal 30k C Y&4	 INPUT y kg rABLE No E4	 ANY INPUT V AR, GYJCHOc
0 x.1131' 3I* C SUI
	
WITCH CONTROL INITIAL VALUE
	 --
INPUT PX An GL+ti 1, CT3
Cf ;'Dld1 32y C :.	 Yo=Ya 5316 SOU
3 CC1411 xw C _* ^	 Y'O=YR ^C-C13 G 
001011 54* C TCI	 TIME FOR FIR$T 5VITCH	 ,SECS INPUT PARAlS L^:G.^CG
&Ia1G1 y54 C TC2	 TIME FOR 5rconC SVITCH'	 SECS IRP'UT PARAK wCGv'sD
IOJZI' 3b* C STC'2.rT.TC	 f t:: 17, C
vl1_3 .37r COKmDH/CTII'E/TIME FD:. N
'CIVA 32; C(IKK(Jb'/CIDIIRE,IF?rTStRITE+TDIAS C L 111G
I1D5 39x S:t=SwI G":10C
zG126 5014 IF CTIUE.GT.,TCI.:AN ►J.
 
TIME 
-LT .TC2t,5Y,ABS(SY1-1.. I Gi O&D1,
rJ I 1 1.;G1 41.* VOI=VA1 C 0 2 _rl 23
co 111 42 5
t.'MlI2 41♦. VU3-JJ3 CV::A;:jZ7
OD 113 ((4r Yl14=VA4 GOLSZ1
Cal 1. ,4 45A I!F(aL.GL.D.51VO1=V91 G13G"33
L II& +(f.# IFt5V.6Tr0.51V02'_YB2 CGGtiYI
Lolzo k Tv IFESY.GT.O..51V03=V:83 C$2w'G47
iCt2ii 4E IF(SU.GT.0.5)V0$=r2: C^si.`GS
#3D.12tt k9,* RETURJ4 CICCCG3










SIMULATION TIME (T) 	 TA	 OUTPUT VARIABLE (VAR)
Th is component reads a data file containing a single output variable time
history. The file structure is specified below, and assumes equal increment
data. Linear interpolation is used to obtain the output value. No more than
eight TA components are allowed per model. The component TI is used to sup-
ply the time input T. The data files must be catalogued using the names F1,
F2, or the JCL procedure file XQTANALYSIS modified appropriatel y.
 If tape
t







l	 Parameter/Port	 Descr ipt i on	 Uni ts
j	 NST	 Number of records to skip at start
fr
T	 Simulation time referenced to start of year 	 hr
{	 1
ITF	 Indicator function;
0 = no read
i	 J _ read data into Jth array (J <8)
,I











VAR	 Output variable at time T
N	 Length of file record
TO	 Time of first data value i n current record	 hr r
H	 Time increment between data values 	 hr
l
kocord Structure ;x
iist record = identificat i on header, 28 words	 If1
Nth record (N>'_)	 448 words	 I
first word = time of first data value in hours (TO)
second word	 time increment between data values (H)
J+2 word = data value at time = TO + (J-I)H^ ,j
(J=1,...,446)
	 j
If the useful data ends in the middle of a record, then an end value 	 .99999
1





If ITF = 0 RETURN




o Read 1st record and write out identification header data and unit
number. (Error exit to 6))
I







Caicu-1 a t i on Sequence Cont.
F	
2) File location incorrect; use initial value
o If T > TO GO TO 3)
Write diagnostic
VAR = A(I,J)	 (J=1TF)
Return
3) Table Interpolation for Output








4) Read Next Data Record
M
If end has been encountered previousl y go to 5)
Y
Read next record into array A( • ,J). If end encountered, set
N _ last value. (Error exit to 6))
TO = A(1,J)
f	 H = A(2,J)
GO TO 3)
{	 ^	 1




6) Read Error Encountered
Write Diagnostic and STOP
296	 BCS 40180-2












STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 1BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0007: CCO321 1OL OQO1 DOO1D2 IDOL 0001 DOC231 167E
000' OC7046 3DF 013G1 000176 300L 0001 000262 40OL
DODO 007076 9OF OCOO R nOODOO A 0000 R 006760 B
0703	 1 COOc00 l"PL ZnOG 1 007014 IND DODO 007121 INJPT
DOGO I OC7031 LI OG.00	 I D07033 N 0000 I 007032 NO
OnOO R C07026 X 0000 R 007024 XT
0000	 007035 20F
0001	 0000244 60L
OLOC I 007034 I'
OCOD I 007230 IUN
0006 R 000000 TFLUI
OCOl	 000135 200L
0000	 007062 EOF
00O3 1 C00001 ICNT
0000 1007027 J





















:OIO;I 2+ SUBROUTINE	 TAIVAR,NOUT,TO,H,NST,T,IT'FI
CO101 34 C
0101 90 C PURPOSE	 READ TIME HISTORY DATA ON STORAGE DEVICE
COlU1 5* C
C1 0101 6+ C
00101: 7f C METHOD	 USE NTRAN SEOENTIAL BLOCK READ FROM MASS 570RAGE
:0101 Y.• C INTO CORE.	 LINEAR INTERPOLATION IS USED 7 '0 OBTAI`N
:-0101 9+ C VALUE AT SPFCLFIED TIME T.
i"01,01 104 C
0.0107, 17• C WRITTEN BY A.W. WARREN	 JUNE 1977
^IGlOI 12s C
%CIil 13* C CALL SEOUENCE
vO101 114 t. C OUTPUTS
CCIGI 15s C VAR	 - OUTPUT VARIABLE AT
	
TIME T
F1G101 16* C NOUT - LENGTH OF DATA BLOCK LAST .READ
C0101 l7• C TO	 - TIKE OF FIRST DATA VALUE IN CORE, HR
00201 11• C H	 — 77HE	 INCREMENT BETWEEN DATA 4ALUES, HP
,Ll.'1 1,'aR C I11PUTS
NMIa
8
00101 20• C NST	 — NUMBER OF BLOCKS TO SKIP AT START
00101 210 L T	 — SIMULATION TIME REFERENCED TO START OF YEAR, HR
00101 23• C ITF	 — INDICATOR FOR LOGICAL UNIT TO READ
10101 23* C = p	 NO READ
00101 24s C = 1,...8 FOR LOGICAL UNITS 11,...18, RESP.
OC101 25* C
DE-103 26s DIMENSION	 Ad446,8),8(281,;IND(6),XT(2)
OC104 27+ COMMON /CIMPL/ IMPL,ICNT,:/DATARD/ TEMP(448)
-0105 28* REAL'NST,POUT,ITF
OG106 29• DATA X/.97999/
00106 3:* C




00112 35r IF(J.E0.01 RETURN
C0114 36• TUN= J+10
GO115 37* IF(IMPL.67.D1 GO TO 100
CO115 3E* C
00117 39s CALL NTRAN(IUN,10)
00120 43* CALL N7RAN(1UN,2,28,B,L1922)
60121 41* IFCLI.L1.01G0 TO 10
00123 42* WPITEt6,2C)
	 IUNvB
00127 43s 20 FORKA7(iH0,30HICENTIFICATION HEADER FOR UNIT.13/(1H •lDA6))
00130 44* NC= N57s16.+.001
D0131 45* CALL N7RAN(IUN,6,N0,27)
00132 46* INDlJ1= L1
00133 471 GO TO 300
00133 46* C
00133' 49* C TOO MANY BLACKS READ
00133 50* C
,0134 51*, 100 IF(T.GE.TO) GO TO 200
00136 52; VAR= A(1,J)
01137 53a IF(IMPL.EC.2) YRITE(6,30) VAR,IUN
30144 Salo 30 F0RMAT(1HO,39HFILE DATA OUT OF RANGE. INITIAL VALUE= y




C0147 59s C' TABLE INTERPOLATION FOR OUTPUT
00147 60* C_
001.50 G1* 200 If1T.fE.TO 4 NOU7*H1
	 GO TO 300
00152- 62* X7t1)= TO
00153' 63* X7(2)= 10*H
00154 64* N=NOUT
00155 65* VAR = TOLUItT,XT,A(i,J7,0,N)
60156 66* RETURN
nN 00156 67* C
00156 6Es C READ NEXT DATA BLOCK
p 110156 69i C
co C0157 70* 3 C IF(IN0(J).EQ.0)G0 	 TO 400
00161 71* CALL
	 H7RAN(IUN,2,448,TEMP,IND(J),22)
N 10162 72* IF(IND(J).LT.0)GO 	 TO	 1D
00164 73* TO=	 TEMP11)

































































00171 77* IF( TEMPI I+2).ED.XIGO 70 60 000231
co 00173 78* SD AtI,J)= TEMPI*2I 000234
00175 79* Z 000240 ._
C0176 80* 60 NCUT= 1-1 000244
30177 61*- IF(I.LT.447)INO(J)=0 LD0?50
00,101 82* 60 TO 200 00L260
OC201 830 C COG260
00201 84* C END OF USEFUL DATA REACHED LOL260
00201 85* C 1.99999 DATA VALUE ENCOUNTERED.) 000260
UO2G1 8ES C LOG260
60202 87•- 400 N= NCUT GOU262
00203 88* VAR=A(N,J) GOO270
00204 89* IFIIMPL.E0.2)YRITE(6,80)VAR,IUN COG275
00 ,111 9J* 80 FORMAT(IHO,41HTIME POINT PAST TABLE RANGE. LAST VALUE=	 r GGU30T —
00211 91* 1	 F12.5,9H	 ON UNIT,I4) 000307
00212 92* IF(IMPL.E0.2)ICNT=TCNT*l 000307 1_.
OC214 93* RETURN"_ 01C315
00214 940 C 000315
00214 95* C READ ERROR OR END OF FILE REACHED 000315
00214 96* C ZCC315
00215 97*'' 10 YRITE(6,90)IUN 000321
00220 98* 90 FORMAT11HO,33HREAD ERROR OR END OF-FILE ON UNIT,I4) COG326
00221 994 $TOP 000326













1	 7.39 SECOND ORDER TRANSFER FUNCTION
f	
(r























FO == ' X1 + Zl*f l N - P14WO
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00101 32* C	 PO	 DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENT	 1/SECZ	 INPUT	 VAR 000000
CG101 33* C	 P1	 DENOMINA70P COEFFICIENT	 1/SEC	 INPUT	 VAR 000000
00103 34* COMMON/CIO/IREAD,IVRI7E,IDIA5 C000E0
00104 35• IFCIXi.NE.D)X10OT=ZD*FIN-PO*F0 L0000C
QC106 - 36* IV(IFO.NE .D)FODOT-X1.21;FIN—PIQFD CDO(137
CO110 37* RETURN DO0C20
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sSUBROUTINE TI ENTRY POINT 000122
STORAG['USED CODE(Il 000155	 OATA(D) 000031; BLANK COMPION121 	 C00000
COMMON BLOCKS
0003 CITME 000001 ..
EXTERNAL REFERENCES t,BLOCK, NAME)
0004 NERR3i
I
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0000 QUDO1,3 INJP!	 0000 I" DO0002 MY
	
0000 I.000000 ND	 0000 1 000001 NN 0003 R 000000 TIME
C'0100 1+: CTI 000000
C010"k 2+ SUBROUTINE Tltl,TD,•TW',DW , DY,WY ,APIY,TG I 000000
00101 1* C.- CCCJOG'
00101 4k C PURPOSE	 CONVERT SIMULATION TIME TO DAILY, WEEKLY', MONTHLY UNITS CDCOGC
£0101 5+ C ^OCPrO
00101. 6t C YRI77EN BY	 A.W. WARREN
	
VERSION 1 * MARCH 3 1977 OOG[GO
C01!01 C GOOGOO
C01O1 F • C CALL SEQUENCE C00!]OC
GC1C1 9+' C T	 — SIMULA770M TIME FROM START OF YEAR, HR OUTPUT 'VAR. LGGOGz
00101 1cs C TO	 - TIME OF DAY'• HR OUTPUT VAR. 70GoOCr
u 30101 11+ C TW	 — TIME SINCE SIART OF WEEK * HR OUTPUT VAR.. GC6G00
010101 12+ C OW	 — DAY OF WEEK, OUTPUT VAR. CoG000
00101 13* C DY	 — DAY OF YEAR OUTPUT WAR. Q3GG0C
4G101 14+ C NY	 — WEEK OF YEAR OUTPUT VAR. 000000
00101 15s C AMY — MONTH OF YEAR 1-APPROX.) OUTPUT VAR-. C`00000
00101 16* C 70	 - SIMULATION INITIAL 71HE FROM START OF YEAR, MR	 INPUT PARM CO0000
OGial 17 C LOODOO
03103 18V COMMON / CTIME / TIME 000000
0G 104- 19* T _ AMOOS70 + TIME,8760.I GOCOCO
r C0105 20+ TO = AMOD(T,24.) UDGC-07
00106 21+ T 	 = AMG017,168.1 GGC31,5
;..1 0107 22+ NO '=	 TW/24- 4 1.001 L0La23
CCsl10 23+ DW'= NO DOG034
9	 c) 00111 244 NO = T/24.41.001 CDSC37N
I	 co C0112 25+ GY = ND EDac:s0rJt CCLI3 26• NW = 7/169. 4 1 .001 CCi,C5300114 27♦ WY = NW 303165
:01.15 2F+ MY = 7/73C. 4 1.001 C0067C
00116 29♦ AMY = MY GO6102
00116 300 C COIJ102
00117 314 RFTd1Rti £00105
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VALUE OF ENERGY (VDE)4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)
POWER DELIVERED (LD ) 	 TL	 POWER REQUEST (RE)
TIME OF DAY (TD)
G
Thermal load is computed as a user specified function of ambient temperature
?	 and time of day. The actual load delivered is either the load requested or
the maximum discharge rate of the thermal storage chamber. The value of the	 I











Thermal load versus temperature table
i TWT	








Tables Descri	 Lion Units
TLO Thermal	 load versus ambient temperature kw
11NT Daily profile weightingfunction	 (tabular




TA Ambient temperature of
LD Power delivered kw
TD Time of day (0-24) h




RE Load request kw i





l	 PC Cumulative percent of 	 load delivered_ —
, I	 SLD Total	 energy delivered kwh
[	 SRE
1










N SUBROUTINE TL ENTRY POINT 000173











	 ( BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAMES
0001 000034 IDOL OD06	 000000 CC	 0006 R 000004 CLO	 0006	 000001 CM
0006 R OGOOOS CRE 0006 R 000003 CV	 --	 0004	 000000 DUN0003 I OO0000 IMPL
0000 I 000000 ITL 0000 1 000001 ITV	 0007 R 000000 TBLU1	 0005 R 000000 TIME
0000 R 000003 TTNCI 0000 R 000009 TLD	 0004 R 000007-TMAX	 0000 R 000002 TMAX1
00100 1* CTL
00101 2* SUBROUTINE TLITLO,TWT,VOE,DVD,IVD,RE,PC,SLD,SRE,TA,LD,TD,VE,NCI
MCI 3* C
L0101 4+ C	 PURPOSE COMPUTE ENERGY RESPONSE FROM A THERMAL LOAD REQUEST
00101 5* C
GD101 6* C	 METHOD ENERGY DELIVERED IS EQUAL TO THE LOAD REQUESTED OR
Ccial 7• C
00ID1 9* C THE MAXIMUM DISCHARGE RATE.
Cc101 9s C
colol 1C* C	 WRITTEN BY F. 0. MAHOAY	 VERSION I t APRIL 1 1977
20101 11* C
Ca1G1 12* C	 CALL SEQUENCE
CO101 13* C TABLES
00101 14• C TLO - THERMAL LOAD AS FUNCTION OF AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
013101 15* C TUT - DAILY PROFILE WEIGHTING FUNCTION VS TIME OF OAT
GOiG1 If* C
CO101 17* C OUTPUTS
00101 18* C VDE - VALUE OF ENERGY DELIVERED (STATE), S
W a0101 19* C DVD - DERIVATIVE OF VOE
a ° CO101 Z0* C IVO - INDICATOR FOR VDE
~ 00101 21* C RE,	 - LOAD REQUEST, KV
00101 22* C PC	 - CUMULATIVE PERCENT OF LOAD DELIVERED
QOiGl 23* C SLO - TOTAL ENERGY DELIVERED, KYH









0004 R 000006 TTNC






























00101 "25s C C00001
00101 26s C INPUTS :,00001
00101 27s C TA	 - AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, DEG F 200001
00101 2ES C LD	 - POWER DELIVERED, KY 000001'	 -±
LDi01 29s C TO	 - TIME OF DAY, HR 000001
Cu101 300 C VE	 - VALUE OF THERMAL ENERGY, S/KYH 000001
C0101- 31s C NC	 - NORMALIZING CONSTANT FOR LOAD REQUEST C00001
GO1D1 320 C 000001.
GOI03 33s DIMENSION TLO(3I,TYT(5) 000001
00104 340 COMMON/CIMPL / IMPL /CSIMUL / DUM(6) •TINC,TMAX /CTIME/TIME COG D01
00105 3Ss COMMON/COST /CCtCM,CO.CV,CLD.CRE COGCDI
^.0106 36• REAL LO.NC 000001	 .	 -^--
00106 374 C CCOOD1
. 00107 38s. ITL=TL012I CDGCOI
C0113 39s I7Y=TYT(2) 000010
CO111 40s IFIIMPL.67.0)GO TO 	 100 000017
COlil 41s C 000017	 !_
0011.1 162* C 000017
00113 43's TMAXI=TMAXt0.99999 000222
00114 440 1INCI TINCO.S 00025
00114 45y. C C00025
G0115 916s PC =0.0 000030
00116 47s - SLD=0.0 DOCC31
00117 48• SRE=O..O GODC32
00117 49s C DOCC32
00117 SC* C 000032
00117 S s C COMPUTE LOAM REQUEST LOGC-32
00117 52* C C00032
00120 S3s 1CO TLD=TBLU1(TA,TLO(41,7LOtITL+41 9 19-ITL) OD0034
00121 540 7Y=TBLU1(70,7YT(4)rTYT(ITY+4)91,-ITY) 000053
L0121 55* C 000053
C0122 560' RE'=7LDsTYsNC 000073
fr0122' 57s C CG3073
C0122 58s C VALUE OF ENERGY C00073
60122 S9s C COG073
00123 600 IFFIVD.NE .C)OVD=LD*VE 000076
00123 610 C CwOD76
00125 620 IF(IMPL.LE.1)RETURN COO103
C0125 63• C 00C103
66125 640 C PERFORMANCE STATISTICS OCC103
00125 650 C C00103
00127 66• SLD=SLD+LDsTINCl 000115
00130 67+ SP.E=SRE+RE*TINC1 G001-20
00133' 68• C CO3120
00131 69• IF(SRE.GT.D.0)PC=100.04SLD/SRE COG124
00131 70s C DOG124
C0133 71f IF(TIVE.LT.7MAX1)RET'URN GDG133
N 00133 724 C COGI33
00135 73• CV=CV*VDE Crr,142
0 00136- 74s CLD=CLD•SLO-L'D;TINC1 uOC145
c 'co 00137' 75s CR[= CFE+ SRE-REsTINLl 000151
00137 76s C 0001.51
ro 00140 77♦ RETURN COL157






	 TP	 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA2)
TIME OF DAY (TD)
WEEK OF YEAR (WY)
This component is very similar to the wind component. Ambient temperature
is output either from user supplied time histories on storage files or by
generating a set of random numbers with user specified random variations.
If user supplied profiles are available, then the temperatures are genera-
ted from the following equation
3
TA 2 _ [PD(TD) +CN (t ) ] *PY(WY)/MO
where PD and PY are the user supplied daily and weekly profiles, TD and WY
are the time of the day and week of the year, CN is a colored noise term
and MO is the average value of PY:
J









PD	 Daily profile versus TD 	 °F






TA	 1	 Ambient temperature data file	 °F
TD	 Time of day	 hr
WY	 Week of the year	 -	 {
CT	 Correlation time of colored noise	 hr
MN	 Mean temperature of colored noise 	 °F
STD	 Standard deviation of colored noise 	 OF
Outputs
Variable/Port	 a
CN	 Colored noise sample	 °F
TA	 2	 Ambient temperature	 °F	 G
AV	 Mean of daily temperature 	 °f	 l
MO	 Mean of yearly profile









^Q^I =uhit.I on, S ? i1q31t t
i
j	 I)	 InItfiniI zatIon tflrst pass only?
Compute AVM
 MO, tend i n i t I n l CN
I,




3) Generate colored noise sample CN
I f TIME, ;A TIM RETURN
I	 A zz 1: XP(–T1NCIGT)
	 CT>t
whera TINS .a Inte^^t°ati n step sfi e
i W	 CN = CN A- A + W
I +	 Where W i,a will to nolso with mann
	 MN*[I—A) andI
i




	 I) Compute  Tomp,,raturz
I








r, STORAGE USED	 CODE111 000350, DATAl01 000044; BLANK COMMON(23 000000 N
COMMON BLOCKS
0003 Cl YPL DOD001 ^-d
4 0004 CSIMUL 000007 ^+"p-
' 0005 CTIME 000701 G.:.
Fi







STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 (BLOCK, TYPE', RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME( L
Op al 000121 IOL	 cool	 000127 IDOL	 0001
	
000057 1176	 0001 000102 1276 OCol	 0002147 15OL
DODO R COOGOS A	 0000 R OOOODO AX	 0000 R 000011 OTP	 0004 000000 DUM 0000 1 G00003 I
0003 I ocr000 IMPL	 OOCO	 000016 INJPS	 0000 1000004 L	 0000 1000001 NO OCOD I 000002 NY
0007 R 000000 TRLU1
	
0005 R'000000 TIME	 0004 R 000006 TIHC
	
0000 R 000010 W 0000 R CODO06 WMN
0003 R OGOG07 WSD	 0000 R 00001.2 YTP Fal
OC1o0 1* CTP 000007
00101 2* SUBROUTINE TP (PD,PY,TAO,AY,XM,TIMO,XN, TAI, TD,YY,CT,XMN,STD) COCOO7
00101 3* C_ 000007
00101 4* C	 PURPOSE	 GENERATE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE FROM DAILY, YEARLY AND RANDOM DATA C00007
00101 5* C 000007
::D1C1 6* C	 METH00	 COLORED NOISE WITH SPECIFIED FARMS IS ADDED TO A MEAN DAILY 000007 r
CG101 7* C	 PROFILE AND MULTIPLIED BY A YEARLY PROFILE. COGOO7
^0101 B* _C 000007
00101 9* C	 WRITTEN BY
	
A.W. WARREN
	 VERSION 1, MARCH 7 1977 C00007
Coial 1C* C 000007
CO101 ll* C	 CALL SEOUENCE GO0007






C	 PO	 - MEAN DAILY PROFILE, DEG.F
C	 PY 	 - MEAN YEARLY PROFILE, DEG.F
000007
LO0007 6
co L0102 153 C	 OUTPUTS LOGC07 --
C0191 16* C	 TAD — AMBrFNT TEMPERATURE OUTPUT, DEG.F 700007
N i0101 17t C	 AY	 - MEAN GAILY TEMPERATURE, 7EG.F 000007 E.
CO101 18* C	 XM	 - MEAN YEARLY TEKPERATURE,DEG.F L00007
COlal 1S* C	 TIMO- LAST TIMF COLDREO NOISE WAS USED, HR D00007




	 229	 C	 INPUTS	 G00007
co	 (1,0101	 23•	 C	 TAI	 TEMPERATURE INPUT FROM DATA FILE,DEG.F 	 000007
C)	 LOIOI	 24t	 C	 10- - TIME OF RAY, HR	 COU007
N	 00101	 25t	 C	 WY	 WEEK OF YEAR 1.1-521	 COG007
00301	 26+	 C	 CT	 CORRELATION TIME FOR COLORED NOISE, HR 	 LOCCO7	 s;
C0101	 27•	 C	 XMN	 MEAN TEMPERATURE OF COLORED NOISE, DEG.F 	 COLD07	 r
CQ101
	




00103	 3C•	 DIMENSION P(1(i ),PY (11
	
00JO07
00104	 310	 COMMONICIMPL/IMPL /CSTMUL/DU4161,TINC /CTIME/TIME
	
GODGO7
00105	 32•	 DATA AX /.99999/	 C130007
OCiGS	 33	 C	 INITIALIZATION	 CDO037
':0105	 340	 C	 000007
OC107	 35•	 NO=P0(2)	 000007
00110	 36•	 NY=PY(2)	 000016
	
1 :___^
€	 00111	 370	 IF(TV.PL.G7.01 GO TO 10
	 000025
f	 00113	 3E•	 TIMO =-1.	 QOCO30
00114	 39*	 CALL FN(XN,AX,STD,XMN)
	
000032
00114	 4G*	 C	 000032
00115	 41•	 AV = 0.
	
Q00040	 s
00116	 42•	 DO 20 I=I,ND	 COG057
00121
	
43•	 L = 3+ND +I 	 DOOCS7
L0122	 44•	 20 AV	 AV + PD(L)	 CODC62
00124	 t5•	 AV	 AV/ND +XMN	 000071













00132	 5C•	 30 XM=XM+PY(L)	 000107
00134'	 51•	 Xr,=XM/NT-
	 000114
00134`	 52•	 C	 CHECK FOR DATA FILE INPUT
	
000114
00134	 53s	 C	 GOC114
00135	 540	 10 IF(TAI.EQ. .99999) 60 TO 100
	 GOC121
0C 137	 55s-	 TAO = 7AI
	 000123




57•	 C	 GENERATE COLORED NOISE SAMPLE XN
	
COG12S	 ►C-^




59t	 100 IF( TIMO.EQ.TIME) GO TO 150
	 000127	 et7	 w0.0143	 609	 A=G.	 000131	 Cs `^	
W
00144	 619-	 IFICT.GT.C.) A=EXP(-TTNC/CT) 500132
00146
	 62t	 YMN = XMN* ( 1.-A)	 100152	 `i-7	 -
DCI47	 639	 YSD = STDs50RT(1.-AtA) 	 000156
GOISD
	
64•	 CALL 4N1Y,AX,YSD,YMN1- 	 000167	 iii











	 68s'	 DTP	 TBLUIlTOrPO (4),PDt44ND1,1,-'^
	
COC201
C0153	 69a	 Y7P = TBLU1(YY,PY141,PY(4+NY),1r-N•
	
000220
G0154	 7L;	 TAO	 (DTP' • XN)*YTP/ XM 	 COL237
t?0I55	 71*'	 TIMO=TIME	 000244
OG15S	 72»	 C	 000244
p-,.	 40156	 73t	 ISO RETURN	 C00247




7.43 VARIABLE RATIO TRANSMISSION










MAX. OUTPUT POWER (MP2)
k
MAX'. INPUT POWER CMP1I
This component models a transmission which couples a fixed speed rotor Input
for output) to a variable speed rotor output for input) component. Power 	 .1






(secondary independent variables 	
!
s	 r
Input power (primary Independent variables
}
FIGURE 7 .43 TRANSMISSION WDEL - LOOKUP TABLE
e	 ,








	 Power Toss versus input power and gear
	 kw
ratio (TABLE DIMENSION = 66)
Inputs
Parameter/Port
RS	 1	 Input rotor speed	 rpm
RS	 2	 Output rotor speed	 rpm
P	 1	 Input power	 kw
EF	 1	 Input product efficiency 	 -
MP	 I
	




CM	 Maintenance cost/year	 $
Outputs	 n





P	 2	 Output power	 kw
F
TO	 Output torque	 ft—lb
fPL	 Power loss	 kw'
EF	 2	 Output product efficiency
MP	 2	 Maximum power output	 kw
r
j




If PL < 0 or RS1 <- O set P2 TO PIL = 0 and go to 4)
1) Determine gear ratio and power terms
GR = RS2/RSI	 1
PL = PLO(P1,GR)
i	 P2 = P1. - PL
r
i	 2) Determine output torque
TO = I'V^737. 6/(RS2*(271/60))
3) Efficiency nd maximum owesY	 P
EF2 = EFI*(P2/ Pl )
If P2 50, set EF2 = EFI. and wri te Diagnostic
-	 MP2 = MP1 - PL,O(MPI,,GR)








'^0	 BCS 40180 - 2
jr
,C) O
N	 SUBROUTINE-TR	 ENTRY POINT 000307
STORAGE USED CODE111 000374;_DATA(OT 000075; BLANK COMWON(21 003000
•^ rb
COMMON BLOCKS	 C'	 ;
F	
s












STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATIONr NAME)
0001	 000014 IOL
	
0001	 000245 400L	 0000	 000007 408F	 0001	 000165 409L	 0000	 000023 508E
3000 R 000006 AMP2	 0006 R 000000 CCI 	 0006 R 000001 CMI	 OGOS	 000000 DUM	 0000 R 000005 GR	 —
0003 I 000001 ICNT	 0003 I 000000 IMPL 	 0000	 000047 INJPS	 0000 I 000004 MN4	 0DOO 1 000003 M4
0000 I 000001 NNGR	 0000 1000002 NNP1	 0007 R 000000 TBLU2	 0004 R 000000 71ME	 0005 R C00007 TMAX	 F
UD00 R OGOD00 TMAXl
00100	 1*	 GTR	 000003
00101
	




00101	 4*	 C	 PURPOSE	 TRANSMISSION MODEL	 000003
00101	 5*	 C	 COOD03
00101	 6*	 C	 METHOD	 OUTPUT POWER AND TORQUE COMPUTEV FROM	 GOOD03	 "►
00101
	
7*	 C	 INPUT AND OUTPUT ROTOR SPEEDS. POWER 	 GODO03
00101
	
8*	 C	 LOSS MODELED BY TABLE LOOKUP DEPENDING 	 000003'
G0101
	
9*	 C	 ON GEAR RATIO"AND INPUT POWER	 000003
00101	 10*'	 C	 GOCO03




G0i01	 13*-	 C CALL SEQUENCE	 GOOD03
C-0101	 14*	 C	 TABLES	 C0003
00101	 15*	 C	 PLO –POWER LOSS VERSUS INPUT POWER AND GEAR RATIO •KW	 000003
00101
	
16*	 C	 OUTPUTS	 CCL(103




I°*	 C	 TO	 OUTPUT TOROUE,FT –LB	 CCGOC3	 _ 4
GC101
	
19*	 C	 PL –POWER LOSS,KW	 000003
CC101	 201	 C	 EF2 OUTPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY	 CO00O3
OD101	 21*	 C	 MP2 –MAXIMUM POWER OUTPUT,KW 	 000003 7
.. ...... ..	 a_.x .....	 -"'yiY^'Ri4^ _.a...dwu'i 	 ^	 ......._ _.,-. .. ,	 b...........»_ ..... .. _.r.a. .b us... 	 ...^:.z,., . .
	1_7	
s
OOIDl	 22*	 C	 INPUTS	 000003
CO101-	 23*	 C	 RS1 INPUT ROTOR SPEED ,RPt9 	 CC0003
00101
	
24*	 C	 RS2 —OUTPUT ROTOR SPEED,RPM	 GOCD03	 k.
00101	 25*	 C	 P1	 INPUT POYER,KY	 G00003	 P
CO1C1
	
26*	 C	 EF1 —INPUT PRODUCT EFFICIENCY 	 OOGCO3	 ^-
00101
	
27*	 C	 MP1 —MAXIMUM INPUT POWER,KY	 CO00O3
00101	 2'8*	 C	 CC -CAPITOL COST/YEARS 	 600003_, 7_;_
00101	 29*	 C	 CH –MAINTENANCE COST/YCAR,3 	 000003
L0101
	 30*	 C	 DOCOG3
00103
	 31*	 COMMON/CIMPL/IMPL91CNT/CTIME/TIME/CSIMUL/DUM(73,TMAX 	 OCCO03
00103	 32*	 X	 /COST/CCI,CM5
	
.^.CL003
00104	 33*	 REAL MP2sMPB	 000003
CO105	 34*	 DIfIENSION PLO C11	 GO0003
00105	 35*	 C	 COOD03











00112	 39•	 10 CONTINUE
	
i,C0024
00113	 40*	 NNGR = PLO(31	 r.0UaIA
00114	 41s	 NIYP'1=PLO'92)	 C-00022
00115'	 42*
	 144=NNGR44	 000031	 a 4_
00116	 43*	 MN4=NNP14M4	 000033
C0116	 44*	 C	 000033
00116
	 45*	 C	 COMPUTE GEAR RATIO AND POWER TERMS	 C0£033	 I

























00127	 54*	 200 IF(R52.LE'.03GO TO 400
	
D00062


















OC134	 62a	 C	 000126
C0134
	
6_*	 C	 EFFICIENCY AND MAXIMUM POWER	 000126	 ^]	 w
J0134	 64*	 C	 000126
0013S	 65*	 EF2=EF1*P26P1
	 COU134







	 C0146	 69*	 408 FORMAT(1F6C,75H TRANSMISSION POWER LOSS F12.3,
	
COOI56














00153	 75#	 COL22C	 G
00153	 76*	 VP2=VP1–AHP2	 {0022G






Q0 00163 794 508 ' FORMAT(1N0,25H TRANSMISSION POWER LOSS 	 •F12.3 • 000236
E._
Go C0163 8¢s X 29H EXCEEDS MAXIMUM! INPUT POWER 	 wF12.3) 000236
CD D0164 81* IFIIMPL.EQ.2)ICNT=ICNT*l 000236
tv U0164, 82 C 000236
:0166' 83* 400 IF ( IMPL . LE.I)RETURN C00245
CC170- all IF ( TIME.LT.TMAXIIRETURN C00253
I0172 85* CCI=CCI+CC 000262
00173- 86* CMI -CMI ; CM GOG265
00173 87* C 100265 E	 ;
00174 86• RETURN C00270

























The thermal storage chamber is modeled by a "lumped" parameter approach..
The entire storage media mass is characterized by a single temperature (no
temperature gradient). The storage media is either a sensible heat or a phase
change media. Energy is Input via electrical resistance heaters and withdrawn
by a heat exchanger. Energy is deposited in the media at a rate equal to
the available electrical power up to a maximum charging power. The discharge
heat exchanger fluid mass flow rate is adjusted to provide the desired heat
road demand. The maximum mass flow rate condition determines the maximum
thermal load. The maximum energy limit represents the point where the maxi—
Muni media temperature is reached.".
The model initially calculates the required storage media mass to provide
►
the rated thermal energy storage (design point). Cost calculations are also
made on the design point conditions. Initial checks on charge and discharge
power and initial stored energy level are made. The storage temperature is

















Media temperature versus enthalpy in KWHlLB1 	of
11P u f:
Parameter/Port
P Input power, kw
RE I Demand thermal	 road kw
NU Stored energy	 loss coefficient (D = 0.02) (h)^
TS Rated storage time h
V0 Rated input voltage V
TM1 Maximum allowable storage temperature	 (D = 21'2) of
i'0] Minimum allowable storage temperature 	 (D = 60) of i
DH Design point enthalpy kwh/Ib
PD Rated storage thermal power 2 kw
PM Maximum charge rate (D = 2*PD) kw
MFM Maxinxuni working fluid mass flow rate 	 (D = 9000) 1b/h a
TDF Temperature deadhand for priority resequence
of
(D = 4)
''.. EF 1 Input product efficiency
MP Maximum input charging rate (D = I.X10
S
1 kw
GP2 o	 -`lWorking fluid heat capacity 	 (D = 2._3XX0	 ) Ok^^h/lb- F
T(3 ,) Working fluid return temperature (D = 40) of
TM2 Maximum allowable working fluid temperature qF
a (D _ 212)
R Effective heat exchanger	 thermal	 r°esistance, °Ftkw
(D = 3.08X10
CM Storage device yearly maintenance cost $ykw s	 r
(b	 0.a"")
CSt1 Storage device capacity cost (D = 50) $/kw
CSS Storage device energy cost	 (D = 15.2) glkwh
LF Unit	 life expectancy years
y i D - values specifiedDefault
(a - Sea Figure 7.44. s

















Maximum discharge rate allowable
Priority interrupt flag
Storage temperature
Required storage media mass
Storage device capital cost/year
Maximum charging rate request













TSU Maximum storage temperature of
TSL Minimum storage temperature
o
F z
ME -Maximum stored energy kwh


















The calculation sequence and default values assume M thermal storage devlc^,
sized to provide 10kw for 24 hours. A paraffin wax phase change storaqt? me-
d IUM i s aSSUMOd. Water is assumed as the therma I t ransport f I u Id - Costs are
assumed to be given by data for the phase change storage device given in
Reference I. The thermal resistance value, R, Is assumocl, equal to that de-
termined for the device of Reference 1. The value for the maximum charging
rate, PAI, reflects rhe acceptance of twice the design charge rate. The ac-
tual nu-mbers whtch should be used wit I depend on specific design and per-
formance requirements obtained from a desired application.
Ca I CU I a f-






2) Storage Temperature and Working Fluid Temperature
T HT(EIM)
TF m I n CTM2, ma x T02, T- REI*R
E2	 T-I(TMI)








SUBROUTINE IS ENTRY POINT 000612
STORAGE USED
	 CODE U 1 001071, DATA(D) 000131 0, BLANK COMMONC21 000000 1b	 ^_.
QQ "``^^COMMON BLOCKS-
0003 CIMPL 000002
0004 CTIME COOOOI a`b
0005 CSIMUL COOOIQ
0006 COST 000002 H k







4BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001 000144 IDOL
	
0000	 000007 101OF	 0000	 000025 102GF	 0000 000043 I03OF 0001	 000407 200L
0000 R OCCO06 A	 0006 R' 000000 CCI	 0006 R 0'00001 CHI
	
0005 R 000000 CUM COCO R 000003 E1
' 0003 I CODC01 ICN	 0003 I 000000 IMPL	 -0000	 000107 INJPS	 0000 I 000002 NH. COCO R 000005 PHI
0007 R CGOODO TSLU1	 0000'R 000004 TF	 0004 R OO0000 TIME	 OOCO R 000001 TINC OCGS R 000007 TMAX
0000 R DOOLOO TMAX)
00100 1* 075 MOOD
^0iD1 2* SUBROUTINE TS(HT,E,DE,IE,I,MP2,INT,T,M,CCO,RE,MF,LD 000000
00101 34 1	 ,TSU,TSL,ME,MFU,P,REI,NU,TSO,VC,TMI*TOI*DHsPD*PM9 OGOOOO
60101 4* 2	 MFM,TOE,EFI,MPI,CP2,102,TM2,R,CM,CSA,CSB,LE) 600000
00101 5* C 000000
00101 6* C	 PURPOSE	 COMPUTE ENERGY CONTAINED IN A THERMAL STORAGE MEDIA COOOOC
00101 7* C C0000C r	
,
00101 B* C	 METHOD	 A PHASF CHANGE OR SENSIBLE HEAT MEDIA IS MODELED AS OCCC00
00101 9* G COGCOC
00101 lc* C	 A SINGLE TEMPERATURE MASS WITH NO GRADIENTS. 000000pn L0101 11* C GOCDOO
Ln 00101 IZ* C	 WRITTEN BY F. 0. MAHONY 	 VERSION 2 9 JULY 1977 GCODOG
P 00101 13* C 000000
c:) 00101 lq* C	 CALL SECUENCE 000000
03 cola) 15* C 00000C
00101 16* C	 TABLES COORLC
ro 00101 174 C	 HT	 - MEDIA TEMPERATURE VERSUS ENTHALPY IN KWH/LB, DEG F :;0OD00
CA00101 18* C	 OUTPUTS" O00000
CO101 19* C	 E	 — STORED ENERGY (STATE VARIABLE), KWH 300000
00101
	 -
2u* C	 DE	 — POWER INTO STORAGE, KV COOD00
00201 214 f0,	 IE	 - STATUS INDICATOR CO0000
COL01' 22* C I - INPUT ELECTRIC CURRENT, KV
00101 23* C MP2 - MAXIMUM DISCHARGE RATE ALLOYASLE9 'KY
00101 24* C INT - PRIORITY FLAG INTERRUPT
00101 25$ C T - STORAGE TEMPERATURE, DEG F
C•0101 26* C M - REQUIRED STORAGE MEDIA MASS, LB
00101 27* C CCO - STORAGE DEVICE CAPITAL COST /YEAR, S
00101_ 28* C RE - MAXIMUM CHARGING RATE REQUEST, KU
001.01 29* C MF - WORKING FLUID MASS FLOW RATE, LB/HR
10101 30* C LD - THERMAL LOAD DELIVERED, KW
1.0101 31* C TSU - MAXIMUM STORAGE TEMPERATURE, DEG F
colol 32* C TSL - M:INIMUM STORAGE	 THEMPERATURE, DEG F
00101 33* C ME - MAXIMUM STORED ENERGY, KWH
00101 34* C MFU - MAXIMUM WORKING FLUID MASS FLOW RATE, LB/NR
00101 35* C INPUTS
COlol 36* C P - INPUT POWER, KY
LC 1.01 37* C RE1 - THEPMAL DISCHARGE REQUEST, KW
GO101 38* C NU - STORAGE ENERGY LOSS COEFFICIENT, 1/HR;
colol 39*	 - C TSO - RATED STORAGE TIME * HR
GD101 40* C VO- - RATED INP11T VOLTAGE * VOLTS
LO101- 41* C IF1 - MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE S70RACE TEMPERATURE, DEG F
CO101 42* C TO1 - MINIMUM ALLOWABLE STORAGE TEMPERATURE, DEG F
00102 43* C DH - DESIGN POINT ENTHALPY, KYH/LB
401D1° 44* C PD - RATED STORAGE THERMAL POWER, KY
00101 45* C PM' - MAXIM UM CHARGE PATE, KY
00101 46* C' MFM - MAXIMUM WORKING FLUID MASS FLOW RATE, LB/HR
CG101 47* C TOE - TEMPERATURE DEADRAND FOP. PRIORITY RESEOUENCE9 DEC F
30101' 48* C EF1 - INPUT PRODUCT _ EFFICIENCY
LD101 49* C MPi - MAXIMUM INPUT CHARGING RATE, KW
00101` 50*° C CP2 - WORKING FLUID HEAT CAPACITY, KYH/LB-F
30101' 51* -C T02 - WORKING FLUID RETURN TEMPERATURE, DEG F
irC101 52s C TM2 - MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WORKING FLUID TEMPERATURE, DEG F
00101 53* C R - EFFECTIVE HEAT EXCHANGER `THERMAL RESISTANCE, F/KV
C0101 54* C CM - STORAGE DEVICE YEARLY MAINTENANCE 'COST, S/KY
00101 55 * C CSA - STORAGE DEVICE CAPACITY COST, S/KW
CO101 56* C CSS - STORAGE DEVICE ENERGY COST, S/KWH
CCi101 57+ C LE - UNIT/LIFE FILE EXPECTANCY * YEARS
,COIOi 58» C
60103 59# COMMON/CIMPL / IMPL,ICN /CTIME /TIME /CSIMUL/DUM(71,TMAX-/COST / CCI,CMI
00104 60 * PEAL 1)U,I,MP2 ,INT , MF,LD ,ME,MFU , MFM,MPI,LE,M
110135 61* DIMENSION HT(i)
00105 62* C
CO1C6 63* IF(1MPL.GT.0)GO TO	 100
00110 64* TMAXI=7MAX*.99999
00111 65* TINC= DUM(7)
co0111 66* C
::0111 67* C
c0.0112 (18* IF(NU.EQ.	 .99999)NU=0.02
00114 69* IFITMI.EQ. .99999)TMI=212.0
00116 7C-* IF(TOI.EO. .99999)TO1=60.0
00120 71* IF(PM. E9. .99999)	 PM=2.0*PD
00122' 72* IF(rFM.EG.- .99999)MFM=9000 .a
00124 73* IF(TDE.EO. .99999)TDE=4.0
:,0126 74* IFCCP2.EQ. .99999)CP2=2.93E-4
00130 75* IF(TO?.EO. .999991T02=40.0
C0132 7F* IF(TM2.E0. .999991TN2=212.0
00134 77Y IF(R'	 .EQ. .99999)R	 =3.08E-4





















































































00140 79* IF(CSO :.EQ.	 «99999)050_50.0 000100 d
Oci lla so* IF(CSB.EQ. '.99999)CSB=15.2 000105
OG144 81* IF(MP1.EQ.	 .99999) MPI= 1.GE8 000112
OC144.	 ` 82 C 000112
00146 83* INT=0.0 000117
_.
GB147 84s RE1=a.p 000120
00147 A5* C GODI20
C0153 86* TSU=O.o 000121
00151 87* ME =0.0 000122
C0152 -	 88* MFU=G.A 000123
40153 894 7Sl=1.OE8 G00124
00154' 90* CM= CM4P0 000126
00154 910 C 000126
C0155 924 M =Pp*T50/DH COO131
00156 93* CCO=ICSA+CSR*TSO)*PD/LE 09013S
60156 94_* C 000135
00156 95* C COMPUTE STORAGE TEMPERATURE 000235
h £0156 96* C 000135
! C0157 9T* 100 NH' HT(2) 006144
00160 98* T= TALUI(E/M n HT14),HTt4+NH),1,NHI 000152
00161 994 E2= M*TBLU1(TM1,HT(4*NHI,HT(4191,NH) GOC173
" 00161 1000 C C00173
g: x;0161 10!-- C 000173
OG161 1024 C WORKING FLUID TEMPERATURE 000173
i t 0016,1 IC34 C 00[3173 r
00162 104* TF =AMINI(TM2^AMAX1(TO2,T-RE1*R)) Od0212
00162 105s C 000212 p
C0162 106* C MAXIMUM DISCHARGE RATE AND THERMAL LOAD DOG212
00162: 107• C 000212
00163 108* MP2=MFM*CP2*(TF-TO21 000226
00164 179* IFIINT.£Q.I•)MP2=0. 000234
00166 110* LD =ANINI(RE'1,MP2) 000240
i. CA 166.. 111* C 00024(7
00166 112* C WORKING FLUID MASS FLOW RATE 000240
GG166 1134 C 000240
00167 114* IF(LD.GT.0.0) MF =L0/CP2/(TF—TO21 000246
10167 115; C 000246
L0171 116* IF(IMPL.LE-I)GO TO 200 000255
00173: 117* IF(IHPL.GT:.2)	 GA TO 20C %00261
f L0175 118* PM1 = 'PM/.9999 000265
C0175 119* C C00265
x0176 120* IF(MF' .GT..MFM)WRITE(6gl0l0)MFvMFM 000,270
00203 121* IFCP	 .GT.PMI 9WRTTE(6,1020)P	 F PM ODG303 x
00210 122* IF(YF.GT.MFM .OR. 	 P.GT.PM1)ICN=ICN*l 000316 R
OC212 123* IF(T	 .LT.TOI.OR. 000337
G0212 124* 1	 T	 .GY.TM1)WRITE(6,l030)T,T0I,TMI DOC337m
!'	 C7 aC'223 125* IF(T.L7.TO1	 .OR.	 T.GT.TM1)	 IC'N=ICN41 L00365
00220 126* C u'd0365
`	
4b' 00220 127• C CURRENT CALCULATION 000365 t0 00220 128* C CCO365
Co 00222 129* 200 I =P*i000.0/VO COU407
t 00222 130* C GOL407 .
tv OG222 133* C ENERGY STATE CGC407
00222 1.324 C G0,0407 ,.
00222 133* C 000407





00223 136* C MAXIMUM CHARGING RATE' REQUEST . 000412
00 00223 137* C 000412
0 00223 138* c L00412
N 00225 139* A= AMAXI(E1-E,0.)/TINC 000422 !!^
00226 140* RE =AMIN1(PM,MPI.A)/EF1 000432 i-
00226 141• C GOG432 t
00226 142• C 006132
00226 143♦ C PRIORITY RESEQUENCING OOL432
00226 144• C (00432
00227 145• IF(T.LE.TOIIINT=1.0 000445
00227 146* C 006415
00231- 147+ IF(T.GE.(TOI#TOEI.ANO. DOC453 .:
00231 1480 1	 . INT.E0.I.IINT=0.0 COC4S3
00231 149+ C 000453
00233 150* IF(T.GE.TM111NT=-1.0 000472
" 00233 151* C 000472s 00235 1S2* IF(7.LT.I7M1-7DEI.ANO. 000500
00235 153* 1	 INT.EQ.-I.)INT=0.0 OOOSCO
00235 154* C 0005L0
CO237 155* IF(IMPL.LE.1)RETURN 000517
00237 15E# C 000517. !--
OC241 157* 7SU=AMAXIITSU•71 000526
00242 158* TSL=A!'INIITSL,T	 1 &00534
00243 159* ME	 =AMAXIIME ,E	 1 OD0542
00244 1GC* MFU=AMAX1(MFU,MF/ COLSiO
COZ45 lbl* IF(TIME.LT.TMAX1)RETURN OCC556
F- 00245 162* C 000S56
p &0245 163* C COST 000556 t
OG245 164+ C 00(556 Q ---^
00247 1650 CMI=CMI*CM 000565 E.
00253 166* CCI=CCI0CC0 00&570
00251 167+ CM = CM/P0 0005'75 O ^,
i GE251 168* C 6OL573 Q
00252 169* RETURN COCS76
OC253 170* 1010 FORMAT(1H0.26HTS WORKING FLUID FLOW RATE,F12.3 001070
00253 171+ 1	 932H	 GREATER THAN MAXIMUM ALLOWED0F12+3) 601070 b }
00251 172* 1020 FORMA7(aHC,14HTS INPUT POWER,F12.3 001070 ^^
OG254 173* 1^44H	 GREATER-THAN MAXIMUM ALLOWED CHARGE RATE 0F12.31 001C70
00255 174* 1030 FORMAT(1H0, 23HTS STORAGE TEMPERATURE 	 F12.3 001070
00255- 175* 1	 .20H,	 OUTSIDE MINTMUM	 F12.3 001070
00255 176* 2	 915H	 AND MAXIMUM % F12.3) C01070
00255' 1T7• C C010.70









MASS FLOW RATE (M) -^;
TEMP (T1)





TU MAX. OUTPUT POWER (MP2)
MAX. INPUT POWER
	







The turbine model	 '46 bused on a high pressure ratio,	 constant angular velocity
" 4	 . design. The tUrbine 	 is assumed to be designed to a ` set of of operating con-
ditions defined	 in terms of user specified parameters,. The polytropic effic-
iency 	 is only weakly related 	 to angular velocity.	 Initial	 calculations are
made with the design polytropic efficiency,	 and refinements are then com-
















Parameter/Port Descr ipt ion Units
M Inlet mass	 flow rate (b/h
CP Air heat capacity
	
(D = 7.2X1075 ) kwh/Ib/oF
T 1 Input air temperature "F
TA Ambient air temperature of
!	 MD Design mass flow rate (D = 4800) Ib/h
TID Design	 inlet air temperature
	 (D = 600) of
PID Design inlet pressure
	 (D = 117.6) psi
P2D Design exit pressure	 (ambient)




	 (D = 70) of
PS Storage vessel pressure psi
i
RS Angular velocity rpm.
EF 1 Input product efficiency —
MP 1 Maximum input power kw
P 1 Input power kw
{ CK Capacity cost coefficient )
	(D = 0.015) I
F0 Turbine mass flow exponent for capital 	 cost
"	 a 'a iD = 0.751
I
G Turbine temperature exponent for capital cost
(D = 0.5)




P 2 Output power kw r
CQ) Turbine cost/year $
}
riry
Back pressure psi ?,
TO Torque ft—lb 
D	 — Default values supplied
t'	 CK = Capital cost	 (known unit)/L(design point mass flow rate) r
(design point temperature + 460)	 * LN (inlet/outlet pressure ratio)*LE],
where LE = life expectancy in years.











j EF	 2	 Output product efficiency —





I MOP	 Maxi mum power observed kw E
The calculation sequence and the default values are based on the assumption
of a high pressure ratio,	 constant angular velocity turbine, rated at 1.50 kw
} and a pressure ratio of B. The equations used relate first order effects
among the various physical
	
quantities and were derived from first
	
principles
{ originally	 in support of the research work of Reference 1..	 Cost scaling was













1'.	 "Closed Cycle High Temperature Control, Receiver Concept for Solar Electric










1	 Cn 1 cu I e t i on Sequence
I
l) Costs
CC = CK*(MD)-Mf0 3^(TID+460) G4,LN(.PIDIP2D)j
) Hack Pressure PR determined by
I
PR	 (MIMD)4PID*	 (Ti+46O)I(TID*46(1)
f If PR > PS write DIAGNOSTIC
	
f	 3)	 Efficiency	 I
RA1'	 (PIDIP2D)**(2I7)
E FF^ = ( RAT-1.) I (RAT7f- l 1I NPD) - )
4) i'Qwei- Ou t
P2 MyCN, (Ti-TA)£FF	 ;77
5) ror que
If RS = O, set TO w 0 and go to 61'
W = P ° ( 737.6) I (RS*2It / 6Q )
6) Effici ency and'ri)aximum power
F-F2', 	 1 wFlltEFF
i	
MP2 = min (A1VtEFF,ffiD3^P•)`(Tl-TA) 1















SUBROUTINE TU ENTRY POINT 000335















('.BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
t
[ 0001	 OOC137 300E	 0001
	 000304 1000L	 0000	 000004 1010E 0001 000204 200L 0001	 000233 300L
k: 0006 R` OCCCOD CCI	 0005	 000000 OUM	 0000 R 000003 EFF 0003 1 000001 ICNT 0003 1 000000 IMPL
DODO	 000047 INJPS	 0000 R 000000 p 7	 0000 R 000002 RAT 0004 R 000000 TIME 0005 R COCOOT TMAX
0000 R COOD01 TMAX1
00100	 1* CTU CO0000
00101	 2* SUBROUTINE TU(P2,CC,PR,TO,EF2,MP2,MOP,M,CP,TI t TA t HDoTIDoPT0 9P2D, 000000
00201	 3* 1	 T20,PS,RS,EFI,MPI.PI,CK,F,6,NPDf C00000
-00101	 4* C GCOC9C
r OI01	 5* C	 PURPOSE	 TURBINE PERFORMANCE MODEL C00000
0101	 6*, C CDOOOC
Uo101
	




W 00101	 9* C	 CONDITIONS AS A FUNCTION OF INLET TEMPERATURE GOCCOG
c7 00101	 IC.* C Co0000
to






13# C	 WRITTEN BY F.D. MAHONY
	
VERSION 1, MARCH 22 197? cc Coo C
co 00I01
	 14* C 000000
CD ;'Olol
	
15* C	 CALL SEOUENCE Cc000u'
!V 00101
	
16* C	 OUTPUTS Co0C00
f Go1C1	 17* C	 P2	 - OUTPUT POWER, KY COG00D
00101	 19* C	 CC	 - TUPBINE COST PER YEAR, S c00D00
C0101
	
19* C	 PR	 - BACK PRESSURE• PSI COGOCO




4O 00101 21* C EF2"- OUTPUT 'PRODUCT EFFICIENCY
t-' 00101 22* C MP2 - MAXIMUM DISCHARGE POWER, KV0
O  00101 23* C MOP - MAXIMUM POWER OBSERVEO,NW
00101 24*' C INPUTS
N CO10.1 25* C M	 - INLET MASS FLOW RATE *
 LB/HR
00101 26* C CP	 - AIR HEAT CAPACITY, KWH/LB/DE6 F
00101 27* C 71	 - INPUT AIR TEMPERATURE, DEG F
00101 28* C TA	 - AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE, DEG F
^0101 29* C MD	 - DESIGN MASS FLOW RATE, LB/HR
00101 30* C TI'0 - DESIGN INLET AIR TEMPERATURE, DEG F
00101 31* C PI'D - DESIGN INLET PRESSURE, PSI
00101 3z* C P2D - DESIGN EXIT PRESSURE (AMBIFNT), PSI
00101 33* C T20 - DESIGN EX17 TEMPERATURE (AMBIENT), PSI
Gc101- 34* C PS	 - STORAGE VESSEL PRESSURE, PSI
00101 35* C' RS	 - ANGULAR VELOCITY, RPM'
10101 36* C EF1 - INPUT PRODUCTEFFICIENCY
00101 37* C MPI - MAXIMUM INPUT POWER S KY
CG131 '_ 36* C P1	 - INPUT POWER, RU
00101' 39* C CK	 - CAPACITY COST COEFFICIENT
00101 40* C f	 - TURBINE MASS FLOW EXPONENT FOR CAPITAL COST
30101 41* C G	 - TURBINE TEMPERATURE EXPONENT FOR CAPITAL COST
00101 42* C NPD - DESIGN POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY
00101 43*' C
00103 44* COMMON /CIMPL/IMPL,TCNT/CTIME/ TIME /CSIMUL/DUM(71 9 TMAX /COST/CCI
OC104 45+ REAL MP2,MOP, M,MD, MP1,NPD
OC-105 46* DATA PI 13.14159/
00105 4 :* C
1,0107 49* IF(IMPL.GT.C) 60 TO 100
CO111_ 49* IF(CP .EO.'*.99999)
	
CP	 = 72.DE-6
00113 SO* IF(TA .EQ.	 .999991	 TA = 70.0
0.0115 51* IF(MD .EQ.
	
.99999)	 MO _ 4800.









CC127 56* IF(CK .EQ.	 .99999)	 CK	 =0.015
00131: 57* IF(F'	 .EQ.	 .99999)	 F	 =0.75
00133 58* IF(G	 .EQ.	 .99999)	 6	 =0.5
00135 59* IF(NPO .EQ.
	
.99999)NPD= .88
00137 6;.* MOP	 = L.
0+ 01 4 `3 61* RS= AMAX1 (-0.0,AMINI(RS, 	 4000.31
00141 62* TMAX1=.99999*TMAX
00142 63* CC = CK*MO**F*(TIO+460.1**G*ALOG(PID/P201
00142 64* C DETERMINE BACK PRESSURE
C0142 65* C
00143 66* 100 RAT= (PI07P2D1**.2857
C0144 67* EFF= 1kAT -1.011/(RAT**(1./NPD)	 - 1.01
00145 68* PR = M/MD*PID*SORT(CTI
	
* 460.01/(TIO4460.11
k; 00145' 69* C
4- 00146 73• IF(PR.GT.PS) GO TO 1000
C0146 71* C
CC146 72* C POWER OUTPUT
10 00146 73* C
00146 74* C
f u0150 75* 200 P2= M*CP*(Tl-TA)*EFF00151 76* TO = 0.
'10152 77* IF(RS.EO.C.
	































































30152 78+ C TORQUE 000213	 y
00154 79* TO = P2+737.6/IRS*2.0*PI/60 * 01 000223
00154 80* C 000223
00154 81* C EFFICIENCY AND MAXIMUM POWER 600223
00154 82* C 000223
-1 0155 83* 300 EF2 = EF1*ET"F G00233




001bi 86* MAP = AMAX1(MOP,P21 000260
	 -
CG162 87* IF(TIME.LT.TMAX1) RETURN 000266
04164 88* CCI = CCI * CC 000275
00164 8 9* C 000275
;0165 90* RETURN 000300
L0165 91* t 000300
:0166 92* 1000 IF(IMPL.f0.2JWRITE(6,1010) PR,PS OOG304
q	 60173 93* 1010 FORMAT 11H0,21HTURBINE BACK PRESSURF,F12.3 9 GO 0315
00173 94* 1	 39H	 GREATER THAN STORAGE VESSEL PRESSURE ,F12.31 000315
00174 95* IFIIMPL.0.2JICNT=ICNT*1•, 000315
00174 96* C GOC-315
00176 97* 60 TO 200 OCL•323


















SURPLUS POWER (PO)	 BASELOAD GENERATION (P1)
PEAK POWER REQUEST {RE) UT	 PEAK LOAD GENERATION (P2).:.
MAX, POWER CAPACITY (MP2)
The utility model has two power outputs corresponding to baseload and peak
generation, with corresponding generation cost inputs. A surplus power input
is also provided with cost credit depending on whether baseload or peak power





BS Base Load generation	 (default = 0.) kw
CB Cost of baseload generation/kwh $
MP	 1 Maximum power capacity	 (default = 1x1081 kw
P	 0 Surplus power returned to utility kw
RE Peak generation request kw
CP Cost of peak load generation/kwh $
Cc Capi ta l	 cost/year $
CM Maintenance cost/year $
output§
Variable/Port
P	 1 Baseload generation	 (= BS) kw
MP	 2 Maximum power capaci ty (= MP1) kw
P	 2 Peak load generation kw




5R Sum of requested peak generation kwh
,a
SP0 Sum of output energy kwh
=:	 is
SP Sum of surplus energy kwh








If BS > MPl,
	 write diagnostic
P1 = BS, MP2 = MPl
	 j
P2 = MIN (MP1-BS,RE)
2) Energy cost dynamics
CO = BS*CB + (P2-P0) 4(CX
CP if P2-P@ >0Cx (0 if P2-PO4-0
3) Statistics
SR = SR + RE	 T I NC
DEL =
	
0	 if P2 > PO(P0-P2)*T I NC	 if PO >P2
+ SPO	 SPO + (P1+P2-PO) *T I NC + DEL
SP=SP±DEL
VSP = VSP + DEL	 CB
i







SUBROUTINE UT ENTRY POINT 000217
STORAGE USED	 CODEII) 000341; DATAIO) 000045; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 ;j^O
,	
TCOMMON BLOCKS
r 0003 CIMPL .000002 t









STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	 19LOCK 9 TYPE t RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001 1200053 IDOL 0001	 000146 200L	 0000	 000004 208E 0006 R 000000 CCI. 0006 R 000001 CMI
0006 000002 COP 0000 R 000002 CX 	 0005 R 000000 OUM 0003 I O00001 ICNT 0003 I 000000 IMPL
0000 DOV023 INJPS 0006 R 000010 SPD	 0006 R 000004 TOE 0000 R 000003 TERM 0004 R 000000 TIME {
UO00 R iCnO01 TINC1 0006	 000005 TLD	 0005 R 000007 TNAX 0000 R 000000 TMAX1 0006 R 000007 UTO
OOG6 R 000006 UTV 0006'R 000003 YDE__ _
00100 1* CUT 000000
i
00101 - 2* SUBROUTINE UTiPloMP2,P2,C0 *COO,ICO•SR,SPO,SP.VSP 000000
60101 3* 1 *BS*CHtMP19POsREsCP,CC,CMl 000000 t
U0131 Ms C 000000 k
10101 5* C PURPOSE	 MODEL OF UTILITY CAPABLE OF PRODUCING 000000
00101 6* C BASELOAO AND PEAKLOAO POWER, AND OF OOL•OOG f00101 7* C ABSORBING SURPLUS POWER DOGOOC
GOIJI 8* C 000000
00101 9* C METHOD	 COMPUTE PEAKLOAD GENERATION AND ENERGY COST 000000
00131 1G* C COUOCO
L01D1 11* C WRITTEN BY Y.K.CHAN	 VERSION 1,JUNE 8,1977 !'OD000
w 1201121 1* C COOOJO (.
N 60101 13* C	 CALL SEOUENCE COOCOO
120101 14* C OUTPUT 006000
^0101 15* C P1	 -BASCLOAO GENERATIONvKW 000070
-00101' 16* C MP2 -MAXIMUM POWER CAPACITY,KW C00000
c
O colol 17* C P2	 —PEAKLOAD GENERATIONsKW 000000
10101 1'8* C CO	 —COST OF ENERGY USED	 (STATE)v s CGi.CoC
f,'	 fV 00101 19* C COD —ENERGY COST RATE, S/HR OOGCDO
f 00101 20* C TC'O —INTEGRATOR CONTROL FOR CO 000000
00101 21* C STATISTICS 000000
SR	 .-SUN OF. REQUESTED PEAK	 GENERATION,KW COCOOC
00101 23* C SPO —SUM-OF OUTPUT ENERGY. KYH 000000
YO101 24* C SP	 —SUM OF SURPLUS ENERGY ♦ KWH C0(s000
L0101 25* C VSP —VALUE OF SURPLUS ENERGY, S O0Gu^00
110101 2 t C INPUTS CDDCOG
u0101 27* C PS	 —BASELOAD GENERATION !DEFAULT=D.I P KY CDC000
170101 2'e* C CB	 —COST OF BASELOAD GENERATION/KW H,, S GOi:C00
00101 29* C MP1 —MAXIMUM PCYER CAPACITTsKy 000000
OG101 30* C PO	 —SURPLUS POWER RETURNED TO UTILITY,KW 000000
L0101 3I+ C RE	 -PEAK GENERATION REQ
U
EST, KY COi.900
u0101 32* C CP	 —COST OF'PEAKLOAD GENEPATION/KYH, S 000300
CO101, 3'3* C CC	 —CAPITAL COST/YEAR, s 600000
00101 311* C CM	 —MAINTENANCE COST/YEAR, S 000007
CCI,O1 35* C 000000
00103 36* COMMON,/CTMPL/1MPL, ICNT/C71ME/71ME/CSIMUL/DUNt7l.TMAX 0011('011
00103 37* X 	 /COST/CCI,CMI,COP,VDE',TOE,TLO,UTV,UTD,SPO C00000
00104 3E* REAL„MP2,MP1 GOGJCO
00104 39* C COOD03
^11105- h3* IF(IMPL.GT.DIGO TO 100 00000D
00107 41* IF(8S.EO..999991BS=0. GDL'GO2
CDlll 142* IF(MP1.E0..99999)MP1=I.r8 COL006
00113' 43* 7MAX'I=TMAX*,.99999 DOD013
00114 44* SR=C. 000016
60115 45* SP=O. COCG17
C011.6 46* SPO'=0: 000020
00117 47* VSP=O. COG021
C0120 4E* RE=Q. C00022
CD121' 49* PO=D. ED0023
00121 50* c CODC23
°012'1 51* C COMPUTE POWER OUTPUTS C00023
0121 52* C D00O23
1,0122 53* TINCI=OU)iC71*'.S CODC24
C0123 54* IF(BS.LE.MPI)GO 70	 106 LOG027
"1'I25 55* WRITE (G,2 g8)BS,"PI COC:33
GO 131 56* 2CS FORA'ATl1H0 9 I0H BASELOAO	 FI2.3,32H EXCEEDS MAXIMUM POWER' CAPACITY, C0004 
00131 57* 1	 F12.31 C00042
110132 5P* IF(IMPL.E0.2)ICNT=ICNT*1 000042
0. 0134 59V BS=MP1 LOGC50
001.34 624 C, 00%050
E;0135 61* 100 P1-B5 COL053
30136 62* MP2=MP1 DC5054
CO137 63* P2=AMINI(MPl—BS,RE) 000056
00137' 64* C L•00056
30137' 65* C COMPUTE ENERGY COST COG056
00137 : 66* C DO'U056
1GI110'- 67* CX=D. C00(;64
LOl g 1 68* IF(P2.GT.PD)CX=CP 0[0(765
4C1 L13 69* IFtTCO.tiE.D)COD=BS*CB+(P2`-PD)*CX 00 007 3
ODl g S- 7C* IF(I'MPL.LE.1)RETURN' COOIDq
wCl g 5 71* C 000104
^01 115' 72* C STATISTICS 600104
00145 73* C C00104
; C1'17 74* SR_S'R+RE*TIllcl EOG11 3
:G15(2 75* SP0=SPO4 (Pi*P2—POI*TINC1 000117
00151 76* IFEP2.GT.PO)	 60 TO 200 COG125
C0153 77* TERM=t,PO—P2)*TINC1 G00131
vG154 78* SPO= SPO+TERM 000135














s00156 80i VSP= VSP• CS*TERM 000141
C0157 8.1* COC146
00157 82* C	 _ 000146
00157 83• 200 Tf(TIrE.1T.TM8X11RETURM 000146
00161 844 CCI=CCI+CC 000154
00162 85+ CMI=Ct r*CM C-00157
00163 86s VDE=VOE-CO+VSP DOC162 _.
00164 87* TOE=TOE-SPO+Sp DOG166
X0165 88s U7V=U7V•CO :JOG 172
CC166 89• UTD=U70+SP0 COC175
CC167 90* SPD= SPD +SP COG230
CG170 91• RETURN 000203
l
f;
























WD	 WIND SPEED (WV?,)
TIME OF DAY (TD)
WEEK OF YEAR (WY)
i
i
This model computes wind speed either from user supplied time histories (dratcl
tape) or by generrating a set of random numbers with user supplied daily and
yearly average profiles and user specified random variation. If user` supplied




WV = CPO(TD) + N(T)]i-'f`Y(WY)1M
r	
.
where	 PD is the user supplied daily moan profile
TD is the time of Vie day
PY is the user suppt Ted yearly profile
IVY is the week of the year











PD Daily profile versus TD	 (default = 0) miles/hr
PY Yearly profile versus WY arbitrary
DF Densit	 function for white noise terms arbitrary
(tabular with speed WV)
Inl2u ts
Parameter/Port
WV	 1 Wind speed data file 	 input miles/hr
TD Time of day hr
WY Week of the year —
Outputs
Variable/Port
WV	 2 Wind speed miles/hr
M Mean of yearly profile
TIM Last time a random sample was generated hr	 i
Statistics
W Maximum speed miles/hr'

















2) Check for data file input
If WV1 = .99999 go to 31
WV2 = WV!
Go to 5)
3) Generate white noise input N
If TIME = TIM go to '5)
U = random noise sample, uniformly distributed [0,1]




4) Compute wind speed
J





















SUBROUTINE WO ENTRY POINT 000412
STORAGE USED	 CODE111 000473; DATAt01 . 000063; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
COMMON ELOCKS
4 0003 CIMPL 000001 r^^+0004 cline OQOoO1





STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION• NAMED
0001 000245 IOL 0001	 000253 IDOL	 0001	 000074 1226	 0001 000133 137G 0001	 0003S3 1SOL	 ---
9001 000202 1556 anol	 000225 1656	 0001	 000146 40L	 0000 R 000010 A 0000 R 000005 AMN
0000 R CCOO14 OWV 0000 I 000006 I	 0003 I 000000 IMPL	 DODO OD0024 INJP'f 0000 1000000 Ix	 A
ODCO I	 C0.0007 L GCOO 1000002 ND	 0000 1000001 NP	 OCOO I 000012 NP1 0000 I GOOGO3 NY
0000 R 000004 SUM 0006 R.000000 TRLU1 	 0004 R 000000 TIME	 0000 R 000011 U 0000 R 000013 WN
0000 R ,DOOGI S YWY
001C0 1* CWD 000016
00101 2• SUBROUTINE WD (PD,PY,WF PWVO $AMV,AV,%M,TIMO	 WVI,TD,MYI 000016
00101 3* C 0'00016
00101 4* C PURPOSE	 GENERATE WIND SPEED FROM DAILY, YEARLY, AND RANDOM PROFILE DATA 000016
COI01 5• C 000016
GD101 6* C METHOD	 RANDOM NOISE WITH SPECIFIED DIST. IS ADDED TO!MEAN DAILY PROFILE 000016
^DiOi 7• C AND MULTIPLIED 3Y A YEARLY PROFILE. INITIALLY,THE DENSITY; TABLE CCO016
:0101 A* C WF IS CONVERTED TO A DIST. FUNCTION. COL016
00101 9* C COOO16
GC101 1C* C WRITTEN BY A.W. WARREN 	 VERSION 1, MARCH M 1977 000016
00101 11* C 000016
000101 12* C CALL SEQUENCE DOOD16
n 00101 13* C TABLES 000016
N IC101' 14* C PO	 - MEAN DAILY WIND PROFILE, MPH GO CIO 16
.p. 00101 15* C PY	 - MEAN YEARLY WINO PROFILE 000016
CD C0101 16* C 4F	 - WINO FREQUENCY FUNCTION INON-GUST 9 RANDOM COMPONENT), HR CDC016 +
00 00101 17* C 000016
C3 00101 1 E* C OUTPUTS 000016
N 00101 19* C WVO - WINO VELOCITY OUTPUT, MPH 000016
C0131 2C* C AMV - MAX. OFSERVEQ WIND SPEED9 MPH 000016 -^
00101 21* C AV	 - MEAN DAILY WIND SPEED. MPH 000016
40101 22* C X 	 - MEAN YEARLY WINO, - 000016




O 00101 24* C 00001600 00101 25* C INPUTS 000016 ` 
D 00101 26* C NVI — WIND VELOCITY INPUT FROM DATA FILE, MPH COGO16 t
IV 00101 27* C TO	 — TIME OF DAY* MR 000016 ,...	 .
50101 "28* C WY	 — WEEK OF YEAR (1-52'I 000016
00101 29# C 000014 i	 }
00101 3.^.* C 000016
00103 31* DIMENSION PD(11,PY(l),MF(l) [00016
00104 32* COMMON/CIMPL/IMPL /CTIME/TIME 000016
00105 33* DATA IX/l/ ti00016 s_	 ,
00105 34* C INITIALIZATION 00GO16
i:C105 35* C COMPUTE MEAN DAILY !MIND SPEED AND DIST. FCN 000016
00105 36* C 000016
0107 37* NP=YF(2) 600016
00110 3N* ND=PD(21 000025
00111 39* NY=PYI2J 000034
00112 40* IFIIMPL.6T.01 60 TO 10 COOO43
00114 41* SUM=G.O 000046
11 0115 42* AMN=0.0 000047
00116 113* TIMO=-1. G0005C c_
00117 44* IFtYF14+2*NP).EO. 	 1.1 60 TO 40 000052
00121' 45* DO 20 I=I,NP 000774
OQ124 46* YF(I*21	 = YF(I*3) 000074
00125 47* L = 3*NP*l 000076
00126 48* A=NF(L) 000101 '
100127 49* YF(L-)=SUM 000105 1
00130 50* SUM=SUM- A 000107
F00131 51* 20 AMN = AMN + A*MF(2*I) 000111 ,.
00133 52* ANN = AMN/S'UM 000116
00134- 53s YF13*NP1_ YF(NP*21*2. - NFINP+l) 000120 4 U
k 00135 54* Yf(L+l/= 1.
ft 00135 55* C 000124
00136 56* 00 30 I=1 *NP ODG133 Q
• 00141 57* 1=3*NP*I C•CU133 C
3C142 58* —,30 MF(L) = YF(LI/SUM 000140 r







DEFAULT TABLE FOR PD C00146
C00146
L,-+
00245 62* IF(PDIZ).EQ. 1.999991 PD(41=0. OOG146 ' E
00147 63* IF(PD(21.E0. 1.999991 PDIS1=0. 000151,..E
00151 64* IFIPD(2).EO.	 1.999991	 PD121=1. L00171 0^
%0151 65* C 000171
' D0153 66* AV = 0. COG176— !
00154 47* 00 25 I=1,N0 000202
s 00157 68* L = 3*ND*I 000202
` TD16O 69 * 2S AV = AV+POILI OD0205
X0162 70* AV = AV/NO+ AMN 000214 f
-0162 71* C! 000214
00163 72* XM=O. 000221
00164 73* DO	 15 I=I,N11 0OZ225
00167 74* L=3+NY*l C00225
W 7,0170 75* 15 XM=XM+PY(L) LOG232
N, ::0172 76* XM=XM/NY GCC237
00173 77* AMV =0. G00243
v00173 78* C CHECK FOR DATA FILE INPUT 000243
00173 79*' C 000243
00174
,.
80* l0 IF(	 YVI.EO.	 .999991 GO TO 100 000245
-r -a-=r---^ .-;r ^TZr^3---^,^.o.-- .^.^,-,-^r•.an:r=^r-,^..o,,. a.«+,w.....`...^...w.^r
00176 81* WVO _ WVI` 000247
00177 82• 60 TO 150 000251
70177 83* C GENERATE WHITE NOISE WITH DIST. WF 00C251
00177 840 C 0OU251
00200 850 100 If(	 TIME.EO.TIM01 60 TO 150 000253
OC202 - 860 CALL UNIFIUVIX1 000255
" 00203 87* NP1=NP•1 000261
00204 Be* WN = 7ELU1fU,MF(4sNP),WF137,1,-NP1) 000264f
OC204 89* C 000264
00204 9Os c GENERATE WIND SPEED USING DAILY AND YEARLY PROFILES 000264
00205 91* DWV = TBLUIITDrPD14).P0(4 4ND)r1v-ND1 000303
C:276 92* YMV = 70L'Ul(wY,PY(40,PY(4 4N7) g 1q -NY) 000323
00207 93* WV6 = (OYV •'WN)* YYV	 I XM 000343	 ttE:
00210 94* TIMO=7IME DOG35C
00210 95* C 000350
0 02 10 96* C MAX. OBSERVED WINO SPEED ;0O35D
00211 97* 150	 IF(IMPL.LE.1.) RETURN DOG353	
_.
00213 98*' AMV	 = AMAX1(AMV.WVO) 000361
f 00214 99s RETURN 00 036 7	 !-





WIND VELOCITY (WV)	 wp	 OUTPUT POWER (P2)
i
This component uses a power curve relationship with wind velocity to model
the wind turbine and generator. It may be used in place of the more detailed
wind-turbine-transmission-generator components where a simplified analysis
is desirable, or where a nonstandard wind generator model is desired. The
i
model may be used for either A.C. or D.C. power generation.
Basic Equations
"	 WV < WV0
P2	 1	 0 WV > WV1
I	 ,








^ 1 =	 (CUTIN)
	 (CUTOUT)
f

















V	 Bus voltage (Rated)	 volts
No	 Power cutin velocity
	 mph
WV1	 Power cutout velocity	 mph
WV	 Wind velocity	 mph
Cc	 Capital cost/year	 $
CM	 Maintenance cost/year
	 $












MPO	 Maximum power	 kw
SP	 Total output energy	 kwh
CO	 Total operating costs
1















SUBROUTINE WP ENTRY POINT 000153




0005 CTIME 000001 C~L` .-.
0006 CSIM.UL 000010
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
0007 TBLU1
0010 NERR3s
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAMED
Q001 000046 10L 0001 	 000064 20L	 0004 R 000000 CC	 0004 R 000001 CM 0004 R 000002 COP
0006 000000 DUM 0003 1 000000 IMPL 	 0000	 000006 INJPS	 0000 1 000000 N 0007 R 000000 TBLUI
C
0005 R 000000 TIME 0006 R' 000006 TINC
	
0006 R 000007 TMAX	 0000 R 000001 TMAX1
00100 1* CUP - 000000
00101 2s SUBROUTINE WP 1 PW,8I,PO,AMI,AMP,SP,CO 3 VO,WVC,WV1 9 WV,CCI•CMI,EC') LOOOOG
t 00101 3* C 000000
00101 4* C	 PURPOSE MODEL THE WIND TURBINE AND GENERATOR USING A POWER CURVE 600000
00101 5* C 000000
00101 6* C	 WRITTEN BY A.W. WARREN	 VERSION 1, MARCH 3 1977 OOG000
00101 7* C c00000
: cicl a*- C	 CALL S€OUERCE G0000C
OOIGI 9* C TABLES DDG000
X010 1 10* C PW	 - WIND GENERATION POWER IN KW VERSUS WIND VELOCITY IN MPH 000000
.:0101 11* C 000000 C
00101 12* C OUTPUTS 000000
00101 1 a C BI	 - OUTPUT BUS CURRENT, AMPS 000000
00101 14* C PO '- POWER OUTPUT, KV 000000
cry C0101 15* C AMI - MAX. OBSERVED CURRENT, AMPS COG000
^j 00101 16 * C AMP — MAX. OBSERVED POWER I KW 000000
00101 17* C SP	 - 70TAL OUTPUT ENERGY,KWH 000000
p 00101 18* C CO	 - OPERATING COST, S 000000
+-' 00101 19* C 00000003
O '  00101 20* C INPUTS C00000
00101 21* C VO	 -- RATED PUS VOLTAGE, VOLTS 000000
OO1D1 22* C WVO - POWER CUTIN VELOCITY, MPH 000000
1
L'0101 23* C WV1 - POWER CUTOUT VELOCITY, MPH 000000
60101 24* C VV	 - WIND VELOCITY, MPH COG00O
L'0101 25* C CCI - CAPITOL	 COST / YEAR,	 S 000000
rCD CC1D1	 26*	 C	 CMI	 MAINTENANCE COST / YEAR• s	 OOG000
CO	 0010?	 274	 {	 EC - CONTROL ENERGY RATE. S/HR 	 00000006101	 22*	 C	 000000
ry	 C0103	 29*	 DIMENSION PW(1)	 000000	 f'
00104	 3C*	 COMMON / CIMPL / IMPL	 GD0000	 -'
00105	 31*	 COMMON/COST/ CC.CM,COP ICTIME/ TIME /CSIMUL/ DUM(6)•TINC•TMAX 	 QOG000
00105	 32*	 C	 00GOOG
CO305	 33*	 C	 POWER OUTPUT CALCULATIONS	 D00000
GO105	 34*,	 C	 GCOOOG
30106	 35*	 PO	 C.	 000^ D	 z	 #_
00107	 36*	 IFIWV.LT.WVD .OR. WV.GT .WV1) GO TO '10	 GG^ ^G1 	 4
00111	 37s	 N	 PW(2)	 000017
00112	 38*'	 PO' T8LUI(WV,PW(4)•PW14*N)•1 * -N1	 000026
00113	 39+	 10 BI = PO*1000/V0	 C00046
00113	 404	 C	 STATISTICS	 000046
00113	 41*	 C	 C06046
00114	 42*	 TF(IMPL.GT.0) 60 TO 20 	 DOD051
001I6	 43•	 CO= 0.	 000054
00117	 44r	 API = 0.	 000055
0012)	 45*	 -AMP = 0.	 000056
00121	 46*	 SP = 4.	 000057
00122	 47*	 7MAXI=IMAX*.99999	 D00060
00123	 48♦ 	 20 I F IIMPL.LE.11 RETURN	 OCCO64
j	 00125	 49*	 API = AMAXI(AMI.97)
	
000072
`	 G0126	 50*	 AMP	 AMAX1(AMPjPO)	 COOIGC
C0127	 51*	 SP = SP • PO*.5*TINC	 000106.	 -
OC130	 52*	 CO= CO + EL*.5*TINC	 000113-
00130
	
53*	 C	 COST SUMMATION	 0001.13	 1
00131	 54*'	 IF" 1'TIME . LT.TMAXII , RETURN	 000120	 -'
E	 00133	 554	 CC	 CC + CCI	 000127
00134	 56*	 CM = CM • CMI	 000132	 y' v
00135	 57*-	 COP= COP + CO	 600135	 '-cj ^
	
E
00136	 Se*	 RETURN	 L00140	 d	





















This component mode ls
 t he wind turbine in terms of phys
i
cal 	 propo"& ies such
as hlddo vodlus, power} coefficient	 and daslgn tip speed ratio.^ The step-up
guar ratio is computed based on dosign ro tor speed.
^,^ t e	 Cdtl^ t i Ott:,
Output power_, Is given b
v
whom.
CSI' a effo	 t• ivet powor exoet fitaiont	 (t• rataul ou w0h WV)
t
f	
C	 -- I.jto0 (mph to f flml conversion)
k	 10350 x 10-3 1It-lis to kw-stao: conversion)
r
i
i NASA CR 13493793  "De itn Study of Wind Turbines 5Qk.w to 3000 kw - For,
Electric Utility Applications"o Kaman Aerospace Corporation, February
1971
3,58 ISM 40180-2	 y
WT
I
Pare irc^	 ^°1Pnrt D esgrIpfIon Un(ts
WV Wind speed [lip 11
VO Mann wind sped	 (yearly) mph
Vlw Rated wind speed	 (default	 1..35 x VO) mpl1
R5 Rotor speed r'pnt
RSG Generator draft speed	 (design) (default = 1800) I-pin
BR Blade radius ft
EC Cost to opal-ate controls $1h
AD Air density (default - 0.0023) slues/ft5
LAM Design tip speed ratio
	
(default - 9.4)
CPM2 Maximum power coefficient at , VO (default = 0.4)







Output mechan i ca l power kw
TO Mechanical torque ft-lb
WE
Total operating cost $
GR Step-up gear ratio 1
a	 RAP Rated output power kw
r	 t
5^'^t:st`i^si	
MT Maximum torque ft-lb
MPO Maximum power kw
SP Total	 energy delivered hwh
LAM may be computed using the design equation.
LAM	 SQRT(81(3* solidity constant	 design lift coefficient))





ar	 I ntion Sequence
1) First pass — Compute Gear Ratio and Rated Power
a
t
ii RS = (LAM1'WW4C1BR)*(G0/27T
i' GR = RSG/RS s









21 t Compute power- coefficient CP s
If WV = C scat P2--TO=O and go to 41
If 'CP default used, 	 then k	 ;
CP = CPh14"F(VO/WV)
rwhere F is shown in Figure 7.49 t
3) Power and -for que
b
i, A T V,R
P = .54(CP1LAi)M*(WV4V'	 (C = 1.4667)
TO = P/ (RS* TT !G0 )
P2	 P rit	 (k = 1.3558 x 10 3) F
















MAX. OUTPUT POM COEFFICIENT
4	 CP	 'OUTPUT POWEP, COEFFICIENT







SUBROUTINE WT ENTRY POINT 000274 t




i OOG4 CTIME 000001







STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, MAKE)
_
.3001 000122 IDOL	 0001	 000211 200L	 0000 R 000034 A 0006 R 000000 CCI 0006 R COD001 CMI
E" 0006 R CCOUO2 COX	 0000 R 000033 CPI	 0000 R 000026 Cl 0000 R 000027 C2 0005	 000000 DUN	 i
0000: R CGOCOD F	 0003 I 000000 IMPL 	 0000	 000051 INJPf 0000 R 000035 P 0000 R 000030 PI
0!507 R 000000 TPLU1	 0004 R 000000 TIME 	 ODDS R 000006 TINC 0000 R 000032 TINC2 0005 R 000007 TMAX
GOOD R !000031 TMAXI
€
00100 10 CWT1'' CCOOOG
00101 20 SUBROUTINE WT (P2,TO,CO,GRoRAP,MT,MPO,SP,MV,VO,VR',RS, RSG,BR,EC, 000000 -
`' 00101 3• 1	 AD,LAM_,CPM, CP,CC,CM) :,00000
00101 4* C 000000
10101 Ss C	 PURPOSE 	 MODEL WINO TURBINE POWER OUTPUT CO0000
coial 6* C 000000
IIC101 7* C	 METHOD	 COMPUTE POWER COEFFICIENT AND ROTOR SPEED FROM PHYSICAL CO COO C
JO101 -B♦ C	 DESIGN PARAMETERS.	 RATED POWER COEFF. IS 3/4 OF CPM. COCGOO
00101 9s C GOG^_00
00101'- 10+ C'	 WRITTEN BY A. W. WARREN 	 VERSION 2, APRIL 6 1977 COC-000
00101 11* C 00L00C
ca CO101 12* C	 CALL SEOUENCE CDOoOC
C-) 00101 13 * C	 OUTPUTS OCGO'JO(A GO101 14• C	 P,2
	
- OUTPUT MECHANICAL POWER, KW C0c000
-A 110101 1S• C	 79	 - OUTPUT MECHANICAL TORQUE, FT-LB 000000
^ CC101 16* C	 CO	 - OPERATING COST SUM, t GOGC^O
00 0:0101 17• C	 GR	 - TURBINE/GENERATOR	 GEAR RATIO OOGODO -
t
C)
10101 18• C	 RAP - RATED ;OUTPUT POWER, KW CCGOpO
N O'C101 19• C	 MT	 - MAXIMUM TORQUE STATISTIC, FT-LB' 000100
60101 2js C	 MPO - MAXIMUM POWER STATISTIC, KW 011000
00101' 21s- C	 SP	 - TOTAL OUTPUT ENERGY DELIVERED, KWH 100000
00101 22• C' 100000




00101 240 C	 WV	 - WIND SPEED	 MPH' CQO000
X
00 00101 25* C	 VO	 - MEAN WIND SPEED (YEARLY), "PH OOOQ00 -'
' C 00101 26* C	 VR	 - RATED WIND SPEED, MPH 000000 h
N 00101 270 C	 RS	 - ROTOR SPEED, RPM CQOODD
CO101 28o C	 PSG - GENERATOR SHAFT SPEED, RPM MOOD
CO101 29* C	 OR	 - BLADE 'RADIUS, FT 000000 K
ii0101 30* C	 EC	 - CONTROL ENERGY RATE, S/HR 000000
00101 31* G 	 AD	 - AIR DENSITY, SLUGS/FT**3 300000
001G1 320' C	 LAM - DESIGN TIP SPEED RATIO 000000
00101 31* C	 CP" - MAXIMUM POWER COEFFICIENT AT VO COLOGO
00101 340 C	 CP	 - EFFECTIVE POWER COEFFICIENT AT WY OOOOJO
00101 35* C	 CC	 - CAPITAL COST PER YEAR 000000
01010.1 36* C	 CM	 - MAINTENANCE COST PCR YEAR 000000 "'
00301 37* C L00000
00103 38• COMMON /CTMPL/IMPL /CTIME/ TIME /CSIMUL/ DUM16),TINC * TMAX 000000
00104 39* COMMON /COST/ CCI,CMI,COI 000000
4 CO105 NO* REAL MT,MPO,LAM COOOOG
00106 410 DIMENSIF1221-ON 000000 --
00107 42* DATA	 F/.24,.4s.6,.68,.8,1.,1.2,1.31,1.#,1.6 9 1.7#90.9.31,.689.89 OOLG00
00107 43* 1	 .92,1.,.92,.89.61'9.3#0. 	 /,C1 9 C2,PI/1.466T9.0013SS8,3.141S9 000000 tl 00107 440 C 000000
r r 107 45* C	 INITIALIZATION 000700
00107 46* C ^0000[
00114 474 IF(IMPL.6T.0/ 60 TO 100 000000
00116 48* TMAX1 = TMAX• .99999 OOGCO2
F° 00117 49* TINC2 = .5* TIN[ CODJOS
-^
00117 500 t 0030GS
00120 Sl* IF(	 VR .ED.	 .99999) VR = 1.3S* VO GOLO10 r
C0122 52* IF(RSG .EA.	 .99999- RSG_ 1800. 000016 i
00124 53+ 7F( AD .EQ. .999991 AD = .0023 000026
00126 Sjf# IF(LAM .EQ.	 .999991 LAM= 9.4 OCCO33 C
00130 SSs IFICPM .EQ.
	
.99999) CPM= 0.4 L00040
OC130 56* C COGO40 p^
00132 Sl*' RS = Cl*LAM,*VO/BR*(30./PI) 000045
00133 58* GR = PSG /RS 0oucs5
00134 59* CP1= CPN 000060 i.
00135 630 IFICP.E0.	 .999991	 CPI= CPMsTBLUIIVO/VR9F(119F(12) 9 1 9-11) 000062 Y.
00137 61* RAP= :5*CPI*AO*PI*BR*BR*(VR*Cll**3*C2 000101 L-'
CO140 62* CO =' 0.0	 - 000315
`
00141 63* SP = 0.0 000116
00142 64* MPO= 0.0 000117
00143 6S* M7 = 0.0 G0012C !	 t^
GL 143 66*, C 000120
00143 67* C	 POWER COEFFICIENT CALCULATION 0:00120
00143 68* C 000120
60144 69* 1CO P2 = 0.0 000122.,
00145 7Gs' TO = 0.0 000122
00146 71* IF1	 WV.EQ. Q.) 60 TO 200 000123
CO350 72s CP1 = CP COOl25 -
1 0151 71* IF(	 CP1.EO.	 .99999) CPI = CPM*TBLU1(VO/WY,F(1)sF(121,1 9-111 000127
00153 74t IF(CP1.EO.
	
0.) GO TO 200 COOl51 _.
'L4 0'0153 75• C 000151
0% 00153 76*' C	 -	 OUTPUT POWER AND TORQUE' 000351
C0153 77* C 600151
G0155 78* A = PY*BR*02 000153
00156 79* P =	 .5*CPI*AD*A*IWV*Cll**3 000157
00157 8C• TFIYV.GT.VRlP= RAP/C2 000170
_.. ^..:- ..








^..::a-.aszr---"x^.	 . , -1;--wit+^-::-saa-+^er^-:^,e^..^-.-.-n.
-	 -
-.	 -.,» -°..._.____,,......^..„..r.._,,.^-
i00161	 31*	 T0=P/(R5*PI/30.)	 000177
00162
	
82;	 P2	 P*C2	 000205	 a
00162	 83i	 C	 000205
1:0162
	
84*	 C	 STATISTICS AND COSTS	 000205
00162	 85*	 C	 000205
OC163	 86*	 200 IF(IMPL.LE.11 RETURN 	 000211
00163	 87s	 C	 C00211
r 00165
	
88s	 CO = CO,' + ECsTINC2	 COC217	 a
r0166
	
89*	 MT = AMAX]( MT,70)	 000223
00167	 90#	 MPO= AMAX1(MP0,P2)
	
000231
CO179	 91+	 SP'= SP 4 P2*TINC2	 OC,C237
r3170-	 92*	 G	 000237
00171.	 930	 IF ( TIME .LT . TMAX I ) RE TURN 	 C00243
00173
	 94*	 CCI = CCI 4 CC	 000252
00174	 95s	 CY.1
	 CMI 4 C	 000255
90175	 96t	 COI = e01 4 CO	 COC260
00175	 97s	 C	 ECO260
00176	 98•	 RCTURN-	 000263











This section gives five simple .example simulations using the SIMWEST program.
These examples exercise all physical components of the SIMWEST library and
many of the model features such as Fortran code insertion and the file read
	
f
capab il i ty.
 Each example contains the input data for model generation and
analysis, selected printer output generated by the programs and a discussion
of the results obtained.. It is recommended that a user work through and under-
stand the model connections for these examples before attempting to build
more complex models such as that of Figure 1-7.
	 4
8.1 WIND TURBINE AND FILE READ MODEL
Figure 8.1-1 shows a simplified schematic of the wind turbine and file read
model.
	 In this example a wind turbine is used'to feed power directly to a
load. Wind and	 load time histories are read from a mass storage file and then
used to drive, the simulation. A histogram for power output
	 is also	 included.
r Figure 8.1-2 shows the input data to build the model and print out some of
the	 load file data. The order of the component definitions is such that Infor-
mation passes down the
	 list,	 i.e. no component is defined before components
in the	 INPUTS	 list„ This assures that the component subroutines in the Fortran'
model will	 be called in the right order.	 The	 first Fortran statement
	 is	 insert— i
a	 i ed	 in the model	 prior to the Fortran which sets up the iteration	 loop, while
^ the se^aon'd set of Fortran statements is within the loop and writes outthe 6
load file data froth array TEMP the first pass through the model. Figure 8.1-3
li shows the model	 schematic generated.
	 In addition to showing the component E
connections,	 the names of the input connections are printed out. Notice that
is
is
informati on passes not only from WI` to GR but also vice-versa, The input RSIGR
t,
to WT is a feedback variable and so is the input RS GE to GR.
	
It is the pres-
ence of the feedback variables which require several
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MODEL DESCRIPTION
	 TAPE READ TEST
FORTRAN STATEMENTS




	 AD	 INPUTS=TI, TAW (VAR=WV)-
LOCATION=31	 WT	 INPUTS=Wi?
LOCATION=35	 GR	 INPUTS=WT













FIGURE 8.1-2 INPUT DATA FOR FILE READ MODEL
The	 input- data for several
	 simulations using this model
	
is shown
	 in Figure I
8.1-4.. The component parameter values are first specified,
	 those inputs not i
specified taking default values. A number of
	 tables are then specified.
	 The
VYD and LO tables are not real ly
 needed here. The wind and load file data
F
was originally generated from an earlier run using these tables. Following
the tables are the printer plot input commands, and the simulation values
and print commands for a one week run. The parameter values for a second
simulation which reads to the end of the file are then given.
	 The	 last simu-
lation attempts to read past the end of file.
Some of the output for the first simulation are shown in Figures 8.1-5 to
? 8.1-8. Figure 8.1-5 shows the output resultingfrom the FORTRAN STATEMENTS ,.
code. This data
	 is formatted to output the time of the
	 initial
	 load value I
#
(0.0), the data increment step
	 (0.25), and 446 load values at successive
time increments. Figure 8,1—.6 shows the power output histogram from the wind
Y
turbine. Almost 40% of the time the turbine reaches rated power (800 kw):
` Figure 8.1-7—shows a crossplot of wind turbine output versus wind velocity.I 'I
The cutin velocity is about 12 mph and rated power is attained at about 28
L i;!
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ITLE= TAPE READ TEST
P F, AMETE F,'	 I•,'HLL IEL, _
F^1	 E .	 Gi a	
_ 
I	 I "-	 4_14^it_i .	 I I	 I •-. ^F^i ,	 l_i1 a 1 •1 TI = _ FIF'H ,-1	 FL_1-i1-5-	 HSTTI=W= - a ITFTAt•a=1
WT-;-'-0, E= WT=t , _F't' W1-=. 41
	
I i . W1'= 16000, I_ t'1 WT=2000 ui r H'^IaE=. 4_+1,	 1_I_:	 GF;= 1Gi00i 1_:hl hF;	 'C--' 4T14_i a t •i;=TTHL=O., ITFTHL=E
I.,F	 =4i a F ''i'1^E	 1 'r_ 414_1, IIA I iE=4 1	 , _ F;	 ICE= . 4_105., 1.j I IaE=44=10, C C	 GE= j 00I,-7i, CM	 GE--200
4.,14=15; 4, CT LI:I 4, t' H Li a=O, ,TIILCi=6, VE Li I=. 023 1
F''•;	 W'11=1;-,
13., 1.	 :+ci. E-7 ,L	 -4.E-7
	
__. a4_.cl._'.47.r7,._c.
c	 -	 -^  	 c	 r	 c•^^ c	 c
. r"".; , t:,S i
 65,  r;i 1 56, !-  _51, 49., `9	 _^2	 ..E.. E,1 ^ r"1_,
TA' fiLEa Fl, W11=7
4_I,
	 12  16-	 '0 , 2 4 1
0, 4_1, 4_i, r . En , E:, Gi
i
TABLE, If t1I1=16 i
,,E,	 ,1`.	 15, 1'8o 2 1,242	 F30t	 '_	 42 4-=- i'	 v
c, 44 . 1r^4_1, :
-
4-1	 :} _, 512, 440r_^	 4_1^a 2i 4r1 + 14_' t , r,.r 40	 9a3-a	 '	 41	 ^^.
_"' }
j TABLE,	 PLOC]	 7!'
3
G	 , 12-Ki , ,.'4_14_1, -;E 11_1, 4410
	
500 , r,t_il_i
T ADL.Li F'II 1-0= 1 7
i 0, 1,5,	 , 4}	 5.,6^7 5	 - 1 , 1 41 ra1C.
ac	 c	 c 21.,L:-:'2 . 5 ., 'L:-'4
 :t,	 7 2.?	 ,=,ti, 4541, 66E-1, 810 	 ,kip}
I
t '_ 1;1, 
-1 G E.,	 , 02 ,7 	 0	 f1_1e-,5,'4_ia45i4_i
T FUU-, P1.1 LCI=
Tt,
 FL E, FT L.0=6
401 ^ 52
f rT^F
	 P I T asDI:F'LH`r'i
,^	 ^.	 FIT
I -LO I. ,	 T IM 
r iiI	 'F'LH i,_, F '..	 IE, VS	 TIt'1E
25 1 Tt iAX=1t8. , PRATE=2A, PRINT I_1yItITROL_3, IMT t'11_IIIE==,, 0LITF:A7E=2
`
I "IULATE
i -t-PNETER I•.I HLLIE2:5 TO TI	 4`k14_la t•ISTTAG'I=:=L;, t'iSTTAL=,;9, TrlFi =22L''-1
{ ,t ^iI,ILATE
;'"^F:HPIETEF:	 I.1HLUE, , -4STi THL=40 r
b	 ,
t















'coC) CAH Nu s
—
 
DEN IIF ICA T-IUN-HEADEk-FfJH UNIT it
MO GENERATED MIND DATA
3DENTIFICAIIUN HEAD EN FUK UNIT 12
b"ENEHATL"GAU-DATA=— -- ---- -
1
--`,000 9250—S/Zi020 -576,458-541,271—°542 305'— SO4,160— 490.027-458 - 856"465.241-411-4 29--4"6T 310
G` 472.2U2 469,SU4 4b4,207 478,548 457,784 462,708 428.157 417.025 435,024 424.541 477.498 477,597
4 52491376 Si99235 560,327 574.953 655.125 684.704 751.090 .774,545 849,244 842.653 91990b3 906.349 ---
-	 916.191 --971.344--.1035.062 -- 1030.417-- 1019.400 - 1025,785 -1015,351 --'!015,618- 1029.436-- 1016,1303- 1021.731•-10.30.062—
1036,OBS 1020,695 1014-,203 1016,614 982,779 972,742 929,110 935.981 880.547 _ 874.323 888.260 897.320
644,751 914;397 9V6.594 905.685 896.960 897,141 895,837 899.829 899.173 897,042 908.923 887,126
902.818- 898.812-- Bvb, 4 57--' 898,273 -`910,522--928,584 951.416 - 93-2.214----966,968--961.958 --- 927.907 -- 940,644-
9Ub,t96 969,801 914.014 904,625 848,2.99 849,443 783,334 799,167 737.316 728,981 668,681 668,212
622.55O 6330111 5bb,89U 571,S?9 549.372 544,84E 509,411 501,604 464.101 453.340 459.528 467.007
46U, .501 - 477,917- 462.b86 - 483,8U0 462.5b9 - 457.579 444.235 439,874 -- 419.515-- 429.792--- 483.195 -- 466,143-
52b.520 528.	 bl 579,035 510.269 660,377 652,042 770,330 75ib.319 843.668 657.838 696,782 901.220
957,964 976,595 1016,770 1039.277 1021,489 1024,110 1030.607 1024.092 1031.524 1028,826 1013.459 3024.933 f
--1010, 144-1016.326--1032,617 -1025.094 — 991.639--- 974.384- • 937.970--°924.526--874.771 — 866.031 --886,739--888,582—
910.bS1 8x9.333 847.415 907.327 909.429 902,392 897,479 89!6.145 901.262 865.588 900.631 888.768
+597.689 893,247 86b.110 907.132 909,001 926,617 950,342 93'7,912 958.230 960.458 983.353 935.515
9419.145 • - •918,661--8 4 5,342- 903,105 --849,8x1 - 844.314- 785,423 -- 780,048'---725,415-- 734,232 -68 4 ,312 -683 . 844-
b10,583 621.210 5417;718 515.b14 487.255 479.243 454,255 434,638 413.080 415,578 421.951 409,596
425 9 091 4256911 429.801 427.555 417.808 404,359 389,100 388,0L2 376.195 378.9 4 8 417,267 4270101
4b9,6S3 —461;386-- Si6.310 --539000 592,569 -~ 600.9Ub - 670,397 - 67+2.822 - 764.028--771.088 -805.735--828.013—
812,968 8584852 931 1 067 940.076 917,971 932,658 923.3?.' 932.503 929.850 921,321 920.069 942,602
917.149 9544511 925,140 924.464 818.517 881,672 830.214 842,894 801.363 796,343 790.602 795,509
- 8V8,635 --804,783 ` -_ 818,895 ---811,978 807,374 814,032 812,055 807,109 803.271- 810,696-- 812,4u? --801.771 -
806.953 818,793 749.780 808.956 816,075' 820.398 835,254 839.504 854.944 865.672 850..213 837.347
822,271 837,61.5 832.466 814.272 757.037 770.703 702.264 691.332 654,351 653.748 608,418 607,997
Sbb.499-"567,063 -- 541.901"- SeS,648 -°498,076 " 490.064 - 449.639 451,553 411,712- 436,193•- 423, 4 29 -4 0 8,227 -
4LU,676 436.731 4316681 419,435 413.593 408.663 405,614 402,090 378,074 386,922 421,993 438,323
41 4 ,379 4b6,112 566,445 596,789 594.047 596,269 680,816 677,548 750,470 775.412 807.615 820,550
(368.372 ---Vol 	 'R 942,887- 935,459 •- 925,544 915,451 925.206 "' 921,792 - - 913,044-- 913,864 ---912.204 `922,349—
915.379 911;673 916.217 919,446 883.644 883,150 834,940 841,525 791 6- 053 794,974 805.072 799,833
891.172 794.414 811.432 814,259 824090 812,262 807.840 811.855 801 2 501 806.079 604.181 800,402
' -814.145 .	 820.271`- 1390,856 619.777 82:7.553 837.715 - 861.511 838,135 '- 850.327 - 84,4.102 `'858,187'- 844.910-
838,765 823,656 812.413 809,656 756,070 757.145 709.836 711,495 659.479 661.320 609,896 615,971
f 571;225 562<.447 516,686 512.937 481.270 488,695 448.270 450,184 410,343 406.747 403..375 418.646
`418.160 "- 429.288 - 417.722 425,220 - 421,lb5 - 413,810-192.056 --- 388,131 376.304- 385,152—`429.967-427.612'-
47i,609 473,684 5138171 521,326 542,676 592 9 074 679,849 682.274 761.291 758.607 818.435 812,605
863,755 874 9 428 935,424 940,586 959,,612 929,921 920,590 930,167 914,924 918.590 923,426 908,991923.355"91b.-399"-928`;498-9Z7,420-818,62	 -885, 29-827,477-534 0-"0620V0;72Q-796; 45 2-809;39tiM-. 2-4—
v	
796.5.56 7139;857 8u9;662 803.548
FIGURE 8.1-5	 TAPE READ FORMATTED LOAD DATA _
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FIGURE 8.1-7 WIND POWER OUTPUT VERSUS WIND VELOCITY
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8.2 BATTERY STORAGE MODEL
^'.	 A simplified schematic of the battery storage model is shown in Figure 8.2-1.
nhis mode wind power supplemented b a utilit generation source is sup-t	 I^	 PY	 Y 9	 P	 ^
plied to a power divider, which delivers power to the load as a first prior
ity, and battery storage as second priority. Similarly, if the load cannot
be met from the wind or storage, then the utili ty is requested to supply peak.-	 f




Figure 8.2-2 shows the model generation input data for the model. The com-
ponents-are general ly defined in the order if power flow shown in Figure 8.2-1.
Ordering the component definition in this way is recommended to avoid conver-
gence problems in the iteration loop. Thus, it would be somewhat better for
consistency to define UT after WP rather than after LO in the model. All three
types of model connections are illustrated in this example. For example, WP
has the general input connection WD, MAB has the specific input connection
WP (P,2 - FIN), and PD has the port to port connection PA 11,11 The port
connections are especially useful for connecting up the multiport logic com-
ponents PA and Pa. The connection PA 11,11, for example, connects an input
request of PD to PA and a power and maximum power input of PA to PD. It may
(i	 be observed that the uti I ity is connected up to the surplus port of PD. Thus
the baseload power sent to NAB in ef fect i s reduced whenever the load and
battery cannot absorb all the power generated. The last component defined
is the cost monitor CM, which receives cost input data from other components
through -a common block rather than by model connections. Figure 8.2-3 shows
the model schematic generated by the program. Most of the connection inputs
are shown but occasionally a model connection will be overprinted. For exam-
pie, the input RE1PA to PD is not shown in 8.2-3. In cases like this it is





















LOCATION=21 	 IIP	 INPUTS=WD
LOCATION=42	 MAB	 INPUTS=W(P,2=FIN),UT(P,1=C2)





LOCATION=45 	 PIB	 INPUTS=BA
LOCATION=19	 IV	 INPUTS=BA











FIGURE 8.2-2 BATTERY MODEL INPUT DATA
The input data for two simulations is shown in Figure 8.2•-4. in the first
simulation the battery is nearly full at time = 0 and the load is chosen
larger on the average than the wind and utility power supplied_, In the sec-
7 and simulation the reverse is true, I.e. the load is less than that _supplied
by the wind system, and the battery storage is fairly Low. Figures 82-5









is shown in Figure 8.2-5. The energy cost of the wind system is low because
the wind profile delivers high energy winds during most of the simulation..
The average wind velocity in Figure 8.2-6 is about 22 mph. Figure 8.2-7 shows
the wind power output supplied directly to the road. The median power out-
put is seen to exceed 450 kw and occasionally output reaches 800 kw or rated
power. Figure 8.2-8 shows the usage of battery energy to meet the load dur-
ing the week, and the increase in storage capacity during the weekends, Since
the battery subsystem was limited to 180 kw maximum discharge, the utility
t	 was frequently called to meet peak load. Thus about 10% of the load was sat-
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8.3 FLYWHEEL STORAGE MODEL
Figure 8.3-1 shows a simplified schematic of the flywheel storage model.
	
i
This model is very similar to that of 8.2 except that flywheel storage re-
places battery storage, and a power line loss is included in the model. The
input data for this model is shown in Figure 8.3-2. Observe that the components
are defined in the order of information flow shown in 8.3-1. The admittance
component AD is used to model transmission line power losses. The model sche-
matic is shown in Figure 8.3-3.
MODEL DESCRIPTION













LOCATION=19	 GE	 I NPUTS=TRO
LOCATION=45	 PIB	 INPUTS=FL















The simulation input data shown in Figure 8.3-4 uses the same wind and load
data as Example 8.2. However, the storage component is rated at 400 kw with 	 ['
I
'	 one hour storage, simulating a system used for temporary storage and dis- 	 la
charge during peak power generation and load demand periods. It may be noted r
that the transmission power loss table is input for both TRI and TRO. Fig-
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flywheel in excess of that needed for the load is shown in Figure 8.3-5.
Even with average load demand exceeding wind generation, the flywheel is
charged at rated power fairly often. The kinetic energy stored by the fly-
wheel over a two week period is shown in Figure 8.3-6. During the week energy
is frequently withdrawn and storage is generally not much above the dead—




the cost monitor is shown In Figure 8.3-7. The capital costs are probably
low since nominal values were used for component costs. The utility supplied
f
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B.4 HYDRO AND THERMAL STORAGE MODEL





is supplied first to meet the electrical
load, with excess powergoing into hydro and thermal storage. The thermal
load is driven by an ambient temperature component and electrical 	 load energy x
value I s supplied by a time dependent look-up table. Figure 8.4-2 shows the
model
	
input data. The components are ordered according to the flow of infor-
mation in 6.4-1. Observe that the maximum power input of the power divider
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FIGURE 6.4-2	 HYDRO AND THERMAL MODEL INPUT DATA
The Input data for a two week simulation with this model 	 Is shown in Fig-
V,
ure 6..4-4. CYCLES is equal	 to 6 in this model	 for sufficient Iterations to
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much larger capacity and supplies a bigger load than the thermal system in
this tun. Enures 9,4-5 to 	 show results of the simulation. Hydro energy
storage Is shown In 8.4-5. During the week nest of the wind entm-gy goes dl-
rectiy to the load except at night. The reservoir builds up 
to 
capaelty du •
-ing the week—ends. The cumulative percent load delivered by 
wind 
and hydro
storage Is shown In 8.4-6, and averages about 91%. Similarly, thermal energy
stored and percent thermal load delivered are shown In 1 .4-7 and 6.4—tl. Tho
ambient temperature profile for a similar, one week simulation is shown in
riYJR 3 AND i ctnAL T,c4T
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FIGURE 8.4-9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE SIMULATION OVER ONE WEEK
6.5 PNEUMATIC STORAGE MODEL
Figure R.5-1 shows the simpIIfled schematic for- the pneUmratic storage movial
For simplici ty
 the motor and generator have been omitted from the pneumatic
storage subsystem. A burner Is used I f needed to heat the exiting air to
the turbi ne. The heat exchanger has a, phase change medium. Figure $.5-2 shrews
the Input data for this model
MODEL DESCRIPTION
	 PNEUMATIC STORAGE TEST CASE
LOCATION= I	 TI
LOCAT I ON =2I	 WD	 I NPUTS-TI
LOCATION=51	 WP	 INPUTS=Wi?
LOCATION= 5	 TP	 INPUTS=T1
LOCATION=43




LOCATION=17	 HX	 INPUTS=CO,TP, CS
LOCATION=47
	
CS	 INPUTS=HX,PA IRE 21--RE)
	 i
LOCATION36	 PI	 INPUTS=Cs
LOCATION==19	 HY	 I NPUTS-CS, HX













FIGURE 8.5-2 PNEUMATIC STORAGE WML INPUT DATA
r
The Input data for a two week simulation Is shown In O.55-3. In order to keep
the air entering the storage cavern from overheating a fairly large I erakage
i
coefficient (NU -'0.01) Is assumed. Hence the storage cavern l oses about 213
of its heat energy every, four days, The load constant NC LO can be adjusted
to valance wind energy to the load so that week ly air mass flow In and out
of the cavern Is balanced. The Initial values for the CS and HX states were
chosen on the basis of an earlier one week slmulaticn. Figures 6.5--4 fo 5.5
S show results of this simulatlon, Figure 8.5-4 shows the average temper-
ature of the heat exchanger storage medium for the l coolt call ' The Initial



























FIGURE 8.5-1 PNEUMATIC STORAGE EXAMPLE
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c.
temperature at the beginning of the week is a little too cool since the tem-
perature rises to about 400 0 during the weekends. Phase change in this med-
ium is indicated by the constant temperature intervals at 250 0. Figure 8.5-5
shows the air temperature exiting from the heat exchanger into the cavern.
During the week this temperature is generally held below 200
0
 but may exceed
-350 0 during the weekend. Figure 8.5-6 shows the air muss stored in the cavern.
	
!	 In this simulation wind power generated exceeded that of the load and thus
there is a gradual buildup of air mass in the cavern. The temperature of
the stored ait mass is shown in Figure 8.5-7. There is about a 10
0
 fluctu-
ation in temperature each week in this case. The last figure, 8.5-8 shows
the air temperature exiting from the heat exchanger to the burner. Neglect-
ing the influence of the initial conditions, the average temperature is about
550
0
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